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Abstract
This study explores the impact of neoliberal education policies on the discourses of
citizenship and citizenship education in an Australian citizenship education project
entitled ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials.’ This project is the largest
national curriculum development project in Australia and represents the official
discourses of citizenship in Australia. The materials were developed in response to
concern about the poor understanding of civics and citizenship in Australia and the
lack of quality citizenship education materials and background information for
teachers. The scope of the study was managed by focusing on a corpus of twelve text
groups, selected from the materials because they related to the environment – an area
of citizenship of interest to young people and which allows consideration of recent
trends in the practice of citizenship.
An approach to critical discourse analysis recommended by Fairclough (1992) was
used. This involved a three-step process of identifying and analysing: (i) the
discourse evident in the words in the text, (ii) the processes of production,
dissemination and consumption of the texts, and (iii) the contextual social and
cultural practices that influenced the development of the text.
There were six steps in the discourse analysis. The first involved identifying the
corpus related to the environment. The second was to identify and describe the
discourses of citizenship and citizenship education evident in the text. The third
involved interviewing key participants in the processes of text production,
dissemination and consumption to ascertain their perceptions of the discourses
evident in the texts. The fourth was an analysis of these interviews to interpret the
discourses participants acknowledged as being within the text and the discursive
practices that operated to establish those discourses. The sixth was an explanation of
the impact of neoliberalism on the development of the materials.
The results indicate that two discourses of citizenship and citizenship education were
dominant within the materials - Legal Status and Public Practice. The same two
discourses were evident in the interviews with key participants in the processes of
text production, dissemination and consumption. In all cases, the materials lacked
any evidence of the citizenship or citizenship education discourses of Democratic
Identity, World Citizenship and Democratic Participation, although Democratic
Identity was a minor aspect of one of the twelve text groups.
A range of discursive practices related to neoliberalism was identified as influential
on this pattern of discourses. Perceptions of teacher deficiency were influential in the
process of text production as was the power of key individuals and groups such as
the national education minister and his department, a government-appointed Civics
Education Group, the Curriculum Corporation and, to a much lesser extent, teacher
professional associations. Two discursive practices were influenced in text
dissemination: the materials were provided free of charge to all schools and
extensive professional development was provided. These provided significant
inducements to teachers to use the materials. Discursive practices operating in the
process of text consumption provided added inducement by showing teachers how to
select key components of the materials for local use. However, this concern for local
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context was undermined by the extreme strength of the presentation of what counts
as legitimate citizenship and the lack of opportunity for alternative or resistant
readings of the texts. Three aspects of neoliberalism were seen as especially
influential in these discursive practices - the strong focus on the development of
legitimate knowledge, marketisation, and an emphasis on the need for evaluation.
The study concludes with an examination of the implications of the findings to
identify recommendations for teachers, teacher educators, materials developers and
opportunities for further research.
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Chapter 1
1.1

Introduction

Background to the research problem

This thesis reports on an analysis of the impact of neoliberal education policies on
the discourses of citizenship education within an Australian citizenship education
project entitled ‘Discovering Democracy: School Materials.’ The term ‘discourse’ is
used in this thesis to refer to a system of meaning that can be identified within texts.
There are three distinct ways meaning can be identified in text. The first is to review
a piece of text to identify the different discourses within the text as evidenced by the
use of words and the arrangement of the text. The second is to analyse the way text is
produced and distributed and the influence this has on the development of particular
words, phases or use of images. The third is to review the social and historical
location of the production, use and dissemination of the text in question. For the
purpose of this research, the identification of discourse is considered in its broadest
sense to include all three of views (Fairclough 1992:4).1

The ‘Discovering Democracy: School Materials’ project has been chosen as the case
study for this research for two reasons. First, the project is the largest national
curriculum development project ever undertaken in Australia. Second, it represents
the official discourse of citizenship in Australia because the Commonwealth
government in cooperation with all States and Territories developed the materials.
Hence, the materials have been widely accepted within the schooling sector in
Australia and have widespread use through both public and private schools. The
materials are not compulsory for schools to use; the manner in which they were
distributed and supported made them very attractive and credible within schools. For
example, the materials were developed through extensive consultation with, and
hence have been widely promoted by, State and Territory education departments,
private sector education systems and professional associations. In addition State and
Territory Discovering Democracy coordinators were funded by the Commonwealth
government to help ensure adoption and a reference book that provided teachers with
1

The definition of discourse will be discussed further in Section 1.3.1 on page 5.
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background content for teaching citizenship education and extensive professional
development were also provided. All schools were also given at least one copy of all
the materials free of charge. State and federal governments also provided additional
funding for special projects that made use of the materials within schools. Research
projects were commissioned to develop competency tests for civics and citizenship to
measure the level of improvement of student achievements in this area in terms of
knowledge of civics and citizenship. All of these factors identify the ‘Discovering
Democracy School Curriculum’ project as a significant aspect of ‘official pedagogic
discourse’ (Bernstein 1990). Indeed, the materials may be seen to represent the
official pedagogic discourse for civics and citizenship education in Australia.

Citizenship education is Australia has a long history. The first civics course was
developed in 1917 and was based on a textbook titled Civics for Australian Schools
(Davidson 1997:79). This course, and those that followed, was based on the
development of civic virtues and citizens who would be well versed in the history of
citizenship, often with a very British flavour. This model placed special emphasis on
the structure and functions of governments in Australia and the rights and
responsibilities of citizens. Given the generally ‘dry’ nature of this material, it is
perhaps not surprising that many studies of student understanding of civics and
citizenship in Australia reveal low levels of knowledge (ANOP Research Services
Pty Ltd 1994) and a significant lack of interest in the processes of government and
politics generally (Mellor 1998). This pattern is reflected in many other countries
also (Torney-Purta, Schwille and Amadeo 1999; Curriculum Corporation 2000;
Torney-Purta, Lehmann, Oswald and Schulz 2001). Concern about the lack of
understanding about civics and citizenship and the preparation of young people for
an ever changing world has led Australian and other governments to review school
curricula in this area (Crick 2000:3). This review was prompted by concerns that the
increasing pressures of globalisation will result in the demise of national identity
which may increase the unwillingness of young people to participate in public life
(Habermas 1995; Kerr 2000). As a result, the 1998 report ‘Education for Citizenship
and the Teaching of Democracy in Schools’ led to the development of citizenship
education as part of the national curriculum in England (Crick 2000:3) a 1994 report
in Australia identified a lack of quality citizenship education materials and
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background information for teachers. It was this report that led to the development of
the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project.

The need for enhanced public education in civics was identified in ‘Whereas the
People: Civics and Citizenship Education,’ the 1994 report of the Civics Expert
Group2 appointed by a national Australian Labor Party government (Macintyre,
Boston and Pascoe 1994:3). ‘Whereas the People: Civics and Citizenship Education’
called for the development of a non-partisan strategic plan for public education on
civics. The report focussed on all forms of public education but with a significant
part dedicated to school education. The key recommendation for schools concerned
the need for schools, students and teachers to have access to quality civics education
materials prepared by the Curriculum Corporation (p. 63). The ‘Discovering
Democracy: School Materials’ project was developed with bipartisan political
support at both national and state levels in Australia. The initiative was announced in
May 1997 by the Hon. David Kemp, the Minister for Employment, Education,
Training and Youth Affairs in a conservative Liberal Party- National Party coalition
government (Kemp 1997).

The bipartisan support for the enhanced civics education is illustrated by the
continuation of the plan under a conservative government. In fact, the conservative
parties used the slow response to ‘Whereas the People: Civics and Citizenship
Education’ by the then government as an electoral campaign strategy in the 1996
election that they won. The Australian Department of Education Training and Youth
Affairs (DETYA) contracted the Curriculum Corporation to develop the
recommended educational materials in consultation with State and Territory
education departments and other stakeholders such as professional associations for
teachers. A Civics Education Group3 was formed to steer the development of the set
2

The Civics Expert Group consisted of Professor Stuart Macintyre, Ernest Scott Professor of History,
University of Melbourne, (Chair); Dr Ken Boston, Director-General of the New South Wales
Department of School Education, and Ms Susan Pascoe, Coordinating Chairperson, Policy, Catholic
Education Office, Melbourne.
3
The Civics Expert Group in 1997 consisted of Dr John Hirst, Reader in History, La Trobe University
(Chair), Professor Stuart Macintyre; Dr Ken Boston; Ms Susan Pascoe; Professor Greg Craven,
Foundation Dean and Professor of Law at Notre Dame University Curriculum Corporation (1997). Introducing
Discovering Democracy: School Materials Project. Melbourne, Curriculum Corporation.
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of materials that could be used within existing curriculum frameworks for midprimary to mid-secondary teachers in both private and state schools in all states and
territories.

A wide variety of material has been developed by the ‘Discovering Democracy:
School Materials’ project. It is beyond the bounds of this study to review the
discourses of citizenship education within all of these materials. As a result, this
study focuses on a selection of the materials - those related to the environment - as a
way of providing a boundary to the study. This decision was made for three reasons.
First, the development of awareness, knowledge, attitudes and skills for active
participation in environmental problem-solving has been advocated in the
international environmental education literature for over 25 years (UNESCO-UNEP
1978:3). This emphasis on participation provides clear scope for the development of
citizenship education. Second, environmental issues are extremely important to
young people. Research reported in Yenken, Fien and Sykes(2000) indicated that
young people in Australia and, indeed, throughout the whole Asia-Pacific region
believed that environmental issues were very important and that they needed to be
discussed more often in class. Third, through its focus on developing attitudes,
values, skills and participation rather than just conceptual knowledge, environmental
citizenship education encompasses aspects of some of the newer and less practiced
approaches to citizenship education such as identity politics and global citizenship
and is, thus, an ideal vehicle for examining discourses of citizenship education in
comprehensive way.

1.2

Research Questions

This study explores the discourses of citizenship education that are evident within the
environment related materials in the ‘Discovering Democracy: School Materials’
project. This involves exploring three aspects of citizenship education discourse: (i)
the discourse evident in the words in the text, (ii) the process of production and
dissemination of the texts, and (iii) the contextual social and cultural practices that
influenced the development of the text. One of the key social and cultural influences
on education in Australia, as well as globally, is the recent dominance of
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neoliberalism. As Giroux notes, education is ‘deeply entrenched in the world of
politics’, a situation that leads curriculum as discourse to be ‘both an expression and
an enforcer of particular power relations’ (Giroux 1990:363). Hence, this research
also explores the role neoliberalism has payed in the development of discourses of
citizenship education. Three research questions were identified to address these
issues:

1. To what extent are different discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education evident in the texts devoted to environmental issues and how are
these different discourses constructed within the text.
2. How do different participants in the production, dissemination and
consumption explain the patterns of citizenship and citizenship education
discourses evident in the texts devoted to environmental issues?
3. To what extent, and how and why, have social and cultural practices of
neoliberalism framed the discourses of citizenship and citizenship education
evident in the environmental sections of the texts?

1.3

Research Approach

Due to the wide variety of ways in which terms ‘discourse’ and ‘discourse analysis’
are used, this section defines how these terms have been used in this research. This
involved defining ‘discourse’, explaining the importance of discourse within
curriculum materials and the influences of neoliberalism on educational discourses,
and outlining the critical approach to discourse analysis of curriculum materials used
in this study.

1.3.1 What is discourse?
Discourse sees language not simply as logically structured meaning
systems, but as a social practice in which people enter into relations
with each other as they engage in the process of producing and
interpreting meaning.(Gilbert 1992:58)
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The meaning of the term ‘discourse’ has changed significantly over time, making it
very difficult to define (Mills 1997). Even Michel Foucault who undertook some of
the most prominent work on the nature of discourse did not limit himself to one
definition of the term within his work. Indeed he stated that:
Instead of gradually reducing the rather fluctuating meaning of the
word ‘discourse’, I believe I have added to its meanings: treating it
sometimes as the general domain of all statements, sometimes as an
individualizable group of statements, and sometimes as a regulated
practice that accounts for a number of statements. (Foucault 1972:80)
Following Foucault, Norman Fairclough has suggested that any instance where
discourse takes place (which he calls a ‘discursive event’) has three aspects
(Fairclough 1992:4). First, it represents a piece of text that can be ‘read’. Such texts
include all spoken and written language, visual images such as photographs, pictures
and diagrams and non-verbal communication embodied in actions (Fairclough
1995:54). Second, it is a discursive practice in which any discursive event involves a
process through which the text is developed and interpreted. This is Foucault’s
(1972) view of discourse as an ‘individualizable group of statements’ or the
identification of different discourses through the analysis of texts. Third, discourse is
a social practice or as Foucault (Foucault 1972) calls it a ‘regulated practice’ that
takes place within particular social and historical situations. Thus, the institutions and
organizations that are part of any social and historical setting shape discourses and
visa versa (Fairclough 1995:55). These three aspects of discourse (a piece of text, a
discursive practice and a social practice) are integral to this study.

1.3.2 Significance of discourse within curriculum materials
Educational discourses have been developed in different settings and have involved
different groups of people in the community, including academics, politicians,
government officers, teachers, education department officials, employers and parents
and students in classrooms. The discourses of education that develop from the
interaction of these groups are manifested in policy, curriculum documents and in
teacher talk and classroom practice. Luke and Luke (1995) highlight the complexity
of educational discourses:
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Educational discourse thus can be seen as a system of signs and
representations that traverse laterally through a synchronic grid: from
the academic article to the policy document and curriculum
specifications, from the folk wisdom of the staffroom to the
principal’s speech at the school assembly, and from the classroom text
to student small group and lesson talk. (p. 364)
To date there has been little analysis of alternative discourses of education, with most
work focused on the impact of dominant discourses. Research on dominant
discourses is useful in this thesis only in so far as it represents official pedagogical
discourse. Much of the work on dominant discourses in education has utilized
ideological analysis. Mills (1997) suggests that this is a key difference between
ideological analysis and discourse analysis. She notes that once the discourse is
identified using ideological processes, discourse analysis offers an alternative
reading of how power relations operate because the approach does not rely on the
ideological notion of false consciousness. Hence, ideological analysis is used in this
thesis to identify the variety of different citizenship education discourses, rather than
a dominant discourse of citizenship education.

The focus of this study is discourse as manifested in curriculum materials. This focus
narrows the research from the broader field of educational discourse (Luke 1995) to
curriculum material discourse. Led by Michael Apple (1989), the study of curriculum
material discourse has chiefly focused on the influence of educational policy and
politics on textbooks. This study extends this approach by concentrating on both
identifying the discourses found in a set of curriculum materials and explaining the
social processes that led to the inclusion and exclusion of different discourses in the
materials

The beginnings of research on curriculum and discourse may be found within the
work of Richard Deer (Deer 1977) who used techniques from analytical philosophy,
such as elucidation, to explore the meaning of the term ‘curriculum’ within the
practice of education. His research focused on uncovering the rules that govern the
use of terms within education practice. For example, Deer concluded that the term
‘curriculum’ was used in education to refer to ‘a set of things which are taught,
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designated for learning, and given to pupils to be learned by them’ (p. 152). At the
same time Basil Bernstein began to explore the discourses operating within the
process of educational transmission4 (Bernstein 1977). His work now also includes
an analysis of how the curriculum is developed and how it is transmitted (Bernstein
1990; Bernstein 1996; Bernstein 1999). His work on the social construction of
discourse is very relevant for this thesis as it explores the process of production and
reproduction within developed societies (Bernstein 1990:195). Bernstein argues that
official pedagogic discourse is comprised of regulative and instructional discourses.
Regulative discourse refers to the structure and order, or administrative aspects, of
the classroom and instructional discourse is related to the specialist content
knowledge that is drawn on for the development of curriculum (p. 183). Bernstein
suggested that regulative discourse is the most significant (p. 48). This study uses
critical discourse analysis to uncover the discourses at work in the development of
the curriculum materials and identify the regulative discourses that influenced the
development of a set of curriculum materials. Much of the research in relation to
Bernstein’s work has related to the interplay between the official pedagogy5,
classroom curricula, and local context. For example Christie (1995; 1997) has
explored the operation of pedagogic discourse in classroom activities in primary
schools according to three educational goals: classroom management, knowledge
transmission and social development. Of significance to this study is Christie’s
conclusion that the dominant forms of pedagogic discourse induct students into ways
of working that are valued within society (Christie 1995:241).

1.3.3

Neoliberalism and education

Neoliberalism has become an increasingly dominant discourse within government
since the 1980s (Pannu 1996). It is primarily economic in focus; Neoliberalism has
had a significant influence on education. Whitty (1998) argues that the main aim of
neoliberal educational discourse has been to deregulate state education. Apple argues
that the rationale for this is economic but the goals it seeks are social, and include:

4

The term educational transmission refers to the process of teacher delivery of education to students
Bernstein, B. (1977). Class, Codes and Control Volume 3 Towards a Theory of Educational
Transmissions. Routledge & Kegan Paul, London.
5
Recommended pedagogical approach
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… the drastic reduction of government responsibility for social needs;
the reinforcement of intensely competitive structures of mobility both
inside and outside the school; the lowering of people’s expectations
for economic security; the ‘disciplining’ of culture and the body; and
the popularization of what is clearly Social Darwinist thinking. (Apple
2000:229)
The strategies used to achieve these goals include: developing a quasi-market for
public education, increasing accountability and quality control within schools, giving
schools increasing autonomy and reducing government administration, advocating
freedom of choice for parents and increased parental involvement in schools – all
without any additional resources for schools (Gordon and Whitty 1997; Karsten
1999; Strachan 1999; Andersson and Nilsson 2000; Rinne 2000 ). According to
Fairclough (1999) and Molnar (1992), such practices have resulted in an educational
system focused on jobs and fulfilling the needs of the corporate sector. As
curriculum and textbooks bear the impacts of the economic, political and cultural
world where they are created and used (Apple 1989:282), the influence of the
neoliberal economic reform movement is also evident within the textbooks and
curricula used in schools.

Critical discourse analysis provides a process for reviewing discourses evident within
texts and linking them to the social and cultural situations or context where the texts
have been created and used (Fairclough 1999:79). Apple (1996) identifies that a
research approach that uses a deconstructive process of text analysis does offer to a)
construct situations where research can provide an analysis of how text have been
developed; b) identify who constructed the text; and c) identify what the power
relationship are that influence teachers and students in classrooms.

1.3.4

Critical discourse analysis

A form of critical discourse analysis developed by Norman Fairclough (1998:144)
was used in this study. Critical discourse analysis is ‘critical’ in the sense that it
locates research within the tensions of power and conflict in society and seeks to
redress these through research directed at social and cultural change. Fairclough uses
a three-phase process to achieve such goals:
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1. The analysis of texts (spoken, written or involving a combination of semiotic
modalities, e.g. visual texts);
2. An analysis of the discursive practices of text production, distribution and
consumption; and
3. An analysis of the social and cultural practices that frame the text and
discursive practices (Fairclough 1998:144).
Early approaches to discourse analysis emphasised language and only recently has it
broadened in scope to include the exploration of the relationship between discourse
and society. The work of Michel Foucault was fundamental in this, especially in
education. For example, Luke (1995:9) argues that Foucault’s work on power and
knowledge provided for a shift in educational thinking. This shift was from
… a perspective on text and discourse as constructed artefact
explicable by reference to essential characteristics of its producers and
productive contexts to the study of how texts are constructive of social
formations, communities and individuals’ social identities.
This shift has led to an expansion of research in education on the construction of
school knowledge in textbooks, curriculum and classroom settings (p. 10). The
research reported in this thesis contributes towards the development of research in
relation to the construction of school knowledge through a national materials
development project.

1.4

The Thesis in Overview

The research is reported in the following six chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 represent the
literature reviewed for this study and present the theoretical framework that guides
the research process. Chapter 2 explores the different discourses of citizenship and
citizenship education. The chapter concludes with a summary of the characteristics
of the five citizenship and citizenship education discourses. These discourses
include: Legal Status, Democratic Identity, Public Practice, World Citizen and
Democratic Participation. Chapter 3 outlines the context of the development of
citizenship education in Australia and the impact of neoliberal education policy. The
implications of these two aspects are considered in terms of their impact on the
development of materials.
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Chapter four presents the six phases of the research design used in the study. The
first is the identification of the research questions for the study. The second phase is
the identification of the sample texts related to the topic of environment. The third
phase is a detailed explanation of the process used to analyse the discourses of
citizenship and citizenship education within the sample texts. Phase four outlines the
interview process used to gather data from participants in the process of production,
dissemination and consumption of the text. These interviews identify participants’
views of the discourses of citizenship and citizenship education in the text. Phase
five details the data analysis process used to provide details of the discursive
practices evident in the production, dissemination and consumption processes. Phase
six analyses the impact of neoliberal education policies on the development of the
discourses of citizenship and citizenship education.

Chapter five presents the findings of phases two and three of the research. It begins
with the identification of the texts within the ‘Discovering Democracy School
Materials’ project that relate to the topic of environment. This process identifies the
sample texts or Corpus for the study. The second part of this chapter reports on the
discourses of citizenship and citizenship education evident in the text. The third and
final part of this chapter presents a synthesis of the pattern of discourses of
citizenship and citizenship education within the texts.

Chapter six discusses phases four, five and six of the research. This chapter is also
divided into two sections. The first section is the interpretation of the discursive
processes evident in text production, dissemination and consumption for the texts.
The second section discusses the evidence of the extent to which neoliberal social
practices and processes have framed the discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education evident within the texts.

Chapter seven presents the conclusions and recommendations for this research. This
is presented as two sections. Section one summarises the research findings according
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to each of the three research questions. Section two provides details of the
recommendations identified from this research and areas for further research.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Discourses of Citizenship Education
2.1 Introduction
One of the key reasons for the development of a public education system was to educate
citizens (Kymlicka 1999:79). Schools are identified as playing an integral role in the
preparation of future citizens (Oliver and Heater 1994). However, views about the way
to educate young people for their role as citizens vary and have been debated for many
years. Citizenship education has not always enjoyed the high profile it now has.
However, both citizenship and citizenship education have received increasing levels of
attention in many parts of the world. This is evidenced by the proliferation of texts,
books and journals that address the issues of citizenship and citizenship education. There
are three main reasons for this. First, interest has been sparked by political trends such
as: increased voter apathy, long term welfare dependency in the USA, nationalistic
movements in Eastern Europe and the perceived failure of environmental policies that
rely on voluntary citizen cooperation (Kymlicka and Norman 1995). Second, increasing
globalisation has impacted on highly differentiated societies creating a situation where
the national governments do not have the power or influence to make the changes
regarded essential by the community. This often leads to political discontent and a call
for ways to consider common problems across the globe (Walter 1998:18). The final
reason for the increase in the profile of citizenship is the need to renew the commitment
of the community and to highlight the links and ties necessary to maintain democracy
(:19). As a result, a number of countries, including South Africa, the United States, the
United Kingdom and, increasingly, countries in Asia and the Pacific, have conducted
inquiries and developed new curriculum documents and materials to support citizenship
goals in their respective nations (Kerr 2000). At least on the surface, this focus on
citizenship education at the national government level is in stark contrast to many of the
neoliberal policies of reduced government intervention being pursued by these
governments. However, in line with the conservative nature of neoliberalism, these
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governments are concerned about perceived decreases in national identity and
commitment as people increasingly see more relevance in the local and global levels of
governance.

The rise of local and global identities and citizenship is evidence of a significant cultural
shift that some authors call postmodernism. Ingelhart (1997) notes that ‘the prevailing
direction of development has changed in the last quarter of a century, and this shift is so
distinctive that, rather than continuing to use the term ‘Modernization,’ we prefer to
speak of ‘Postmodernism.’ Such a cultural shift has profound implications for the way
young people are prepared through education to take their places as citizens. This
chapter traces the development of thinking about citizenship and citizenship education in
both the modern and postmodern eras in order to develop a theoretical framework for
analysing discourses of citizenship and citizenship education.

This framework is developed in five phases. The first critically analyses different
conceptions of citizenship and the historical development of sociological typologies of
citizenship. The second defines postmodernism and identifies the implications of this
cultural shift for citizenship. The third and fourth identify discourses of citizenship and
citizenship education, respectively. The fifth synthesises previous sections to identify a
series of key questions that were used to identify different discourses of citizenship
education within the Australian citizenship education project, ‘Discovering Democracy:
School Materials’.

2.2 Modernist Conceptions of Citizenship
Two broad theories of citizenship are evident in the literature: citizenship-as-legal
statu1s and citizenship-as-desirable activity. Oldfield (1990:177) describes these as a
liberal individualist conception and a classical or civic republican conception,
respectively. These conceptions are models for analysis rather than the only possible
models of citizenship. Each conception represents a different end of the political
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spectrum. The civic republican conception is a ‘left-wing’ view that values citizenshipas-desirable activity where the extent and quality of one’s citizenship is a function of
one’s participation in society. However, the liberal individualist conception is a ‘rightwing’ view that values citizenship-as-legal status and requires members of a particular
political community to adhere to certain rights and responsibilities. This discussion of
the conceptions of citizenship begins with an outline of these two dominant conceptions.
Figure 2.1 provides a summary of the differences between these two conceptions of
citizenship

Types of
citizenship
Features

Civic Republicanism

Communal
Citizenship demonstrated
through practice
Citizenship as desirable
activity
Public
Citizenship rights required
Rights
for citizens to take action
Space for people to take
action
Responsibilities Take action
Socially coercive civic
virtue supported by fraternal
responsibility

Liberal Individualism
Individualistic
Citizenship given at birth
Citizen-as-status
Private
Civil, political, legal and
social rights for all citizens
Pay taxes
Respect the rights of others
Discretionary civic virtue
based on personal
accountability and markets

Figure 2.1 Conceptions of citizenships developed from (Oldfield 1990; Hogan 1995;
Janoski 1998)

Liberal individualism is but one of the liberal conceptions of citizenship. Its focus is on
citizenship as status. Habermas (1995:261) uses an analogy to explain this approach as
‘the model of received membership in an organization which secures legal status ...
individuals remain external to the state, contributing only in a certain manner to its
reproduction in return for the benefits of organisational membership’. Within this
conception citizens have the status of citizenship bestowed upon them at birth. This
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status grants them civil, political, legal and social rights that allow individuals to act or
not to act within the political arena (Oldfield 1990:179). The minimal duties required of
citizens according to the liberal individualist conception include: ‘respect the similar
rights of other citizens, pay their taxes, and come to the defence of the polity when it is
under threat’ (:p178). The attraction of the liberal individualist approach is that it does
not present one conception of the ‘good life’. Rather it sets out a framework for the
operation of citizenship with all individuals making choices according to their own view
of what the ‘good life’ might be (Gilbert 1995).

Civic republicanism appears at the other end of the political spectrum and emphasises
‘the creation of a fully substantive notion of the common good superordinate to
individual desires and interests’ (Hogan, (1995:65). Oldfield (1990:178) explains that
this is a communal conception of citizenship, where individuals demonstrate their
citizenship through a commitment to practice. Each individual within this conception of
citizenship has a responsibility for his or her political community. It is through
exercising this responsibility that citizens become and remain citizens (:p181). Hence,
citizenship is public rather than private. However, two main conditions are necessary for
this conception of citizenship to operate. The first involves citizens being empowered to
act, through the social, political, legal and social rights as a ‘condition’ rather than as
ends in themselves as outlined in the liberal individualist conception. The second is the
need for a range of spaces in which people can take part in responsible self-government
(:p183) and the willingness to engage in civic practice (:p187).

Both conceptions of citizenship have been critiqued in the literature. Hogan notes the
civic republican critique of liberal individualism centres on the notion that citizens can
be viewed as passive rather than autonomous and self-determining members (1995:65).
Gilbert agrees with this criticism and adds that the very notion that almost everyone
must share in the commitment to individual autonomy and be motivated to work
together to sustain the system is in itself contrary to the notion of liberalism (1995: 100).
Also at odds with liberal self-interest is the element of obligation evident in the notion of
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the welfare state. Oldfield suggests that another significant criticism of the liberal
conception is that it represents an ‘impoverished view of the individual as a social
being’. He goes on to explain that many writers suggest there is a need to explore a
‘more “human” and morally compelling view of the modern individual’ (1990:180) that
explains how autonomous individuals can develop a sense of community both among
and between social actors (Seligman 1993). The final criticism rests with the notion of
individuals as the recipients of rights. The liberal notion does not appear to encompass
the rights extended to minority group and special interest groups as collectives rather
than individuals (Gilbert 1995:100).

The major criticism of civic republicanism is the notion of how to avoid the problems
created by “free-riders” (Oldfield 1990:183). Oldfield suggests in fact that ‘citizenship is
an unnatural practice for human being’ and people need to be motivated, trained and
even retrained so they will continue to participate (p186). Therefore, one of the key
questions for civic republicans is how to generate motivation. Gilbert notes the most
common strategy employed is to suggest that it is in the interest of each individual to be
committed to political life. Hence, the civic republicans return to a liberal justification
for participation in public life (Gilbert 1995:102).

Sociological Concepts of Citizenship
Debate about citizenship has not been confined to the political arena. This section details
the historical development of sociological typologies of citizenship beginning with the
theories of Marshall, Mann Turner and Pakulski. This exploration of the different
sociological views of citizenship gives rise to a range of different attributes of
citizenship that can be used to identify citizenship within the continuum from liberal
individualism to civic republicanism.
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T. H. Marshall
Marshall broadened the conception of citizenship from a narrow political notion that
emphasised the relationship between the citizen and the state towards a sociological
view that emphasised the relationship between citizens and society as a whole (van
Steenbergen 1994:2). His conception of citizenship is described as

...(first) a principle of equality embodying a number of civil, political and
social rights, that is (second) institutionalized in the practices of a range
of public arenas and of public agencies that operate (third) subject to
constraints imposed by other institutions, notably the market. (Hindess
1993:24)

Central to Marshall’s conceptual framework of citizenship is the notion of three sets of
rights: civil, political and social and the institutions that support these rights (Barbalet
1993:37). Turner’s summary of Marshall’s views on the historical development of these
three sets of rights is presented in Table 2-1, which shows that civil or legal rights
developed and became institutionalised in law courts in response to absolutism in the
seventeenth century. The nineteenth century saw the development of political rights
institutionalised in the form of the parliamentary system including, for example, the
right to vote and participate in party politics. Social rights or social entitlements, such as
unemployment benefits and the provision of education and health, were institutionalised
in the twentieth century through the welfare state (Turner 1993:37). Marshall states that
‘equality of status is more important than equality of income’ (Marshall 1950:56). Thus
the inclusion of social rights sought to address the social and economic inequalities of
the capitalist system and achieve a state of political equality where everyone has the
ability to take part in the political community (Hindess 1993; Kymlicka and Norman
1995).
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Table 2-1 Marshall's Models of Citizenship (Turner 1997:12)
Period
17-18 centuries
18-19 centuries
19-20 centuries

Rights
Legal rights
Political Rights
Social Rights

Institutions
Jury system
Parliaments
Welfare state

Marshall’s view of citizenship has been widely criticized with at least six major
criticisms identified in the literature. The first is that Marshall was Anglo-centric as he
was concerned with the growth of citizenship primarily in terms of the history of social
welfare in Britain (Turner 1990:191). The second is that the three sets of rights are not
evolutionary or equivalent (Turner 1993:7). Turner suggests that a major debate in
contemporary democracies relates to whether rights can be necessarily be maintained
given the limitations of the market place (Turner 1997:14). Social services that provide
social rights through the welfare state still reflect the inequalities of capitalist society and
therefore do not provide the equality of status that Marshall described (Hindess 1993:2526). The third criticism is that Marshall views citizens as a homogeneous group. And
does not consider the pluralist nature of most societies, especially the special situations
of indigenous people and women (Turner 1997:13-14). The fourth is that Marshall
provided an inadequate account of the development and maintenance of citizenship
(Turner 1990:192). The fifth concern, highlighted by Hindess (1993:25), is that
Marshall’s institutionalisation of a rights model misrepresents the role of values in social
life. The sixth criticism raises the question of whether there is only one view of
citizenship (p9). Many of the theoretical developments described below reflect the
notion that there are different conceptions of citizenship.

Mann
Mann (1987:340) agrees that Marshall’s description of citizenship is an accurate account
of what happened in Britain. However, he suggests that Marshall’s theory of citizenship
can be improved by considering five avenues for the development of citizenship in
advanced industrial societies. These include: liberal, reformist, authoritarian monarchist,
Fascist and authoritarian socialist approaches. Mann uses Marshall’s notion of civil,
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political and social citizenship to describe the similarities and differences between these
approaches to citizenship.

The liberal approach to citizenship focuses on civil and political rights. Individuals and
interest groups are accommodated through a non-interventionist or corporatist state such
as the USA. However, the role of social rights is uncertain or not fully determined in the
liberal view (Mann 1987:342). The reformist approach is evident in countries such as
France, Spain, Italy and Scandinavia and emphasises social rights, civil and political
citizenship rights. Britain represents a mixed liberal/reformist approach having achieved
civil and political citizenship with social citizenship developed to the extent that the state
guarantees subsistence through the welfare state (p343). Examples of authoritarian
monarchy may be found in nineteenth century Germany, Austria, Russia and Japan.
These regimes generally conceded civil rights to their citizens but few social rights and
political ones (p345). The final two approaches are the Fascism of Nazi Germany and
authoritarian socialism of the Soviet Union. These approaches favoured social rights for
citizens but provided few civil or political rights (p349).

Turner (1990:197) suggests three criticisms of Mann’s theory. First, he suggests that
Mann does not consider the notion of aboriginality, ethnicity and nationalism. Rather, he
considers that citizenship is based on ‘a strategy of class relationships in which the state
has a major role to play in creating social stability.’ Turner notes that citizenship in
modern nation-states requires the incorporation or subordination of ethnic minorities or
indigenous peoples and that this is not significantly accounted for within Mann’s theory.
Second, the impact of religion, especially Christianity, has been neglected in Mann’s
account of citizenship. The Christian religion, in particular, emphasizes the individual
and family and limits the view of active political citizenship (p. 198). Third, Turner
suggests that Mann’s view of citizenship is a ‘top down’ approach and, as such, rights
are passive and, thus, does not consider the notion that citizenship might be ‘bottom up’
as the result of social struggles over resources (p199).
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Turner
In response to the criticisms of Mann, Turner (1990) argues for a typology of citizenship
that consists of two dimensions. The first is the passive active dimension that identifies
whether citizenship has developed from above or below. Turner argues that Mann’s
interpretation considered only the passive notion of citizenship. The other dimension of
this typology is the tension between the private individual and the public political realm.
Table 2-2 illustrates the division of four types of citizenship according to these two
dimensions.

Table 2-2 Citizenship Typology (Turner 1997:15)
Below
Active
Revolutionary
France
Mixed passive/active
Liberalism
USA

Above
Mixed passive/active
Constitutional Monarchy
Britain
Passive
Plebiscitary
German

Public
Private

Different historical situations and circumstances give rise to different forms of citizen
participation (Turner 1993:9). Turner suggests that these differences give rise to a
typology of citizenship. The revolutionary French conception of citizenship was
developed from a long historical struggle from below. An outcome of this struggle was
the acknowledgement that the public arena was a place for citizens to act as political
agents. American liberalism is also characterized by a strong rejection of centralized
power and has developed a strong democracy from below. Liberal individualism is
weakened by the emphasis on the private and individual rights of citizens. This is in
contrast to the constitutional monarchy of Britain that is considered a top down
democracy with a patriarchal view of parliament. The public arena, due to the influence
of Anglicanism, while top down does have a reasonably high degree of public
participation. German Plebiscitary is representative of strong leadership and passive
citizenship. This is strongly influenced by Lutheranism where the public space is
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portrayed as a dangerous place; citizens should participate only in their private affairs
(Turner 1990; Turner 1993; Turner 1997).

Turner’s argument that citizenship has its basis in Western nation-states raises some
difficulties with universalism in identifying general rights based on the notion of
citizenship. To address this issue he developed a typology of rights to identify the
different forms rights take (Turner 1995:5). Four types of rights were identified: natural
or protective rights, individual rights, social rights and human rights. Protective or
natural rights Turner describes as ‘rights pertaining to freedom from bodily need or
privation’ for example the right not to be tortured. Individual rights are based on the
liberal notion of right to private space for example the right of conscience. Social rights
relate to welfare in the form of housing, education and employment according to
Marshall’s social rights (:6). Human rights have developed with the advent of
globalisation and have special significance for those who are not a member of a state.
Turner acknowledges that this typology of rights is rudimentary. His typology of rights
challenges the liberal notion that rights are only individualistic. He also suggests that
there is an evolutionary emergence of rights throughout the history of the development
of the city-state followed by the nation towards a global community.

Turner’s recent work involves the development of a comprehensive sociological model
of citizenship in which citizenship is defined as ‘a collection of rights and obligations
that give individuals a formal legal identity; these legal rights and obligations have been
put together historically as sets of social institutions such as the jury system, parliament
and welfare states’ (Turner 1997:6). He argues that from a sociological viewpoint there
is interest in ‘those institutions in society that embody or give expression to the formal
rights and obligations of individual members of a political community.’ It is this interest
in the interplay between the core components of the model outlined in Figure 2-2
citizenship institutions, social or cultural identity, civic virtue, resources and the political
community that identify the sociological nature of citizenship rather than the political or
legal.
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Citizenship

Identity

Civic
Virtue

Resources

Community

Figure 2-2 Sociological model of citizenship (Turner 1997:6)

Turner contends that citizenship controls individual and group access to economic,
cultural and political resources (1997:6). Economic resources include housing, health,
income and employment. Cultural resources relate to education, religion and language,
political resources he suggests are for example the right to vote and participate
politically. These three types of resources are related to three corresponding rights:
…economic rights which are related to basic needs for food and shelter;
cultural rights which include both access to welfare and access to
education; and political rights which cover the conventional area of
liberal concern such as individual freedoms, and rights to expression
through political means such as parliaments (p7).
It is this resource function of citizenship that forms the basis of conflict regarding
citizenship membership in modern society.

Twentieth century citizenship struggles are often related to cultural or social identity
issues such as gender or gay rights (Turner 1997:8). Hence, Turner contends that
citizenship confers a cultural or social identity upon individuals and groups. It is the
collective identity that is often contested in relation to issues such as cultural identity
and cultural history. The notion of civic virtues is important because it suggests
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consideration of the socialization process for civic virtues that are necessary for the
functioning of democracy. Another important aspect of the citizenship model presented
by Turner is the notion of the political community usually in the form of the nation-state
(p9). Members of a political community have citizenship, which is synonymous with
legal membership of a nation-state. National identities and cultures of the political
community need to be reinvigorated through festivals and ceremonies to maintain the
civil religious notion of modern citizenship.

Pakulski
Pakulski suggests another view of citizenship that rejects Marshall’s notion of the
sequential evolution of citizenship rights. Rather she states that:
citizenship refers to a status entailing a set of rights both claimed by and
bestowed upon members of a political community. This bestowing and
granting of rights should be viewed as a complex process, in which the
content and scope of claimed rights for protection, recognition etc., on the
one hand, and the content of rights that are recognised as legitimate by
the state and effectively sanctioned on the other, may differ (Pakulski
1997: 73).

Pakulski argues that citizenship rights involve two dimensions. The first dimension is
scope, and includes those rights that are bestowed by the state, historically beginning
with adult males and continually being extended to include a wider group from women
through to children and indigenous people. The second dimension is the domain that
involves the content or aspect of the right being claimed. Table 2-3 outlines the scope
and domain of citizenship rights identified by Pakulski (1997:7).
Table 2-3 The matrix of citizenship rights (Pakulski 1997:73)
Scope (claimant)
religious and sub
national ethnic,
non-prop, males, racial
minorities,
women, disabled, aged,
migrant, lifestyle groups

Content (domain)
civilpolitical
constitutional democratic
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Sociowelfare
economic

Cultural
symbolic

The institutionalisation of rights by claimants is the result of the ‘push’ by claimants and
the ‘pull’ by the state elite and political administration through a process of negotiation.
Pakulski agrees with the notion that civil, political and social rights exist; however, she
would also like to include cultural rights. Unlike the other forms of rights cultural rights
are not evidenced in formal legal entitlements, instead, these rights are negotiated. Table
2-4 illustrates Pakulski’s analytical extension of citizenship illustrating the link between
the aspect, content, actor/claimant and key institutions. The acknowledgement of
cultural rights and responsibilities provides evidence of the significant shift in the
definition of the term citizenship over time.
Table 2-4 The extension of citizenship - analytic scheme (Pakulski 1997:78)
Aspect
Civil
political
Social
cultural

Content
liberty or worship, speech, fair
trial
political participation &
representation
welfare and social security nets
representation & identification

Actor/claimant
sub-nationalities
class movement,
minorities
class party, unions
NSMs, liberal elites

Key institution
common law
+courts
democracy +
parliaments
welfare system
media, public arenas

Summary: Towards a synthesis
Despite the many different definitions and interpretations of the term ‘citizenship’, it is
essential to be able to distinguish between these different conceptions and ideas about
citizenship in this study. Summarizing the different conceptions of citizenship, Ichilov
has identified a means to recognize the variety of citizenship patterns through an
examination of ten facets of citizenship (1990:12). Figure 2-3 illustrates Ichilov’s ten
dimensions and the range of facets within each dimension that may be used to identify
different profiles of citizenship. Each of these dimensions and the respective facets are
discussed in detail, with suggestions for amendments, in order to outline the dimensions
of citizenship that are used in this study.
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6. Value Orientation
6a Particularistic
6b Universalistic
7. Participatory Perspective
7a Expression of consent
7d Expression of dissent

1. Theoretical Versus Practical
1a. Verbal adherence to principle
1b Actual behaviour
2. Attitudinal Orientation
2a Affective
2b Cognitive
2c Evaluative
3. Motivational Orientation
3a External/obligatory
3b Internal/Voluntary
4. Action Orientation
4a Inactive
4b Passive
4c Active
5.Means/Ends Orientation
5a Instrumental
5b Diffuse

8. Participatory Means
8a Conventional
8b Unconventional
9. Domains of Citizenship
9a Political
9b Civic/Social
10. Arenas of Citizenship
10a National
10b Transnational

Figure 2-3 The 10 dimensions of citizenship (Ichilov 1990:19)

The first dimension is ‘theoretical versus practical’. Here the two facets identify the
difference between those who agree with an idea or theory in principle and those who
agree with the idea in practice and therefore take particular action. For example, two
people might advocate the virtues of voting one actually votes and the other does not.
The first is an example of actual behaviour and the second is verbal adherence to the
principle of voting only (Ichilov 1990:16-18).

The second dimension relates to ‘attitudinal orientation’ with reference to affective,
cognitive and evaluative approaches. This refers to whether a person thinks about
something in terms of feelings only (affective), in terms of facts and information
(cognitive) or in terms of weighing up the value of different viewpoints and ideas
(evaluative).
The third dimension relates to the source of ‘motivation for participation’ as a citizen.
The two facets here are external obligation or internal voluntary as illustrated in Figure
2-3. It is clear from this dichotomy that the latter of these two facets illustrates the ability
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of the individual to think freely and make choices of their own and these ideas are very
important to the liberal notion of citizenship (Ichilov 1990:16).

The fourth dimension of citizenship is the ‘action orientation’ and refers to the level of
participation as a citizen: inactive, passive or active. Active here refers to individuals or
groups who undertake to participate to make their voices heard. Passive refers to
individuals or groups who participate in voting and then read their newspapers to ensure
they are up with events (Ichilov 1990:16-18). On the basis of the work of Turner (1997)
noted above, an additional category of active/passive can be a useful addition to these
dimensions of citizenship.

The fifth dimension is the ‘means/ends’ orientation. An instrumental orientation refers to
citizens who view their role as a means to an end convinced that there are specific tasks
that need to be completed. This view has a focus on individuals or members of a
particular group or society. A diffuse view sees citizenship very broadly with a focus on
meeting the needs of everyone in a cooperative manner.

The sixth dimension relates to ‘value orientation.’ A particularistic orientation relates to
specific values and ideas developed within a society or group, often related to history or
religion while universalistic values relate to broader accepted values of freedom and
equity. Both of these sets of values may play a role for an individual and when these sets
of values contradict each other tensions can be evident (Ichilov, 1990: 14-16).

The seventh dimension refers to the ‘participatory perspective’ of which there are two
facets: consent and dissent. Consent means citizens indicate their agreement while
dissent means citizens indicate their concern regarding a proposal. The latter of these
requires much more effort than the former (Ichilov 1990:16).
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The eighth dimension is ‘participatory means’ which can be either conventional or
unconventional. This refers to whether participation follows standard procedures for
citizens to make their voice heard within the community or whether they work outside of
these standards and are considered unconventional.

The ninth and tenth dimensions refer to the scope of citizenship. Ichilov (1990) suggests
that there are two main domains of citizenship - political and civic/social. However, on
the basis of the work of Pakulski (1997) and Turner (1997) outlined earlier ,this should
be broadened to include: civil, political, social and cultural facets as well. The tenth
dimension of citizenship refers to whether citizenship relates to national issues only or to
national and international issues (translational).

An additional dimension needs to be added to Ichilov’s list. This dimensions reflects
whether a citizen can participate in the public domain or only in the private. Turner
(1997) suggests that citizenship types can be established from an understanding of the
level of involvement of individuals. Dimension Four establishes whether the
involvement in inactive, active or passive. However, nowhere is there any focus on
whether the actions taken are located within the private or personal sector or within the
public arena. Hence, an eleventh dimension, ‘Location’ can be added with two facets public and private.

Figure 2-4 summarizes the revised dimensions of citizenship. These eleven dimensions
provide a background for the exploration of discourses of citizenship. Each citizenship
discourse is represented by a different set of citizenship dimensions.
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1 Theoretical Vs Practical
1a. Verbal adherence to principle
1b Actual behaviour
Attitudinal Orientation
2a Affective
2b Cognitive
2c Evaluative
3. Motivational Orientation
3a External/obligatory
3b Internal/Voluntary
4. Action Orientation
4a Inactive
4b Passive
4c Mixed Passive and Active
4c Active
5. Means/Ends Orientation
5a Instrumental
5b Diffuse
6. Value Orientation
6a Particularistic
6b Universalistic

7. Participatory Perspective
7a Expression of consent
7d Expression of dissent
8. Participatory Means
8a Conventional
8b Unconventional
9. Domains of Citizenship
9a Civil
9b Political
9c Social
9d Cultural
10. Arenas of Citizenship
10a National
10b Transnational
11. Location
11a Private
11b Public

Figure 2-4 Dimensions of Citizenship Adapted from (Ichilov 1990)

2.3 Postmodernism and Citizenship
It is agreed amongst a variety of writers that a cultural shift is taking place (Jencks
1996:51); (Huyssen 1984:8); (Featherstone 1991:3); (Crook, Pakulski and Waters 1992)
although authors such as Harvey(1996), Habermas (1995)and Jameson(1984) suggest
that this cultural shift is a product of modernity, late capitalism in particular, rather than
a new epoch. However, Crook, Pakulski and Waters (1992: 1) argue that ‘[W]e are
entering a genuinely new historical configuration ... because change is now so
widespread in its penetration of various social and cultural realms and because it
reverses so many of the normal patterns of modernity.’ As a result, Ingelhart (1997:1112) suggests that the term postmodernism ‘conveys an important insight, suggesting that
the process known as Modernisation is no longer at the cutting edge, and that social
change is now moving in a fundamentally different direction’. Similarly, Rengger
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(1995:79) describes postmodernism as a loose term for a wide collection of ideas and
movements. He highlights three attributes of postmodernism: it is western, involves a
shift in assumptions and it requires transformation. The nature and depth of the
transformation is the aspect that is most debatable (Rengger 1995).
Featherstone suggests that postmodernism is a ‘shift away from the definitive features of
the modern’ rather than a contradiction to modernism (Featherstone 1991:3). Jencks
asserts that the most noticeable shifts are ‘towards pluralism and cultural eclecticism.’
He also indicates that these shifts are partial rather than total. For example the moves
from mass-production to segmented production, from centralised government control to
peripheral decision making, from large scale reproduction manufacturing to fast
changing manufacture of a variety of objects, from a limited range of styles to a plethora
of genres, from national to local and global identification (Jencks 1996:51). Huyssen
suggested in 1984 that postmodernism was a term that might be used to adequately
describe this cultural shift. He acknowledged that the cultural shift was not occurring for
everyone rather it is focussed on parts of Western society. This correlates well with
Jenck’s notion of a partial shift. Huyssen suggests that the differences between
modernism and postmodernism are significant enough to distinguish between them
through the use of an alternative term. He indicates that ‘in an important sector of our
culture there is a noticeable shift in sensibility, practices and discourse formations which
distinguishes a postmodern set of assumptions, experiences and propositions from that
of a preceding era’ (Huyssen 1984:8). Thompson (1992: 226-7) concurs describing the
term postmodernism as the
… new aesthetic cultural and intellectual forms and practices which are
emerging in the 1980s and 1990s... Now a new more populist culture is
emerging, closer to everyday life, to the market place, to consumption
and to the new popular culture of the media — a culture which renounces
purity, mastery of form and elitism, and is more playful, ironic, and
eclectic in style.
Turner admits that citizenship is a product of modernisation, he does suggest that it
might be possible for it to move into the postmodern era. To achieve this move
citizenship would need to reconsider its location in the nation-state. There would be a
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need to encompass the notion of globalisation of social relations and social
differentiation of social systems. Citizenship would need to avoid being labelled as ‘a
repressive character’ and a ‘political instrument of the state’ (Turner 1993:15).

The purpose of this section is to identify the implications of postmodernism for
citizenship. This is achieved in four parts. First, the social changes that occurred from
pre-modern to postmodern times are mapped. Second, modernity is defined followed,
third, by an outline of postmodernity as a means to highlight the evidence of a cultural
shift. Fourth, the challenges postmodernism poses for citizenship are summarized.

2.3.1 Pre-modern to postmodern: Phases of social change
Beck (1992) identifies three distinct phases of social change - pre-modernity, modernity
and reflexive modernity. Pre-modernity refers to the agrarian era; modernity is
commensurate with the development of the industrial revolution; while reflexive
modernity equates with the contemporary era which he calls ‘risk society’. Jencks has a
very similar notion replacing the final stage reflexive modernity with postmodernity.
Table 2-5 illustrates Jencks’ three forms of society, highlighting the difference between
each of these phases according to production, society space/time, orientation and culture
(1996:56).
The main differences between these three phases are the speed with which social change
takes place. In pre-modern times there was a perception that things stayed relatively the
same because change was so slow in was not perceived. During the process of
modernisation there was an increasing awareness of change. People coped with this
change because they were aware of the direction of the change. However, postmodern
life does not provide this reassurance; in fact uncertainty is the only certainty (Crook,
Pakulski et al. 1992:2-3). These phases of society cannot be viewed in isolation. Indeed,
several authors agree that modernism and postmodernism coexist (Huyssen 1984:49;
Crook, Pakulski et al. 1992:2; Jencks 1996:53; Carroll 1997:89). Hence, Table 2-5
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should not be considered in a purely historical and linear sense. Rather, there are times
when more than one of these forms of society is operating at any one time. Hence,
modernity and postmodernity is discussed in more detail in the next two sections to
highlight the processes and characteristics of each phase of society.

Table 2-5 Three Phases of Society (Jencks 1996:56)
Production
Neolithic
Revolution

PREMODERN
1000 BC - AD
1450
agricultural
handwork

POSTMODERN
1960 -

Space/time
Cyclical

Orientation
Culture
Local/City/Em Aristocratic
pire

ruling class of
kings priests
and military
peasants

agrarian

integrated
style

closed and
integrated
nationalist

rooted
culture
Bourgeois

industrial
revolution
factory massproduction

capitalist

slow-changing
reversible
time
space time
separation
Linear

owing class of
bourgeoisie

sequential and
progressive

rationalisation
of business

reigning styles
mass-culture

centralised

workers

exclusive

machine age

Information
revolution
office
segmented
production

Socialism

space time
compression
Cyclical and
Linear
fast-changing

Post-national

Taste/ Culture

multinational
pluralist
eclectic

many genres
knowledgebased

decentralised

office
workers

space time
implosion

inclusive and
open

Age of signs

dispersed
MODERN
1450-1960

Society
Tribal/Feudal

par-class of
cognitariat

2.3.2 Modernity
Sarup (1993:130) defines modernity as ‘the progressive economic and administrative
rationalisation and differentiation of the social world.’ Three processes are identified in
the literature as operating within modernity differentiation, rationalisation and
commodification. Differentiation is the process of separating social structures into
specialised units. This process often occurs where highly specialised units increasingly
perform functions within society for example families are responsible for primary
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socialisation while schools undertake secondary socialisation. It is important to note that
there are also units that specialise in integrating the various components for example
trade unions and political parties (Crook, Pakulski et al. 1992:4). It is assumed that there
are four major subsystems that society is differentiated into namely economy, state,
public/community and private/ domestic unit (p27). Rationalisation results in the
replacement of tradition, ethics and values in society. For example the value of work is
measured in dollars rather than the level of creativity, education develops credentials
rather than learning. This results in an inflated view of knowledge especially scientific
rational knowledge, impersonal abstract authority and technical rationalisation of social
relationships (p8-9). Commodification is the process of translating social objects into the
market place where they are bought and sold (p7). The objects that are external to the
self then become more significant. This leads to the development of advertising and
mass media to create demand for these material goods, hence the development of mass
consumption. The commodification and rationalisation processes lead to the
development of ‘centralised management mediated through bureaucratic power and
money’ (p32), a process that results in a highly organised social structure.
These processes brought about the development of the modern capitalist industrial state.
Sarup (1993:130) suggests that modernity is a summary term for ‘the cluster of social,
economic and political systems brought into being from the West from somewhere
around the eighteenth century onwards.’

2.3.3 The condition of postmodernity
Postmodernism has been defined as:
(a)n aesthetic, cultural and intellectual phenomenon. It encompasses a
particular set of styles, practices, and cultural forms in art, literature,
music, architecture, philosophy and broader social discourses – pastiche,
collage, deconstruction, absence of linearity, mixture of periods and
styles and the like (Hargreaves 1994:38).
Postmodernity is a social condition that provides a stark contrast to the modern social
condition. Seven aspects of postmodernity are outlined in the literature including: new
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patterns of production, globalisation, knowledge and belief systems, organizations,
individual identity, compression of time and space and finally signs and symbols. Each
of these aspects is briefly outlined to illustrate the different processes operating within
postmodernity.
New Patterns of Production
Production is no longer limited to material good, the production and dissemination of
knowledge and information in the form of signs and symbols occupies an increasing
amount of the workforce (Harvey 1989:47). This has led to a striking change with a ever
increasing number of people working in office based jobs and the development of a new
para-class know as the ‘cognitariat’, those who are not working class but at the same
time are not white collar workers either (Jencks 1996:51). Jobs are flexible in terms of
the technology used, the types of tasks to be undertaken by the staff and the number of
staff that might be needed at any one time. Production and consumption have become
more closely linked and as a result production caters to a wider range of niche markets
(Hargreaves 1994:48).
Globalisation
The nation-state no longer offers the solutions to problems with the assertion being that
the nation-state is too large to address local issues and too small to address global issues
(Lash and Urry 1994:279). Global governance and global economies have reduced the
level of control of nation-states meaning that the nation-state cannot undertake their
activities without reference to global governance processes. This process is referred to as
the loss of nation-state sovereignty (Scholte 2000). This loss of absolute rule means that
nation-states need to work with the variety of global governance mechanisms and
contend with global business and industry. However, Giddens (1994:4-5) suggests that
there is a need to acknowledge that globalisation it not only about economies. One of the
key mechanisms that allowed the development of globalisation is the reduction of time
and space achieved through new technologies. Globalisation he asserts is best
considered as a series of process that has led to the development to of a ‘world system’.
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Knowledge and Belief Systems
Postmodernism allows for a questioning of the objectivity and neutrality of knowledge
claims (Usher, Bryant and Johnston 1997:7). Hargreaves (1994:57) suggests that
knowledge cannot be considered certain any more because of the large amounts of
information that are produced and made available. The notion of the expert has been
challenged as information has become more readily available to a wider range of people.
The increase in the production of knowledge also means that things are updated and
changed much more quickly, hence the demise of certainty. The increasing globalisation
of the world economy and cultures brings people who hold very different values into far
more contact than they may have had in the past, raising further uncertainty. The move
away from master-narratives provides for an emphasis on local knowledge, difference,
fragmentation and otherness (Featherstone 1995:43). The discussion about the move
away from master-narratives or meta-narratives is attributed to the work of Lyotard who
notes that the result of the demise of the meta-narrative was the development of the local
language or local narratives (Ashley 1994:61; Carroll 1997:93).
Organizations
Organizations have been influenced by two major changes as part of postmodernity. The
first is the change of values systems with a move away from an emphasis on economic
achievement towards an increasing emphasis on individual choice of lifestyle,
expression and an improved quality of life. The second change is the decline of the
hierarchical organizations that helped develop modern societies. This decline began
because the structures are no longer functional within the postmodern world nor are they
acceptable to the large majority of people (Ingelhart 1997:28-30). Organisational
contexts that will prosper are those that allow individuals to pursue their own goals, not
usually the case in large highly structured organizations. Such organizations are small
scale, adaptable, flexible, less stable and secure, with a focus on improvement, problem
solving and improving their capacity to learn. Jobs will no longer be well defined and
people will move from one job to another to satisfy their own needs without concern for
commitment to one organization. Commitment will remain at the level of the job, project
or task (Hargreaves 1994:62-65).
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Individual Identity
A central element of postmodern worldviews is ambiguity (Ingelhart 1997:20). This is
reflected in a questioning of science and individual identity which results in ‘incredulity
towards all meta-narratives: all ideologies, religions, and other overarching explanations
including natural science (and postmodernism itself) cannot be believed’ (p. 21).
Language, text, signs and symbols become the only form of reality for individuals.
However, these too have multiple meanings (Hargreaves 1994:70). Traditions were a
feature of modernity, postmodernity brings with it an ‘excavation of most traditional
contexts of action’ (Giddens 1994:95). Postmodernism also brings forth the opportunity
for individuals to pursue their own goals within this complex postmodern condition.
This means there is a level of freedom to pursue aims by addressing issues and problems
and making use of opportunities that arise (Bauman 1997:192).
Compression of Time and Space
Harvey (1989:59) suggests that it is this time-space compression that can be attributed to
a level of instantaneity that has ‘arisen through the contemporary emphasis on cultural
production on events, spectacles, happenings and media images’. These cultural
producers make use of computers, television and fax machines that no longer require
production to be concentrated in one place. The increasing speed of communication and
reduced response time can lead to very superficial consideration of issues caused by the
pressure of time. This time pressure can create excessive workloads and lead to
individuals unable to meet their goals. In this very fast pace world it is important to
maintain quality of content rather than just the aesthetic appeal of signs and symbols
produced. All of these lead to the development of an increasingly uncertain world where
people have less time for relaxation and reflection. At the same time it can create
expectations that further accelerate change (Harvey 1989:190-291; Hargreaves 1994:8183).
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Signs and Symbols
Signs and symbols are a very important part of postmodern society. The modes of
production have shifted towards the production of these signs and images in the form of
information technology, services, credit, consumption and marketing (Fox 1996:256).
Work has changed from the development of products to the development, manipulation
and analysis of signs, images and symbols. Bromley (1991:130) suggests that this
process of developing signs and symbols should be referred to as ‘language games’. In
terms of the economy the aim of these language games is to develop signs and symbols
that ensure consumers link products with certain lifestyles and images of life (Bertens
1997:105). He also asserts that social reality is constructed through the consumption
choices made by individuals in terms of the signs and symbols associated with the
product. Authors such as Naomi Klein who have published books such as ‘No Logo’
with the aim of informing readers about this process and its implications.
The postmodern condition differs significantly from modernity. The fact that both can
operate at the same time only adds to the uncertainty. The next section explores the
implications of the postmodern condition outlined above for citizenship.

2.3.4 Postmodern challenges for citizenship
Postmodernity poses a number of challenges for the modernist conception of citizenship.
To begin with three core features of the socio-structural context of modernity have been
contested. First, the nation-state is in decline (Burchill 1998:18) to be replaced by the
move towards regional and the global governance. Second, the industrial economy has
been replaced by the post-industrial economy of signs and symbols with a focus on the
production of knowledge and its consumption (Gilbert 1997). Third, there is contestation
over the common core of values and beliefs of the modern era. Postmodernity
emphasises difference and plurality rather than sameness. There is evidence of the move
from a status concept of citizenship towards pluralistic integration (Howard 1998).
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Turner (1994:166) suggests that these changes may mean that citizenship becomes
‘relevant to a historical period when the modern nation-state was developed.’ Other
commentators suggest that postmodernity requires the development of a new notion of
citizenship (Roche 1995; Green 1997:186). Isin (1997) traces the genealogy of
citizenship from pre-modern to postmodern times. This story of the conditions of
citizenship throughout time suggests that citizenship has changed over time quite
markedly from Greek citizenship through to the present day.

The move from modern to postmodern citizenship is highlighted by the development of
four processes that give a clear indication of the development of a citizenship shift. The
first is the development of global citizenship. The process of global citizenship has been
marked by the developments within the United Nations (Turner 1997) and an increasing
development in transnational organizations and non-government organizations
committed to the creation of global citizenship (Jencks 1996). Business and corporations
also acknowledge that their citizenship is no longer bound by the nation-state (Marsden
and Andriof 1998) with many corporations developing different aspects of their business
within the nation-states that meet their needs be they low taxes, low local wages or few
environmental or health and safety standards. The second process is the increasing level
of democratisation taking place across the globe. Bertens indicates that postmodernism
is a powerful force for democratisation and emancipation (1997:113). This spread of
democracy reflects the cultural change and the change in social structures (Ingelhart
1997:171). The third process in operation is the increasing importance of participation
within the realm of citizenship. Higher levels of education mean that there are more
skilled people who are able to participate within society (Ingelhart 1997:168). This more
highly educated community can make use of new modes of participation that have been
developed (p. 171) with an emphasis on participation meaning more than voting every
few years. The final process is the increasing development of new social movements.
These new social movements are based on the politics of lifestyle and the ethic of
consumerism as work and class boundaries fade in the political arena.
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These new movements tend not to make use of traditional approaches to citizenship and
politics (Gilbert 1997:79). Gilbert suggests a range of questions that educators need to
ask themselves when considering citizenship education in the postmodern era, including:
Do citizenship education programs integrate the social and economic with
the political and civil elements? Is the practice of consumption seen as an
arena for citizen action? How will citizen education empower people in
their dealing with the media, and does it develop competence in using
media forms to express and promote the practice of citizenship? Do
programs recognise the importance of a sense of place in the construction
of identity, and is this connected with concern for our common future on
earth and for the quality of its environment? Does the consideration of the
rights and obligations of citizens include their personal welfare in the
private sphere as well as their formal status in the public sphere? Does
citizenship education promote a view of political action which will
empower students to participate in the new as well as the old politics?
These are the new issues for citizenship education in a postmodern age.
(Gilbert 1997:81)

Citizenship education in the postmodern era requires educators to rethink and revise
their pedagogy to ensure that young people are prepared to face the challenges of the
postmodern era. This has led to a shift in the purpose of citizenship education away from
a focus on democratic renewal towards citizenship education as an investment in human
capital (Gamarnikow and Green 2000:93).

2.4 Discourses of Citizenship
As the previous two sections suggest citizenship and society have undergone significant
changes historically. Hence, different discourses of citizenship have developed over
time. Several typologies and classifications of citizenship have been identified in the
literature by authors such as Barber (1984) and van Gunsteren (1994). However, it is the
work of Sears and Hughes (1996) and Gilbert (1996) that is most relevant for this thesis
as these authors discuss both citizenship and citizenship education. Five distinct
citizenship discourses can be identified from this literature.
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For the purpose of this thesis these discourses have been given the following titles:
‘citizenship as legal status’, ‘citizenship as democratic identity’, ‘citizenship as public
practice’, ‘world citizenship’ and ‘citizenship as democratic participation’. Table 2-6
identifies the view of sovereignty, role of government and citizens for each discourse
Table 2-7 illustrates the 11 dimensions of citizenship for each of the five citizenship
discourses discussed on page 25.

The first discourse is citizenship as a legal status, a term developed by Gilbert
(1996:57). This discourse identifies that citizens are given rights and obligations through
birth or the granting of citizenship through a naturalisation or citizenship process. In this
instance the government and law of the nation through institutions provide the
framework for citizenship rights and obligations with citizenship being firmly located
within the public domain. Citizens within this approach see the judicial system as a
means for providing restraints for the elected representative government. Therefore,
citizens need to hold the judicial system in the highest esteem (Barber 1984:142). This
leads to a focus on citizenship at the national level within the civil domain of citizenship
(Ichilov 1990). An integral role of the citizens in this discourse is the ability to vote for
those with the most appropriate background to undertake the task required within the
government, identified as a passive role for citizens based largely on decision based on
the provision of knowledge. The other major role for citizens, after officials have been
elected is to obey the law and be loyal to the nation-state (Sears and Hughes 1996:127).
This discourse is closely aligned with the liberal individualist view of citizenship as
discussed earlier (see page 14).
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Table 2-6 Five citizenship discourses developed from (Gilbert 1996; Sears and Hughes 1996)
Citizenship
Discourses
Sovereignty
Government

Citizens

Legal Status

Democratic Identity

Public Practice

World Citizens

Democratic Participation

Resides in
parliament.
Made up of elected
people with
appropriate
background and
training.

Resides in the people.

Resides in the people

Resides in the people.

Liberal democracy made up
of representatives elected
from and by the people.

Liberal democracy made
up of representatives
elected from and by the
people.

Resides with the peoples of
the earth.
Liberal democratic national
governments responsive to
individuals and willing to act
with other governments and
organizations to solve global
issues.

Are loyal to the
national state and
its institutions.
Have a common
body of knowledge
about he history
and political
structures of the
country.
Are part of a
common national
culture and set of
traditions.
Obey the law.
Inform themselves
about the positions
of the various
political parties.
Vote.

Are committed to the
principles of liberal
democracy (e.g. individuals
rights, property rights, wide
participation of individuals.).
Actively participate in
community and national
affairs.
Are committed to the ‘public
good’.
Use rational processes as a
way to inform themselves
about public issues and to
get involved in resolving
them, thereby reforming
society.
Acknowledge the need for
shared values based on
values of democratic rights

Are knowledgeable
about the formal
processes for public life
established through the
structures of the political
and legal system.
Reject the need for
shared values with an
acceptance that each
individual develops their
own values
Are committed to citizen
participation in the
‘public’ sphere of
politics
Participate as a citizens
according to the laws and
rules of government
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Are citizens of individual
nations but with a sense of
commitment and loyalty to
the whole world that
transcends national selfinterest.
Are informed about global
issues and committed to
acting to solve them in order
to improve life for all on the
earth while preserving the
environment.
Have a deep cross-cultural
awareness and respect for
alternative worldviews.
Are able to deal creatively
and positively with
pluralism, interdependence
and change.

Made up of free and equal citizens
(equality is emphasised in three
areas – before the law. In the
opportunity and ability to
participate, and in relative access
to material resources) who exercise
power in more direct ways than
voting.
Are committed to participating in
free and equal discourse where all
voices are heard and power is
relatively equally distributed.
Are knowledgeable about the ways
in which institutions and structures
privilege some people and groups
while discriminating against others
and are committed to and skilled at
challenging them.
Open to multiple understanding of
national citizenship (e.g. it is
possible to consider oneself a
citizens and an Aboriginal group as
well as nation).
Are committed to citizen
participation in the ‘public’ sphere
of politics and in the ‘private’
sphere of community, home and
family.

Table 2-7 Dimensions of the Five Citizenship Discourses
Citizenship
Education
Discourses
Theoretical Vs
Practical

Legal Status

Democratic Identity

Public Practice

World Citizens

Democratic Participation

Mixed verbal adherence
and actual behaviour

Mixed verbal adherence
and actual behaviour

Mixed verbal adherence
and actual behaviour

Mixed verbal adherence
and actual behaviour

Actual Behaviour

Attitudinal
Orientation
Motivation
Orientation
Action Orientation
Means Ends
Orientation
Values Orientation

Cognitive

Cognitive and affective

Cognitive

Affective and cognitive

External/Obligatory

Internal/Voluntary

Internal/Voluntary

Internal/Voluntary

Affective, cognitive and
evaluative
Internal/Voluntary

Passive
Instrumental

Passive
Diffuse

Passive
Instrumental

Mixed active and Passive
Diffuse

Active
Diffuse

Particularistic

Particularistic

Universalistic

Universalistic

Participatory
Perspective
Participatory
Means
Domains of
Citizenship
Arenas of
Citizenship
Location

Expression of consent

Aspects of both
Particularistic and
Universalistic
Expression of consent

Expression of consent

Expression of dissent

Expression of dissent

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Unconventional

Civil

Civil, political and social

Civil and political

National

Transnational

National

Unconventional and
conventional
Civil, political, social and
cultural
Transnational

Civil, political, social and
cultural
National and Transnational

Public

Public

Public

Public

Public and Private
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Citizenship as democratic identity is the second discourse of citizenship. Citizens
within this discourse have membership to a historically developed community made
up of individuals with shared values (van Gunsteren 1994:41). This demonstrates a
broader notion of values than the particularistic view although this is not as broad as
the universalistic view. Government within this discourse refers to a government
elected by the people (Sears and Hughes 1996). This means that the processes of
government are more conventional and the ways people participate as citizens is
conventional. This view of citizenship acknowledges that shared values are needed for
democratic communities to exist at a range of levels from local through to global.
Hence, there is a focus at the transnational level. The nation-state is not so important
in this view of citizenship where democratic human rights are paramount. The ‘public
good’ is identified as a set of shared values based on democratic rights. This illustrates
a diffuse notion of the goals of citizenship and encompasses the view that decisions
need to be made for the broader global good. Citizens within this discourse require
cognitive and affective attitudes to engage in actions at an international level that
could be active or passive. Being a citizen within this discourse is considered part of
the moral growth and development of people within the community (Gilbert 1996:58).
It is considered within this discourse that citizens should allow governments to
participate in the public arena on their behalf within the civil, political and social
domains of citizenship.
The third discourse is that of citizenship as public practice. In this discourse
citizenship is viewed as a political and legal activity that takes place within the public
domain only. However, there is no compulsion for people to participate as citizens; it
is a voluntary activity. However, the rules that govern participation in political and
legal activities are those set down within the legal and government institutions. Most
citizens operating within this discourse are engaged in citizenship in a passive manner
and express their consent for the actions of the government though voting. There is a
focus on the nation-state as level of citizenship. Rights and obligations in this view
exist only within the legal and government sphere and, as a result, suggest
particularistic values while maintaining that the private spheres of life and the related
values are not important. Hence, the political and civil citizenship are undertaken
using conventional means with citizens taking on a very passive role. This view of
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citizenship does not offer a mechanism to review or challenge the rights and
obligations of citizens as identified by the state (Gilbert 1996:58-9).
World citizenship is the fourth discourse. This discourse has a focus on addressing
issues beyond the immediate borders of the nation-state but remains embedded within
the liberal democratic nation-state. The difference is that governments are willing to
negotiate and discuss issues with other governments and international organisations
with the purpose of addressing global and environmental problems. Citizens might
reside within a particular nation; however, they take very seriously a commitment to
the care of the globe rather than just their own nation. This view of citizenship
challenges values and accepts that not everyone holds the same views, suggesting a
universalistic values orientation. (Sears and Hughes 1996:127) Citizens and
governments from the world citizen discourse are more likely to engage in a
combination of conventional and non-conventional citizenship practices that involve
the social, cultural, political and civic domains of citizenship. There is a mixture of
citizens who actively participate and those that are passive. Those who do actively
participate are more likely to engage in dissent indicating to the government that they
do not agree with policies and practices.
The final discourse is citizenship as democratic participation. This view of citizenship
acknowledges that people need to be able to participate in decision-making. Hence,
citizens are active within the national and transnational spheres. Decision-making
within the democratic participation discourse is undertaken across legal, political,
economic, civil and private spheres. Hence, this discourse acknowledges citizenship
operating in both the public and private spheres. It also emphasises an understanding
of how power operates within society to advantage some groups while disadvantaging
others. Hence, this approach is often a dissenting voice with regard to government and
international organisations’ policies and practices. This discourse has similar views on
the values of democratic rights as the democratic identity discourse. However, the key
difference is that within this discourse these values impact on the decision-making
processes as action and participation take place (Gilbert 1996; Sears and Hughes
1996). Hence, the democratic participatory discourse has universalistic values that are
diffuse and acknowledge the importance of meeting the needs of all cooperatively
(Ichilov 1990).
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2.5 Citizenship Education Discourses
The discourses of citizenship explored in the previous section (page 39) translate into
citizenship education discourses. Just as there are broad conceptions of citizenship,
representing opposing ends of the spectrum from liberal to communitarian citizenship,
citizenship education can also be examined in broad categories. Dynneson and Gross
describes these as the Civic Learning Orientation and the Social Civic Learning
Orientation (Dynneson and Gross 1991:25). The civic learning orientation is
considered conventional. It is based on the notion of the nation-state with an emphasis
on rights, obligations, identity and social values. Education tends to focus on
government procedures and documents and the historical success of the nation-state.
This approach tends to reject the notion of a multicultural view of history in favour of
the assimilationist approach (Cogan, Grossman and Lui 2000:50). It emphasizes a
focus on political education and government. Research undertaken by Dynneson and
Gross concluded that students found this approach to teaching and learning about
citizenship education unappealing with too much focus on political content
(Dynneson and Gross 1991:25).
The alternative end of the spectrum offers what Parker (1996) describes as a ‘more
advanced view of citizenship.’ This view is focussed on a global perspective rather
than the nation-state. This perspective considers democracy as a journey that requires
citizens to participate fully and actively. There is a need to acknowledge that the
society consists of people from diverse backgrounds in terms of ethnicity, gender and
race. This model has been identified as the social civic learning orientation (Dynneson
and Gross 1991) or multidimensional citizenship. It has a focus on education as a
‘continuous process of civic learning, deliberation and action’ (Cogan, Grossman et
al. 2000:50). Amy Gutman in Steiner (1999:253) asserts that there are three goals of
education for democratic citizenship: tolerance and open-mindedness, the ability to
address controversial issues, and understanding of different cultures. These
characteristics bear some resemblance to the three principles identified by Brennan
(1996) for the development of citizenship education in schools. First, she notes that
citizenship education needs to pay attention to those who have been marginalized.
Second, students need to be actively involved in doing citizenship rather than just
learning information about it. Third, schools need to be viewed as sites for the
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development of public life with students fully participating in the creation of that
public life.
Beyond this basic division of citizenship education into two categories, a range of
views based on types of discourses of citizenship is possible. For the purpose of this
study five citizenship education discourses are identified on the basis of the five
discourses of citizenship outlined in Section 2.2. Table 2-8 outlines the five
citizenship education discourses identified in this research.
Citizenship education as legal status is the first discourse. This discourse is closely
aligned with the civic learning orientation outlined above. This is the approach that
places an emphasis on political content with participation seen as the act of voting
(Cornbleth 1982:261). Teaching and learning strategies rely on rote learning with a
focus on topics with little relevance to the students. Knowledge is viewed as static and
students ability to engage with the topic is seen as limited due to its complexity.
Topics of study include the history and development of the nation-state and the
development and function of the legal and government institutions (Gilbert 1996:57).
Values, like the history that is presented to students, represent one truth with students
being taught to be loyal to their nation-state and its institutions (Sears and Hughes
1996:128). Students take on the role of passive learner and teachers are in a position
of power with the answers to all questions students might have about the topic.
Citizenship education as democratic identity is the second discourse. Gilbert
(1996:58) asserts that this discourse is focused on the education needed for each
individual to participate as a citizen. There is a commitment to liberal democratic
processes and institutions. There are two distinguishing factors within this discourse.
The first is the emphasis on the development of values. Student’s needs to be able to
develop their own values on the basis of reasoned exploration and consideration. Each
individual has the right to their own values position and each individual acts on the
basis of their own value position (Sears and Hughes 1996:128). The second is the lack
of emphasis on the nation-state. This discourse encompasses civic life at a range of
levels from the local through to the international (Gilbert 1996:58).
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Table 2-8 Five Citizenship Education Discourses
Citizenship
Education
Discourses
Knowledge

Legal Status

Democratic Identity

Public Practice

World Citizens

Democratic Participation

Students should be
taught a common body
of knowledge about the
historical and political
structures of the nation.
Politics/military history
is emphasised and is
presented as a narrative
of continuous progress
Political intuitions are
presented as operating in
a lock step fashion (e.g.
how a bill is passed).
The history of the state
and its institutions
feature prominently
especially parliament.

Students learn the
knowledge necessary to
become involved in
resolving public issues
Relevant knowledge is
drawn from history, the
social sciences, literature,
the humanities, journalism,
and the experience of
teachers and students.
Liberal democratic
institutions and structures
are presented as the best
theoretical form of social
organization but as flawed
in practice

Students are taught a
standardised set of
knowledge about the
rights, obligations and
formal processes of
citizenship
Liberal democratic
institutions and
structures are presented
as the best theoretical
from of social
organization.
Students are taught how
to participate in the
institutions and
structures of
government.

Students should develop
knowledge of world
systems (e.g. economic,
environmental, political),
human values, global issues
and world issues.
Global topics and issues
should show up across the
curriculum and the
knowledge and experience
of individuals with different
(particularly non-western)
backgrounds is regarded as
important.
Students are taught to be
imaginative and plan for
alternative futures

Students should be taught
the ways that institutions
and structures support
certain oppressive forms of
social organization (e.g.
capitalism and patriarchy).
Curricula and school
structures have to be
examined to find the ways
in which they have
discriminated against
certain groups. New
curricular should actively
challenge systematic
discrimination (e.g. antiracist education.)

Values

Students are taught a
particular set of national
values and norms (e.g.
that current political
structures are the best
ones possible).

Students are encouraged to
explore questions of value,
particularly as they relate
to public issues; to
recognise and respect
different value positions;
and to articulate, support,
and act on their own value
position.

Students are taught a
standard set of values
regarding the role of
citizens in public life.
There is a clear
distinction made
between public and
private aspects of life.

A commitment to
environmental
responsibility, social
justice, pluralism, and antiracism are key values that
students should develop, as
is the view that individuals
choice and action has
global consequences

Students should develop a
commitment to the equal
participation of all
individuals and groups in
society as well as a
commitment to participate
on that basis and to
confront any
manifestations of privilege
and inequality
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Skills/Participation

Informed voting is
presented as the general
level of participation in
government by the
average citizen; students
therefore need
information-gathering
skills to allow them to
vote in an informed
manner

Active participation in
public affairs is required of
each citizen; therefore,
students need to learn
critical reflective processes
(e.g. identify a problem
collect and analyse
information, explore
alternatives, take action)
and develop skills that will
help them participate
effectively

Teaching and
Learning
Strategies

Teaching styles and
techniques may vary but
are focussed on rote
learning with students
arriving at common
answers on matters of
fact and/or value.

Teaching styles and
techniques may vary but
are focussed on students
arriving at well-grounded
alternative possibilities for
resolving social public
issues.
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Students require
knowledge of a
standard set of skills
that allow students to
participate in
government and legal
institutions. This
includes developing
skills to make informed
choices of government
and inform those in
power of issues of
concern to citizens.
Teaching styles are
dictated through the use
of carefully pre-planned
sets of materials aimed
producing measurable
competencies.

Students need to develop
critical/reflective problemsolving skills (as per
democratic identify) and
cross-cultural skills so that
they can participate with a
wide variety of people in
making the world more just
and human activity more
environmentally sustainable

Students have to develop
the skills to recognise
oppressive and unequal
social structures, to
discover their points of
contradictions and
weakness, and to act to
challenge and change
them.
Opportunity should be
provided to take such
action.

Teaching and learning are
conceived of in nontraditional ways. Teachers
and students are co-learners
in finding out about and
solving global issues.

The teacher’s role is one of
co-learner and guide.
Students explore issues of
concern to them and
identify ways to address
those issues though actions
and evaluate the success of
the actions.

Citizenship education as pubic practice is the third discourse. This discourse is based on
the liberal tradition of students undertaking activities to achieve measurable outcomes
(Cornbleth 1982). Activities might include a role-play where students actively
participate in an election process to explore some of the issues of conflict resolution.
Here students develop skills that will allow them to take an active role in their
community (Williamson-Fien 1987). However, the skill development that does take
place is often not well connected to the life experience of the student. Students do not
develop skills focused on how to address change within governments and institutions
rather the focus is on using the existing structures. Students are actively engaged in
successfully becoming competent in the identified outcomes without questioning the
status quo or linking the ideas to their own life.
World citizenship is the fourth discourse of citizenship education. One of the key
features of this discourse is its focus beyond the nation-state (Sears and Hughes
1996:128). Values feature strongly in this discourse with an acknowledgement that the
actions of individuals have consequences for others often those less advantaged.
Students develop skills to critically evaluate issues and identify how they can act to
make the world a more just and sustainable place. There is an emphasis on global issues
and processes of governance at a level beyond the nation-state. Civic action within this
discourse is limited to action on a world or international scale rather than personal or
local action.
The final discourse is citizenship education as democratic participation. This approach
is linked with the social civic orientation discussed above. Within the literature this
discourse is often called a socially critical or radical model (Fien 1991:245). This
approach has a focus on students being actively engaged in issues of interest to them
with the aim of developing a wide range of knowledge, skills, attitudes and values
through their participation. Knowledge is considered tentative with an emphasis on
critical thinking, questioning and different ways of knowing. This approach
acknowledges that the personal and political cannot be separated (Williamson-Fien
1987). This discourse focuses on students developing critical thinking abilities that
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allows them to review, reflect and evaluate issues and identify how they can participate.
It offers students the opportunity to put into practice the carefully thought through
decisions for action and evaluate the impact of their actions with regard to the original
problem being investigated.
These approaches to citizenship education draw upon different teaching and learning
strategies. Dynneson and Gross (1991) have identified twelve different teaching and
learning strategies that might be used when teaching citizenship education. These are:
1. The Discipline Approach: This strategy seeks to develop students as good citizens
through content knowledge in specific disciplines such as history.
2. The Jurisprudence Approach: This teaching and learning strategy stresses the need
for students to understand political and legal processes and an understanding of these
processes will allow students to participate as citizens.
3. The Critical Thinking Approach: Critical thinking seeks to develop student’s skills
and abilities as decision makers. This approach asserts that students who are good
citizens need to be able to think critically to participate as good citizens.
4. Civic Action or Civic Participation: This approach is based on the notion that it is
through participating within society that students develop the skills and abilities
required of good citizens.
5. The Social or Public Issues Approach: This approach advocates that students need to
have an in-depth understanding of some of the major issues facing society such as
peace.
6. The Values Clarification Approach: This approach asserts that students need to be
able to identify what it is the controls and shapes values and attitudes.
7. The Moral Development Approach: This approach presents students with different
moral dilemmas that require justification as a means of young people questioning
their own viewpoints.
8. The Institutional Practice or School Reform Approach: This teaching and learning
strategy is based on the whole school community engaging in an evaluation of their
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practices and processes with the aim of aligning them with democratic approaches to
governance.
9. The Socialisation and Indoctrination Approach: This teaching and learning strategy
advocates that there are social norms within society in relation to citizenship and that
students need to be taught these so that they can participate as good citizens.
10. The Contemporary Issues and Current Events Approach: This approach is very
much focussed on issues of concern to young people and differs from social
problems and public issues in terms of the scale of the issue and the relevance for
young people.
11. The Humanistic Development Approach: This approach is interested in the
development of well-rounded young people. The teaching and learning strategies
seek ways to develop each individual in a holistic manner so that they can fulfil their
role as a good citizen.
12. The Global Interdependence Approach: This approach is focussed on broadening the
national scope of citizenship education towards a consideration of the
interdependence that has developed on a global scale.
These individual teaching and learning strategies can be used alone or as a combination
of complimentary strategies. On the basis of Dynneson and Gross’s (1991) research
work in the United States, four key teaching and learning strategies were suggested as
being most commonly used in classrooms. These include the first four strategies listed
above [discipline, jurisprudence (law), critical thinking and civic action]. The remaining
approaches as listed from 5 through 12, were much less commonly used.
In considering the five citizenship education discourses it is interesting to review the
teaching and learning strategies as defined by Dynneson and Gross (1991) that would be
most commonly used within the five citizenship education discourses identified in this
research. Table 2-9 illustrates this analysis of the teaching and learning approaches that
would be commonly used in each citizenship education discourse. Each of these
discourses makes use of at least one of the four commonly used teaching and learning
strategies. The range of teaching and learning strategies used within each discourse
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clearly differentiates the discourses from one another. Each citizenship education
discourse is considered according to the teaching and learning strategies most often
associated with that discourse.

The legal status discourse makes use mainly of the various disciplines including history
and government to teach students facts about government and law. It makes use of
jurisprudence approach in terms of the focus on developing student knowledge about the
law. This discourse approach advocates teaching students how to vote because any
analysis of the processes of government would be too detailed and complex for students
to grasp (Gilbert 1996). The other major contributor in terms of teaching and learning
strategies for this approach is citizenship as persuasion, socialisation and indoctrination.
Within the citizenship as legal status discourse it is considered very important for
students to follow the processes of law and government. An essential role of education
in this discourse is the development of young people’s ability to follow the rules of law
and government. Students learn through the education process the basic rule of law and
government only, as anything more would be too complex.

Democratic identity due to its values focus has an emphasis on the development of
values clarification and critical thinking. This approach views the development of the
individual to participate in society as very important; hence there is some use of the
citizenship as humanistic development approach. The development of values does not
take place without reference to knowledge; hence there is some use of the discipline
approach within this discourse, however, with much less emphasis that in the legal
status discourse.
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Table 2-9 Teaching and Learning Strategies used in Different Citizenship Education Discourses

Citizenship
education
teaching and
learning
strategies

Legal Status

Democratic Identity

Public Practice

World Citizens

- Discipline
approach
- Citizenship as
persuasion,
socialisation and
indoctrination
-Jurisprudence
approach

- Critical thinking
approach
- Values clarification
- Citizenship as
humanistic
development
- Discipline approach

- Jurisprudence
approach
-Citizenship as
persuasion,
socialisation and
indoctrination
- discipline
approach
- Citizenship as
contemporary
issues and current
events

- Citizenship as civic
participation (world)
- Critical thinking
-Social problems or
public issues approach
- Moral development
approach
- Citizenship as
contemporary issues
and current events
- Citizenship as
preparation for global
independence
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Democratic
Participation
- Citizenship as civic
participation (all
levels)
- Critical thinking
approach
- Social problems or
public issues approach
- Institutions school
reform
- Citizenship as
contemporary issues
and current events

It is the public practice discourse that makes use of the jurisprudence teaching and
learning approach most strongly. Students within this discourse need to know about
legal and government processes and institutions operate so that they can participate
as citizens. On the basis of this knowledge students are able to address issues or
problems that arise through the proper institutions and processes. On this level there
is often consideration of issues and current events as case studies of how others are
taking action regarding and issue or problem. This illustrates the use of the
citizenship as contemporary and current events. There is also an element within this
discourse of the need for teaching and learning strategies that promote citizenship as
socialisation, persuasion and indoctrination as well as the discipline approach
emphasis on knowledge. However, in this case both of the latter teaching and
learning strategies play minor roles in comparisons to jurisprudence.
The world citizen discourse makes use of a wide range of different teaching and
learning strategies the most prominent being the notion of critical thinking and civic
action and participation at the international or world level. In addition teaching and
learning strategies that promote the exploration of social and public issues along with
models for learning and a focus on contemporary issues is used within this discourse.
The development of values through critical thinking and moral development
approaches are integral to this citizenship education discourse. This final teaching
and learning strategy that is noted for this discourse is viewing citizenship as the
preparation for global independence were the focus shifts from the nation state to the
global level. This discourse clearly considers citizenship beyond the bounds of the
nation-state making this teaching and learning strategy essential.
The final discourse for consideration is democratic participation. This discourse has
at its core civic participation and critical thinking. The key difference in this
discourse is the emphasis on action at all levels from local through to international.
One example of this focus on action would be the consideration of institutional
school reform and how the school may be operated in a democratic manner. Within
this discourse there is an emphasis on students’ abilities to engage as citizens through
the exploration of issues of concern to them in terms of contemporary current issues
as well as the social problems and issues approach to teaching and learning. It is this
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final discourse that seeks to address the issues raised by the shift from modernism to
postmodernism. In terms of citizenship education there have been new and emerging
trends that have sought to address the issues of postmodernity and its implications for
citizenship education. Two approaches to citizenship education that have developed
include citizenship for everyday life and multidimensional citizenship. These two
approaches to citizenship education are detailed below.
Citizenship education for everyday life
Gilbert (1996) has been a strong advocate of the development of citizenship
education with a focus on everyday life. This approach draws strongly on the notion
of cultural or identity politics. Cultural politics has been embraced within the
postmodern condition as it offers alternative readings of citizens and citizenship
(Siebers 1994:19). Citizenship education within this approach explores the
entitlements of everyday life and the principles of rights and practices of political
action from the perspective of matters of importance to young people (Gilbert
1992:66). Young people are often those most influenced by the postmodern
condition as youth culture has strongly penetrated this culture in the form of for
example music, film and television (Gilbert 1996:107). Research undertaken by
Gilbert and Gilbert in 1993 suggested that students within the schooling system
sought educational experiences that allow ‘the opportunity to look directly at the
social and material structures impinging upon their lives, and the way in which these
structures positioned them’ (Gilbert and Gilbert 1995). Gilbert asserts that this can be
achieved through the exploration of the cultural, social, economic and political
implications of current issues of concern to young people.

The main aim of teaching and learning strategies is to allow students to critically
analyse issues such as consumption, school to work transitions and environmental
issues using innovative strategies that require students to explore their
understandings of citizenship and identity (Gilbert 1996). The specific details of the
strategies for the development of citizenship education for everyday life are not
detailed further in the literature. However, it is work such as this that has led to the
development of teaching and learning strategies that achieve the aims outlined. The
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development of ‘action competence’ is one example of an approach that addresses
the issues of developing citizenship education for everyday life.

Action competence is a concept developed by researchers from the Danish
Pedagogical University (formerly the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies)
in Copenhagen. Action competence is an educational process used within a range of
fields of study including environmental, health, peace and civic education (Vognsen
1996:72). All of these areas of study have a common requirement - to educate young
people about issues and problems that require a level of civic competence or ability
to take action. Central to this notion of action competence is a definition of the term
‘action’. Jensen and Schnack (1994:11-12) have identified two key criteria for action.
The first involves people making a conscious decision to act as a result of their own
critical thinking and evaluation of the problem being addressed. The second involves
the notion that any action undertaken must seek to address the problem being
investigated. Figure 2-5 illustrates these two criteria.
Advocating this definition of action, Jensen and Schnack assert that the aim of
education is not the development of action per se. Rather, Jensen suggests that there
are strong ethical concerns about advocating education of this nature. However, he
does suggest that education needs to develop action competence, defined as the
ability to act. In evaluating actions within education programs the types of action that
have been undertaken are often wrongly viewed as the outcomes of the study. When
students are involved in investigating problems or issues the education program
needs to be evaluated on the basis of the degree of action competence and awareness
students have developed as a result of their participation in the action program.
(Jensen, Kofoed, Uhrenholdt and Vognsen 1995:41). Schnack (1996:11) sums up this
view with the argument:
It is not and cannot be the task of the school to solve the political
problems of society. It is not the task to improve the world with the
help of pupils’ activities. These must be assessed on the basis of their
formative value and thus according to educational criteria. A school,
regarded as school, does not become ‘green’ by conserving energy,
collecting batteries or sorting waste. The crucial factors must be what
the pupils are learning from participating in such activities.
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Jensen and Schnack have identified four important components of action
competence: knowledge/insight, commitment, visions and action experiences
(1997:173-4). They suggest that students need to develop knowledge about what
problems are and how they might be solved. They also need to develop a level of
commitment and motivation if they are to take action. Students’ need to develop
visions of what their problem might look like in the future. They can then evaluate
influences to do
something

decided to do
something
themselves

activity as a
counterweight to
academic tuition

activity addressed
to the solution
of the problem

ACTION

Figure 2-5 Criteria for action (Jensen and Schnack 1994:13)

the list of possible actions they could take to achieve their future vision. This leads to
the final component of action competence the development of ‘action experience’
through concrete actions taken at school. These authors acknowledge that some may
suggest action taking in the school context is inappropriate. However, they argue,
‘connecting emotions, values, knowledge and action is an important part of the
educational process’ (Jensen and Schnack 1997:174). It is only after the experience
that students can engage in evaluating the impact of their actions on the problem
initially identified.
The definition of action and action competence suggested by Jensen and Schnack is
supported by the work of Hungerford and Volk (1990:11) who suggest a range of
variables influence peoples’ involvement in environmental citizenship. Based on
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their research they have identified four broad levels of awareness, knowledge,
values, skills and action required to develop environmental citizens. These four broad
areas include an ecological foundation, conceptual awareness of issues and values,
investigation and evaluation skills and action level skills. First, students need to
develop ecological knowledge that will allow them to make sound decisions about
environmental problems or issues. Second, students need to develop an awareness of
the impact of the individual and the collective and how these influence quality of life
and environmental quality. This requires the exploration of values to understand how
environmental issues and problems arise. Third, students need to have the knowledge
and skills to be able to investigate environmental issues and identify alternative
solutions. Values clarification also occurs as part of the issue investigation. Fourth,
students need to be trained to develop action skills that will allow them to take
positive environmental actions. (Hungerford and Volk 1990:13)
Jensen and Schnack (1997) would not disagree with the development of ecological
foundations, conceptual awareness of issues and values, investigation and evaluation
skills and action levels skills. They would argue that it is essential to develop these
areas. However, they would argue that the notions of commitment, visions and action
experiences are not firmly enough emphasised by Hungerford and Volk (1990).
Based on his work with a number of schools in Denmark Bjarne Jensen suggests a
curriculum model that supports the development of action competence (Jensen
1995:167). Figure 2-6 outlines the three-step IVAC model (investigation, visions,
actions and changes). The three steps in this model have been outlined as a means to
explain the ideas rather than representing a logical sequence. Students investigating
an issue or problem may spiral through the three aspects in a variety of ways. The
first step investigating a theme involves the group in freely selecting a problem to be
investigated followed by the development of a common understanding of the
problem and why they have selected it (p166). Step two requires the students to
envision how they would like the problem to look in the future (p168). The final
stage involves the students suggesting possible actions that might help to move
towards their vision. An evaluation of the barriers for action must precede action
taking. An essential part of this action and change step is the review and evaluation
of the success of the actions as a possible solution for the problem being investigated.
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A: Investigation of a theme
- why is this important to us?
- its significance to us/others? - now/in the future?
- what influence do life style and living conditions have?
- what influence are we exposed to and why?
- how were things before and why have they changed?
B: Development of visions
- what alternatives are imaginable
- how are the conditions in other countries and cultures?
- what alternatives do we prefer and why?
C: Action and change
- what changes will bring us closer to the visions?
- changes within ourselves, in the classroom, in the society?
- what action possibilities exist for realising the changes?
- what barriers might prevent carrying out these actions?
- what barriers might prevent actions for resulting in change?
- what actions will we initiate?
- how will we choose to evaluate these actions?
Figure 2-6 The IVAC model (Investigation, Visions, Actions & Changes)
(Jensen 1995:167).
Multidimensional Citizenship
The notion of multidimensional citizenship emerged from educational policy
research undertaken to identify future global trends influencing citizenship,
citizenship characteristics and educational strategies that would allow the required
citizen characteristics to be developed (Cogan 1997:1; Cogan 2000:12). The global
trends identified that will impact on citizens are those outlined as part of the
postmodern condition discussed earlier (see page 33). Eight citizenship
characteristics are identified through the research process as skills and abilities that
citizens will need to be able operate within society over the next 25 years. These
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to look at and approach problems as a member of a global society.
Ability to work with others in a cooperative way and to take responsibility
for one’s roles/duties within society.
Ability to understand, accept and tolerate cultural differences.
Capacity to think in a critical and systemic way.
Willingness to resolve conflict in a non-violent manner
Willingness to change one’s lifestyle and consumption habits to protect the
environment
Ability to be sensitive towards and to defend human rights (e.g. rights of
women, ethnic minorities, etc.)
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•

Willingness and ability to participate in politics at local, national and
international levels (Cogan 1997:1-2; Kubow, Grossman and Ninomiya
2000:132).

Cogan identified three distinct aspects of multidimensional citizenship continuous
learning, deliberation and action. The multidimensional citizenship model consists of
four dimensions personal, social, temporal and spatial. In summary multidimensional
citizenship requires the ‘development by individual citizens of their personal civic
beliefs, their capacity for joint social and public action, their ties to their localities
and the world outside, and their awareness of past, present and future’ (Cogan,
Grossman et al. 2000:50). This overview clearly indicates the integrated nature of
each of the four dimensions of citizenship. Each dimension is explored in further
detail including the exploration of implications for citizenship education.
The personal dimension is integral to multidimensional citizen and also the most
obscure because it is here that the public and private meet. The development of skills
and abilities to critically analyse and make socially responsible decisions is integral
to this dimension. In terms of educational processes there needs to be the ability to
reflect on personal values and the implications they might have for society and visa
versa. The personal dimension requires that citizens identify and live by their own
civic ethic and review and reflect on that ethic. (Cogan 1997; Cogan, Grossman et al.
2000; Kubow, Grossman et al. 2000)
The social dimension acknowledges that people need to interact with one another
within society and often this includes interacting with people who have different
values and ethics. Multidimensional citizenship envisages that citizens will get
involved through discussion, deliberation and action within their community. This
means a much broader notion than involvement within traditional political life. Cox
suggests that we need to strongly invest in the development of social capital within
society to the same extent as financial capital is considered (Cox 1995:15). Social
capital is defined as ‘the process between people which establish networks, norms
and social trust and facilitate co-ordination and co-operation for mutual benefit’
(p15). This public space within society where individuals work together to achieve
civic goals, without government interference, is known as ‘civil society’ (Cogan,
Grossman et al. 2000:51). One example of this is the use of the media by the green
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movement to engage in debate and influence government and the private sector to
consider environmental issues (Christoff 1996:160). Cogan concludes that to educate
citizens to undertake their social role there is a need for schools to allow students to
engage within the community take actions and conduct community service (Cogan,
Grossman et al. 2000).
The spatial dimension acknowledges the shift from citizenship based on the nationstate towards locally and globally based alliances. Citizens are today members of
many different communities at one time. There is a need to operate at different scales
and consider the implications for the local right through to the global. Cogan
suggests that this dimension advocates strongly the need to ‘think globally and act in
context’ (Cogan, Grossman et al. 2000:51).
The final dimension is temporal. This requires that citizens consider issues and
problems in the context of time, reflecting on the past, present and future
implications. This process will ensure that short-term solutions are avoided in
preference to longer-term solutions that ensure intergenerational equity (Cogan
1997:14; Kubow, Grossman et al. 2000).

The research undertaken by Cogan also suggest six implications for the
implementation of multidimensional citizenship within the formal school sector
(Cogan 1997; Parker, Grossman, Kubow, Kurth-Schai and Nakayama 2000). The
first two implications relate to the structure and organization of schools. The first is
the need for schools to model the processes and structures of multidimensional
citizenship through the careful development of the eight characteristics of citizens
outlined above. The second is the requirement that schools and communities need to
link to share in the development and education of citizens. The third implication is
the need for schools to model sustainable environmental practices and integrate
environmental issues within the school curriculum. The fourth implication refers to
the need for curriculum to be refocussed towards the process of deliberation. It needs
to be acknowledged that citizenship education cannot be delivered within individual
subjects and requires an interdisciplinary approach. Figure 2-7 lists the six ethical
questions identified as the key areas that should be explored by students of all ages
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and subjects as a means of developing deliberative curriculum. To be truly
deliberative these questions need to be considered in terms of real issues that have
relevance for young people within their communities. The fifth implication relates to
teacher access to professional development that will allow them to develop
multidimensional citizenship within their school and community. The sixth
implication is for policy makers and educators to identify how they can implement
multidimensional citizenship within their sphere of influence. (Cogan 1997:15-21)

1. What should be done in order to promote equity and fairness within and
among societies?
2. What should be the balance between the right to privacy and free and open
access to information?
3. What should be the balance between protecting the environment and meeting
human needs?
4. What should be done to cope with population growth, genetic engineering
and children in poverty?
5. What should be done to develop shared universal values while at the same
time respecting local values?
6. What should be done to empower learners to act upon the above, both in their
schools and wider communities?
Figure 2-7 Deliberation-based curriculum (Cogan 1997:18-19)

2.6 Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed the development of the concept of citizenship over time
from both a political and sociological perspective. It has also explored the
implications of the cultural shift from modernity to postmodernity for citizenship. On
the basis of this review of the literature five discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education have been identified according to the different perspectives on sovereignty,
government, the view of the citizen and the dimensions of citizenship. Citizenship
eduction was identified through consideration of the approach to knowledge, values,
skills, participation and the different teaching and learning strategies used.

For the purpose of this research the following five questions were used to identify
different citizenship education discourses within education materials.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the view of citizenship advocated?
What citizenship knowledge is presented?
How are citizenship values presented?
What skills and approaches to participation are advanced?
What are the main teaching and learning strategies used?
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

The Context of Neoliberalism and Citizenship
Education in Australia
3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 explored different discourses of citizenship and citizenship education to
uncover an analytical framework of questions that could be used to analyse the
pattern of discourse embedded in curriculum materials. The purpose of this chapter is
to explore the literature in two areas relevant to this study. The first is neoliberalism
and the second is the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project together
with the processes in the Australian educational setting that influenced the
development of particular discourses in the materials. As a result, this chapter is
divided into two major parts. The first presents a critical analysis the nature of
neoliberalism and its impacts on education policies and curriculum materials. The
second part begins with an analysis of the term ‘environment’ as it is used in this
study and explores the links between environmental education and citizenship
education. It also includes an account of the development of citizenship education in
Australia and the background to the development of the ‘Discovering Democracy
School Materials’ project.

3.2 Neoliberalism
Neoliberalism is an economically focused approach to governance that arose, in
Anglo-American societies over the past two decades, in response to perceived
failings of the post-1945 welfare state dispensation. Championed by Margaret
Thatcher in the United Kingdom and Ronald Reagan in the USA, it is often referred
to as Thatcherism, Reganism or related terms such as advanced liberalism,
contractualism, managerialism and economic rationalism (Hindess 1998:210). While
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economically-focused, neoliberalism has major impacts on almost all areas of
government, including health and education.

The purpose of this section is to explain the impacts of neoliberal education policy
on the development of curriculum materials. This is done in four stages. The first
presents an overview of neoliberalism. The second examines neoliberalism within
education policies, the third examines the shift toward neoliberal policies in
Australian education and the fourth identifies the impacts of neoliberalism on the
process of materials production that are the focus of this study.

3.2.1 Neoliberalism defined
Two distinct types of neoliberalism are identified in the literature. The first is
Ordoliberalen which originated in Germany, and the second is American
neoliberalism from the Chicago School of Economics (Dean, 1999). However, while
acknowledging these different forms, the distinctions between them do not have a
significant bearing on the argument of this thesis. Therefore, neoliberalism is treated
here in a general sense as an economically focused process of governing, or what
Dean (1999: 149) calls ‘mentality of rule’. Two general aspects of neoliberalism are
noted here.

First, neoliberalism champions the private over the public sector. It is especially
critical of perceived inefficiencies in the those sections of the public sector
established to serve the welfare state and believes that much of its current work
should be undertaken by private enterprise (George 2001:11). Indeed, one of its
major criticisms of government is that there is too much of it (Dean 1999). Such
beliefs have led to the increasing privatisation of public sector services with an
emphasis on the use of outsourced contracts as a mean of creating quasi-markets out
of government services that had previously been paid for by the tax system (Dean
1999:149). A key benefit of this market process for government is an ability to
distance itself from any adverse consequences because the service is now being
delivered by a contractor rather than the government (Apple 1999:204).
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Neoliberalism provides a second benefit for governments as its focus on
managerialism, efficiency and accountability emphasises measurable performance
indicators that place contractors under constant scrutiny and fear of losing future
contracts (Rose 1999:146).

Second, neoliberalism treats citizens as individual, rational and self-interested beings
– the ‘Economic Man’ of classical economics (Pannu 1996:91). As a result, people
are seen as autonomous operators within a social and economic market, enacting
their democratic obligations in the form of free-choice consumption (Rose
1999:166). The responsibility of citizens is to make sure they contribute to the
market by remaining employed so that they can purchase the goods provided within
the market place such as education, health care or financial guidance. Thus, the
neoliberal active citizen has been described by Rose as ‘one who was an entrepreneur
of his-or herself’ (p. 164). Governments have only a limited role in this process.
Indeed, market intervention is decried as a distortion of free markets and free choice.
All governments have to do is provide a ‘safety net’ to help ‘at risk’ groups (such as
the unemployed) become functioning citizens, able to make choices and participate
in consumption.

3.2.2 Neoliberalism and Education Policy

The neoliberal impact on education policy is evident in an increasing emphasis on
marketisation. The rise of business and market processes in education has reduced
the size of the permanent educational workforce and encouraged the use of contracts.
The development of quasi-markets in education has allowed governments to shed
much of their responsibility for education while at the same time maintaining strong
control over ‘contractors’ (Gordon and Whitty , (1997:455). Figure 3-1 illustrates
the range of characteristics of the neoliberal model of education and the extent of the
shift in the 1990s (Rinne 2000:139). This set of characteristics is similar in many
parts of the world
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•

Former Model
The goal is educational equality
through is social equality

•
•

Common school system for all
Highly centralised state control

•
•

•

Uniform curricula
Expertise seen to rest with
teachers and officials
Education is a totally public
monopoly
Education totally funded publicly

•

Greater autonomy for education

•

•
•

Bureaucratic administration
Target pre-planned funding

•
•

•

The Neo-liberal Model of the 1990s
• Competition between individuals
and schools
• Diversification and stratification
of the school system
• Growth of regional and schoolspecific decision making power
(deregulation, decentralisation)
• Differentiated curricula
• Stronger parental choice
•
•

Some degree of private
competition
Private funding entering
education
Evaluating the profitability of
education beginning (The
evaluative state)
Managerialism of administration
Slump budget funding

Figure 3-1 the shift to neoliberal education policy in 1990s (Rinne 2000:139)
The neoliberal process of marketisation has had at least four outcomes for education.
The first is the provision of choice of educational institution for students and parents.
The neoliberal view of the world sees education as a vast supermarket with a range
of providers and consumers with students and their parents acting as consumers and
teachers and educational institutions acting as providers. The choice of school is
technically available because, under neoliberalism schools should develop differently
to meet different market niches within the community. However, research indicates
that this rarely happens. Schools still tend to be very similar, rather than different,
and those considered by the market to be ‘good’ are always filled quickly (Gordon
and Whitty 1997:459; Green 1997:21). Therefore, the neoliberal aim of creating
diversity within the market place has not been achieved. Indeed, neoliberalism
policies have resulted in the reinforcement of the differences that already exist
between schools in terms of race, class and ethnicity (Apple 1999:205).

The second impact of marketisation is a decentralisation of educational management.
The shift towards self-management allows schools to become independent enough to
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be able to respond to market forces that will permit them to compete successfully in
the market place (Whitty 1998:4). Self-management has resulted in schools having
access to part or all of their operational funding to manage in their own manner in
order to achieve the schools key outcomes. This has resulted in the increased need
for schools in some areas to fundraise to support their budgets. This further illustrates
the divide between richer and poorer schools as most less advantaged schools also
lack the ability to raise significant levels of funds to support their school budget
(Strachan 1999:124).

The third impact of marketisation is the downsizing of government departments. In
line with neoliberal policies the work of government departments in support of
education are contracted out on a free market basis to those able to efficiently and
effectively provide the service. Hence, the processes of education are privatised
within a free market situation (Marginson 1993:62).

The final outcome of marketisation is an increased emphasis on evaluation. With
increased financial responsibilities within the neoliberal setting, schools have
become responsible for illustrating their level of efficiency and effectiveness. Hence,
school principals have become managers with an increasing amount of their time
taken up with financial matters instead of educational leadership (Strachan
1999:124). Performance indicators prove levels of effectiveness and efficiency and
are further evidence of neoliberalism within the education sector seeking (Apple
2000:238-9). As part of this accountability schools are required to prove that the
education offered within their schools will produce students who are able to meet the
needs of the workplace in the future to provide the required human capital for the
continuation of the market (Angus 1991:250; Apple 1999:204). Apple suggests that
this process of providing evidence has had significant effects on the operation of
schools through increased workloads for teachers and Principals (Apple 2000:239).
One of the mechanisms that has been used to identify levels of efficiency and
effectiveness of education is the development of standardised measurement tools that
rate schools on the level of success of their students (Apple 1999:233; Strachan
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1999:125). This process of ranking schools also provides parents and students with
evidence to support their decisions regarding their school of choice.

However, on the whole, neoliberal processes have not achieved the aims that policy
makers sought. Nevertheless, the impacts of the policies on education have been
marked and provide challenges for those engaged in the process of education.. The
next section will explore some of the evidence of neoliberal education policies in
Australian context.

3.2.3 Neoliberal School Education Policy in Australia
The purpose of this section is to identify the neoliberal policy shift evident in
Australian education policy at the national level. This section reviews the historical
role of the federal government in school education in Australia in two phases – up to
1979 and after 1980.
1901-1979
The Federal Commonwealth of Australia was formed in 1901 when the six states
federated. The long and difficult process of federation ensured that the powers of
each of the states and those of the Commonwealth were carefully divided. Education
was identified during this process as a state responsibility. In 1946 three words
‘benefits to students’ were added to the Australian constitution. It was these three
words that allowed the Commonwealth government to begin its involvement in
issues of education although power over the development of education programs still
remained with states and territories (McKinnon 1991:29). However, after 1946,
federal education policy began to impact on schools in Australia through three major
means: responding to pressure groups (e.g. providing government assistance to
private and religious schools, undertaking enquiries into significant issues in
education (e.g. the education of girls, citizenship education, science and mathematics
education, etc.), and the establishment of statutory commissions to provide policy
advice and deliver programs for the government on education (Foster and Harman
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1992). Until 1979, the main aim of federal governments was to provide funds to
support equal access to education across Australia (Foster and Harman 1992).

1980 – 2002
Coincident with the ascendancy of neoliberalism, the 1980s heralded the significant
shift away from equity issues in education to those of economics, efficiency and
standardisation (Foster and Harman 1992:312). This was represented in four major
neoliberal shifts. The first was a focus on outcomes of, not inputs to, education. The
second was an increased emphasis on vocational education and the importance of
preparing young people for the workforce rather than general education (Marginson
1993:20). The third was a move away from state/territory government autonomy
towards more federal control. The final shift was from a focus on equity to an
emphasis on efficiency through evaluation and reporting processes (Dudley and
Vidovich 1995:159). Each of these shifts is explored in the following paragraphs.

In the first instance neoliberalism has shifted education policy to an outcomes focus.
Neoliberal education policy has also sought to shift the responsibility for the
outcomes of education programs to others through contracting out work and thus
reducing the number of people employed within government departments. There is a
great deal of evidence that the neoliberal process has operated, at the federal level, in
education from 1980 to the present. For example, the government ceased developing
education materials when it closed the Curriculum Development Centre in 1981 and
the Schools Commission in 1987. The Curriculum Corporation replaced these
facilities in 1989. The Corporation is a business owned by the state and federal
governments but it operates independently and tenders for government and private
education contracts – a clear demonstration of the development of market
mechanisms in education as discussed in the previous section. The development of
this market approach heralded a concern with calculating the lowest level of input
required to achieve desired outcomes. This has resulted in an intense interest in
evaluating programs to identify levels of efficiency and effectiveness (Foster and
Harman 1992). Marginson (1993:117) identifies three main consequences of this: a
concern with minimizing investment in education, the issue of economic measures to
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measure outputs within short term budget cycles, and a marked tendency towards
‘top down’ management culture..

The second influence of neoliberalism is a shift in the importance of vocationalism
with education criticised for not meeting the needs of business and industry. The
problem of increasing levels of unemployment, has resulted in action by
governments to link education, work and the economy integrally. This has been
achieved in Australia, for example, through the development of an integrated
ministerial portfolio and a ministerial council that connects education, training,
employment and youth affairs (Dudley and Vidovich 1995:157).

The final shift is towards a more federally controlled education policy. This process
was facilitated by the federal government seeking to achieve a national consistency
of education outcomes as a way of ensuring that young people no matter where they
live have a common set of educational experiences. The report, ‘Strengthening
Australia’s Schools’ (Dawkins 1988), and the Australian Education Council
(consisting of all state territory and commonwealth education ministers) led to a set
of ‘Common and Agreed Goals of Schooling’ (Australian Education Council 1990)
and agreement on an annual reporting process against the identified goals. The
neoliberal desire to develop a national curriculum that specified the outcomes of
schools across the country was the next major policy direction and a process for
measuring them was almost achieved, but thwarted at the last moment, by a decision
to work towards a national outcomes and standards frameworks within individual
state and territory (Dudley and Vidovich 1995).

3.2.4 Neoliberalism and Educational Materials
The impacts of neoliberal education policies have not been explored to a large extent
in the literature. However, educational texts and other materials bear many of the
impacts of these policies. As Apple and Christian-Smith assert
…texts are not simply ‘delivery systems’ of ‘facts.’ They are at once
the results of political, economic and cultural activities, battles and
compromises (Apple and Christian-Smith 1991:1-2).
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Apple (1991: 1) and Fairclough (1992:10) argue that the interactions of people with
others during the process of text production and distribution influence the way a text
is developed. Other factors, such as market forces - also influence the way texts are
developed. Thus, curriculum materials developed within educational settings,
strongly influenced by neoliberal policies, will reflect related values as the following
section reveals.

The first influence of neoliberalism evident in materials is the definition of what
counts as legitimate knowledge. Materials or texts, especially education texts where
there is often not one identifiable author, present the view of the world and
knowledge of those who have produced the texts and those who have paid for the
text production process (Apple and Christian-Smith 1991:3). Those involved have
made decisions about what is and is not included. This process of selection is very
important when texts are produced for dissemination through government funding.
The process of identification of what is legitimate knowledge is the result of power
relations and struggles. For example, in the case of the ‘Discovering Democracy
Materials’ project that is the subject of this study there was tension between those
writing the material, those approving the material, those involved in funding the
material and those using the material. The power balance between and, sometimes,
within these groups was constantly negotiated in the process of text development.
However, neoliberal policies require that government funds be used in effective and
efficient ways to provide the desired outcomes of developing citizens capable of
participating in the market place (Strachan 1999). Hence, in many cases, if the
project is government funded the power over what is included and what is not
included lies with the government. Therefore, the impacts of neoliberal policies
should be evident within the texts in the form of what is, and is not, included and the
degree the text advocates the neoliberal aim of the development of rational selfinterested individuals.

The second influence of neoliberalism evident in texts is the effect of marketisation.
Market processes impact on the production of texts. For example in the US
commercial text production processes are dominated by what is accepted in very
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conservative states (Apple and Christian-Smith 1991:15). Due to the costs involved
in the development of texts only those that can also be used in conservative states are
developed. This development of acceptable text constitutes what Bernstein refers to
as the development of ‘official knowledge’ (1996:65).

The third impact of neoliberalism is the focus on evaluation. The need to evaluate
also plays a role in the development of texts that serve particular interests (Apple and
Christian-Smith 1991:10). In the process of developing materials and texts for use in
schools a process of evaluation as a measure to ensure the quality of the materials
being developed is an important aspect of the later full acceptance of the materials by
the profession as ‘official knowledge.’ Therefore, again returning to the US case,
textbooks in some states must be approved through textbook adoption committees.
Once accepted by these committees schools accept the decision that these text
present legitimate knowledge.

The fourth neoliberal impact on text development is the shift towards the
development of a national curriculum. The standardisation of curriculum addresses
one of the key tenets of neoliberalism - a lack of trust in teachers and administrators
to make decision about curriculum (Apple 1979:2-3). Hence, the official curriculum
or official knowledge is provided within the national curriculum documents to guide
the development of materials, curriculum and texts.

This section has explored the literature available on the impact of neoliberalism on
the development of education texts. The four ways neoliberalism has impacts on text
development is through: texts identifying legitimate knowledge, texts being
influenced by market forces, text being influenced by the focus on evaluation and
finally texts being influenced by the development of national curriculum.
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3.3 Context for the Development of the Discovering
‘Democracy School Materials’ Project

This section has four parts. The first is defines the use of the term environment
within this research. The second is the exploration of the integral link between
environmental education and citizenship education. The third is the contextual
background to the development of citizenship education in Australia. The final
section outlines the development of the much more recent field of environmental
education. All of this contextual detail provides a background for the examination of
the social practices that have shaped the development of the discourses of citizenship
education evident within the texts being reviewed for this research.

3.3.1 Defining Environment
The term environment means different things to different people. For some it means
only the natural environment although the meaning of the term can be extended to
include the built environment. In its broadest sense the term environment relates to
the existence of four systems. These systems include the biophysical system, the
social system, the economic system and the political system (O'Donoghue 1993).
These systems can be defined as:
1.

The biophysical system that provides the life support system for all life,
both human and non human;

2.

the social system that represents people living together in social systems;

3.

the economic system that provides a means of livelihood (jobs and
money) for people; and

4.

the political system through which social power is exercised to make
policies and decisions about the way social and economic systems use the
biophysical environment.
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Figure 3-2 illustrates O’Donoghue’s (1993) view of the way these four systems
interact. This broad view of the environment is used in this thesis but only insofar as
the social, economic and political environments are seen to interact with the natural
environment.

Figure 3-2 The Holistic View of the Environment (UNESCO 2002) adapted from
(O'Donoghue 1993)

3.3.2 Environmental Education and Citizenship Education
If we are to have an ecologically literate citizenry which can exercise
effective stewardship of the planet’s precious natural resources, if we
are to be able, through democracy, to reduce consumption and make
the changes in lifestyle which are necessary to sustain the earth’s vast
populations, then we need citizens who are both knowledgeable about
environmental issues and skilled in participatory governance.
(Corcoran and Pennock 1997:33)
That the environment is a central part of our everyday life is a key reason why issues
related to the environment should be part of citizenship (Buckingham-Hatfield
1997:31). Indeed, increasing levels of concern that citizens have for the environment
has sparked the development of a new social movement for environmentalism
(Christoff 1996:159; Lipschutz and Mayer 1996:50). Evidence of this new social
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movement comes from citizens joining groups such as ‘Greenpeace’ to participate in
protests and other forms of activism outside formal government processes (Gilbert
1997:79). Gilbert suggests that this focus on local environmentalism provides a new
foundation for the development of citizenship. In addition, the rise of
environmentalism gives new meaning to rights and responsibilities and it raises the
issue of environmental rights and accountabilities of citizens, governments and
corporations (Jelin 2000:50). For citizens to demand that these rights and
accountabilities be taken into consideration there is the need for citizenship education
and environmental education. The importance of this area has been acknowledged
through the development of a new term ‘environmental citizenship’.

The notion of environmental citizenship was first discussed in Canada where it was
defined as involving:
… more than just 'buying green' and recycling at the office; it involves
environmentally responsible decision-making in everything we do.
This means caring for the environment when we are acting as
members of communities and organisations, as well as when we are
acting just as individuals. In other words, we can think of individuals,
communities and organisations as all being potential environmental
citizens. (Environment Canada 1992:5)
Discussion about environmental citizenship led to the development of environmental
citizenship as a strong component of the United Nations Environment Programme’s
environmental, communication and information strategy for the Asia-Pacific region.
Within this document environmental citizenship is defined as:
… mobilization of civil society, through education in the broadest
sense of the word. Public education and information activities are (sic)
an important instrument for improving general environmental literacy
and a means to unleashing the energy and creativity of people in their
communities around the world (UNEP 1995).
The aim of environmental education is ‘creating an environmentally literate
citizenry’ (2000:24). One of the difficulties associated with the study of citizenship
education is identifying a motivation for young people. Often the whole notion of
citizenship education seems to be about things that they have no control over. A
focus on environmental issues has been identified as one mechanism that can be used
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to motivate students ((1996:57). Young people, in particular, are concerned and
interested in the environment and what can be done about environmental problems.
In addition to motivation, environmental education also grounds citizenship
education in ‘real life’ issues and allows people to participate in developing
citizenship skills through practical experience (Gilbert 1997:74). Thus, there is a
clear link between the study of environmental issues and the citizenship education of
young people.

3.3.3 Citizenship Education in Australia
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief outline of the developments of
citizenship education since federation in 1901. This overview is provided in three
time periods: prior to federation, 1901-1970, and 1980 until the present. Each of
these time frames represents a shift in the context for citizenship education in
Australia.

Prior to Federation
The first Commonwealth Citizen Reader for Australia and other British dominions
was published by Cassell in Britain in 1886 (Musgrave 1996:2). The existence of this
reader is evidence of an increasing level of discussion and consideration of the issue
of citizenship throughout the Commonwealth, although the first recorded analysis of
citizenship education in Australia was by Walter Scott from Sydney University. In
1894 he wrote a paper, ‘On citizenship as a subject for school teaching’ where he
strongly advocated the teaching of citizenship education within schools (Thomas
1994). Scott outlined the objectives for citizenship education in Australia. Students
should have:

•
•
•

instruction in the relations of the pupil with his ‘neighbours and
fellow citizens’
an understanding of ‘what will be required’ of citizens and
government
the cultivation of a disposition ‘to do what is required of him, by
quickening his sense of interest in the general good’
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•

clearly understand the meaning of such terms as State, Nation;
Democracy; liberty, equality; patriotism, loyalty; rights and duties;
laws, justice; parliament, ministry; property; taxation; work and
wages (Thomas 1994).

This paper was central to the development of citizenship education and contributed
strongly to the discussions at the time. The paper advocated that schooling needed to
prepare students to do more than just ‘read and write’ (Thomas 1994). The most
notable developments in citizenship education following the publication of this paper
occurred after Federation.

1901 – 1970
After federation in 1901, the teaching of citizenship within schools focussed on the
development of ‘good citizens’ and civic virtues (Print 1997:127). Although this did
not translate into changes as citizenship education still remained didactic with
citizenship education processes not modelled within the school structure (Print
1997). The first syllabus was developed in New South Wales in 1905. The course
was titled ‘Civics and Morals’ because civics was considered strongly in terms of the
rights and responsibilities of citizens and there was notion that good citizens were
also moral citizens. This syllabus was developed following the return from a visit
overseas by Peter Boardman, who later became Director General of Education
(Thomas 1994). The development of a new syllabus meant the development of
textbooks. The Cassell Commonwealth Citizen Reader was published in a special
Australian edition in 1907 (Musgrave 1996:2). Another text was The Australian
Citizen written by Walter Murdoch, first published in 1913 and reprinted many
times. The book made use of strong biographical stories of ‘great men’ to provide
students with role models or to spark their imaginations and urge loyalty to
Australia’s British heritage (Musgrave 1996:3). A text by Marshall and Hoy
published in 1917 focused on contemporary problems in public affairs (Thomas
1994) but with a strong focus on the functions of government in terms of civil
service, cabinet, order, justice and the electoral system within civics courses (Print
1997:127).
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In the 1930s courses were strongly criticised for being too nationalistic. As a result,
the states that had separate civics courses discontinued them and integrated the
constitutional structure content into history courses (McAllister 1998:9). Citizenship
education remained a feature of history courses during the 1930s. However, concerns
that history and citizenship education were boring and not able to maintain the
attention of students (Thomas 1994) led to the development in the 1930s and 1940s
of a more child centred subject called social studies (Print 1997:127). This new
subject integrated history, geography and citizenship education (Thomas 1994). The
fear of communism within the Australia during the early cold war decades of the
1950s and 1960s resulted in most teachers limited to ‘value free’ education with the
result that citizenship education became the study of government processes,
legislation and institutions (Print, Moroz and Reynolds 2001:2). This approach was
not appealing to teachers or students and resulted in citizenship education
disappearing from the social studies curriculum in many cases.

The 1960s and 1970s were a period of serious decline for citizenship education
within Australian schools (Thomas 1994; Print 1997). This was a period where the
general aims and objectives of education were critically reviewed and Australia
experienced increased migration to the country. Issues of citizenship were not seen as
important as the development, growth and prosperity of the economy (Print
1997:127). With the progressive loss of status, citizenship education became
dispersed within the curriculum (Thomas 1994) despite two significant materials
development projects during the 1970s, ‘MACOS: Man A Course of Study’ and
‘SEMP: Social Education Materials Project.’

1980 - 2002
The 1980s witnessed a reinvigoration of debate about citizenship education. There
was strong criticism of social education and citizenship education as contributing to
the development of passive citizens. Indeed, Shermis and Barth asserted that:
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What is now clear is that social studies by most teachers has nothing
to do with teaching the development of critical thinking skills and
decision-making. School practices have to do with discipline and the
training of future citizens to become passive spectators… Until
members of the profession can perceive the distinction between
verbalised goals and actual performance, that is what it will always
do. (Shermis and Barth 1982:33)
Hence, there was renewed interest in citizenship education, especially development
of student participation skills (Print 1997:128). However, most of the courses
developed at this time did not achieve this aim and remained focused on content and
knowledge about government systems. For example, a set of texts titled Active
Citizenship was developed for use with middle secondary level students. These texts
focused on government structures and political processes. While the texts canvassed
a range of topical studies, including environment, employment and drugs, this was
done in an abstract theoretical way (Thomas 1994). Therefore, most courses on
citizenship education remained unpopular. The Bicentennial Australian Studies
Project published in 1988 focused on the development of materials that allowed
students to consider their identity as Australians as an essential element of the
development of active citizenship (Gilbert 1993:97). These materials sought to
develop citizenship education through its focus on what it means to be Australian.
This was achieved by considering answers to questions such as: What does being
Australian mean? Who are Australians now and what has defined Australians in the
past? How do social processes support the development of different identities of
Australians? However, the book on citizenship education in the Bicentennial
Australian Studies Project series was never published and curriculum materials on
environmental citizenship heavily edited because they were deemed too ‘activist’ in
orientation (Fien 2003).

Despite the irony, the Australian Senate launched an inquiry into ‘education for
active citizenship in Australian schools and youth organizations’ in March 1988
(Senate Standing Committee on Employment 1988:1). The enquiry sought the
opinion of members of the public and organizations (Senate Standing Committee on
Employment 1989). A discussion paper was issued in July 1988 (Senate Standing
Committee on Employment 1988). This focussed on levels of young peoples’
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understanding of Australia’s political process, the quality of current citizenship
education programs, and the adequacy of teacher education programs and availability
of resources. The Senate Standing Committee identified that the aims of education
for active citizenship should be:

(i) an understanding of how government works ( at the
Commonwealth, State and local level), (ii) an appreciation of the role
of community groups and non-government organizations, and (iii)
motivation to be active citizens. (Senate Standing Committee on
Employment 1988:1)
Public consultation on the discussion paper led to 135 submissions from school
students, parents, teachers, education departments, youth organizations, professional
education associations, tertiary institutions, community organizations, trade unions,
independent schools, State parliaments and a range of individuals. In addition 68
witnesses provided information at the public hearings.

The final report was delivered in February 1989 with six recommendations. The
main recommendation was that the Commonwealth should develop a ‘national
education program for active citizenship’ to ‘overcome the deficiencies identified in
this report’ (Senate Standing Committee on Employment 1989:6). The term active
citizen was defined within the document in the following manner.

The Committee does not equate active citizenship with knowledge
about politics. An active citizen is not someone who has simply
accumulated a store of facts about the workings of the political system
- someone who is able to perform well in a political quiz. An
understanding of how the social systems work is an essential element,
but equally important is the motivation and the capacity to put that
knowledge to good use. Essentially, it is a question of active
commitment to democracy. An active citizen in the Committee's view
is someone who not only believes in the concept of a democratic
society but who is willing and able to translate that belief into action.
Active citizenship is a compound of knowledge, skills and attitudes:
knowledge about how society works; the skills needed to participate
effectively; and a conviction that active participation is the right of all
citizens. (Senate Standing Committee on Employment 1989:7)
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In the spirit of the definition outlined above the committee indicated that knowledge
about political structures is not the only basis for examining citizenship education.
This was not reflected in the terms of reference for the Senate Committee. One of the
key requirements of the inquiry was to find out about the level of understanding
young people have about how government works. Hence, the findings of the report
indicated that young people were not very knowledgeable about how government
works. It also found that teachers needed more training and access to higher quality
resources for use in their classrooms. The Senate Standing Committee on Education,
Employment and Training noted in its report that it would maintain a watching brief
over the development of active citizenship within Australia (Senate Standing
Committee on Employment 1989). Gilbert welcomed the broad definition of the
active citizen advocated by the report. However, he strongly criticised the review
because of its narrow focus on government (Gilbert 1993).

In the same year, 1989, the Ministers of Education from each state and territory of
Australia and the federal Minister for Education met to discuss common goals of
education across the whole of Australia. This resulted in the Hobart Declaration, ten
‘Common and Agreed National Goals for Schooling in Australia (Wallace 1990).
These goals include one of direct relevance for citizenship education. The seventh
goal of education was ‘To develop knowledge, skills, attitudes and values which will
enable students to participate as active and informed citizens in our democratic
Australian society within an international context’ (Wallace 1990).

In addition to this direct reference to citizenship education this document launched
eight broad areas of study or key learning areas to be used across the country. Prior
to this students moving from one state or territory to another might encounter
significantly different curriculum experiences. The eight areas of knowledge for cooperative curriculum action included: Studies of Society and Environment, English,
Foreign Languages, Science, Technology, Mathematics, Health and the Arts. This
move towards a national curriculum concept was embraced because it would allow
curriculum materials and resources to be used more widely in Australia rather than
being developed for each state or territory.
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It was the responsibility of state and territory governments with the support of the
federal government to implement the ten goals of schooling.

As a result of the 1989 Senate Standing Committee report the federal government
funded the establishment of the Parliamentary Education Office in Canberra. The
purpose of the office was three fold: to develop and provide a visitors program for
Parliament House, to develop reports that review and promote the development of
active citizenship and to produce good quality educational materials (Print 1997).

In the 1990s a number of issues and events led to an increasing discussion of
citizenship and citizenship education. Media coverage of international citizenship
issues raised the awareness of the general public to citizenship issues. Indigenous
identity issues also gained media attention and promoted a great deal of discussion.
Australia at this time was refocussing its identity in terms of Asia rather than its
British heritage. There was also widespread general dissatisfaction with politics in
Australia. Upcoming events in Australia were also generating a lot of discussion with
ramifications for citizenship. These included the Centenary of Federation
celebrations, the Olympics in Sydney, and the debate over an Australian Republic
(Print 1997).

Two years after the first Senate Standing Committee inquiry a review of active
citizenship was undertaken leading to the release of a report in 1991, titled ‘Active
Citizenship Revisited’ (Senate Standing Committee on Employment Education and
Training 1991). The terms of reference for this review were fourfold: to review
developments in curriculum and policy in relation to citizenship education, survey
the effectiveness of the Citizenship Visits Program, review the Parliamentary
Education Office and research citizen attitudes and knowledge of parliamentary,
political and electoral matters (Senate Standing Committee on Employment
Education and Training 1991). This time the committee received 150 submissions
and acknowledged that many people and groups who were doing good work were
unable, due to resource limitations, to submit submissions. However, the terms of
reference for this review again indicate the limited view of citizenship education.
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The first chapter of the report is dedicated to the justification of the view of active
citizenship held by the committee. Those making submissions challenged the
committee’s view of active citizenship seeking a more ‘holistic view’. However, this
was rejected in favour of a more conservative focus on government and institutions.
The following quotation summarises the view of active citizenship advocated by the
Senate Standing Committee in 1991.
The Committee retains the view that the very concept of citizenship is
grounded in the public sphere (without denying the nexus between
public and private dispositions). To be a citizen is to participate in the
public practices which sustain, and to a large extent define, a
community… active citizenship implies a serious, reflective
engagement with such community-defining public practices, This
engagement involves, but is not confined to, those formal,
institutional, perhaps ritual activities through which a community
seeks both to preserve and transform itself. (Senate Standing
Committee on Employment Education and Training 1991:6)
The report advocates citizenship education as a cross curricula subject but also
clearly identifies Study of Society and Environment as the key learning area with the
most scope for citizenship education. This is reflected in the recommendations made
to the Australian Education Council as the national curriculum documents were
being prepared (Senate Standing Committee on Employment Education and Training
1991:xi). This location of citizenship education within the field of social education or
social studies is not uncommon as a number of researchers indicating social studies is
the traditional home of citizenship education (Sears 1994; Moroz 1996:62).

Another significant event in 1991was the establishment of the Constitutional
Centenary Foundation. The aim of the foundation was to promote discussion and
understanding of the Australian constitution (Print 1997:129). Citizenship education
was given a further boost through research funds provided in 1992 and the
announcement of citizenship year in 1993 (Davidson 1997:136). The emphasis on
the development of active citizenship was also evident at the state and territory
education department level with the publication of the text ‘Active and Informed
Citizenship: Information for Teachers’ in 1993 (Department of Education 1993).
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Research undertaken in 1992 on young people’s level of political knowledge and
political activism provides a useful snapshot of the outcomes of civic education up to
this point. The research found that those students who have engaged in a civics
education course were more likely to have greater knowledge of the Australian
government processes (Saha 2000:169). The exploration of the type of political
activity that young people would participate in found that most would engage in
normative activities such as signing a petition. However, they were not as likely to
participate in non-normative activities such as demonstrations. The final results
indicate that civics education in Australia produces young people with an
understanding of government processes and the ability to engage in normative
political activities (Saha 2000:170).

A further report on the status of civics and citizenship education was commissioned
and completed in 1994. At this time the Civics Expert Group was established by the
Prime Minister with the aim of developing a ‘strategic plan for a non-partisan
program of public education on civic issues’ (Macintyre, Boston et al. 1994). To
achieve this end the Civics Expert Group sought submissions. 180 were received in
total as a product of newspaper advertisements and direct mail to key stakeholders.
Face to face consultation meetings were also held in each state and territory. In
addition to this process, a national civics survey was undertaken to identify the level
of knowledge that Australians have about the government and constitution
(Macintyre, Boston et al. 1994:10). The results were reported in December 1994 in a
report titled ‘Whereas the People: Civics and Citizenship Education’. The major
finding of this research was that Australians had a very poor knowledge of the
system of government and the history of its establishment (ANOP Research Services
Pty Ltd 1994:132). On the basis of the survey, consultations and submissions, the
Civics Expert group devised a series of plans for the development of curriculum
within schools, tertiary institutions and the wider community. In undertaking this
task the Civics Expert Group defined education for active citizens in the following
way:
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The objectives should be to enable Australians to discharge the formal
obligations of citizenship, such as voting and compliance with laws.
More than this, the objectives should include those measures that
would help Australians to become active citizens. Not all will choose
to do so, but the program should ensure that all Australians are able to
make an informed judgement about the extent of their civic
participation. (Macintyre, Boston et al. 1994:6)
The recommendations of the report for the development of citizenship education
curriculum were widely embraced by the education community. However, there was
also widespread concern with seven different criticisms of the document being raised
by academics. The first was the emphasis within the 35 recommendations of the
report on implementation issues rather than a focus on the conceptual nature of
citizenship education. Only five of the recommendations did not refer to
implementation processes (Mellor 1998:2). The second criticism was that the report
did not provide an analysis of the meaning of active citizens (Hogan, FearnleySander and Lamb 1996:37) or the possible outcomes for citizenship education
(Mellor 1998:94). Lack of discussion of both of these issues is further evidence of
the lack of focus on the conceptual bases of citizenship education. The third issue
was a preoccupation with the development of civic virtue (p. 38). This conservative
focus limited the breadth of civic and citizenship education. The fourth criticism was
the swiftness with which the document moves towards the development of a plan for
curriculum implementation, especially as issues of appropriate pedagogical strategies
and strategies to achieve institutionalisation of citizenship education were not
canvassed (p. 39). The fifth criticism is that the approach to history and history
teaching advocated in the report is very limited. Gilbert (1996:60) raises the concern
that it is ‘a history which sounds distressingly like the detached natives of the past.’
A sixth criticism relates to the mixed messages about active citizenship within the
text due to the heavy emphasis on the historical development of government
processes and institutions. Active citizenship projects are proposed by the Civics
Expert Group as one of the strategies to address the development of participatory
citizenship. However, the projects do not seem well integrated with other aspects of
the program nor do they provide example of truly active citizenship. Rather, the
examples are more about student passively watching (p. 60). The seventh and final
criticism relates to the document’s lack of reference to minority and disadvantaged
groups. The indigenous community raised concerns about what history of the
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development of governmental structures is discussed and taught about in schools?
Will this include indigenous history (Woods 1996:51)? Foster (1996; Foster 1997)
raises concerns from a feminist perspective about the view of participation as citizens
residing within the public arena of paid work, a situation that marginalizes women.

Following the release of the report the government accepted further submissions with
regard to the education plan for citizenship education presented by the Civics Expert
Group. In 1995 the government announced that 25 million dollars was to be allocated
to support the implementation of most of the Civics Expert Group report’s
recommendations (Free 1985; McAllister 1998:10). In 1996 the Curriculum
Corporation, the group named within the Civics Expert Group report as the group to
be responsible for the development of the citizenship education curriculum materials,
commissioned the development of papers by academics and practitioners. This call
for the development of papers advertised in newspapers across Australia was initially
heralded as the commencement of the discussion and debate about citizenship
education that many academics sought (Mellor 1998:2). While 75 papers were
written none of these have been published, hence the debate did not take place.

In May 1997, following a change of government, the new conservative government
announced a revised citizenship education program titled ‘Discovering Democracy6.’
The program was allocated $17.5 million with the aim of raising awareness of civics
and citizenship education. Four educational sectors were to receive this funding:
schools, higher education, vocational education and training and the community
(Kemp 1997:3).

Also in 1997 Mellor (Mellor 1998) researched the political attitudes of year 11
students in Victoria. There were two major findings from this research. The first was
that year 11 students held very negative political attitudes. The second and related
finding was that this level of negativity was higher in Victoria, Australia that it was
in four of five other democratic countries that had participated in a similar study by
Hahn (p91). This research further asserts the need for the development of citizenship
6

The Discovering Democracy: School Materials project will be detailed in full in section 3.3.4.
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education in Australia. However, this research advocates the development of a
significant debate by academics and practitioners about how to develop curriculum
that ‘empowers young people to feel commitment to their democratic rights, and
their role in the decision-making processes in their communities and government’
(p96). Mellor expresses a concern that the knowledge and materials based curriculum
to be funded through the ‘Discovering Democracy: School materials’ project do not
provide the curriculum required. The development of these materials she asserts
alienate the practitioners and reduces the impact of any citizenship education
program.

Since the release of the Civics Expert Groups report ‘Whereas the People’ most
states and territories have been involved in revising their curriculum particularly in
the area of Studies of Society and Environment. Mellor advocates that most states
and territories as a result included some citizenship education within their revised
curriculum documents (Mellor 1998:2). However, one issue of concern is the
marginalisation of the Study of Society and Environment curriculum areas within
schools during this period (p95).

During 1998 a group of academics undertook further research on civics and
citizenship in Australia with the aim of providing a benchmarking prior to the
implementation, in 1999, of the first stage of the ‘Discovering Democracy’ program
(Print, Moroz et al. 2001). The findings from this research indicated five significant
findings. First, teachers were not provided with sufficient teacher education
preparation to allow them to teach civics and citizenship education with confidence
in their classrooms. Second, very few teachers were aware that a new civics and
citizenship eduction program had been announced and materials would be provided
to schools in 1999. Third, the large majority of teachers did not see themselves as
civics teachers and perceive the field of study in a negative way. Fourth, most
teachers spent less that one-hour per week teaching civics and citizenship education
in their classrooms. Fifth, teachers reported the use of a limited range of very
traditional teaching and learning strategies in their classroom when teaching civics
and citizenship education. This research provides a snapshot of the status of
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citizenship education in Australian schools in 1998, prior to the implementation of
the ‘Discovering Democracy’ program. To date no further research has been released
in relation to the success of otherwise of the program.

In April 1999 a revised set of goals known as the ‘Adelaide Declaration on National
Goals for Schooling in the Twenty-First Century’ was released (MCEETYA 1999).
This document states that when students leave school they should be ‘active and
informed citizens’ who have the ‘capacity to exercise judgement and responsibilities
in matters of morality, ethics and social justice’ (MCEETYA 1999). The eight key
learning areas were reaffirmed and a separate statement related to social justice
within schools was included. This revised goal further narrows the scope of
citizenship education from the broader goal articulated in 1989. Rather than
participate, as ‘active and informed citizens in our Australian democracy’ students
are limited to developing a capacity for ‘judgement and responsibilities’ in limited
areas of ‘morality, ethics and social justice.’

3.3.4 Discovering Democracy
The Federal Minister for Schools, Vocational Education and Training launched the
‘Discovering Democracy’ program on 8 May 1997. The policy speech outlining the
allocation of $17.5 billion to civics and citizenship education was made to a
gathering of educators attending the 1997 Curriculum Corporation Conference an
annual event. In his address to these educators Dr Kemp highlighted the need for
young people to understand the ‘ history and operations of Australia’s system of
government and institutions, and the principles that support Australian Democracy’
(Kemp 1997:3). The funding allocated to ‘Discovering Democracy’ was to support
four key areas. Development of school materials, teacher professional development
and national activities for schools was the first area and the one that attracted the
largest slice of funding. The other three areas higher education, vocational education
and training and adult and community education, were allocated much more modest
sums of money. This thesis concentrates on the largest part of the ‘Discovering
Democracy’ program the development of school materials. The remainder of this
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section outlines the process and outcomes of the ‘Discovering Democracy: School
Materials’ project one aspect of the program aimed at addressing civics and
citizenship education in schools.

The ‘Discovering Democracy: School Materials’ project
The 1997 policy announcement indicated that the Curriculum Corporation would
develop the civics and citizenship education materials for students in years four to
ten (Kemp 1997:9). This document also identified the four themes that would form
the basis of the sequentially developed materials: principles of democracy,
government in Australia, the Australian nation and citizenship. The policy clearly
stated that the education of effective citizens requires:
…an understanding of the history and operations of Australia’s
system of government and institutions and the principles that support
Australian democracy. Students should be able to identify and explain
the essential characteristics of representative democracy and the
nature, role and purpose of the Australian Constitution. They should
be able to describe the operations of Commonwealth and State and
Territory parliaments and understand the relationship between
parliament and government. They should be knowledgeable about
Australia’s political figures who have shaped the direction of
Australia’s civic life (Kemp 1997:4).
The policy document states that all schools would receive details of the materials to
be developed before the end of 1997 with the first set of materials provided to all
schools in 1999. The program would continue until the year 2000.

In November 1997 all schools in Australia both state and private were provided with
a text titled ‘Introducing Discovering Democracy: School Materials Project’
(Curriculum Corporation 1997). This 59-page document outlined the entire
‘Discovering Democracy’ program and provided more specific detail on the ‘School
Materials’ project. It also provided a summary of the status of civics and citizenship
education in each state and territory and a list of materials on civics and citizenship
education that were currently available to schools. This outcome was part of an
initial audit of curriculum undertaken in 1997 to identify what was already available.
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The Australian Federation of Societies for Study of Society and Environment
(AFSSSE) was one of the groups the Curriculum Corporation involved in the
consultation process prior to the release of the November 1997 document
(Curriculum Corporation 1997). There were two major criticisms of the project
raised at this meeting. The first related to the narrow interpretation of teaching and
learning strategies proposed within the consultation document, which had a heavy
emphasis on narrative historical approaches. The second was the very content and
knowledge focussed prescription evident within the already planned materials. The
consultation document provided a brief outline of each unit title, age group, themes
addressed, key ideas, outcomes and content for each unit. This level of detail was not
to be included in the materials provided at the end of 1997 to teachers. AFSSSE
board members and other teachers raised concerns about whether the units, as
outlined, were appropriate. The outcome of this process meant that there were a
number of changes made with reference to the teaching and learning strategies.
However, the unit titles remained very similar with the addition of one further topic
in middle secondary school. Figure 3-3 lists the aims of civics and citizenship
education within the ‘Discovering Democracy: School Materials’ project.

The national curriculum documents prepared after the development of the ‘Common
and Agreed Goals of Schooling’ in 1989 identified outcomes that students should
achieve at different levels of schooling in the eight key learning areas. In accordance
with this move towards outcomes based education process, the ‘Discovering
Democracy: School Materials’ project also identified learning outcomes for students.
These were identified at the level of the completion of compulsory school, age 15 or
year 10 in Australia. The outcomes to be achieved by students through the use of
these materials are listed in Figure 3-4.

Four stages of materials development emerged with schools being provided with
specific materials at specified times throughout the four-year development. Figure
3-5 provides an outline of the materials provided to schools from 1997 to 2000. All
of these materials were provided to state and private schools throughout Australia
free of charge. Schools also have the option of purchasing further copies of the
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materials through the Curriculum Corporation. In the instance where specific primary
and secondary materials were developed only one set were provided to each school
depending on whether they were primary or secondary focussed.

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter was the second of two that reviewed the literature relevant to this study.
Chapter 2 explored different discourses of citizenship and citizenship education to
uncover an analytical framework of questions that could be used to analyse the
pattern of discourse embedded in the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’
project. This chapter explored the literature on neoliberalism as a way of
understanding the influences on the development of particular discourses within the
materials. The chapter also explored the links between environmental education and
citizenship education as well as the development of citizenship education in Australia
and the background to the development of the ‘Discovering Democracy School
Materials’ project.
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•

Gain knowledge and understanding of the origins and nature of Australia’s democratic
processes, government, judicial system and the nation’s place in the international community;

•

Understand how participation and decision-making operate in contemporary Australia and
how the nation’s civic life might change in the future;

•

Develop personal character traits, such as respecting individuals worth and human dignity,
empathy, respect for the law, being informed about public issues, critical mindedness and
willingness to express points of view, listen, negotiate and compromise;

•

Understand how our system of government works in practice and how it affects citizens;

•

Understand the rights and responsibilities of citizens, and the opportunities for exercising
them (Curriculum Corporation 1997:7).

Figure 3-3 Aims of Civics and Citizenship Education
•

Identify major features of Australia’ political and legal system;

•

Explain influences of Great Britain and the United States of America on Australia’s political
system;

•

Describe principles of Australian democracy, tracing development from their origins to
today;

•

Identify values implicit in Australian democracy;

•

Compare and contrast features of various democratic and non-democratic states from today
and the past;

•

Evaluate aspects of Australian democracy from a range of perspectives including those of
women and indigenous people;

•

Evaluate the impact on civic life of changes in Australia’s population and economy;

•

Analyse variations in the participation of different groups in Australian political life

•

Examine the role of political parties in Australia;

•

Identify influences on policies of parties and governments;

•

Evaluate media representations of political issues;

•

Develop reasoned arguments for and against changes in Australia’s political and legal
systems;

•

Evaluate examples of public policy in relation to the political, economic and social contexts
of the time;

•

Identify ways to participate in civic life and evaluate the participation of others;

•

Identify how rights and obligations of Australian citizens relate to local, national and global
contexts (Curriculum Corporation 1997:7-8).

Figure 3-4 Outcomes of Citizenship Education
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Stage 1 November 1997

Stage 2 November 1998

•

Primary Kit

Secondary Kit

•

Middle Primary Units
(Curriculum Corporation
1998)

•

Lower Secondary Units
(Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

•

Upper Primary
Units(Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

•

Middle Secondary
(Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

•

Video (Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

•

Video (Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

•

Posters and cards
(Curriculum Corporation
1998)

•

Posters and cards
(Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

•

CD ROM (Global Vision
Productions 1998)

•

•

Discovering Democracy
reference book (Hirst
1998)

CD ROM (Global
Vision Productions
1998)

•

Professional Development
materials (Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

Discovering
Democracy reference
book (Hirst 1998)

•

Professional
Development materials
(Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

•

•

•

•

Introduction to
Discovering
Democracy: School
Materials Project
(Curriculum
Corporation 1997)
Dr Kemp’s Ministerial
Statement (Kemp
1997)
EQ Australia magazine
issue focussed on
Civics and Citizenship
Education (Curriculum
Corporation 1996)
One Destiny CD Rom
(Global Vision
Productions 1997)
Discovering
Democracy Home
page (Curriculum
Corporation 1997)

•

Stage 3 November 1999

Stage 4 May 2000

•

Australian Readers Discovering
Democracy Middle Primary
Collection (Curriculum
Corporation 1999)

•

Discovering Democracy
through Research
(Curriculum Corporation
2000)

•

Australian Readers Discovering
Democracy Middle Primary
Teachers Guide (Curriculum
Corporation 1999)

•

•

Australian Readers Discovering
Democracy Upper Primary
Collection (Curriculum
Corporation 1999)

Discovering Democracy in
Action: Learning from
School Practice (Teachers
from the Grants for
Schools Program 2000)

•

Middle Primary
Assessment Resources
(Curriculum Corporation
2000)

•

Upper Primary
Assessment Resources
(Curriculum Corporation
2000)

•

Lower Secondary
Assessment Resources
(Curriculum Corporation
2000)

•

Middle Secondary
Assessment Resources
(Curriculum Corporation
2000)

•

•

•

Australian Readers Discovering
Democracy Upper Primary
Teachers Guide (Curriculum
Corporation 1999)
Australian Readers Discovering
Democracy Lower Secondary
Collection (Curriculum
Corporation 1999)
Australian Readers Discovering
Democracy Middle Secondary
Collection (Curriculum
Corporation 1999)

•

Parliament at Work CD ROM
(Media 1999)

•

Poster – History of Australian
Democracy (Curriculum
Corporation 1998)

Figure 3-5 Overview of materials produced for the 'Discovering Democracy: School Materials Project'
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Chapter 4

Research Design

4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the research process used within this thesis
to tackle the three research questions identified in Chapter 1. Research processes
have shifted from a focus on the development of particular methods and
methodologies towards the use of the best tools and techniques for answering the
research questions identified (Robson 1993). This research does not seek to simply
apply a particular research approach to the study of a particular topic. Rather it has
operated from the identification of an area of research. In this case the research was
focussed on identifying not only what the discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education were within a particular set of educational materials but also the reasons
how and why these particular discourses were evident. From the identification of this
area and specific questions the strategies data gathering and analysis are identified. In
the case of this research the exploration of the processes used to analyse text within
education were essential. Following this analysis a suitable approach in this case
critical discourse analysis could be identified.

This chapter articulates the research process used within this study. To achieve this
aim the chapter has been divided into seven sections. The first section restates the
purpose of the study and identifies the research questions to be explored. Section two
reviews the variety of research approaches used when examining educational
materials concluding with the identification of critical discourse analysis as the most
appropriate method to answer the research questions that were identified in this
study. The third and fourth sections outline the data gathering and analysis strategies
used in the study. Sections five and six detail how issues of rigor and ethics have
been considered within this research. The final section summarises six distinct
research phases that were undertaken in this study.
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4.2 Focus of the Study

This study explores the discourses of citizenship education that are evident within the
environment related materials in the ‘Discovering Democracy: School Materials’
project. This involves exploring three aspects of citizenship and citizenship
education discourse: (i) the discourses evident in the words in the text, (ii) the
process of production and dissemination of the texts, and (iii) the contextual social
and cultural practices that influenced the development of the text. One of the key
social and cultural influences on education in Australia, as well as globally, is the
recent dominance of neoliberalism. Hence, this research also explores the role
neoliberalism has payed in the development of discourses of citizenship and
citizenship education evident in the text. Three research questions were identified to
address these issues:

1. To what extent are different discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education evident in the texts devoted to environmental issues and how are
these different discourses constructed within the text?
2. How do different participants in the production, dissemination and
consumption explain the patterns of citizenship and citizenship education
discourses evident in the texts devoted to environmental issues?
3. To what extent, and how and why, have social and cultural practices of
neoliberalism framed the discourses of citizenship and citizenship education
evident in the environmental sections of the texts?

4.3 Approaches to research on educational materials
Research on educational materials has centred on the analysis of textbooks the most
commonly used texts within the school setting. Six approaches to research related to
textbooks can be identified. The first is research based on readability and the ability
of students to comprehend texts. Second is the evaluation of textbooks for the
purpose of improvement. Third is a content analysis approach with a focus on the
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development of patterns of content or process within specific areas of study or
disciplines. Fourth are content analysis approaches that focus on the review of
messages and values within texts on issues such as race, gender, and environment.
Fifth is content analysis that seeks to explain the causes behind the content analysis
findings. Sixth is the exploration of textbooks and materials through critical
discourse analysis. This approach draws many of its techniques from the previous
approaches. The last two approaches illustrate a shift in focus from the analysis of
texts per se to the consideration of texts within the context of production and use.
Each of these six approaches to the analysis of text is outlined below.

4.3.1 Readability and Comprehension
Studies of readability and student comprehension have sought to establish what
makes a text easy to read with particular emphasis on vocabulary difficulty and
sentence length. This approach has involved four different types of studies. The first
is the use of standard readability tests7 to establish whether texts are appropriate for
the students they are aimed at (Daniels 1996; Chavkin 1997:151). The second type
of study examines student’s ability to comprehend text. Students are provided with
texts and asked to answer questions from the texts to establish their level of
comprehension (Chenhansa and Schleppegrell 1998:56). These studies are usually
undertaken with large samples of students to identify issues that can be addressed to
improve students’ ability to comprehend the texts provided. The third type of study
explores the link between written text and pictures, graphs and images within texts
and readability (Noonan 1990; Benson 1997). The fourth most recent approach to
research has moved towards considerations of how accessible texts are for students
through the analysis of the different types of genres used within the text (Kearsey
and Turner 1999). None of the readability and comprehension approaches to text
analysis are relevant for addressing the research questions identified for this study.

7

Examples of readability tests used might include Fry’s readability graph, the Flesch Reading Ease
Formula and SMOG tests.
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4.3.2 Textbook and Materials Evaluation
Textbook and materials evaluation aims to improve textbooks. There are three main
approaches to research that seek to achieve this aim. The first is models of textbook
revision. This approach to research uses experts to identify standards within a
specific field or discipline (Wade 1993:235). For example in geography an
international textbook revision process has been developed (Biilman 1997). The
second approach is closely related and involves researchers developing checklists.
These checklists are often developed so that teachers can review textbooks or
materials (Niedermeyer 1992; Unger 1993; NAAEE 1996). Researchers also use
checklists to evaluate, compare and contrast different educational materials. For
example, in the field of environmental education Stevenson compared Australian and
American curriculum material to consider how they could be improved (1986). The
third approach involves surveying students to identify their perceptions of textbooks
and how they might be improved (Lester and Cheek 1998). None of these
approaches to textbook and materials evaluation are useful for answering the
research questions identified in this study.

4.3.3 Content Analysis– Patterns of Content or Process for a
Topic
Two different purposes can be identified for undertaking content analysis on a
specific topic. The first is to identify the structure of a field or discipline. For
example Cox reviewed a range of geography textbooks to establish the structure of
the discipline of geography (1975). Haas (Haas 1991) reviewed social science and
history concepts in elementary socials studies textbooks. Within the field of health
content analysis has been used to establish the content and coverage of health issues
within materials (Nandy and Sarvela 1997).

The second approach reviews the development of content and or processes over time.
This approach is often referred to as historical content analysis. An example of
research in this field is a study of physics concepts as they were presented in
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Victorian textbooks from 1967 to 1997 to establish the level of scientific literacy
(Wilkinson 1999). Another example is the exploration of how the topic of metallic
bonding was represented in science textbooks over three decades (de Posada 1999).
There have also been studies that have considered the use of literature in social
studies texts (Labbo and Field 1996), the representations of Japan within secondary
history texts (Williamson-Fien 1992) and social and history concepts in years 1-4
social studies textbooks (Haas 1991). The representation of the scientific process
within texts has also been the subject of content analysis research (Eltinge 1997) .
Eltinge’s research reviewed biology texts within the Holt series using linguistic
content analysis. The aim of this research does not focus on the content or process
patterns evident within text. Hence, none of the techniques used in these studies are
used for the purpose of this research.

4.3.4 Content Analysis – Identifying Messages
A second type of content analysis has sought to identify the values or messages
embedded within texts. Such research makes inferences about the influence of texts
on students (Wade 1993). In most cases this research is focussed on exploring how
textbooks provide sites where inequalities are reproduced and the influence that these
might have on students (Dillabough and McAlpine 1996). For example many
marginalised and oppressed cultural, ethnic and racial groups are not well
represented within texts. This problem reduces opportunities students’ have to
engage and reason critically about contemporary issues (Dillabough and McAlpine
1996:172).

Research has also considered gender balance within texts in areas such as reading
(Foley and Boulware 1996), mathematics (Clarkson 1993) and music (Koza 1992).
Initially, this research focussed on the how women and girls were portrayed in texts.
For example Wright reviewed 15 geography textbooks to uncover how women were
depicted within geographical studies (1985). Recently, research has focussed on the
gender stereotypes of both males and females evident in texts. Research in this field
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explored stereotypes evident in the written word (Evans and David 2000) as well as
pictures and illustration (Low and Sherrard 1999).

Research has also sought to categorize values and messages within text related to
topics of race and culture. For example: images of the Third World (Hicks 1980),
racial bias in textbooks (Gill 1982; Wright 1985; Wright 1986), and representations
of nations within texts from other nations (Williamson-Fien 1992; Shen 1994). There
has also been an exploration of cultural bias in children’s storybooks (Timm 1988),
treatment of special groups such as minorities (Carpenter and Rank 1968), Blacks
and Hispanics (Ellington 1986) in textbooks generally as well as cultural and racial
inequalities in texts (Dillabough and McAlpine 1996; Stone 1996; Wieder 1996).

Environmental messages within texts have been explored using content analysis.
Two studies were undertaken in the 1990s. Both of these examined the linguistic
features of the texts. The first study explored the view of the environment within
Australian secondary science texts (Johnston 1992) the second study examined the
UK Geography 16-19 Project and its contributions to the development of
environmental education (Bennett 1993).

The research questions for this study do not seek to identify messages evident within
the text. However, some aspects of content analysis approaches are utilised to
identify the different discourses of citizenship education. The description phase of
the research borrows for the approaches used in semiotic and conversational content
analysis style approaches.

4.3.5 Content Analysis- Explaining Causes
The final approach to content analysis focuses on explaining the reasons for the
patterns evident within texts. This field of research began with the work of Anyon
(1978) who explored the reasons why textbooks in social studies were presenting
very positive views of society and social processes. Anyon concluded that promoting
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positive views within textbooks was part of the socialisation process within schools.
This process ensured that established practices of society were perpetuated (Anyon
1978:40). Her later research on the ideological basis of content found that history
textbooks also exclusively served the interests of those with power in society (Anyon
1979:361). Anyon concluded that the nature and objectives of what students learn at
school served the interests of particular groups within society. It is groups in this
position of power within society that dictate the content and ideology found within
textbooks (p361).

Gee (1992:228) suggests that discourse needs to be analysed in relation to factors
such as social, political or cultural elements, in other words the issue of context
needs to be considered. Consideration of context began with the work of Anyon
(1978) her work examined the economic and political meanings of what was
contained within textbooks. The research was undertaken in two stages. The first
stage involved an analysis of commonly used texts to identify political and economic
practice and power. Specific examples of statements across a wide range of areas
were identified and used for the second stage of analysis. Stage two involved an
assessment of these statements to identify ‘what information is included, excluded,
emphasized, or distorted by the textbook definitions and characterizations’ (p46).
The results of this analysis were to assert that textbooks are highly political and
cannot be considered educationally neutral. Anyon (1978:51) concluded that there
are two implications of this finding. First, textbooks support dominant groups within
society to the disadvantage of other groups. Second, that textbooks promote a false
sense of order and calm with regard to the development of society. This was
supported by the notion that texts did not require student to study the actions others
have taken for a cause. Hence, students of social studies texts could rightly assume
that there would be no need for them to be involved in society in any way apart
perhaps from voting.

Gilbert (1984) has also undertaken research with the aim of explaining the
relationship between curriculum and textbooks in the social sciences, geography,
history and economics and the social structures within society especially as they
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relate to the individual. This research sought to identify the images within the texts
and curriculum. Gilbert defines image as:
… a representation of the way the social theory in a text constructs
and articulates social problems by generating textual elements such as
facts, concepts and generalisations, and by relating these elements to
each other and to the problems which the theory addresses (1989:65).
He used a series of five questions as the basis for developing this approach to content
analysis (Gilbert 1989). Gilbert used this approach to examine social science within
the English setting. This process enabled Gilbert to map concepts and relationships to
develop an explanation of what messages textbooks and curriculum were delivering.
For example Figure 4-1 illustrates a diagrammatic representation of the image of
economics and the way that society interacts with this system as evidenced within
social science texts in the English curriculum. This image of the economic process
mirrors the dominant view within society and is presented within the text
unproblematically (Gilbert 1984:133)
Individuals’
unlimited wants
and unique
preferences

Market
mechanisms
(specialization,
exchange, and
substitution at the
margin

Economic
System of
division of
labor (sic)
and
distribution
of rewards

Equilibrium
and
satisfaction
of
community’s
needs

Individuals’ abilities
Figure 4-1 The economic image of human nature and society (Gilbert 1984)
The research that is the subject of this thesis will draw on the contextual basis of
curriculum and materials development to explore the reasons why particular
discourses of citizenship and citizenship education are evident within the texts.
Hence, content analysis processes that focus on the identification and explanation of
contextual factors are used within this study.
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4.3.6 Critical Discourse Analysis
There is little evidence within educational research that texts are analysed within
their context, especially within formal schooling. Gilbert (1992:37) notes that
educational research has not developed a way to systematically address this issue of
social context within research. He suggests that approaches such as critical discourse
analysis as portrayed by Norman Fairclough offer an example of how educational
research can begin to address this issue. Educational research in this field is very
limited with critical discourse analysis being used much more to explore messages
within advertising and the media (Fairclough 1995) rather than school level
educational materials or texts.

However, issues of discourse have been used in other aspects of education research.
Basil Bernstein (1990) explored the notion of the development of pedagogic
discourse within education. This research has not been applied to materials or text
research it has been used to examine a commercial curriculum package the ‘Daily
Physical Education Program’ as implemented within the state of Queensland in
Australia. This research sought to explain how the three groups involved with the
program developed their own pedagogic discourses (Kirk 1990:420). The three
groups included the writers, Queensland Education Department and individual
primary schools implementing the program. The research involved interviews with
members of these groups and a questionnaire of all schools using the program to
establish how they were using the package. The research found that the writers were
trying to establish one version of daily physical education including both fitness and
skills teachers in schools often interpreted the program in terms of fitness only. Kirk
suggests in his work that through exploring the sites of meaning production he was
able to establish how groups interact with the text to produce their pedagogic
discourse (Kirk 1990:419). This approach reviewed the curriculum in use in what
Bernstein refers to as official pedagogic discourse.
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Discourse analysis is considered an accepted research method is a term used in
different ways in different fields. In fact it is suggested by Gee, Michaels and
O’Connor (1992:228) that there is no theory that can be considered common to all
the different approaches currently labelled discourse analysis. This use of different
terminology represents one of the major dilemmas with regard to this approach to
research (Punch 1998). The second dilemma is that research approaches within
discourse analysis are not applied in a comprehensive manner. For example Bennett
(1996) claims to use Fairclough’s approach to critical discourse analysis when in fact
the approach is only the descriptive component of discourse analysis that is much
more aligned with linguistics an content analysis. The most comprehensive analysis
of the approaches to discourse analysis has been undertaken by Sara Mills(1997).
Mills identifies four broad categories or types of discourse analysis: linguistic,
cultural, social psychological and critical linguistic. On the basis of these four
distinctions Table 4-1 was developed to illustrate the different types of research aims,
research methods and the names of key researchers from each field to demonstrate
the differences between these four approaches to discourse analysis. Fairclough
(1995) delineates discourse analysis into two broad categories those with a focus on
description and those with a more critical goal. The goal of descriptive discourse
analysis in non-explanatory or local explanatory. This approach to research is
concerned with explaining how the discourse influences the immediate situation. It
does not seek to explain the power relationships developed. Critical approaches to
discourse analysis are concerned with uncovering the social effects of discourse
practices and the way social practices shape discourses and create different power
structures (p23). To address the research questions identified in this study the
approach to discourse analysis needed to be critical.
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Table 4-1 Forms of discourse analysis (Fillmore 1985; van Dijk 1985;
Fairclough 1992; Burman and Parker 1993; Mills 1997)
Linguistic

Cultural

Social
Psychological

Research aim

Exploration of
language in
use with a
focus on
language
above the
sentence level.

Identification
of social
practices and
resources
that support
those social
practices

Analysis of communicative acts in
context with a focus on how knowledge
is produced and how that process
develops power relationships

Research
Method

Conversation
analysis with a
focus on
linguistic
structure

Conversation
analysis

Linguistic
Repertoires and
dilemmas
Conversation
analysis
Poststructural
research

Key
researchers

Coulthard
(1981; 1985)
Fillmore
(1985)
Stubbs (1983)

Van
Dijk(1997;
1999)

Critical Linguistics

Critical discourse
analysis
Critical linguistics
Social Semiotics
Sociocultural practice

Burman(1993)

Fowler(1979; 1985)

Potter et al
(Potter and
Wetherell 1987;
Potter, Edwards
and Wetherell
1993; Potter and
Wetherell 1994;
Potter 1996)

Hodge (1988)
Kress et al (Kress
1985; Kress 1985;
Kress 1996; Kress
and van Leeuwen
1999)
Fairclough (1989;
1992; 1992; 1995;
1995; 1995; 1997;
1998; 1999; 1999)

Fairclough’s (1992) approach to critical discourse analysis provides the researcher
with the ability to describe and critique discourses. This is achieved through
examination of texts according to three distinct phases. Phase one is a description of
the text in terms of the vocabulary, grammar and textual features evident (Fairclough
1989:109). Phase two is interpretation or analysis. This includes the examination by
the researcher of the way participants develop, distribute and use the texts (p141).
The third and final phase is explanation. This phase involves the examination of how
social practices are reproduced within society as a product of the process of text
construction and use in the particular circumstance under investigation (p162). The
three phase approach to discourse analysis translates into a three dimensional
conception of discourse(Fairclough 1992:73). The conception of discourse and the
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three phases of discourse analysis are diagrammatically represented in Figure 4-2. In
summary Fairclough (1992) asserts that:
Every discoursal instance has three dimensions: it is spoken or written
language text; it is an interaction between people, involving processes
of producing and interpreting the text; and it is part of a piece of
social action ─ and is some cases virtually the whole of it.

Text

Discursive Practice
(production, distribution, consumption)

Social Practice

Figure 4-2 Three-dimensional conception of discourse and discourse analysis
(Fairclough 1995:98)

Fairclough (1995) suggests that there are eight things that researchers need to
consider when undertaking research in the field of media discourse that I would like
to adapt for use in this educational discourse analysis research study. The edited list
of eight factors for consideration in this research include:
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6. Research needs to consider how educational discourses are influenced by
sociocultural practices in the wider society.
7. Research needs to consider detailed analysis of texts in terms of both the
language and the texture of the language presented.
8. Text analysis needs to be accompanied by analysis of text production and text
consumption.
9. Text analysis needs to be considered in light of the analysis of institutional
and wider social practices
10. Text analysis should be linguistic as well as intertextual. Research should
clearly acknowledge that texts are hybrid mixtures of different genres and
discourses.
11. Text analysis needs to move beyond a review of content to the inclusion of
notions of relations and identities evident within text.
12. Linguistic analysis needs to occur at different levels phonic, lexical,
grammatical and macrostructural.
13. The relationship between texts and culture/society is dialectical. This
relationship allows both to be involved in the reproduction or transformation
process of social change.
The three research questions identified in this study seek to explore in depth the three
dimensions of discourse. Table 4-16 is a summary of the research questions and the
data gathering and analysis tools that are used within this study to describe, interpret
and explain the discourses of citizenship education evident within the environment
sections of the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project.
The next two sections will provide in depth discussion of the data gathering and data
analysis strategies to be used within this research to ensure that this research enacts
the eight characteristics of good discourse analysis research identified above.

4.4 Critical Discourse Analysis Data Gathering Techniques
Two data gathering techniques were used within this research: document collection
and interviews. The specifics of the processes used for document collection and
interviewing in this study are detailed in the following paragraphs.

4.4.1 Document collection
The collection of records and documents is an essential part of the data collection
strategy (Potter and Wetherell 1987:162). What constitutes document or texts within
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discourse analysis is widely accepted to include a wide range of materials including
for example: newspaper articles, reports, minutes of meetings, letters, official
documents, policy documents, academic papers and articles within magazines just to
name a few examples. What constitutes documents or texts for a particular study will
depend on the historical set of data available and the researchers’ knowledge of this
data set (Fairclough 1992:227). In this study the documents are the primary focus of
the research for the purpose of undertaking a textual analysis (Deacon, Pickering,
Golding and Murdock 1999:15). The details of the process used to identify the
textual material for analysis in this study is outlined in the conduct of the study
section on page 142.

4.4.2 Interviews
Interviews are used in discourse analysis in a way that is very different to other
research approaches. Potter and Wetherell (1987:165) suggest that there are three
significant features of interviews for discourse analysis purposes. First,
inconsistencies within the interview data for an individual are just as important as
consistencies. It is often the inconsistencies that tell us more about the different
discourses that are at work. Second, the interview style seeks to be conversational to
promote diversity in answers from individuals. Finally, interviewers are considered
active participants in the research process. The questions asked by the researcher are
as much part of the text of the discourse analysis as the words spoken by the
participants.

However, apart from these three distinctive features the interview process undertaken
by a discourse analyst is similar to those used in most other research endeavours An
interview is defined by Cannell and Kahn 1968 as:
… a two-person conversation initiated by the interviewer for the
specific purpose of obtaining research-relevant information, and
focused by him (sic) on content specified by research objectives of
systematic description, prediction, or explanation(Cohen and Manion
1994:271).
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There are a variety of styles of interview ranging from structures to unstructured
(Robson 1993:230-231). Table 4-2 illustrates the five styles identified in social
science research. The approach used within this research is the semi-structured
interview style. An interview schedule was developed for this research that included
detailed questions, follow-up questions and prompts. This was an important tool to
allow the researcher to develop the interview in a conversational style (Rubin and
Rubin 1995:145). Potter and Wetherell (1987:165) indicate that developing this
conversational style is one of the challenges of critical approaches to discourse
analysis. The final semi-structured interview schedule developed for this study is
included as Appendix 1.

Table 4-2 Interview Styles (Robson 1993, Cohen and Manion 1994)
Interview Style
Fully structured
interview
Semi-structure
interview
Unstructured
interview
Non-directive
interview
Focus interview

Features
Predetermined set of questions
Responses recorded on a standardized recording schedule
Considered a closed situation
Interviewer constrained to set questions
Interview modifies and adapts a set of prepared questions in
response to the context of the interview
Very informal
Interviewer has a general area of interest and allows the
conversation to develop in the nominated area.
Open situation
Minimum direction and or control by the interviewer
Participant is encouraged to talk about the subject under
discussion
Participant responds to a situation known prior to the interview
Provides more interviewer control
Focussed on confirming or denying analysis already undertaken
by the researcher

4.5 Critical Discourse Analysis Data Analysis Techniques
It is the data analysis aspect of this research that forms the core of the discourse
analysis research method. Data analysis is divided into three main categories (1)
description, (2) interpretation and (3) explanation. A range of different discourse
analysis tools is used within each of theses stages of the discourse analysis process.
These tools are summarised in Table 4-3.
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The purpose of this section details the way each of these tools have been used in this
research, concluding with the identification within each section of specific questions
that are asked of the textual material under analysis. A summary of the data analysis
questions generated for this research can be found listed according to each of the
three stages, description in Table 4-16, interpretation in Table 4-17 and explanation
in Table 4-18.

Table 4-3 Discourse analysis tools
Descriptive

Interpretive

Explanation

•

Word Meaning

•

Interdiscursivity

•

•

Metaphor

•

Intertextual chains

Social matrix of
discourse

•

Transitvity

•

Coherence

•

Order of discourse

•

Modality

•

•

•

Theme

Manifest
intertextuality

•

Cohesive Ties

•

Ideological and
political effects on
discourse

•

Condition of discourse
practice

Connectives and
Augmentations

•

Large scale text
structure

4.5.1 Discourse Description
Critical discourse analysts are not only concerned with what they do see in the text
but also with what they do not see. It is important for the analyst to consider not only
what is said but also what might have been said by an alternative discourse that has
not been included (Fairclough 1989:110). Fairclough (1989:110-111) identifies a list
of ten questions to guide the descriptive phase of a discourse analysis the questions
are listed in Figure 4-3
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Vocabulary
1. What experiential values do words have?
What classification schemes are drawn upon?
Are there words which are ideologically contested?
Is there rewording or overwording?
What ideologically significant meaning relations (synonym, hyponym, anonymy) are there
between words?
2. What relational values do words have?
Are there euphemistic expressions?
Are there markedly formal or informal words?
3. What expressive values do words have?
4. What metaphors are used?
Grammar
5. What experiential values do grammatical features have?
What types of process and participant predominate?
Is agency unclear?
Are processes what they seem?
Are nominalizations used?
Are sentences active or passive?
Are sentences positive or negative?
6. What relational values do grammatical features have?
What modes (declarative, grammatical question, imperative) are used?
Are there important features of relational modality?
7. What expressive values do grammatical features have?
Are there important features of expressive modality?
8. How are (simple) sentences linked together?
What logical connectors are used?
Are complex sentences characterized by coordination or/subcoordination?
What means are used for referring inside and outside the text?
Textual Structures
9. What international conventions are used?
Are these ways in which one participant controls the turns of others?
10. What large-scale structures does the text have?

Figure 4-3 Descriptive Discourse Analysis Questions (Fairclough 1989:110-111)
In his initial and subsequent work Fairclough has identified the origins and reasons
for the development of this initial list of questions. This descriptive phase of the
discourse analysis uses techniques and approaches from linguistics, critical
linguistics and social semiotics. In the description stage of text analysis the goal is to
uncover the functions or uses of the text. Halliday and Matthiessen (1999:511-112)
note that there are three metafunctions of language ideational, interpersonal and
textual. Each of these is explained briefly in the following paragraphs.

Ideational language functions focus on content and meaning within text in terms of
how they are used to interpret ourselves and what is going on around us. There are
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two aspects involved within the ideational language function. The first is the
processes used to interpret text known as ‘experiential’. The second is the
relationships between the experiential processes that we use to interpret our
surroundings known as ‘logical’ (p511). Together these processes allow us to gain an
understanding of how the text producers see the natural and social world. The
process uncovers their knowledge and beliefs (Fairclough 1989:112).

Interpersonal functions relate specifically to the social relationships evident within
the text with an emphasis on what is the mode of doing evident in the text (Halliday
1985:20). This function of language is concerned with how social relationships are
constructed for us as individuals as well as others in particular instances (Halliday
and Matthiessen 1999:510) . Fairclough (1989:112) suggests that there are two
elements to this language function involving social relations and social identities.
Social relations involve consideration of what the text says about how social
relations have been developed in the discourse. Social identities consider the
evaluation of the position of the text producer in terms of examples of levels of
formality used in texts.

Textual functions of language relate to the pattern of words used. It is these textual
features that allow both the interpersonal and ideational features to exist. Halliday
and Matthiessen (1999:512) note that this function ‘not only construes and enacts our
reality but also become part of the reality that is construed and enacted.’

Each of these functions of language can be explored using various means identified
in linguistic and social semiotic approaches to language analysis. Fairclough
(1992:75) has suggested that these fall into four groupings vocabulary, grammar,
cohesions and text structure. Vocabulary is concerned with the very micro level of
individual words. Grammar is concerned with how words are combined into clauses
and sentences. Cohesions are concerned with how clauses and sentences are joined
together. Text structure relates to the large-scale organization of the text.
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The text analysis tools that are embedded within the ten questions identified in
Figure 4-3, page 111 are illustrated diagrammatically in Table 4-4. This table
illustrates how these various tools are used to describe the three functions of
language by applying increasingly larger scale approaches to text analysis. The
description of the text within this research was developed from analysis using each of
the tools. Each of these tools is described demonstrating how they were used within
the data analysis component of this research.

Table 4-4 Descriptive text analysis tools (Developed from Fairclough 1992)
Functions of
Language

Vocabulary

Grammar

Ideational

Word meanings

Transitivity

Interpersonal

Word meanings

Textual

Metaphor

Modality

Cohesion

Text
Structure

Cohesive ties
Connectives and
argumentations

Interactional
control

Theme

Large scale
text structure

Word Meanings
Fairclough (1992:190) suggests that exploring word meanings is a useful strategy for
uncovering hegemony. This process is achieved through the identification of the
meaning potential of significant words within the text. The meaning potential of a
word is defined as the variety of meanings identified in a dictionary (p185).
Dictionaries set out meanings of words according to five possibilities in terms of
their meaning potential:
1. Meaning potential is stable
2. Meaning potential is universal, in the sense of being common to all
members of a speech community
3. Meanings within a word’s meaning potential are discrete, that is, clearly
demarcated from each other
4. Meanings within a words meaning potential are complimentary ‘either/or’
relationship to each other, and are mutually exclusive (p186).
If the meaning of a word is contested then the text surrounding the term will provide
evidence of an alternative meaning. Words with unstable meaning potentials indicate
a site of struggle. The choice of words within a text has the potential to be
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ideologically and politically invested and hence words can maintain or challenge the
current hegemonic model.

In this research the following questions were asked when considering the influence
of word meaning on the interpersonal and ideational functions of text.
14. Can the words chosen within the text be identified and classified according to
different discourse types?
15. Is there any evidence of use of words with unstable meaning potentials that
indicate sites of ideological contestation?
16. Is there any evidence of overwording or rewording of the text using near
synonyms to emphasise ideas?
17. Is there evidence of relationships between meanings through the use of
synonyms8, hyponym9, antonym10 and euphemism11?
18. What level of formality is evident within the text and how does this
demonstrate social relations and respect for status?
Metaphor
Another way of describing the term metaphor is ‘figure of speech’ (Halliday
1985:340). Halliday defines a metaphor as a ‘variation in the expression of meaning.’
What is inferred here is that alternative words are chosen to express an idea or
meaning. Fairclough (1992:194) highlights that metaphors are used throughout
language and texts of all types and are used for the purpose of constructing meaning
and reality. The choice of one metaphor instead of another allows the discourse
analyst to establish underlying systems of knowledge and beliefs. Some metaphors
are deeply entrenched within particular discourse types while at times of change and
contestation new and/or different metaphors are used.

For the purpose of this research the following question was asked in relation to the
texts analysed.
19. What metaphors are used and how do these metaphors illustrate different
discourses in the text?

8

Synonymy means words have the same meaning.
Hyponym related to a word that subsumes the meaning of other words within a particular discourse.
10
Antonym refers to the meaning of word that is not compatible with the meaning of another word.
11
A euphemism relates to the use of word substitution where one word is replaced with a more
conventional or more widely understood term.
9
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Transitivity
The term transitivity is the systemic linguistic term for exploring the ideational
function of grammar at the level of the clause (Fairclough 1992:177). This aspect of
grammar contributes to a text’s ability to illustrate processes (Halliday 1985:106).
There are three main types of processes namely material, mental and relational. In
addition to these three main processes there are additional processes that occur on the
fringes of each of the larger processes. These are behavioural, verbal and existential
processes. These processes are represented diagrammatically in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4 Grammar of Experience (Halliday 1985:108)

Material and mental processes relate to the physical world. Material processes are
concerned with actions external to the person (doing) while mental processes relate to
internal sensing of the world. Relational processes or ‘processes of being’ refer to the
way different aspects of the world relate to each other. Behavioural processes occur
on the border between material and mental processes. Behavioural processes relate to
acting out the internal workings of the mind. Verbal processes are on the border
between mental and relational processes. Verbal processes refer to language
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developed with meaning. Finally, existential process is on the borders of relational
and materials processes and is concerned with the recognition of existence. Each of
these processes has three components; the process, participants and circumstances
(p107). The process is identified through the verbal group, the participants as part of
the nominal group, and the circumstances as the adverbial group or prepositional
phases.

Table 4-5 illustrates an example of the process, participant and circumstance division
within a sample clause. The grammatical features of each of the process types
identified are explained to demonstrate how the processes used within the texts
analysed can be identified. Fairclough (1992:179) reasons that it is important to
identify, in text, how processes are developed within the different discourse or
discourses evident in the text. In the next stage of the research process where the
context of the development of the research is explored in more detail explanations
are sought for the social, political, ideological and social reasons why these particular
discourses might represent processes within text in the way that they do. Hence, it is
important to understand how to identify within text the material, relational and
mental processes. The following sections explore each of these processes in more
detail.

Table 4-5 Clauses as process, participant and circumstance (Halliday 1985:109)
The lion
Participant
Nominal
group

Chased
Process
Verbal
group

the tourist
participant
Nominal
group

lazily
circumstance
Adverbial
group

through the bush
Circumstance
Prepositional phrase

a) Identifying material processes.
Material processes involve at least two, and many times three, aspects. First, there
must be a process being undertaken. Second, that process needs to be undertaken by
an actor. Finally, the process often, but not always, has a goal that indicates where
the process is being directed (p109). If there is a goal identified that has been
directed then it is known as transitive (involves two participants) if there is no
directed goal then it is considered intransitive (involves only one participant). It is
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possible to identify whether clauses are active or passive. An active clause has a
focus on ‘doing something to’ while a passive clause is focussed on ‘bringing about’
a situation.

Table 4-6 illustrates the difference between active and passive clauses. In the first
two examples the lion is doing something to the tourist and the major is himself
actively resigning. In the second two examples the actor brings about an action on
another in the case of the tourist or the dissolution of the committee.

Table 4-6 Active and Passive Clauses (Halliday 1985:110-111)
Active Clause
The lion
Actor
The mayor
Actor
Passive Clause

Caught
Process
resigned
Process

the tourist
Goal

The tourist
Goal
The mayor
Actor

was caught
Process
dissolved
Process

by the lion
Actor
the committee
Goal

b) Identifying mental processes
Mental process related to those things that are thought, sensed or felt by a participant.
Mental clauses have a different structure consisting of the participants in the mental
process known and the sensor and the phenomenon being thought, seen or felt. Three
groups of mental processes have been identified those related to:
Perception (seeing hearing)
Affection (liking ,fearing)
Cognition (thinking, knowing, understanding) (Halliday 1985:117-8).

Table 4-7 illustrates the sensor, phenomenon and process within two sentences to
illustrate how mental processes within a clause can be identified.
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Table 4-7 Mental Processes (Halliday 1985:118)
I
Sensor

believe
Process - Cognition

you.
Phenomenon

It
Sensor

hurts my
Process affection

ears
Phenomenon

A relational clause indicates there is a relation between two things or entities
(Halliday 1985:119). There are six different types of relational processes in the
English language these are illustrated in Table 4-8.

The three main types of relational processes are intensive, circumstantial and
possessive. Intensive means that within the sentence the relation is referred to as ‘x is
a’. Hence, in the example in Table 4-8 below Sarah is a member of the class of wise
ones and Tom’s identity is described as being a leader. Circumstantial is a
relationship where ‘x is at a’ and the words ‘is at’ can also be replaced by words such
as: ‘in’, ‘on’, ‘for’, ‘with’, ‘about’ and ‘along’. Therefore as illustrated in Table 4-8
the fair is on Tuesday and tomorrow is the 10th. The final of the three types of
relational processes is possessive and in this case the relationship is ‘x has a’. Peter
has a piano or the piano is Peter’s as suggested in Table 4-8.

It is the two different modes attributive and identifying that build the classification of
relational processes from three to six. The attributive mode means that there is a
relationship of ‘a being attributed to x’. That is for example Sarah is part of a group
or class of wise people and Peter is part of a group of piano owners. Identifying
suggests a relationship of ‘a is the identity of x’. For example the identity of
tomorrow is revealed as the 10th and the owner of the piano is Peter.
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Table 4-8 Principal types of relational process (Halliday 1985:119)
Mode
Type
Intensive

Attributive

Identifying

Sarah is wise
‘x is at a’

Tom is the leader:
the leader is Tom
‘a attributed to x’
Tomorrow is the 10th;
the 10th is tomorrow
‘a identity of x’
The piano is Peter’s;
Peter’s is the piano
‘a identity of x’

Circumstantial The fair is on a Tuesday
‘x is at a’
Possessive

Peter has a piano
‘x has a’

The process of reducing an action into one word is known as a nominalization (Kress
and Hodge 1979:21). This is a process where material, mental and relational
processes are reduced in length to one or two words. This usually means that the goal
or agent in this process is assumed rather than stated. For example ‘good looks’ is a
nominalization for the process ‘you look good’ (Fairclough 1992:183). This process
translates concrete processes into abstract instances allowing these nominalizations
in some instances to he used within other processes in the form of goals or agents.
Nominalizations are used for different purposes depending on the discourse and
context of their use.

For the purpose of this research the following questions were asked in relation to the
texts analysed.
20. What material, mental and relational process types have been used most
within the text? Are there any factors that explain this pattern?
21. What choices are made it terms of the use of the active or passive voice?
22. Have nominalizations been used and for what purpose?
Theme
The theme within a grammatical structure is that portion of the structure that
organizes the message. In English the theme usually occurs at the beginning of the
grammatical structure and remainder of the grammatical structure is referred to as the
rheme (Halliday 1985:38). Table 4-9 illustrates the same sentence using different
aspects of the sentence as the theme. Text producers indicate their underlying
assumptions in terms of what they located within the theme. Comparison and
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analysis of themes within the text will highlight assumptions within the text that are
not made explicit (Fairclough 1992:184).

Table 4-9 Sentence Theme and Rheme (Halliday 1985:43)
Theme
The duke
My aunt
That teapot

Rheme
Has given my auth that teapot
Has been given that teapot by the duke
The duke has given the my aunt

There is one instance where the choice of theme indicates a particular mood within
the text and is referred to as a theme within a declarative clause. In this instance there
are two types of themes those that are marked and those that are unmarked. An
unmarked theme refers to the instance where the theme and the subject of the clause
are the same. However, an unmarked clause means these two aspects do not coincide
thus providing a contrast within the text (Halliday 1985:43). This is important in
discourse analysis because this is an unusual instance and occurs for a reason that
needs to be explored and explained (Fairclough 1992:184). This situation often
identifies different discourses that are operating. Table 4-10 illustrates examples of
sentences with marked and unmarked themes.

Table 4-10 Marked and Unmarked Themes (Halliday 1985:43)
Unmarked Theme
I
A wise old owl
What I want
Marked Theme
Merrily
On Saturday night
A bag pudding

Rheme
had a little nut tree
lived in an oak tree
is a proper cup of coffee
Rheme
we roll along
I lost my wife
the King did make

For the purposes of this research the following questions were asked of the texts.
23. What thematic structures as present in the text in terms of knowledge or
practices that are assumed?
24. Are marked themes used frequently in the text? If so for what purpose?
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Modality
Verbs such as ‘can’ and ‘can’t’ represent finite verbs that have a positive and
negative version ‘can’ represents yes and can’t represents ‘no’. It is the addition of
further words such as ‘sometimes’ or ‘sort of’ that illustrate something operates
somewhere in between the positive and negative. This positive or negative degree is
known as the affinity with the proposition (Hodge and Kress 1988:123). There are
various means that text can use to demonstrate modality the most common is the use
of verbs or adverbs others include the use of hedges, implicit or explicit affinity and
the demonstration of affinity due to lack of power. The following section outlines
how each of these indicates modality of text. Modality provides evidence of the
interpersonal language function. Fairclough (1992:160) suggests that modality is an
essential component of discourse analysis and the level of affinity evident within
different discourses needs to be explained by what is acceptable within a particular
discourse or whether it challenges the accepted norm and procedures.

Table 4-11 illustrates a range of verbs that can be used within text to indicate a level
of affinity with the positive or negative. The use of words such as ‘could’, ‘should’
and ‘must’ clearly increase in their level of agreement the negative ‘hasn’t’, ‘isn’t’
and ‘doesn’t’ decreases in affinity with the negative. Different discourses and social
processes will influence the choice of words used and it is the purpose of discourse
analysis to uncover this use of language in text.

Table 4-11 Verbs and their affinity (Halliday 1985:76)
Positive
Negative

Low
can, may, could,
might
needn’t,
doesn’t, need
to, have to

Medium
will, would,
should, is/was to
won’t, wouldn’t,
shouldn’t,
isn’t/wasn’t to

High
must, ought to, need
has/had to
mustn’t, oughtn’t to,
can’t, couldn’t,
hasn’t, hadn’t

Other terms that indicate affinity are those that indicate probability, usuality,
obligation and inclination.
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Table 4-12 illustrates the list of adverbs associated with increasing levels of affinity
for each of the above groups.

Table 4-12 Modality indicators (Halliday 1985:91)
Probability
• Possible
• Probable
• Certain
Obligation
• Allowed
• Supposed
• Required

Usuality
• Sometimes
• Usually
• Always
Inclination
• Willing
• Keen
• Determined

Modality can be subjective or objective. In the subjective case the speaker indicates
clearly that it is their viewpoint for example ‘I think that it might rain today.’ In this
case the ‘I’ explicitly states whose opinion it is and their degree of affinity with the
statement. In an objective case the author or speaker is left implicit illustrated in this
example ‘It might rain today.’ What this does is provide ambiguity in terms of
identification of the speaker as well as indicating some differential levels of power
(Fairclough 1992:159). The level of affinity in a text may be misleading as it may
reflect power relationships evident within a discourse or within a specific genre.

For the purpose of this research the following questions were asked in terms of
modalities.
25. What sorts of modalities are most frequent those with low, medium or higher
level affinity with the proposition?
26. Are modalities predominantly subjective or objective?
27. Are modal verbs or adverbs used most?
Cohesion
Cohesion’s are the aspects that bind clauses together to make meaning. The way
clauses are linked and the types of cohesion’s used have ideological and cultural
significance in discourse analysis (Fairclough 1992:174). This section discusses the
different types of surface cohesive marks that can be used. Halliday (1985:309)
indicates that there are four different ways that cohesion operates through reference,
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ellipsis, conjunction and lexical organization. The following section explains each of
these four types of cohesion in turn.

The first type of cohesion is the reference cohesion. This refers to an instance such as
when a character is introduced by name, for example as Bill, and later referred to as
‘he’ or ‘him’ in the text that follows. In this case the ‘he’ or ‘him’ in the text clearly
refers to Bill. For example: ‘Bill is very intelligent. He always wins academic
prizes.’ It is clear from this statement by reference cohesion that it is Bill who wins
the academic prizes.

Second is an ellipsis. This is a cohesion that involves a clause, or part thereof, being
referred to again in the text even though it is not explicitly stated. In this instance the
reader needs to make the link for themselves to ensure that the text makes sense. For
example: ‘Can I borrow your pen?’ ‘Yes , but what happened to yours?’ In the
second sentence the ‘yours’ is an ellipsis that is assumed from the context of the
previous sentence to refer to the pen (Halliday and Hasan 1985:74).

Third is the conjunction. Conjunction refers to the different ways that clauses can be
expanded. Halliday (1985:225) identifies three main ways and these have been titled
elaborating, extending or enhancing. The following section will describe the way
each of these approaches illustrates a conjunction (p310).

One clause can elaborate on another clause by refining, clarifying or restating. In this
instance no new information is provided. For example:
That clock doesn’t go; it’s not working.
We used to have races – we used to have relays.
I wasn’t surprised – it was what I had expected (p226).
An extension means a clause adds something new to the previous clause resulting in
extending the meaning further. There are a variety of ways that extensions can be
made possible. Table 4-13 identifies the three ways extensions can be made as
additions as well as three other varieties; replacement, subtraction and alternative. An
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example of an addition is ‘They don’t give any instructions, nor would it help if they
did’ (p230). An example of a replacement is ‘I would have let you know, only I
couldn’t find your phone number’ (p230). Table 4-13 also indicates the words used
to link clauses in each of the instances identified.

Table 4-13 Categories of extensions (Halliday 1985:230-233)
Category
Addition
‘and’, additive : positive
‘nor’, additive: negative
but’, adversative

Meaning
X and Y
Not X and not Y
X and conversely Y

Variation
‘instead’, replacive
‘except’, subtractive

Not X but Y
X but not Y at all

‘or’, alternative

X or Y

Words used to link
Both…and, not only…but
also, neither…nor, and
yet, but, while, whereas,
besides, apart from, as
well as, without.
But not, not…but, only,
but, except, except that,
instead of, rather than,
except for, other than
Either, else, if ..not..then.

The final way of expanding meaning is for one clause to enhance the previous clause
using a variety of different means outlined in Table 4-14. An example of
enhancement of a clause in terms of time is ‘It’s the Cheshire Cat: now I shall have
somebody to talk to’ (234). Table 4-14 also provides a suggested list of words
typically used to link clauses in relation expanded via enhancement.

The final type of cohesion is lexical. A lexical cohesion refers to repetition within the
text or use of similar words or the use of terms that are usually related. A lexical
cohesion can occur throughout a text in the form of key words (Halliday 1985:310).

For the purpose of this research the following question in relation to cohesion was
asked of the text:
28. Are there explicit surface cohesive markers used in the text? What type of
markers are used most frequently (reference, ellipsis, conjunction or lexical)?
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Table 4-14 Principal types of enhancement (Halliday 1985: 236-7)
Category
Temporal
Same time
Different time: later
Different time: earlier
Spatial
Same place
Manner
Means
Comparison
Causal-conditional
Cause: reason
Cause: purpose
Condition: positive
Condition: negative
Condition: concessive

Meaning
A meanwhile B
A subsequently B
A previously B

C there D
N is via/by means of M
N is like M
Because P so result Q
Because intention Q so
action P
If P then Q
If not P then Q
If P then contrary to
expectation Q

Words used to link
As, while, when, as, soon
as, the moment,
whenever, every time,
after since, before,
until/till, on, in (the
course/process of)
As far as, where, where
ever, everywhere
As, as it, like, the way, by
(means of)
Because, as since, in case,
seeing that, considering,
in order that, so that, if,
provided that, as long as,
unless, even if, although,
with, through, by, at, as a
result, because of, in case
of, en the event of, but
for, without, despite, in
spite of, without

Interactional Control
In terms of this research interactional control is considered because the texts that are
analysed do not involve conversations. The purpose of exploring interactional control
within discourse analytic research is to analyse the interactions of stakeholders with
the researcher to provide evidence of the level of power of the stakeholder and
researcher in negotiating social practice (Fairclough 1992:152). There are various
means by which participants in conversations or dialogues can illustrate levels of
control. These include: the turn taking system used, types of exchanges used, topic
control, setting and policing agendas and formulation.

Large Scale Text Structures
Texts of particular genres have specific structures. Fairclough (1989:138) asserts that
when readers engage with a text it is what they expect to see that influences the way
they engage with a text. Therefore, if a text goes outside of the bounds of the genre
then this can demonstrate different ideological stances of the writer. Those engaging
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with educational materials expect to see texts that provide information or knowledge
(Kress 1985:18). They would also expect that they would be supported by
educational activities, teaching notes, audiovisual materials and other text-based
materials that support the teacher in achieving their aim of providing an educational
experience. Large scale text structures are influenced by the expectation the author
has of what the reader expects (Kearsey and Turner 1999:36). The field of research
on genre analysis has become a growing area of research with its own specific
research techniques.

For the purpose of this research the following question was asked of the text.
29. What large-scale text structures does the text have?

Discourses of Citizenship and Citizenship Education
The purpose of the description of the text for this study is the identification of the
discourses of citizenship and citizenship education. As this approach to discourse
analysis has not been widely used in an educational setting the identification of a
strategy for categories and analysis was essential. Chapter two dealt with the
categorisation of citizenship and citizenship education discourses. The purpose of
this aspect of the discourse analysis is to address the five questions identified in
chapter 2 on page 63 to distinguish between the different citizenship education
discourses within the texts being analysed.

For the purpose of this research the following questions were asked:
30. What is the view of citizenship advocated?
31. What citizenship knowledge is presented?
32. How are citizenship values presented?
33. What skills and approaches to participation are advanced?
34. What are the main teaching and learning strategies used?
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4.5.2 Interpretation
The interpretation section of discourse analysis seeks to understand the discourse
practices at work within the text. There are three different aspects of the development
of a text they include: production, distribution and consumption. These three
processes provide evidence to support the type of discourse practices at work in a
particular text. Table 4-15 illustrates the five analytical processes used to interpret
the text. The following section details how each was used to gain an understanding
of the discourse practice at work in the processes of production distribution and
consumption.

Table 4-15 Discourse Practice analysis processes
Text Processes
Production
Distribution
Consumption

Discourse Practice Analysis
Interdiscursivity
Manifest Intertextuality
Conditions of Discourse
Intertextual Chains
Practice
Coherence

Interdiscursivity
Interdiscursivity is concerned with identifying sets of elements that make up ‘orders
of discourse’ and therefore contribute to the process of developing discourse types.
Fairclough (1992:124) asserts that it is best to use well-established categories agreed
to by social scientist to identify genres or discourses. Each discourse is identified
using specific elements. The elements that are articulated in a discourse are many
and varied but they include, for example, a particular vocabulary, set of metaphors,
use of certain cohesive markers or subjective modal verbs. This analytical framework
makes analysis more focussed for the researcher. When choosing names for
discourses it is important to identify both the knowledge field and the way that field
is represented in the discourse. For example, if a discourse was titled ‘technical
environmental’ the term ‘environmental’ is considered the knowledge field and
‘technical’ is the way the field is represented. Discourse types are continually
contested and constantly changing. Therefore no one system of categorization will
cover all of the different discourse types as new ones are continually formed and
others changed. The discourses of citizenship and citizenship education were
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identified in Chapter 2. Five questions were identified to distinguish between the
different citizenship education discourses within the education materials.
What is the view of citizenship advocated?
What citizenship knowledge is presented?
How are citizenship values presented?
What skills and approaches to participation are advanced?
What are the main teaching and learning strategies used?
The categories used to identify the various discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education are again be used in this section to identify the processes of production,
dissemination and consumption that were used by participants in the development of
this text.

Halliday and Hasan (1985:12) suggest that there are three ways of reflecting on the
context of the situation to determine what influences it has on the production,
distribution and consumption of text. The terms used to describe this are field of
discourse, tenor of discourse and mode of discourse. First, the field of discourse
relates to what is happening. What are the participants are doing when making use of
the texts being studied. For this research, essentially, the purpose of the texts is use in
classrooms across Australia as resources for teachers when teaching civics and
citizenship. Second, is the tenor of the discourse that refers to when this text is used
who is using it and what will their role be in using it. For example the teacher may
use it with their class of students or they may use the texts with their colleagues for
professional development. In both of these instances the tenor of the discourse is
different. Finally, the mode of discourse relates to what those using the text expect
from it. For example an advertisement is expected to gain attention and to influence
the readers to buy a product, good or service. In this case the text has a persuasive
mode. Expository and didactic are examples of other modes of discourse.

For the purpose of this research the following questions were asked of the text to
interpret the discourse practices used in term of interdiscursivity.

35. Can the text sample texts be identified as a particular discourse type? What
does this tell us about how the text is produced, distributed and consumed?
Through consideration of the following:
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What is the view of citizenship advocated?
What citizenship knowledge is presented?
How are citizenship values presented?
What skills and approaches to participation are advanced?
36. Does the text draw upon more than one discourse type?
37. What are the implications of field, tenor and mode of the discourse?

Manifest Intertextuality
Intertextuality refers to considerations of what other texts have been drawn upon for
the development of the sample text being analysed. It is the exploration of the
environment where the text has been developed. Halliday and Hasan (Halliday and
Hasan 1985:47) suggest that ‘ the environment for any text is a set of previous texts,
texts that are taken for granted as shared among those taking part.’ By the term
Manifest Intertextuality, Fairclough is referring to concrete evidence within the given
text that other texts have been drawn upon to develop the text being analysed
(Fairclough 1992:117). Five different aspects can be considered when analysing a
text for manifest intertextuality these include: discourse representation,
presupposition, negation, metadiscourse and irony. The following sections explores
how each of these aspects, in turn, are used in this research to identify manifest
intertextuality.

The first analysis tool is discourse representation. This aspect is concerned with how
other texts are represented within the text being analysed. Fairclough (1992:119)
asserts that there are a number of factors to consider. First, a reference to another text
can be direct or indirect. When the reference is direct the exact words from the other
text are used usually signified by the use of quotation marks with a references to the
author or text name. Indirect references do not use quotation mark and make it
difficult to identify where in a text the reference to other texts might start or finish.
Second, a reference to another text can identify the message of the text only or it can
also convey the context and style of what is referred to. Third, a reference to another
text needs to be considered in terms of what role it plays within the text being
analysed. For example, carefully selected excerpts from another document can be
used to assert how the other documents support the viewpoint being put forward in
the document under analysis. There is a need to consider why another document is
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being referred to in the text. Reasons might include; use as a source of authority, to
present a new ideas or words or to discredit a notion (p120). This final point is an
exploration of how the use of another document or text, within the text being
analysed, has been contexualised.

The second analysis tool is presupposition. A presupposition does not always relate
to another specific text. When it does relate to another specific text is it usually a text
previously produced by the same author or text production group. In this case the
presupposition is often established, with a previous text or within the same text, with
the assumption that the reader understands the presupposition. The alternative to the
presupposition being evident within a text is that presuppositions are things that are
generally agreed to such as the use of a term ‘the cold war has ended’. In this
example there is a presupposition that everyone know what the term ‘the cold war’
means.

The third analysis tool, a very individual form of presupposition, is the use of the
negative sentence or negation. A negative sentence often signals a link to another
text that confirms a presupposition made in the other text. This is often evident in
newspaper reports where another text may suggest that the young woman killed was
a prostitute if a negative sentence such as ‘I did not kill the prostitute’ is used. There
is a presupposition in the text that the woman was a prostitute (121).

The fourth discourse tool is metadiscourse. A metadiscourse within a text operates
when the author or speaker distances themselves from the discourse they are
presenting. There are three key mechanisms that might be used to achieve this
distancing. First, there is the use of hedging where terms such as ‘sort of’ and ‘kind
of’ are used to indicate that the text producer is not in agreement with what is being
reported. The second way to achieve this is to ascribe the words to others as
individuals or groups. This is very common in academic writing where the definition
of a term might be ascribed to other using words such as ‘the scientific approach
would define…’. The final way to achieve this metadiscourse is the use of
paraphrasing or the reformulation of the ideas of others within the text. All of these
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processes allow the text producer to indicate that they operate both within, and
outside of, the discourse being presented. These mechanisms are often utilized by
those who appear to be in control of the discourse or discourses such as for example
literary criticism. The use of metadiscourses does provide a window into what is
accepted as social practice within a certain field even though the text producer
indicates that they might not be totally accepting of the idea. This provides a
opportunity to explore further the ideological and political notions underlying the
developments of ideas within a discourse (Fairclough 1992:122).

The final analysis tool is irony. Irony refers to a repeated utterance within a text
where both utterances, often exactly the same words, mean very different things the
latter usually a negative version of the former. The text clues that are used in the text
to indicated that irony is present are usually contextual for example ‘It’s a lovely day
for cricket’ said in the morning and repeated in the afternoon after a thunderstorm
has ended the game is an example of irony. The contextual event, the thunderstorm,
gives the interpreter the cue that the words have been repeated in a sarcastic manner
in response to the words of the speaker in the morning.

For the purpose of this research the following questions were asked of the text to
interpret the discourse practices used.
38. Discourse representation
Is it direct or indirect?
Is the represented discourse clearly demarcated? Is it translated into the voice of the
representing discourse?
What is represented: aspects of context and style or just meaning?
How is it contexualised in the representing discourse?
39. Presupposition
How are presuppositions used in the text?
Are they linked to the prior texts of others, or the prior texts of the text
producers?
Are they sincere or manipulative?
Are negative sentences used to create presuppositions?
40. Are instances of metadiscourses or irony evident within the text?
Intertextual Chains
An intertextual chain refers to the process of translating a text from one form to
another. In terms of this research, a set of materials are disseminated to teachers and
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these are translated into class lesson or professional development workshops. The
transformation from one form to another is the intertextual chain and provides
opportunities for the researcher to consider the options provided within the
institutional setting and context for the development of different types of discourses.
Fairclough (1992:131) asserts that it might appear that the number and types of
intertextual chains possible are endless there are often only a few options for
different discourse types to develop. This is because of the constraints of the
institution and social practices that are accepted within the text production,
distribution and consumption phases.

For the purpose of this research the following questions were asked of the text to
interpret the discourse practices used.
41. What sorts of transformation does this (type of) discourse sample undergo?
42. Are the intertextual chains and transformations relatively stable, or are they
shifting or contested?
43. Are there signs that the text producer anticipates more than one sort of
audience?
Coherence
Coherence is an attribute that is established by the text reader and relates to the
reader’s ability to use their own background and experience sometimes known as
member resources to make sense out of the text. Text producers embed ideological
assumptions within the text that are not always interpreted in the same way by all
readers. Hence, there can be different readings of the same text. If there are large
amounts of text that require readers to infer meaning then the numbers of different
types of readings increase. Taken a step further, some readers, due to their
background and experience, can read a text and challenge the assumptions embedded
within the text by the text producer (Fairclough 1992:83-4). Halliday and Hasan
(1985) agree that it is important to consider the text within its context and that is part
of the role of analysis of coherence within functional grammar.

For the purpose of this research the following questions were asked of the text to
interpret the discourse practices used.
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44. Is it necessary for readers to make inferences? Would this result in
differential readings of the text?
45. Does the sample have resistant readings of the text?

Conditions of Discourse Practice
The conditions of discourse practice refer to the social processes and practices of text
production and consumption within organizations and institutions. In terms of the
production process a number of people and roles can be identified for the production
of in the case of this research ‘school materials’ or resources for use by teachers with
their students. To understand the condition of discourse practice the first step is to
identify the variety of producers and to give each step within the process a title.

The process of text consumption is much more complicated because it includes
consideration of the types of member resources that text consumers might bring to
their reading of the text. What are the background resources teachers bring? What
social practices might teachers be familiar with in terms of their consumption of
resource materials for use in their classrooms?

For the purpose of this research the following question was asked of the text to
interpret the discourse practices used.
46. What are the social processes for text production and consumption associated
with the sample text?

4.5.3 Explanation
The final phase of the research seeks to explain the social practices that support the
discursive practices identified in the previous section (Fairclough 1992:95). Unlike
other sections of the discourse analysis it is not as easy to clearly identify a specific
set of questions that can be used to explain social practice (p237). Fairclough sums
up the purpose of this final phase of the discourse analysis as ‘to specify: the nature
of the social practice of which the discourse practice is a part, which is the basis for
explaining why the discourse practice is as it is; and the effects of the discourse
practice upon the social practice (237).’ To achieve this aim Fairclough identifies
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three broad areas of inquiry as the social matrix of discourse, orders of discourse and
ideological and political effects of discourse. In keeping with the identification of
questions from the previous sections, broad areas of inquiry, in the form of questions,
in relation to each of these three areas were identified. The following section outlines
each of the three areas in turn.

Social Matrix of Discourse
The social and discursive practices identified in phase two of the research need to be
analysed again in terms of whether they influence social practices. Social practices
that maintain the power relationships evident within social settings at the level of the
status quo are considered to be maintaining or reproducing the social practice. This
process is also referred to as hegemony. Fairclough (1992:92) defined hegemony as
‘leadership as much as domination across the economic, political, cultural and
ideological domains of society.’ He asserts that this domination or leadership is
constantly contested. An instance of social and discursive practice can therefore
contribute to the reproduction of the hegemony or it can challenge the status quo.

For the purpose of this research the following question were asked of the text to
identify social practice
47. Does the social and discursive practices surrounding the sample text provide
evidence for different social and hegemonic relations and structures?
48. Do these relations and structures identified have a transformative or
reproducing effect on social practice?
Order of Discourse
An order of discourse is considered a style or genre of discourse chosen for use
within a particular setting (Fairclough 1992:70). The genre of discourses of the
sample text will differ depending on whether it has a reproducing or transformative
hegemonic effect on social practice. Orders or discourse are also significantly
affected by the large-scale influences of the move from modernism to
postmodernism in society that have led to significant changes in social practice. The
major large-scale factor identified in Chapter 3 with an influence on the material’s
development has been the shift towards neoliberal education policy.
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For the purpose of this research the following question were asked of the text to
identify social practice
49. Is there a relationship between the social and discursive practices of the
sample text and the order of discourse drawn upon by the sample text?
50. Does this relationship provide evidence of a transformative or reproducing
effect on social practice?
51. Is there any evidence of the influence of large-scale effects of neoliberalism?
Is there evidence of : identification of legitimate knowledge in the text,
engagement in the process of marketisation, evidence of a focus on the
evaluative state and evidence of a standardised national curriculum.
Ideological and Political Effects of Discourse
Fairclough (1992:89) notes that ideology is located in both the ‘structures (i.e. orders
of discourse) that constitute the outcomes of past events and the condition of current
events, and in events themselves as they reproduce and transform.’ Most people are
not aware that their social practices have ideological underpinnings because the
practices are part of a naturalization process and thus accepted as norms. When
individuals or groups challenge these naturalized processes the social practice
becomes a site of contention and contestation (p91). Different discursive practices
provide evidence of different ideological standpoints (p88) and these different
practices result in different social practices. It is the purpose of this final phase of the
research to explain the link between discursive practices and social practices.

For the purpose of this research the following question was asked of the text to
identify social practice
52. What ideological and hegemonic effects are there evident within the sample
text in relation to: for example systems of knowledge and beliefs, social
relations and social identities.

4.6 Rigour in Discourse Analysis

Rigour within research refers to the ability of the researcher to illustrate that the
research project has achieved its aim and has the ability to withstand critical review
by other researchers (Bradshaw and Stratford 2000:38). Robson (1993:66) asserts
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that researchers are seeking to prove the trustworthiness of their research. There are
two main aspects of rigour that are considered within qualitative research reliability
and validity. This section explores the relevance of each of these tools for discourse
analysis and outlines the mechanisms that were used within this research to illustrate
trustworthiness.

Reliability is defined as a ‘dependability’ type measure (Neuman 1994:131). This
measure is very important in quantitative studies where a process of measuring a
variable should be consistent and reliable at all times to allow the researcher to prove
or disprove their hypothesis. However, in the case of qualitative discourse analytic
research it is agreed that there can be different readings of the same text (Flowerdew
1999:1093). For this reason it was not relevant to consider the issue of reliability in
this study as different readings of the texts and social practices are possible when
reviewed by different researchers.

Validity refers to whether the research approach presented offers a ‘true measure’
(Neuman 1994:131). The only work in the area of validation in terms of discourse
analysis has been undertaken within social psychology. Potter and Wetherell (1987)
have identified four techniques that can be employed within discourse analytic
studies to validate the findings of the research. These four techniques include
coherence, participant orientation, new problems and fruitfulness. Each of these
techniques is detailed in the following section.

4.6.1 Coherence
This relates to whether the discourse analysis process selected, coherently deals with
the discourse samples selected for the study (Fairclough 1992:238). Potter and
Wetherell (1987) indicate that it is essential that the discourse analysis can account
for patterns within the text as well exceptions to those patterns. A researcher needs to
indicate that the discourse analysis process used to examine a text provides a clear
and consistent approach to analysing the text. In terms of this research the discourse
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analysis process utilized is critical discourse analysis using processes and procedures
developed by Norman Fairclough and used by other researchers to achieve similar
aims as this research. The difference between the work of Fairclough and this
research is the choice of the text and the context within which the research is
undertaken. This detailed research methods chapter has clearly articulated the
research process used in this study and provides an opportunity for the readers of this
research to base their own judgement of coherence for this research.

4.6.2 Participants’ Orientation
What participants or those involved in the process of text, production, consumption
and distribution see is an important part of validating a study of this type. Potter and
Wetherell (1987:170) suggest that if research indicates through a discourse analysis
that two competing discourses are at work in a setting and this is not acknowledged
by the participants in this setting to some extent then the research would be
considered suspicious. The interview process within this research provides
opportunities for the researcher to establish and validate findings through discussions
with participants who have been engaged in the process of development, distribution
and consumption of the sample texts. Hence, the research addresses validity in terms
of participants’ orientation.

4.6.3 New problems
Discourse analysis is a process that might be used to clarify one situation while at the
same time raising questions about a new situation (Potter and Wetherell 1987:171).
This process often means that one researcher’s finding can assist in validating others.
It also allows one study to follow on from another with the previous study being
validated by the subsequent study. For example, the critical discourse analysis
undertaken by Janks (1997) at its conclusion identified patterns within some text that
a larger study can explore in more depth and consider how this pattern developed
historically. Each of these studies will assist in validating the other. This study will
not be able to use this process as part of its validation as it is the first study of its type
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using this approach. However, the final chapter of the thesis will explore in detail
options for further study and the identification of new problems that result from this
research and could for the basis of future research projects.

4.6.4 Fruitfulness
This criterion of validity relates to whether the discourse analysis process used
provides a useful strategy to describe, interpret and explain the text and the
discourses operating within the text. Potter and Wetherell (1987:171) ask whether the
research made ‘sense of new kinds of discourse’ and/or has it been able to ‘generate
novel explanations.’ If the answers to these questions are yes then they would
consider the research fruitful and it should be well respected.

The detailed account in this research of the research process, the results and analysis
provide the reader of the thesis with the information that can be used to make a
judgement about whether the research is fruitful and worthy of respect. It is the aim
of the researcher to identify the types of citizenship and citizenship education
discourses used in the production, distribution and consumption of the ‘Discovering
Democracy School Materials’ project. Further to this, is the aim to provide
explanations for why these particular discourses are at work within the sample texts.

4.7 Ethics and Discourse Analysis

All researchers need to carefully consider the ethics of the research they are
undertaking. The main aim of ethical consideration is to ensure that those involved in
the research, and those reading the research once it is complete, are not harmed by
the research (Sapford and Abbott 1996:317). To achieve this aim the researcher
needs to identify possible areas of harm that might be attributed to anyone during the
research and dissemination of the research. The researcher also needs to identify how
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the research has been designed to minimize harm to participants and those reading
the research findings.

Different types of research raise very different ethical issues. For example
ethnographic researchers who engage in participant observation face ethical
dilemmas in terms of the relationships they develop within their research setting
(Sapford and Abbott 1996:321). Those involved in experimental research on humans
face issues of harm in terms of abuse, stress and loss of self esteem in their
participants (Neuman 1994:431).

Areas of concern in relation to discourse analysis include: breech of anonymity and
confidentiality, abuse of power and trust and unintended use of the research. The
following section outlines each of these ethical issues and identifies how the research
plans to minimize risk in these areas. The main areas of ethical risk relate to the
interview phase of the research and publication of the findings. There are no ethical
issues in terms of the text analysis of the sample texts selected for this study as these
aspects of the study are part of the public domain in the form of published texts that
are available for purchase. Ethical issues are raised in terms of the exploration of the
context of the development of the materials as some of this information may not be
public knowledge and will need to be dealt with sensitively to ensure confidentiality
for those who have participated in the interview processes.

Anonymity and confidentiality are concerns in this research as the identification of
some individuals may cause harm to those individuals in terms of their future
employment. To minimize harm the researcher will ensure that all participants have
given their informed consent to participate in the research. Informed consent for the
purpose of this research includes the following:
•
•
•
•

Description of the purpose of the research:
Identification of the requirements the research might make on the
participant in terms of amount and length of time;
A guarantee of anonymity and confidentiality of records;
Identification of the research and contact details if participants require
them;
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•
•

An indication that the participant can withdraw from the research at
any time; and
An offer of a summary of findings on completion of the study
(Neuman 1994:435).

Appendix 2 is a copy of the letter supplied to all interview participants to secure their
informed consent to participate in the research. In addition in the reporting of this
thesis the organisations of individual interviewees have not been identified for
confidentiality purposes.

Abuse of power and trust is the second area of concern in this research. The
researcher could use their power to coerce individuals to participate in the interview
phase of the research. This abuse of power and trust is more of a concern in
situations where the researcher is in a position of power in employment (Sapford and
Abbott 1996:322). However, it needs to be acknowledged that research being
undertaken at a University could be a coercive power for some individuals. The way
this research addresses this issue is to ensure that the informed consent letter clearly
states that participation in the research is voluntary. Telephone and email
conversations with prospective interviewees also highlight this fact along with the
other aspects of informed consent.

Unintended use of the research is an area of harm that is often forgotten by
researchers as they plan their studies (Sapford and Abbott 1996:322). Part of the
planning of this research has been to carefully consider how the research findings can
be used in the field and to ensure that those findings could not be used against those
involved as participants in the research. Those involved in the research will largely
be anonymous individuals working within identifiable corporate institutions and
structures. The research focuses on the development and improvement of processes
of curriculum development for these organisations.
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4.8 Conduct of the Study

To undertake the critical discourse analysis process six distinct research steps were
identified for this study. The six research steps illustrate how the data gathering and
analysis were undertaken in this study. Issues of rigour and ethics for each of the
research steps are also highlighted to provide a thorough picture of the research
process.

4.8.1 Identify research question
The first step in the development of this research project was the clear identification
of the research questions that would be considered. There were two main factors that
lead me12 to the decision to explore citizenship within the environmental sections of
a government funded national curriculum materials program called ‘Discovering
Democracy School Materials’ project. First, I have an interest in environmental
education and citizenship and I consider that the development of teaching and
learning approaches that seek to develop knowledge, skills and practices are a very
important means to achieving sustainability. Second, I participated in the review of
some of the materials developed for the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’
project from the perspective of a member of a teacher professional development
association. It was my involvement in this process that allowed me to gain some
understanding about how and why curriculum decisions were made as the materials
were developed. I felt that many people were not aware of the contextual factors
surrounding the development of the materials. Hence, the development of this study
that seeks to question these materials in terms of the development of citizenship and
citizenship education discourses within the environmental texts and explain the
reasons why the discourses that were identified were included as part of the text
developed.

Writerssuch as van Dijk (1985:1) ask the question: What is the social purpose for
undertaking discourse analysis? In this case it is to ensure that teachers, teacher
12

The first person will be used in this recount of the research process to avoid the clumsiness of the
use of the third person term researcher.
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educators, curriculum developers, government departments and agencies can
consider the hegemonic influences embedded within the curriculum materials they
are developing or using in classrooms. This knowledge will allow these groups to
consider how this issue might be redressed in classrooms and through future
curriculum development processes. Hence, the research seeks to consider what
discourses of citizenship are within the text and what purposes these particular
discourses serve within the text.

4.8.2 Identification, selection and collection of Corpus
The selection of appropriate samples of text is an important part of the process for
the development of a discourse analysis. Fairclough (1992:227) suggests that a
decision about the Corpus of the study can only be made when the extent of the
social practices both current and past in relation to the research project are known.
The social processes and contextual issues that surround the development of the
program were very influential in the development of these materials. This analysis is
supported by the review of civics and citizenship in Australia as detailed in the
literature review on page 77. The total range of possible texts that can be analysed
for this study is referred to as the archive (Fairclough 1995).

The selection of text as the sample from all the possible texts available in the archive
was through consideration of those texts that referred to the topic of the environment.
The term environment was defined in Chapter 3 on page 74 as that natural
environment. The sample texts that form the Corpus of this study are detailed as part
of the results in Chapter 5.

4.8.3 Coding of sample for descriptive purposes
Fairclough (1992:231) asserts that discourse analysts can start with any aspect of the
analysis be it descriptive, interpretive or explanatory. I commenced this research as
has have other such as Janks (1997) with coding the text samples to identify the
discourses of citizenship and citizenship education. Fairclough (1989:110-111)
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identified a set of questions that can be used to code the sample texts. These
questions relate to three broad areas vocabulary, grammar and textual structures the
questions used in this study are illustrated in Table 4-16 Discourse Analysis
Description Research Matrix.

At the conclusion of this stage a range of discourses of citizenship education were
identified as those evident within the Corpus for this study. At this stage of the
development of the discourse analysis there is a concern with the micro level, as
noted by Flowerdew (1999:1093) or the text, without consideration of the context
within which it was developed. It is the remaining steps that develop the macro view
for the analysis and allow the researcher to interpret the text again including the
context and then explain how the text was developed as a social process. Appendix 3
provides, as a summary, the research notes to support the review of the texts in
accordance with the discourse analytic tools used in the descriptive phase of the
research.

4.8.4 Interviews and transcription
Transcribed interviews were used in this study as additional texts within the Corpus
for the study. Nine interviews were undertaken with the participants involved in the
process of production, dissemination and consumption of the text. Those who
participated in the interviews were from the following organisations
Department of Science Education and Training formerly Department of
Education, Training and Youth Affairs
Civics Education Group
Curriculum Corporation
Teacher Professional Associations
State/Territory Discovering Democracy Professional Development Officers
The questions each of these participants were asked are identified as Appendix 1. All
interviewees participated of their own free will in interviews and accepted the project
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on the grounds outlined in the Information Sheet illustrated in Appendix 2. All
participants freely gave their consent and signed the attached consent form as
illustrated in Appendix 2. The transcripts of the interviews are included as Appendix
4. Interview transcripts do not identify the organisations that interviewees are
associated with to protect the confidentiality of participants. In addition sections of
the interview transcripts have been covered to remove identifying references.

4.8.5 Coding of the sample for interpretative purposes
It is at this point of the research that the interviews are examined to identify the
participant’s views of the processes of text production, dissemination and
consumption that operated within regard to these texts. Consideration is given to the
context for the development of discourses, the types of discourses that were
developed and the differences and or changes within or between discourses within
the sample texts (Fairclough 1989:162). Participants’ views of the discourses of
citizenship and citizenship education are examined through the list of interpretations
questions illustrated in Table 4-17 Discourse Analysis Interpretation Research
Matrix.

4.8.6 Explanation of the social and cultural practices
The explanation phase of the research considers to what extent the social and cultural
practices of neoliberalism are evident within the text. The purpose of this phased is to
identify the extent of evidence that supports the notion that neoliberal social
processes have influenced the development of particular discourses within the text or
precluded the development of particular discourses. This process was achieved
through addressing the final series of questions as illustrated in Table 4-18 Discourse
Analysis Explanation Research Matrix.
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4.9 Conclusion
This chapter has explored the detailed process of discourse analysis used as the
research method for this study. It has identified in depth the processes of data
collection and analysis that were used to address the three research questions. In
addition this chapter has identified how the research has addressed issues of rigour
and ethics. It also clearly detailed the six research steps that were carried out to
provide reliable data that forms the results of this research.
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Table 4-16 Discourse Analysis Description Research Matrix
Research Question

Data Gathering

To what extent are different citizenship education discourses evident in the texts devoted to environmental issues
and how are these different discourses constructed within the text.

Document Collection
Interviews

Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Word Meaning

Metaphor
Transitivity
Theme
Modality
Cohesion
Large Scale Text
Structures
Citizenship and
Citizenship
Education

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Can the words chosen within the text be identified and classified according to different discourse types?
Is there any evidence of use of words with unstable meaning potentials that indicate sites of ideological contestation?
Is there any evidence of overwording or rewording of the text using near synonyms to emphasise ideas?
Is there evidence of relationships between meanings through the use of synonyms, hyponym, antonym and euphemism?
What level of formality is evident within the text and how does this demonstrate social relations and respect for status?
What metaphors are used and how do these metaphors illustrate different discourses in the text?
What material, mental and relational process types have been used most within the text? Are there any factors that explain this pattern?
What choices are made it terms of the use of the active or passive voice?
Have nominalizations been used and for what purpose?
What thematic structures as present in the text in terms of knowledge or practices that are assumed?
Are marked themes used frequently in the text? If so for what purpose?
What sorts of modalities are most frequent those with low, medium or higher level affinity with the proposition?
Are modalities predominantly subjective or objective?
Are modal verbs or adverbs used most?
Are there explicit surface cohesive markers used in the text? What type of markers are used most frequently (reference, ellipsis, conjunction or
lexical)?
16. What large-scale text structures does the text have?
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

What is the view of citizenship advocated?
What citizenship knowledge is presented?
How are citizenship values presented?
What skills and approaches to participation are advanced?
What are the main teaching and learning strategies used?
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Table 4-17 Discourse Analysis Interpretation Research Matrix
Research Question

Data Gathering

How do different participants in the production, dissemination and consumption explain the patterns of citizenship education
discourses evident in the texts devoted to environmental issues?

Document Collection
Interviews

Interpretation Discourse Analysis Questions
Interdiscursivity

Manifest Intertextuality

Intertextual Chains
Coherence
Condition of Discourse
Practice

22. Can the text sample texts be identified as a particular discourse type? What does this tell us about how the text is produced, distributed
and consumed? Through consideration of the following:
• What is the view of citizenship advocated?
• What citizenship knowledge is presented?
• How are citizenship values presented?
• What skills and approaches to participation are advanced?
• What are the main teaching and learning strategies?
23. Does the text draw upon more than one discourse type?
24. What are the implications of field, tenor and mode of the discourse?
25. Discourse representation
Is it direct or indirect?
Is the represented discourse clearly demarcated? Is it translated into the voice of the representing discourse?
What is represented: aspects of context and style or just meaning?
How is it contexualized in the representing discourse?
26. Presupposition
How are presuppositions used in the text?
Are they linked to the prior texts of others, or the prior texts of the text producers?
Are they sincere or manipulative?
Are negative sentences used to create presuppositions?
27. Are instances of metadiscourses or irony evident within the text?
28. What sorts of transformation does this (type of) discourse sample undergo?
29. Are the intertextual chains and transformations relatively stable, or are they shifting or contested?
30. Are there signs that the text producer anticipates more than one sort of audience?
31. Is it necessary for readers to make inferences? Would this result in differential readings of the text?
32. Does the sample have resistant readings of the text?
33. What are the social processes for text production and consumption associated with the sample text?
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Table 4-18 Discourse Analysis Explanation Research Matrix
Research Question

Data Gathering

How and why have social and cultural practices of neoliberalism framed the citizenship discourses evident in the
environmental issues sections of the texts?

Document gathering
Interviews

Explanation Discourse Analysis Questions
Social Matrix of Discourse
Order of Discourse

Ideological and Political effects of
discourse

34. Does the social and discursive practices surrounding the sample text provide evidence for different social
and hegemonic relations and structures?
35. Do these relations and structures identified have a transformative or reproducing effect on social practice?
36. Is there a relationship between the social and discursive practices of the sample text and the order of
discourse drawn upon by the sample text?
37. Does this relationship provide evidence of a transformative or reproducing effect on social practice?
38. Is there any evidence of the influence of large-scale effects of neoliberalism? Is there evidence of :
identification of legitimate knowledge in the text, engagement in the process of marketisation, evidence of a
focus on the evaluative state and evidence of a standardised national curriculum.
39. What ideological and hegemonic effects are there evident within the sample text in relation to: for example
systems of knowledge and beliefs, social relations and social identities.
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Chapter 5

Identification and Description of the
Corpus

This chapter reports on phases one, two and three of this study. The first phase was
the identification of the research questions for this study and these as detailed in
Chapter 4. The second phase is the identification of the Corpus or sample texts to be
analysed. The third phase is the description of the discourses of citizenship and
citizenship education evident in these texts. The chapter has three sections. Section
one identifies the texts that have been selected for discourse analysis. The texts were
organised into 12 groups as a mechanism for reporting the outcomes of the
descriptive phase of the discourse analysis. Section two presents the findings of the
descriptive phase of the discourse analysis where all of the texts are analysed
according to the descriptive analysis questions identified in the research design
chapter on page 146. The findings of this analysis are then presented for each of the
12 text groups. The findings are organised around a description of the texts within
the group and an analysis of the link to the environment that illustrates the reason
each text was selected, and an analysis of the discourses of citizenship and
citizenship education evident in the text. The chapter concludes with a synthesis of
the analyses of each text group to identify the pattern of citizenship and citizenship
education discourses evident in the Corpus for this study.

5.1 Identification of the Corpus
The Corpus, as identified in the research design chapter, is the selection of text
samples to be used in the discourse analysis (Fairclough 1992). Samples of texts are
selected from the ‘archive’ of all available text on a topic or issue of study. For the
purpose of this research the archive consists of all the materials produced within the
‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project aimed at the middle primary to
middle secondary years of schooling. Figure 3-5 on page 94 lists the 33 texts that
form the archive for this study. The term ‘texts’ is used within this study to include
any print, multimedia or video materials. The texts produced as part of the
‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project are presented in a range of
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formats including: printed teacher notes, student handouts, video presentations,
posters, cards and CD ROMs, professional development materials, a ministerial
statement, student assessment tasks, collections of readings, a database and web
page.

Sample texts were chosen to form a Corpus for the purposes of this study. The
Corpus was identified as those materials that referred to the natural environment, as
defined in section 3.3.1 on page 74. The texts that were linked, for example teacher
notes, student handouts, segments of videos, CD ROM, posters and charts were
identified as a sample text group. Each group of texts was given a title taken from the
texts themselves as an organisational tool for analysis. For example one group of
texts is related to the topic of Aboriginal Laws’ hence, it was given this title. This
small text group consists of part of one of the Middle Primary teaching units and
includes two pages of teacher notes, two pages of student handouts of Aboriginal
Dreaming stories and a student handout detailing information on how to hold a class
meeting based on Aboriginal style consensus decision-making. A more substantial
set of texts is ‘Joining In.’ This is an entire unit of work of the same name within the
Middle Primary units. It consists of 13 pages of teacher notes, 16 student handouts, 4
pages of a teacher reference text related to the following topics: citizens’ rights,
responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations, a seven minute video outlining the
Clean Up Australia Day Campaign, a poster with pictures of save the bush groups,
heritage guide and scouts as examples of how people can join in, a CD ROM based
slideshow about Landcare, Scouts, Clean Up Australia Day with a game called Help
Town, a CD ROM based interactive exercise on Saving the Wombats and finally 13
pages of assessment resources including work samples for different levels of
achievement. Table 5-1 provides the details for each of the 12 groups of text that
formed the Corpus of this research.
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Table 5-1 Corpus of the Study
Text group
title
Aboriginal
Laws
Joining In

Federal
System

Text Group Content

Source

Two pages of teacher notes, two Aboriginal Dreaming stories
presented as student handouts, student handout on a class
meeting
The text represents the entire unit of work and all associated
teaching materials in the unit titled ‘Joining In.’ The texts
include:
13 pages of teacher notes
16 student handouts
4 pages of a teacher reference text related to the following
topics: citizens’ rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary
organisations
7 minute video outlining the Clean Up Australia Day
Campaign
1 Poster with pictures of save the bush groups, heritage guide
and scouts as examples of how people can join in
CD ROM based Story about Landcare, Scouts, Clean Up
Australia Day and Game called Help Town
CD ROM based interactive exercise on Saving the Wombats
13 pages of assessment resources including work samples for
different levels of achievement
This text represents the teacher notes and student handouts for
one focus question within the unit of work The People Make a
Nation.
The texts include:
3 pages of teacher notes
4 pages of student handouts

Middle Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998: 4648, 61-63)
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Middle Primary Unit ‘Joining In’(Curriculum Corporation
1998:99-127)
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to
Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria,
Curriculum Corporation, 91-94.
Primary Video, Clean Up Australia Day (Curriculum
Corporation 1998)
Posters Primary, Joining In (Curriculum Corporation
1998)
Stories of Democracy CD ROM, Middle Primary, Joining
In(Global Vision Productions 1998)
Discovering Democracy CD ROM, Parliament at Work,
Primary, Save the wombats (Media 1999)
Discovering Democracy Middle Primary Units
Assessment Resource, Joining In (Curriculum Corporation
2000:46-68)
Upper Primary Units, The People Make a Nation – How
does the Australian Federal System Work(Curriculum
Corporation 1998: 88-90, 108-11)
Posters Primary, Three Levels of Government
(Curriculum Corporation 1998)
Discovering Democracy CD ROM Parliament at Work,

Text group
title

People Power

Mabo

People in
Political Life

Franklin River
Dam

Text Group Content

Source

A poster of the three levels of government – identifies, using
pictures, responsibilities of the three levels of government
People in Parliament interactive on the Parliament at work CD
ROM where students can explore the places and people in
parliament house
Primary Quiz of 12 questions on the Parliament at work CD
ROM and the interactive exercise on Parliament
This text represents one focus question the People Power unit.
The focus question is ‘In what ways can popular movements
achieve change?’ It encompasses two pages of teacher notes
and student handouts that also make use of a series of cards
illustrating people power strategies.
It is supported by four pages from the teacher resource text
that address the following areas: citizens rights’
responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
The Mabo text represents one activity within the Law unit.
The text has three components. The first is half a page of
teacher notes. The second is a slide show for the ‘Stories of
Democracy’ CD ROM as well as a game from the same CD
ROM where students become a court report.
This text represents one of the assessment activities within
this unit of work. It consists of two texts. The first is the
explanation for the assessment task in the form of teacher
notes. The second is a video that illustrates interviews with
various people involved in politics.
The Franklin River Dam text represents an entire unit of work
titled ‘Getting Things Done.’ Seven texts are identified for

Primary, People in Parliament, (Media 1999)
Discovering Democracy CD ROM } Parliament at Work,
Primary, Quiz, (Media 1999)
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Upper Primary Units, ‘People Power’ (Curriculum
Corporation 1998:127-8, 145-6)
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to
Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria,
Curriculum Corporation, 91-94.
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998)
Lower Secondary Units, ‘Law’(Curriculum Corporation
1998:58)
Stories of Democracy CD (Global Vision Productions
1998)
Lower Secondary Units, ‘Men and Women in Political
Life’(Curriculum Corporation 1998:135)
Secondary Video, Segment of the program ‘Men and
Women in Political Life’ (Curriculum Corporation 1998)
Middle Secondary Units, ‘Getting Things
Done’(Curriculum Corporation 1998:167-202)

Text group
title

This is my
country

Text Group Content

Source

this topic are. They include:
35 pages of teacher notes
2 pages of teacher resource text with reference to the Franklin
River issue
1 poster illustrating the three levels of government and their
various responsibilities
26 minute video on the Franklin River Dam Issue
Slideshow style presentation from CD ROM ‘Stories of
Democracy’
Opal Bay interactive where students become members of a
Parliamentary Committee investigating the use of a former
quarantine station.
14 pages detailing an assessment item with work samples
illustrating different levels of achievement
The Readers draw texts and images from a range of different
sources to provide students with information about their
country. The texts within this sample includes four pages of
teacher notes. The texts from the reader are an entire section
related to the theme ‘The Australian Nation.’ The texts
include:
Stories:
People of the South Land from the Song of Wirrum
The romance of the swag by Henry Lawson
The story of Tjirbruki: A Kaurna Story
My Country adapted from Frontier Country: Australia’s
Outback Heritage
A Land of Opportunity by Liliana Gibbs

Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to
Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria,
Curriculum Corporation, 82-83.
Poster Secondary, Three levels of Government
(Curriculum Corporation 1998)
Secondary Video ‘Getting Things Done - Saving the
Franklin’ (Curriculum Corporation 1998)
Stories of Democracy CD, Middle Secondary, ‘Getting
Things Done’ (Global Vision Productions 1998)
Discovering Democracy CD ROM (Media 1999)
Secondary Opal Bay Parliamentary Committee Report
Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units,
Franklin River Dam Dispute (Curriculum Corporation
2000:69-82)
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation
1999:5-8)
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999:1325)
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Text group
title

From little
things big
things grow

Justice

Text Group Content
Paradise by Morris Gleitzman
Poems:
The Land is My Backbone, by Galurrwuy Yunipingu
Antidote by Jillan Britton
Works of art:
A Direct North General View of Sydney Cove 1794 by
Thomas Watling
Down on His Luck by Frederick McCubbin 1889
Arooka Dreaming by Peter Leo, 1988
Summer at Carcoar by Brett Whiteley 1977
The Great Australian Dream, By Nickolas Nedelkopoulos
1987
The texts within this sample are from a reader related to the
theme ‘Citizens and Public Life.’ The sample text include two
pages of teacher notes as well as two stories and one set of
song lyrics. These texts are a selection from this theme.
Stories:
‘Ducks Crossing Here’ from Farmer Schulz’s Ducks by Colin
Thiele
‘Too Young to Have a Say’ form Awaiting Developments by
Judy Allen
Song Lyrics
‘From Little Things Big Things Grow’ by Paul Kelly and
Kev Carmody
The text related to justice is drawn from a reader and
represents one story from the ‘Law’ theme and the one page
of teacher notes that supports that story. The story is titled ‘A
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Source

Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation
1999:12-13)
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999:3339)

Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation
1999) page 14
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)

Text group
title
Discovering
Democracy in
action

Taking Issue

Text Group Content

Source

Just Punishment’ and is an Aboriginal story about rules and
consequences
This text represents five stories or case studies of the
development of civics and citizenship within schools provided
with a commonwealth schools grant to develop this area. The
titles of the case studies and the schools involved include:
Seizing Opportunities for Civics and Citizenship Education Wangaratta High School
Establishing a Community Approach to Civics and
Citizenship Education - Lockwood South Cluster Linking
School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry
Valley Primary School
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens –
Thomas Chirnside Primary School
Me and My Community – Weeroona College
Taking Issue is the title of one unit within this text that
supports teachers wanting to develop research based teaching
and learning within their classroom. The text represents 13
pages of teacher notes to support teachers in addressing a
series of focus questions for an issue they or their students
would like to investigate.

Story a just punishment page 40 & 41
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(Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000:2325, 78-90)

Discovering Democracy Through Research (Curriculum
Corporation 2000:21-34)

5.2 Description of the Text
The description phase of a discourse analysis exposes the content and meaning of the
text, the social relationships within the text, and the pattern of word usage to identify
discourses (Halliday and Matthiessen 1999). The text groups have been interrogated
to describe the discourses of citizenship and citizenship education evident within the
text to answer Research Question 1:
To what extent are different citizenship and citizenship education
discourses evident in the texts devoted to the environment and how
are these different discourses constructed within the text?
Each of the 12 sample text groups identified in Table 5-1 are analysed according to
the 21 questions identified in the research design chapter Table 4-16. The results of
this analysis are presented according to the title of the sample text unit for example
Aboriginal Laws or Joining In. The analysis for each of these sample text groups is
presented in three sections. First, a description of the sample texts selected and their
links to the natural environment are outlined. Second, the discourses of citizenship
evident within the texts are analysed. Then the third section discusses the discourses
of citizenship education evident within the texts.

5.2.1 Aboriginal Laws
Text description and Link to the Environment
The sample texts related to Aboriginal Laws is a small section of text (six pages)
from the Middle Primary units. The overall title of the unit of work is 'Rules and
Laws'. The sample text represents one of the six focus questions within this unit of
work. The focus question is ‘What are Aboriginal Laws?’ The sample texts for
analysis consists of three pages of teacher notes and three pages of student handouts.

The Aboriginal Laws sample texts illustrates a link to the environment through the
use of two Aboriginal dreaming stories of children interacting with their
environment. Links to the environment are evident through the use of the terms such
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as: ‘country’, ‘environment’, ‘birds’, ‘trees’, ‘birdsong’, ‘wood’, ‘berries’, ‘plants’
and ‘animals’ within the Dreamtime stories.

Citizenship Discourses
There is a strong focus on the Legal Status discourse of citizenship. Due to the fact
that this section of text is located within a unit of work titled ‘Rules and Laws’.
However, the Public Practice discourse is also evident within this text to a much
smaller extent. The evidence from the texts that support this viewpoint are provided
in the following paragraphs.

The Legal Status citizenship discourse is supported in this text by three mechanisms
of discourse analysis: word meanings, sentence themes and use of relational
processes within sentences. The first mechanism relates to the use of word meanings
that suggest a focus on the Legal Status view: ‘marriage laws’, ‘rules’,
‘responsibilities’, ‘Australian Aboriginal laws’, ‘ceremony’, ‘right to know’, ‘making
laws’, and ‘respect elders’. Some of the words such as ‘marriage laws’, ‘ceremony’
and ‘respect elders,’ have unstable word meanings that were not explored within the
text. This provides further evidence of a Legal Status viewpoint because the terms
are presented as if there is only one meaning and these terms are not contentious. The
second mechanism for identifying the focus on Legal Status is evident within the
theme of the sentences. The following theme examples illustrate the importance of
the legal status view of citizenship: 'Keeping the rules and laws...’, ‘Laws and
rules...’, and ‘In this way, rules and laws are...'. The final mechanism within the text
that supports the Legal Status discourse of citizenship is the use of relational
processes. The relational processes within the text identify for students the link
between rules and laws and the fact that people need to follow them. The following
two sentences provide examples of how these relational processes we used in the
text.
Explain that these are important stories that provide examples of
the…
…place of rules and laws in People's lives.
Rules and laws should people have to the behave.(Curriculum
Corporation 1998)
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The Public Practice discourse of citizenship was evident to a much lesser extent. The
main identification of the Public Practice view was through the use of word
meanings such as: ‘consensus’, ‘meetings’, ‘discussions’, ‘voting’, ‘majority rules’
and ‘dispute’.

Citizenship Education Discourses
To identify the citizenship education discourse within the text two distinct sections
are used. The first section describes the teaching and learning strategies used within
the texts. The second section identifies, with supporting evidence, the teaching and
learning strategies used within the text according to the list of strategies identified in
Chapter 2 on page 53. In addition, this section identifies the citizenship education
discourses evident within the text on the basis of the teaching and learning strategies
illustrated in section 2.5.

Three teaching and learning strategies are used within these texts. The first is a
teacher led discussion to establish that ‘laws in all societies are meant to be for the
good of society’(Curriculum Corporation 1998:46). The second is the use of a
reading and story recounting approach known as the ‘dictogloss13’ technique.
Aboriginal Dreaming stories are used as the text. The stories explore rules and laws
while the recounting process is identified as a way of passing on these ideas from
one generation to the next. The final teaching and learning strategy is the use of a
simulated meeting where students need to use the consensus approach to decision
making commonly used by Aboriginal communities on an issue of concern to them.
These strategies represent three citizenship education teaching and learning strategies
as identified in section 2.5. These include Citizenship as Persuasion, Socialisation
and Indoctrination; the Jurisprudence Approach and the Discipline Approach. As
Table 2-9 in Chapter 2 illustrates, these three teaching and learning strategies are the
most commonly used within the Legal Status and Public Practice citizenship
education discourses. The focus on the development of a particular set of values
13

This is a technique where the teacher reads the story a number of times. The first time students
listen. After the second and possibly third time the students write down as much as they can about the
story. Following the final reading students work together in small groups to reconstruct the story from
the notes.
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‘citizens who follow rules and laws’ is evidence of both the Jurisprudence Approach
and the Citizenship as Socialisation and Indoctrination. Students are identified within
this text as the main actors. They are engaged in a range of processes include
‘hearing’, ‘reading’, ‘showing’, ‘learning’, ‘thinking’ and ‘processing’.

The Discipline Approach to teaching and learning is also evident within the texts
focused on teachers developing particular knowledge. This is evident in sentence
themes such as 'Assist students to recognize...', 'Explain that...', and 'Tell students that
they...'. This particular approach is evident within both the Legal Status and the
Public Practice citizenship education discourses. The knowledge presented within the
text is presented largely as fact without the exploration of words, even those that are
unstable in their meaning. The modality of the text is only very slightly positive. This
indicates a decisive text presented in a formal manner. Hence, it would be considered
that readers of this text would see the ideas and knowledge presented as true with
little examination of alternative viewpoints. A specific author for the text is not
identified rather it is acknowledged that the materials are prepared by ‘Curriculum
Corporation,’ which would be considered a reputable and authoritative source.

The Jurisprudence Approach to teaching and learning is typical of the Public Practice
discourse of citizenship education. It can be identified through the use of words such
as ‘laws, rules, responsibilities and consequences.’ It is also evident as the purpose of
many of the mental and material processes within the texts that students are to
undertake. For example they are asked to ‘think’, ‘read’, ‘write’ and ‘listen’ with the
purpose of gaining knowledge and information about legal and political processes.
Students need to know these so they can participate as citizens and know ‘how to
behave’, understand their ‘rights and responsibilities’ and respect ‘Aboriginal laws.’

The final teaching and learning strategy is Citizenship as Persuasion, Socialisation
and Indoctrination. This is part of both the Legal Status and the Public Practice
discourses of citizenship education. The focus of this teaching and learning strategy
is to teach students social norms so that they can participate in society. This is
evident in the use of the word meanings within the text such as: ‘ behave’, ‘breaking
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laws’, ‘consequences’ and ‘keeping the law’, ‘right’ and ‘respect elders’, ‘voting’,
‘consensus’, ‘majority rules’ and ‘meetings.’ The teaching and learning strategies
focus on students’ ability to develop good meeting procedures and participate in
those meetings to reach a consensus decisions.

5.2.2 Joining In
Text Description and Link to the Environment
'Joining In' is an entire unit of work within the ‘Discovering Democracy Middle
Primary units’. The sample texts within this group consists of seven different types
of text. The first text is the unit of work that consists of 29 pages of teaching notes,
student handouts and worksheets. This teaching unit explores five focus questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Why do community groups exist?
How do groups function?
How do groups get things done?
How can groups make a difference?
How and where in the community can people join in?

The remaining six texts in the sample are provided for use in teaching, learning and
assessment in accordance with these five focus questions. The second text is a
section from the teacher text ‘Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and
Law in Australia’. The third text is a segment of the primary video that illustrates the
Cleanup Australia Day Campaign. The fourth text is a poster illustrating members of
the community who join in. The fifth text is a segment of the ‘Stories of Democracy’
CD ROM that provides a slide show presentation of joining in stories about
Landcare, Scouts and Clean Up Australia Day. The CD ROM also offers students the
opportunity to engage in a game. The game requires them to connect members of the
community catching a bus into town with the particular community group they are
seeking out. The sixth text is another CD ROM ‘Parliament at Work’ where students
engage with a multimedia interactive titled ‘Save the wombats.’ This interactive
allows students to explore what they should do when they discover a live wombat on
the roadway. Within the interactive exercise students are provided with a series of
choices and options from changing the laws about keeping native wildlife through to
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building a tunnel under the roadway for the wombats to use. This CD ROM also
explores the notions of individual action, group action, direct action and in direct
action. The seventh and final text within this group is the ‘Discovering Democracy
Middle Primary Units Assessment Resource’ which provides teachers with a sample
assessment task where students produce posters about community groups. Student
work samples representing a range of levels of achievement for the task are provided.

These sample texts have clear links with the environment. This is evident throughout
the texts where environmental groups are chosen as examples of community groups.
For example the ‘Stories of Democracy’ CD ROM identifies Landcare groups as one
community group in Australia. Similarly the assessment text uses a member of the
organisation Greening Australia as the sample community group interview. The
‘Save the Wombat’ interactive exercise makes use of the environment through one
particular animal in this case the wombat as identified above. The primary video
discusses the Clean Up Australia Day Campaign and identifies the need for people
within the community to work together. The teaching and learning activities within
the units of work make use of all of these resources to answer the five focus
questions identified above. Evidence of the link to the environment is noted in the
use of a range of words within the text, some examples include: ‘land’, ‘polluted’,
‘environmental’, ‘rivers’, ‘protect’, ‘natural resources’, ‘planting’, ‘seedlings’ and
‘soil erosion’.

Citizenship Discourses
Both the Public Practice and the Legal Status view of citizenship is evident within
this group of texts. However, unlike the previous text group it is the Public Practice
discourse that is dominant.

Six main mechanisms within this text provide evidence to support the existence of a
Public Practice discourse. The first is word meanings, where words associated with
the Public Practice discourse occur. These include: 'participate’, ‘community group’,
‘cultural group’, ‘consensus’, ‘group-decision making’, ‘working together’,
‘contributions’, and ‘action plan.’ The second mechanism is the use of sentence
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themes such as: 'Citizenship includes involvement...', ‘Everyone can join...' and 'The
campaign has grown...'. The third the focus in the texts is on knowledge, information
and content about the way citizens participate in the community. This information is
often provided through relational processes within sentences. For example: ' The Red
Cross is an International community group...' and 'Clean Up Australia Day works
because it involved everyone...'. The fourth support mechanism is found in the use of
material processes within this text. These materials processes require citizens to be
willing to take part in processes such as ‘working together’, ‘look after’ or
‘involves’. These processes are illustrated in the texts as examples of how citizens
engage in their community. The fifth mechanism is the diminished focus within the
text on students being engaged in particular material processes. There is a
prominence within the text on the active voice noted in sentence themes such as 'Ask
students...', 'View the video segment...' and 'Explain to students...'. However, the
tasks that students are being asked to undertake relate to students engaging in
watching videos or discussing ideas with their teacher. The final mechanism is the
use of metaphors such as the Clean Up a Australia Day's catchphrases 'Grab a glove
and lend a hand'.

The Legal Status view of citizenship is also evident within this text group. Mainly
through word meanings such as: ‘civilized’, ‘constitution’, ‘Agenda’,
‘responsibilities’, ‘rights’, ‘rules’, ‘laws’, ‘formal meeting’, and ‘majority rules’.
However, the focus on this discourse of citizenship is not very pronounced in the
texts.

Citizenship Education Discourses
A variety of different teaching and learning strategies is used within this text group.
The most predominant teaching strategy is teacher led discussion. This is evident in
the range of questions raised within the teaching notes for teachers to discuss with
their class. Group research is another teaching and learning strategy. Here students
research a particular community group and then design a poster to illustrate what
they have found out about this group. Alternatively, the assessment materials provide
a substitute task where students, as individuals, interview a member of a community
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group and design a poster to inform about the benefits of community group
membership. Throughout this unit of work students engage in individual journal
writing as a means of reflection on what they have learnt. However, the major focus
within this unit of work is how community groups operate through constitutions,
formal meeting procedures and committees. Students explore the work of
community groups by viewing the video on Clean Up Australia Day and ‘Stories of
Democracy’ CD ROM slideshow presentation about a range of different community
groups. The ‘Parliament at Work’ CD ROM explores how members of the
community get together to get things done within the interactive ‘Save the
Wombats.’ In conjunction with this learning the students develop their own
community or school-based project as a whole class and make use of committees to
make decisions about how their group will operate and what the students will
achieve. At the conclusion of this project students evaluate their personal
contribution to the group work and the degree to which the aim of the group was
achieved. To conclude the unit, students explore the link between local government
and community groups and the reasons why people might not join community
groups. The final activity invites students to create a brochure encouraging others to
join a community group.

The Legal Status and Public Practice discourses of citizenship education are evident
within this group of texts also. The predominant teaching and learning strategies are
the Discipline Approach drawn from the Legal Status discourse and the Citizenship
as Persuasion and Socialisation drawn from the Public Practice citizenship discourse.
Evidence for each of the citizenship education teaching and learning strategies and
their link with the relevant discourses are explained to in the following paragraphs.

The Discipline Approach to teaching and learning relates to the emphasis on
knowledge and content particularly in the area of formal meeting structures,
constitutions and the management committee. Three text analysis processes provide
further evidence to support this viewpoint. The first is sentence themes that indicate
teachers’ instructions. These themes demonstrate within the text that the teacher
provides students with knowledge and organises the outcomes of the learning
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experiences. For example: 'Display handout...', 'Tell students they will put...','
Explain to students...', and 'Assess the student Posters...'. The second analysis process
that supports the Discipline Approach is the emphasis on content and information
within sentence themes such as 'The council build and repair...', 'Landcare is a
national program...', and 'Democratically run organisations...'. The final text analysis
mechanism to illustrate the focus on content and knowledge is the low to medium
positive modality evident in the text. This supports the notion, as identified in the
previous section, that this text is presented largely as factual information from a very
reliable source. As evidenced above, the Discipline Approach to teaching and
learning is well aligned with the Legal Status discourse of citizenship education.

The second strategy Citizenship as Persuasion, Socialization and Indoctrination is
more aligned with the Public Practice discourse of citizenship. Sentence themes
provide the main textual analysis tool that support this claim. Many of the sentence
themes identify a focus on students’ experience of formal meeting processes and
procedures so that they might be informed participants in the future. This is evident
in sentence themes such as ‘Vote to decide leaders...' and ‘Students nominate...'. This
focus on members of the community engaging in citizenship practice is also evident
within other sentence themes such as 'We need to plant trees...', 'You get a great
sense...' and ‘ We help people...'. The Public Practice discourse makes use of much of
the content and knowledge developed within the Discipline Approach to teaching
and learning as a mechanism to support the development of informed citizens.

5.2.3 Federal System
Text Description and Link to the Environment
The Federal System group of texts is part of the unit of work ‘The People Make A
Nation’ within the ‘Discovering Democracy Upper Primary Units.’ The sample texts
come from the final part of this unit on ‘How does the Australian federal system of
government work?’ Sample texts comprise teacher notes and student handouts
several other texts are referred to in the teacher notes and are, therefore, included as
part of this sample text. They include: the primary poster illustrating three levels of
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government and some of their responsibilities and three sections of the Discovering
Democracy CD ROM ‘Parliament at Work’ . The three sections consist of the People
in Parliament Interactive, the database of names of representatives in federal and
state Parliament and the primary quiz.

The environment is discussed in relation to the responsibilities of the three levels of
government: local, state, and federal. A range of aspects of the environment are
discussed including forestry, wildlife protection and garbage collection as the
responsibility of a particular level of government. There is also a reference in these
materials to the Minister of Environment. The use of the following words within the
text further indicate this link: ‘Minister for the Environment’, ‘Landcare’, ‘water’,
‘salinity’, ‘natural resources’ and ‘farming’.

Citizenship Discourses
The Legal Status citizenship discourse is represented very strongly within this text
group. Five discourse analysis techniques support this assertion. The following
paragraphs provide evidence from (i) analysis of word meaning, (ii) text processes,
(iii) sentence themes (iv) modality and (v) cohesions. These provide a strong focus
on content and knowledge as in the Legal Status discourse.

The first approach is the use of word meanings as they relate to the structure of the
federal government system. This includes reference to the names of both Houses of
Parliament (House of Representatives and Senate) and a long list of names of
particular positions within these chambers including the ‘Prime Minister’, ‘President
of the Senate’, ‘Usher of the Black Rod’, ‘Backbencher’, ‘Shadow Ministers’,
‘Leader of the Opposition’, and ‘Front Bencher’. There are also the names of various
sites and people who work within Parliament House. These include places such as
the ‘press gallery’, ‘cabinet room’, ‘Great Hall’ as well as those who work within
Parliament House; ‘catering staff’, the ‘Parliamentary researchers’, ‘security guards’,
‘politicians’ and ‘Parliamentary Education officers’. In addition to these people and
places there are a number of aspects of the processes of federal Parliament such as:
‘laws’, ‘bills’, ‘governor-general’, ‘electorates’, ‘Constitution’, ‘monarchy’, ‘high
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court’, ‘appeal’, ‘referendum’, ‘voters’, ‘political party’, ‘nation’ and ‘public
service’.

A focus on content and knowledge is evident in both the processes used within
sentences and the sentence themes. The majority of the material, mental and
relational processes within the text relate to the spoken words of characters
identifying their role within federal Parliament or describing locations within
Parliament house from the ‘Parliament at Work’ CD ROM: e.g. ‘ I am the president
of the senate’ and ‘This is the senate chamber.’ The focus on knowledge and content
is also evident within the theme of many of the sentences within the texts. Some
examples include: 'The high court is also...’, ‘ The people elect...’, The Australian
Constitution...’, The government is made up of...'

There is evidence of a slightly positive modality within this text. The majority of the
text presented is objective in nature, which means it does not identify clearly the
author of the text. Hence, students and teachers see the knowledge presented as truth
from a reliable source. The instances where the text has a positive modality are
evident within student worksheets that provide a variety of issues for students to
explore. For example, the issue of whether there are too may levels of government in
Australia is presented with a slightly positive modality through the word 'could.' The
text reads:
‘Just think, we could save money by having fewer governments to
run, and the different state systems such as education and even road
laws could become the same all over the nation.’
The purpose of this text is to create uncertainty and allow students to discuss and
debate issues.

This sample text makes use of cohesions in the form of conjunctions. The main
purpose of the use of these forms is to provide further information in the form of
additions and variations to the information already provided. Hence, these
conjunctions use ‘and’ to indicate the addition of further information or ‘or’ to
signify a variation to the situation described. An example of an addition from the text
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is ‘I am a government Minister in the Senate and that means that I introduce new
laws in the area of government I look after…'. An example of a variation is ‘If they
behave badly I send them from the chamber or even stop proceedings.’ These are the
predominant types of cohesions. However, there are some examples of causal
conditional cohesions. Again the purpose of these cohesions is to provide more
information identifying a condition and the cause of that condition: e.g. 'The people
of my electorate voted me in because they believe in me'.

Citizenship Education Discourses
The section on ‘How does the Australian federal system of government work?’
suggests that teachers undertake four activities with their students. The first is a
teacher led discussion about the responsibilities of the federal government. The
second activity combines teacher led discussion and student small group work to
develop a diagram of the structure of the federal government. The third activity
involves students exploring parliament house and the people who work there using
the ‘People in Parliament’ interactive CD ROM. This activity requires students
working on their own or in small groups on computers to find people or places in
parliament house that have particular characteristics, e.g. ‘Two people who keep
order in the chamber?’ This activity largely involves comprehension as students look
around parliament house and keep notes on the people as they enter each location.
The fourth activity asks students to complete a futures wheel identifying what
changes would need to be made within the parliamentary structure if there were
changes such as: the Northern Territory became a state, a State government in
Australia being removed or Australia becoming a republic. The extension activities
for this unit suggest that students undertake the quiz on the ‘Parliament at Work’ CD
ROM and design the front page of a newspaper illustrating what the government in
the future might look like.

The Legal Status discourse of citizenship education is most evident within these
sample texts. The three teaching and learning strategies most apparent within the text
are the Discipline Approach, Citizenship as Persuasion, Socialisation and
Indoctrination and the Citizenship as Contemporary Issues and Current Events.
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This Discipline Approach is noticeable in the quiz component on the CD ROM
‘Parliament at Work’. Students are asked to answer a series of multiple choice and
true/false questions about federal parliament. The questions require students to
understand the historical development of parliament and its structure and function.
For example, the question below illustrates the focus on the historical dimension of
citizenship.
When did the Commonwealth Parliament first meet in Canberra?
a. 1901
b. 1856
c. 1927
d. 1911
The two questions reproduced below provide evidence of the importance of students
obtaining knowledge about parliament as an institution, the colour of the senate and
where different politicians sit within the house.
The main colour used in the senate is
a. Blue
b. Green
c. Red
d. White
The leader of the opposition sits
a. Opposite the Prime Minister
b. On the back bench
c. With the cabinet
d. Behind the speaker
Knowledge about how the system operates is also emphasised in the activities related
to the construction of the diagram of the federal system and the exploration of
parliament house and the people who work there using the CD ROM.

The second teaching and learning strategy within the text is Citizenship as
Persuasion, Socialisation and Indoctrination. The quiz also provides evidence of this
teaching and learning strategy through an emphasis on students being able to
understanding the processes of parliament. This knowledge and understanding will
allow them to be informed citizens. The quiz examples that suggest this include:
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True or False. The Federal Parliament has the power to pass laws on
any matter is chooses.
For a bill to become a law it must be passed by:
a. The House of Representatives only
b. The Governor-General only
c. The Senate only
d. Both the House of Representatives and the Senate
Developing an understanding of the process of government is also evident within the
activities. One example occurs where student draw a diagram of how the two houses
of federal parliament operate. A second occurs when they explore parliament house
through the interactive CD ROM ‘Parliament at Work’ with the purpose of
understanding the jobs that people undertake in parliament.

The final teaching and learning strategy is Citizenship as Contemporary Issues and
Current Events. This approach is found within the text when teachers allow students,
as the texts suggests, to ‘select an issues and conduct some independent research.’
This particular activity provides examples of completed futures wheels on the
suggested topics. Due to the complexity of these issues and the notion that this is a
middle primary level activity I suggest that most teachers would make use of the
examples provided rather than allow students to choose their own issue. Without the
choice of an issue this particular activity becomes a citizenship and persuasion,
socialisation and indoctrination teaching and learning activity.

5.2.4 People Power
Text Description and Link to the Environment
Three texts related to the topic of people power were identified as part of the sample
text for analysis within this research. The first two pieces of text were drawn from
the ‘People Power’ from the Upper Primary Unit’s. This particular unit has four
sections. However, the sample text selected represents the final focus section ‘In
what ways can popular movements achieve change?’ The first text includes two
pages of teacher notes and two pages of student handouts. The second text includes a
series of cards illustrating different ways people have persuaded those in power. The
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third text is a teacher text on citizen’s rights, responsibilities, actions and voluntary
organisations from the Hirst reader ‘Discovering Democracy: A Guide to
Government and Law in Australia.’ The focus of all these texts is the identification
of strategies people have used to make their voices heard.

The link to the environment within this text has its source in a picture on one of the
cards illustrating cattlemen presenting a signed petition to state government ministers
to persuade them not to support a ban on cattle grazing in the Alpine National Park.
This card illustrates one of a number of strategies people or groups might use to
persuade or influence governments. The words within the text that support its
environmental focus include: ‘national park’, ‘environment’, ‘Alpine’ and
‘mountain’.

Citizenship Discourses
Two different discourses of citizenship are evident within the texts around the theme
of ‘People Power’. Public Practice is the dominant view with Legal Status evident to
a much lesser extent.

Support for the Public Practice discourse within the text is identifiable through three
discourse analytic processes. Word meanings and sentence themes are the first and
second analytic process. Word meanings in the text include: ‘campaign’, ‘strike’,
‘lobbying’, ‘letters’, ‘petitions’, ‘phone calls’, ‘protests’ and ‘civil society’.
Examples of sentence themes are: ‘ The open public meeting...', ‘These associations
of citizens...’ and the 'Workers refuse to work...'. These words and sentence themes
demonstrate that students are learning about practices people can use to influence
others. The third analytic process is the use of material and mental processes within
the text. The text suggests that people need to engage in a range of processes
including: ‘support’, ‘vote’, ‘elect’, ‘protest’, ‘persuade’ and ‘advise’. The actors
identified within the text have undertaken these processes with the goal of delivering
a particular message to those in power. These processes are in accordance with
developing an informed group of students who understand how the processes of
government operate and how they can participate in those processes.
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The Legal Status view of citizenship is also evident within the text to some extent.
There are four textual analysis tools that provide support for this discourse of
citizenship.

The first two analytic tools are word meanings and sentence themes. The text makes
use of terms such as: ‘legislation’, ‘government’, ‘vote’, ‘jury’, ‘rights’,
‘responsibilities’ and ‘election’. Sentence themes include: 'Now in a democracy...'
'The committee will then elect...' and 'Under communism the government...'. Both
the themes and word meanings are focused on knowledge about the political system
rather than how to participate.

The third approach is the modality of the text. In most cased the text modality is only
slightly positive or negative. Again, it is prepared and distributed as a text without a
specific author and this provides it with more authority. The modality of one text
within the group, the Hirst teacher reference, is the only authored text within this
group of sample texts. This text represents a much stronger use of low to medium
positive terms such as ‘can’ and ‘would’ and some medium level negative
terminology such as ‘doesn't’, ‘don't’ and ‘cannot’. The authority of this author
within the field of citizenship and his knowledge about the structures and processes
of government means that the knowledge and content contained in this text is well
respected as a source for teachers. The positive and negative modality used within
the text allows the author to raise different viewpoints and opinions and raise
questions for teachers from the text.

The final text analysis tool is evidence of cohesions within the text. Addition and
variation cohesions were the most commonly used within the texts to provide further
information. Many of these are evident within the Hirst teacher text where the focus
of the text is the provision of information for teachers. An example of an extension is
'One of the famous speeches on democracy was given by Pericles who was the leader
of Athens in its war against Sparta.' An example of a variation is 'Their chief
business would be to organize bike trips, but they may also lobby the government for
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more bike tracks.' There is one instance of a causal conditional cohesion 'We have
our freedoms and security because, consciously or unconsciously, we are citizens,
watching and influencing governments, associating with each other, making society
itself more democratic.' The purpose of all of these cohesions is the provision of
more information, hence the link to the Legal Status discourse.

Citizenship Education Discourses
There are four activities suggested in this group of texts. The first is a teacher led
discussion followed by a matching activity where students define the meanings of
different citizen action strategies. In the second activity students in small groups
identify the strengths and weaknesses of using different citizen action strategies
within specific scenarios. The third activity is a largely teacher led discussion about
the consequences of citizen led action followed by individual student report writing
about a particular people power movement they have already studied and the
consequences of that movement. The final teaching and learning activity is a teacher
led discussion on the notion that not all popular movements are positive and cites the
example of Nazi Germany. Two extension activities are suggested a class forum on
people power strategies in the present day and the opportunity for students to explore
significant individuals involved in citizen action.

The teaching and learning strategies evident within this text are predominantly part
of the Public Practice discourse making use of the Discipline Approach. This
approach focuses on developing student knowledge and understanding of ways
people can participate in society. The predominance of teacher led discussions within
this text denotes the use of the Discipline Approach to teaching and learning. The
focus on teacher lead discussions and the development of content knowledge is
evident in the following examples of sentence themes: 'Display the final focus
question…’, ‘Deepen students understanding...’, ‘Invite students...,’ and ‘Discuss the
issues that might arise...'. The mental processes identified within the text are
frequently requested of students and relate to them learning information and content.
The students are to engage in processes such as: ‘identify’, ‘suggest’, and ‘think’.
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5.2.5 Mabo
Text Description and Link to the Environment
This text has been selected from within a unit of work titled ‘Law’ within the ‘Lower
Secondary units’. The text represents the final activity in the final section of the unit
‘Who has the final say about laws in Australia?’ There are three Mabo sample texts.
The first is approximately half a page of teacher notes. The remaining two texts are
drawn from the CD ROM ‘Stories of Democracy’. Both pieces of text are located
within the Lower Secondary Law section of the CD ROM. The second piece of text
is a slide show that explores the role of the high court in the Mabo decision. The
third piece of text is identified as a ‘game’ where students take on the role of a court
reporter to explore an additional slide show on the issue and develop their own
report.

The link to the environment in this text relates to the issue of land rights and land
ownership. Words used from the text that suggest a link with the environment
include: ‘Terra Nullis’, ‘land’, ‘native’, ‘farmers’, ‘miners’, ‘reefs’, ‘Island’,
‘waters’, ‘state forests’, ‘national parks’, ‘public reserves’, ‘beaches’, ‘foreshores’,
‘lakes’, ‘waters’, ‘creeks’, ‘oceans’ and ‘seas’.

Citizenship Discourses
Two citizenship discourses are evident within this text Legal Status and Public
Practice. The following paragraphs present evidence of these two discourses. The
Legal Status perspective is supported by evidence from four discourse analysis tools.
The first is the use of word meanings such as: ‘high court’, ‘legal action’, ‘final
Court of Appeal’, ‘act of Government’, ‘Australian law’, ‘native title’, and
‘traditional rights’. These word meanings focus on formal government structures.
The sentence themes within this text follow a similar pattern as the word meanings
with the addition of historical references for example: 'When the British first
settled...', 'This law meant that...', and 'The high court ruled ...'.
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The third text analysis tool is the examination of modality. The Mabo texts are
presented as largely objective in nature evidenced by a very low positive and
negative modality. The low positive and negative modality is illustrated by the use of
the following terms within the text: ‘don't’, ‘can’, ‘could’ and ‘may’. Again the
notion that this text has no specific author provides weight to the objectivity with the
reader accepting what is presented as truth.

The final mechanism for analysis refers back to word meanings. In this case the
identification of words with unstable word meanings and the use of overwording in
the text. The unstable words appear in text such as: 'The case of the Wik People
from Cape York ruled that leaseholders and Aboriginal people had to share the land.'
The text takes an objective standpoint about this issue. It does not discuss the
meaning of the share aspect of this sentence in any way. There are also unstable
word meanings with a lack of explanation in terms of the connection between
aboriginal people and land. This is evident in the text '...still have a sense of
connection to original country.' Again this text reads very objectively and the notion
of connection is not explored or considered an issue. There is also evidence of over
wording or rewording in the text where some of the complex issues are summed up
in one sentence. For example: ' These problems show that there are still many legal
issues regarding ownership of land that the federal government needs to sort out.'
The objectivity of the text illustrates that it is and issue for government to work out
and is not for ordinary people to be involved in. These examples provide further
evidence that the Legal Status view of citizenship discourse is evident in the text that
provides facts and information about the process that can be used to change laws
within Australia.

The Public Practice discourse is also used within the text. Two discourse analysis
tools were used to identify this discourse. This text acknowledges that one man
‘Eddie Mabo’ understood the process of government and law in Australia and was
successful in having those laws changed. This is evident in the use of word meanings
in the text such as: ‘vowed’, ‘fight’, ‘overturned’, ‘conflict’, ‘proved’, ‘ownership’
and ‘native title.’ The second is the examination of the material and relational
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processes used within the text. The material and relational processes with actors such
as ‘Eddie Mabo’ and the ‘Commonwealth government’ undertaking processes such
as ‘legal action’ to achieve goals such as ‘changing the law’. This further illustrates
the Public Practice citizenship viewpoint that people need to be able to participate in
the processes of government and law.

Citizenship Education Discourses
The teaching and learning strategy for this unit involves students, as individuals or in
small groups, viewing the CD ROM slideshow from ‘Stories of Democracy’ about
the Mabo decision. After viewing this CD ROM the teacher provides students with a
series of questions. These questions require comprehension of the material presented.
In addition students play the ‘game’ that asks them to develop a report as the Court
reporter within the High Court. This report also requires students to provide
comprehension level answers from the text.

These activities illustrate a Legal Status citizenship education discourse. They
illustrate the use of both the Discipline Approach and the Jurisprudence Approach to
teaching and learning. There is much that can be considered controversial about this
topic. However, it is presented in such a way that this controversy is either not
discussed or is limited through the tasks required of students. For example students
are asked the following questions:
4a What was Eddie Mabo’s argument about the land?
4d How did the high court decision change the law?
Within the court reporter activity students are requested to identify three broad
groups of information. The ‘people and organisations’ involved, the ‘different views’
held by those people and organisation and the ‘places’ are referred to in relation to
this issue. This is further evidence of the focus on the development of knowledge
about the process one individual used to get the law changed. The emphasis on the
law and high court within the text is evidence of a focus on the Jurisprudence
Approach to teaching and learning. The Discipline and Jurisprudence approaches to
teaching and learning are closely associated in these texts.
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5.2.6 People in Political Life
Text Description and Link to the Environment
This text represents one of the assessment tasks suggested from the Men and Women
in Political Life unit within the Lower Secondary Units. It consists of two texts the
first is the teacher notes in relation to the assessment task the second is one interview
from a series where a number of men and women within political life are interviewed
the entire video is 22 minute in duration. The particular interview that forms part of
the sample text for analysis involves Michael Krockenberger a campaign director
with the Australian Conservation Foundation.

The environmental link for this unit is drawn from the interview with Michael
Krockenberger from the Australian Conservation Foundation. The words within the
text include: ‘environment’, ‘climate change’, French nuclear testing’, ‘social
justice’, ‘ Franklin river dam’, ‘nature’ and mine.’

Citizenship Discourses
The main citizenship discourse within this text is Public Practice. The evidence to
support this is drawn from four discourse analysis methods. The first is word
meanings linked with the focus on students being citizens who can participate within
the processes of government e.g. ‘poster’, ‘political action’, ‘persistence’,
‘influential’, ‘listener’, ‘power’ and ‘political strategies.’ Second, the sentence
themes support the Public Practice discourse e.g. ‘I organised a little campaign…’,
‘Strong interest in lots of issue…’ and ‘I talk to politicians.’

Third, the material and mental processes evident in the texts support this discourse.
The text focuses on people engaged in Australian political processes. The mental
processes in the text provide evidence of a citizen who makes informed decisions
because they have undertaken processes such as: ‘think’, ‘understand’ and ‘imagine.’
In terms of materials processes the actors within the text have undertaken behaviours
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such as ‘made posters’ and ‘talk’ to get their message across. Both mental and
material processes are in keeping with the Public Practice discourse of citizenship.

The final discourse analytic tool is modality. The predominant text for analysis
within this text sample is a videotaped interview. This process of interviewing allows
that author of the text to be identified and allows the audience to accept its
authenticity. This text illustrates a much stronger modality than other texts because
the author is identified. There is evidence of low and medium positive modality in
words such as ‘could’ and ‘should’. There is also some low level negative modality
evident in words such as ‘don’t’ and ‘doesn’t.’ The text presented in the video
interview demonstrates a less formal tone than some of the other written texts. All of
this is in keeping with delivering the message of how to participate in public politics
if citizens see it as necessary. This accounts for the positive and negative modalities
as it is not considered a requirement that all citizens participate in the same way.

Citizenship Education Discourses
The teaching and learning strategy suggested by this assessment task is that student
write a letter in response to one of their friends requesting advice about how they can
get involved in political issues. First it is suggested that students review the video
illustrating the work of four different individuals. They complete a grid of seven
questions such as :
What is their aim?
What must they be good at?
What political strategies do they use?
On the basis of this information students write a letter to their friend making
suggestions about how they might get involved.

This text focuses on a Public Practice discourse of citizenship education. Two main
teaching and learning strategies are used within the text that support this view. They
include the Discipline Approach and the Citizenship as Socialisation, Persuasion and
Indoctrination.
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The Discipline Approach is evident in the focus within the materials on the
development of knowledge about different strategies citizens can use to influence
others. A great deal of information is provided in the video interview. This focus on
knowledge is evident in the cohesions used in the text. The three main examples
include: extensions using the term ‘and’, variations using the term ‘but’ and causal
conditional using ‘because.’ These examples demonstrate the focus on the provision
of information about how to participate. The following provides an example of each
of the above-mentioned cohesions: an addition, variation and causal-conditional.
Making messages that people can understand and they can relate to
and cause people to think ah yes that is exactly what I think as well…
Most people in society should be political in some way but not
necessarily as politicians.
Unless we get our message across there is no point just talking to
politicians because they have got to hear that message in the papers
and on the TV and radio.
The Public Practice discourse of citizenship education is evident in the focus on
students being able to identify the range of different practices that could be
undertaken by citizens and then writing a letter to their friend to suggest how they
might get involved. The focus here is on the ‘acceptable’ ways that people can get
involved in politics. These are evident in words meanings such as ‘campaign’,
‘poster’ and ‘communicate messages.’

5.2.7 Franklin River Dam
Text Description and Link to the Environment
The Franklin River Dam is the issue for discussion in ‘Getting Things Done,’ the
final Middle Secondary Unit. The unit consists of 36 pages of teacher notes with
student resource materials and student instructions for each activity. The unit of work
seeks to answer four focus questions:
Focus Question 1:How can Australian citizens influence government
actions?
Focus Question 2: How do governments and political parties respond
to new issues?
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Focus Question 3: How can Australian citizens influence the media
and how does the media influence governments and political parties?
Focus Question 4: How are disputes between state and federal
governments resolved?
In addition to the teacher notes, student activities and student resources within this
unit the text sample includes seven other pieces of text. The first comes from the
teacher resource by Hirst (1998:82-83) that provides teachers with background on
federal government power arising from treaties such as World Heritage Listing. The
second text is a poster illustrating the three levels of government and their
responsibilities. The third and fourth texts present the story of the Franklin River
Dam issue in the form of a video and then a slide show. The 26 minutes video
represents the third piece of text. The fourth text is a slide show style presentation
within the CD ROM ‘Stories of Democracy’. The fifth text is an interactive where
students take on the role of a parliamentary inquiry exploring four different options
for the use of a former quarantine station. The interactive allows students to speak to
a range of people and hear about what they think needs to be done so that they can be
informed about the issue prior to writing their report for the parliamentary inquiry.
The final text is a sample assessment task to support the Franklin River Dam studies.
It appears in the ‘Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Assessment Resource.’
The task suggested allows student to summarise the viewpoints of various
participants in the Franklin River Dam issue and then prepare a political speech for a
participant in the process from either the federal or state government.

The main aim of the unit is to demonstrate how people power stopped the
construction of a dam on the Franklin River in the 1980s. The text demonstrates a
range of different views about the environment. Some are positive descriptions of the
environment such as: ‘tranquil beauty’, ‘environmental significance’, ‘ancient
forest’ and ‘wilderness’. Others words and sentence themes are negative such as the
description of an area as a ‘leech ridden ditch.’ Other words are descriptive of the
impact a dam would have if constructed resulting in the use of terms such as:
‘flooding’, ‘destroying,’ and ‘disappear.’
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Citizenship Discourses
There are three different citizenship discourses evident in this text Legal Status,
Democratic Identity and Public Practice. Support from the discourse analysis process
is provided for each of these discourses.

The Franklin River Dam texts are information rich with an emphasis on the history
of the event and the way the process of government operated. This is evident from
the analysis of the text using a number of discourse analysis tools. The first is word
meanings where government structures and processes were identified in the text
through the use of words such as: ‘Senate’, ‘House of Representatives’,
‘constitution’, ‘party policy’ and ‘government.’ The historical focus of the text is
evident in the use of dates in the text for example: ‘March 1979’, ‘December 1908’
and ‘May – July 1983.’ The focus on history, law and government processes are also
evident within sentence themes such as: ‘The High court decides…’ ‘The
commonwealth has no…’, ‘This law gave…’

Cohesions used within the text also illustrates a focus on knowledge and content. The
majority of the cohesions in this text were extensions making use of additions or
variations to add further detail. For example
‘A referendum was held but it didn’t give a clear result.’
‘In Federal bi-elections voters across Australia also showed their
support for the Wilderness Society by writing NO DAMS on ballot
papers.’
The second discourse of citizenship apparent in the text is Democratic Identity. This
unit of work requires students to explore the values of others and make decisions
about their own values. Three discourse analytic tools support the Democratic
Identity discourse of citizenship. The first is the use of word meanings in the text
especially as they relate to values specifically values in relation to the environment.
For example the text refers to terms such as: ‘beauty’, ‘reinforce attitudes’,
‘emotional’, ‘conflict of values’ and ‘political values.’
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Further support for the focus on values is visible in the text through the use of
relational processes the second discourse analysis tool. The purpose of these
relational processes is to link particular items, they often reveal particular persons
values. For example one of the characters within the Opal Bay activity made the
statement ‘New houses will create jobs.’ This indicated that they wanted
development that included houses on the site because they were concerned about
employment.

The third discourse analysis process that explores values is text modality. Because
these texts represent the views and values of people, a level of textual modality is to
be expected. In particular this occurs in the hypothetical situation within Opal Bay
and the use of Commonwealth owned land. This text requires that people indicate
their particular viewpoint while others indicate that their viewpoint is developing.
Hence, there are a range of negative and positive terms used in the text. Examples of
the positive includes: ‘can’, ‘could’, ‘might’, ‘needed’, ‘may’, ‘should’ and ‘would’
Examples of the negative are: ‘cannot’, ‘can’t’, ‘would not’ and ‘should not’. This
was also true of other texts as well where the voice of a particular identifiable person
was used in the materials.

The Public Practice discourse of citizenship is also evident within this text. The texts
present the Franklin River Dam issue as an example for students to explore the
different strategies citizens use to have their voice heard. Support for the presence of
the Public Practice discourse is evident from three main discourse analysis processes.

The first is the use of word meaning in the text. Many of the word meanings relate to
the active processes of participation citizens can engage in such as; ‘speak up’,
‘public meeting’, ‘campaign’, ‘protest’, ‘media’, ‘ordinary citizen’, ‘environmental
rally’, ‘non violent action’ and ‘letters.’ However, these words are used along with a
wide range of terms that have contested meanings such as: ‘Greenie’, ‘economic
development’, ‘conservationist’, ‘protestor’, ‘future generations’ and
‘environmentally friendly.’ These terms are not clarified or discussed nor are they
presented as problematic. This is in keeping with the Public Practice discourse of
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citizenship where citizens participate in acceptable action within the bounds of
government and law.

The second discourse analysis approach that supports the Public Practice view of
citizenship is the use of metaphors in the text. Metaphors are used against the
protestors and were discussed to illustrate different sides of the story and different
viewpoints. One example of a metaphor developed by pro dammers suggests that
they had a particular image of conservationists. However, it also demonstrates that
pro dammers are engaged in their own forms of citizen action. The message reads:
Volunteers for the anti-Tasmania Society: Must be experienced in
guitar, tin whistle playing and protest songs. Commos, broken down
actors, mainlanders and homosexuals especially welcome. Dole
money guaranteed (Curriculum Corporation 1998:195).
Conservationists themselves use metaphors to ensure that participants in blockades
went along with the clear message that they were participating in a non-violent
protest by people who are just ordinary folk. Hence they use messages for protestors
such as ‘clenched fists or even chanting or strident sloganeering… must be avoided
at all costs because it frightens people’(Curriculum Corporation 1998:191).

The final illustration that the Public Practice discourse in these materials is evident in
the material and mental processes in the text. The text calls for a range of actors
including ‘Greenies’, ‘Hydro people’, ‘Tasmanian government’, ‘people’ or
‘citizens’ to engaged in a range of material people power strategies. The material
processes in the text included: ‘working together’, ‘campaigning’, ‘organise’, ‘social
protest’ and ‘direct involvement.’ In line with these actions the mental processes
within the texts require many of the individuals to: ‘think’, ‘see’ or even be
‘unhappy’ about a particular decision or action involving an environmental issue.

Citizenship Education Discourses
The first focus question for this unit explores the answer to the question ‘How can
Australian citizens influence government actions? This is achieved by students
engaging in five activities. In the first activity students explore in pairs the ways they
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might influence other people. A teacher directed discussion follows culminating with
a teacher board summary of mechanisms for influence. The second activity
introduces the Franklin River Dam issue through a comprehension exercise. Students
identify the main issues according to the two major groups; the conservationists and
the Hydro-Electric Commission. The third activity involves students in the review of
the video to identify the different participants in the issue and type of action they
undertook, the aim of the action, and the level of success of the action. Additional
text based resources are identified in the materials. This activity requires students to
complete a table of their responses. The fourth activity involves students working in
small groups to answer questions about the types of citizen actions they identified
from the sample texts and the video. The group then reports back to the class. The
final activity for this unit asks students to take on the role of a person living at that
time and writing a letter to the paper expressing their view.

The second focus question is ‘How do governments and political parties respond to
new issues?’ This question is addressed through nine activities and an assessment
task. The first activity is a comprehension activity where students answer questions
in their notebooks from the information provided. The purpose of this activity is to
explore definitions of a range of terms including: ‘political power and values’,
‘political parties’, ‘party politics’, ‘public policy’ and ‘parliament’ and the
underlying beliefs of the two major political parties. The second activity involves the
teacher collecting current newspapers and selecting eight headlines. Students then
use these headlines to answer a series of questions in their notebooks about who the
interest groups are, what they are trying to achieve and the members of society who
can provide the most assistance for them achieving their aim. The third activity
explores the issue of environment and development tensions when students answer
questions in their notebooks based on comprehension of the text provided. Activities
four, five and six require students to develop a timeline, from the data provided, of
the influences, actions and outcomes of the Franklin River in accordance with the
three government groups involved: Tasmanian State Labor, Tasmanian State Liberal
and the National Liberal and Labor governments. Activity seven is a series of
questions comparing the party beliefs with their actions for students to answer in
their notebooks. Activity eight requires students to answer comprehension questions,
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from materials provided, about the influence of public opinion on government
decision. A suggested assessment task follows these eight activities. The assessment
task requires students to prepare a speech for either a liberal or labor party room
discussion about whether a law should be passed. The final activity for this section is
to undertake the ‘Opal Bay’ interactive on the ‘Parliament at Work’ CD ROM. The
materials indicate that students can undertake this interactive as an individual or as a
whole class. The outcome of the activity is the preparation of a report that makes
recommendations on the basis of an evaluation of four options for the use of the
former quarantine station land.

The third focus question for this unit is ‘How can Australian citizens influence the
media and how does the media influence governments and political parties?’ Six
activities are identified to help students answer this question. The majority of
activities within this unit require students to answer comprehension style questions in
relation to material provided from a variety of sources, including source material in
the unit itself, segments of the video as well the CD ROM ‘Stories of Democracy’
slideshow. The purpose of this section is to explore the way groups such as the
Wilderness Society used the media in their campaign. As assessment task provided in
this section asks for students to design a media campaign for the pro dam lobby
group.

The final focus question for this unit is ‘How are disputes between state and federal
governments resolved?’ This question is addressed through five activities and one
assessment item. The first activity within this unit requires students to answer
questions in their notebooks on the anti – dammers from stimulus materials provided.
This is followed by a role-play where students compare the media coverage of the
issue from a national level and the Tasmanian state perspective. Students prepare live
broadcasts to share within their class. In activities three to five students answer
questions about the constitution and the role of the high court, federal government
and state governments. Students are provided with material and questions to answer
on these issues. The suggested assessment item within this section requires students
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to write a report on ‘How well democracy in Australia operated to resolve the dispute
over the damming of the Franklin River’ (Curriculum Corporation 1998:201).

Two different discourses of citizenship education are evident in this text; Legal
Status and Public Practice. There are two main teaching and learning strategies
evident in the text the Discipline Approach and the Jurisprudence approach. The
Discipline Approach to teaching and learning is evident in all three of the discourses
of citizenship education Legal State, Democratic Identity and Public Practice.
Students within this text are provided with a large number of activities that require
them to answer questions on the basis of their reading of relevant material and the
use of multimedia materials such as those provided in the CD ROM slideshow and
the video. Sentence themes within the text provide evidence of this very
individualised form of instruction. Examples of these sentence themes include:
‘Write a letter to the paper…’, ‘Individually write…’, ‘Using the information
above…’. In addition to the focus on student individual work there is also an
emphasis on whole class and teacher directed knowledge based activities within this
text. This is evident in sentence themes where it is suggested that teachers: ‘Discuss
the following…’ ‘As a class, be…’and ‘As a class discuss…’.

The Jurisprudence teaching and learning strategy is evident through the focus on the
law within the text. This is supported through the use of the following terms within
the text: ‘judiciary’ and ‘high court.’ This approach is predominantly used within the
Public Practice discourse of citizenship education where citizen actions appropriate
to the laws and structure of government are important.

5.2.8 This is my country
Text Description and Link to the Environment
This is my country is a selection of texts from the ‘Upper Primary Reader’ and
‘Upper Primary Teachers Guide.’ The texts appear under the theme ‘The Australian
Nation.’ The teacher guide consists of four pages of notes providing teachers with
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advice according to a range of headings: ‘Introducing the topic’, ‘Exploring the
texts’, ‘Developing the concepts’, ‘Working with the texts’ and ‘Links to other
units.’ Unlike the units of work and the other texts linked to the units of work these
texts within the ‘Upper Primary Reader’ are stories, story excerpts, poems and
artwork created by others and drawn together as examples of text that explore issues
of Australian identity. The texts selected for analysis represent the entire section
identified as ‘This is my country’ within the reader.

The link with the environment comes from the link with country within these texts.
Words within the text refer to animals such as ‘kangaroo’, ‘stonefish’ and
‘crocodiles’. There are also reference to plants through the use of words such as:
‘desert daisies’, ‘forests’ and ‘palm tree’. There are a number of references to the
landscape that relate specifically to farming practices such as: ‘Darling Downs’,
‘crop chequered’ and ‘sugar coast.’ Other terms relate to specific features of the
landscape such as ‘headland’, ‘rock pool’, ‘arid’ and ‘cliffed’ and ‘chasmed
mountains.’ In addition to these word meanings there are also metaphors that use
environmental terms in relation to the Australia such as: ‘land of self-reliance’,
‘bright heat’ and ‘paintings that shimmer in the heat’. In addition, within this text
there are a large number of sentence themes that relate to the environment including:
‘In the lush green…’, ‘Her links to the land…’ and ‘The spring formed.’

Citizenship Discourses
It is much more difficult to identify particular discourses of citizenship within these
texts because they have been drawn together from a wide range of sources and were
not developed specifically for this education program. However, two discourses
appear within the text in relation to the development of an Australian identity. The
first is the Legal Status view with its focus on history and tradition, the second is the
Public Practice discourse focused on the public sphere of citizenship.

The Legal Status view is evident in the use of a range of word meanings throughout
the text such as: ‘nation’, ‘roles’, ‘responsibilities’, ‘English’, ‘make laws’ and
‘history’. The link to the traditional Australian identity is evident in sentence themes
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such as ‘The Australian Swag…’, ‘The Stories of Australia’s...’. The Public Practice
discourse is not as evident within this text, but is mainly revealing through sentence
themes, for example: ‘ The great Australian dream’ and the place where ‘There’s
potential…’.

Citizenship Education Discourses
The teaching and learning strategies suggested by the teacher notes are teacher led
discussions in relation to each of the individual texts. However, the section on the
developing concepts refers to small group work on the image of Australia and the
development of a class collage. The section on working with the text identifies
further analysis of one text within the group and the opportunity for students to
develop their own story or poem about Australian identity.

The main discourse of citizenship education evident in the text is the Legal Status
discourse. It makes use of predominantly the Discipline Approach to teaching and
learning. The reliance on teacher led discussion, through a range of questions
provided for each text, is the main evidence for this finding. Sentence themes from
the teacher notes suggest a Discipline Approach to teaching and learning for
example: ‘Ask the class…’, ‘Finally, list what you’, ‘What kind of link…’, ‘What
does Lawson admire…’ and ‘Compare the…’.

5.2.9 From little things big things grow
Text Description and Link to the Environment
This text consists of two pages of teacher notes within the ‘Upper Primary Teachers
Guide’ and seven pages of text sourced from other authors and used in the text.
These texts include two stories and one set of song lyrics. The teacher’s notes include
the following sections: ‘Introducing the topic’, ‘Exploring the texts’, ‘Developing the
concepts’, ‘Working with the texts’ and ‘Links to other units.’ The three pieces of
text from this reader include: ‘Ducks Crossing Here’, ‘Too Young to Have a Say’
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and ‘From little things big things grow.’ These three texts do not represent all the
texts chosen to represent the theme ‘ citizens and public life.’

Each of the three individual texts identified above have links to the environment.
These are identified through the use of a range of word meanings in the text
including for example: ‘ducks’, ‘country’, ‘banks’, ‘trees’, ‘environment’, ‘blossom’,
‘sunshine’, ‘land’, and ‘sand.’ The metaphors used in the text also have links to the
environment. Two examples include: ‘Roaring round the corner like a cyclone…’
and ‘Busloads of tourists came trampling the grass like buffaloes.’

Citizenship Discourses
Public Practice is the strong discourse evident within this text with Legal Status also
evident. The Public Practice discourse is evident in the use of material processes
such as ‘strike’ and ‘protest’ within the text. Word meanings such as ‘protest’,
‘mobilising’, ‘community decisions’ and ‘persuade’ illustrate people power
strategies that the texts explore. The text also explores the need for people to work
within the current structures of government. For example, within ‘Ducks Crossing
Here the government lets the farmer know that he cannot build a bridge without the
government’s permission. The story goes on to illustrate how the farmer went about
getting government approval to build a tunnel for his ducks. It points out that the
approval from many departments took a great deal of time and then the farmer also
had to pay for the work.

The Legal Status discourse is evident in the following words: ‘citizens’, ‘law’,
‘government’, ‘ceremony’, ‘politician’ and ‘state.’ The final text ‘From little things
big things grow’ discusses the issue of land rights and the changes needed in the law
for people to gain land ownership. When the law had been changed the text
illustrates how the government engaged with the local people who had been waiting
for many years. This is illustrated in the text ‘He came with his lawyers he came with
great ceremony.’
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Citizenship Education Discourses
It is the Discipline Approach to teaching and learning that contributes to the
development of the Public Practice discourse of citizenship education. For instance,
in the previous example where there was opportunity to discuss issues of land rights,
the teacher notes that provide support for the analysis of that text discuss only the
strategies that Vincent used to make his voice heard rather than the larger issue of
land rights. Hence, in terms of the Public Practice view of citizenship education the
materials discuss what good citizens should do to participate within the current
government structures and laws. This approach is also evident in the sentence themes
in relation to the teacher notes that suggest students undertake the following: ‘List
the strategies…’, ‘Discuss how the approaches….’ and ‘List the actions…’.

5.2.10

Justice

Text Description and Link to the Environment
This text group consists of one page of teacher notes from the ‘Upper Primary
Teachers Guide’ and a two-page story from the ‘Upper Primary Reader.’ The story is
titled ‘A Just Punishment’ an extract from ‘Stradbroke Dreaming’ by an indigenous
author, Oodgeroo Noonuccal. This one story was selected from the section within the
reader dedicated to materials in support of the theme laws and rights.

The environmental link for this group of texts is drawn from the story focussed on
the need to kill animals for food only. One of the children in the story killed a
kookaburra (a bird not eaten by aboriginals) out of anger rather than for food. Hence,
all of the children suffered the punishment of not being allowed to hunt. The
environment terms used within the text included: ‘kookaburra’, ‘bandicoot’, ‘blueys’,
‘parrots’, ‘lorikeets’ and ‘birds’.

Citizenship Discourses
Legal Status discourse of citizenship is strongly presented in this text. Evidence of
this discourse is identified through three discourse analysis processes. The first is the
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use of word meanings in the text. Words include: ‘punishment’, ‘law’, ‘customary
law’, ‘crime’ and ‘rule.’ This discourse is also evident within the sentence themes.
For example: ‘One rule he told us…’, We had broken that strict…’ and ‘No, we
knew the punishment…’. The third text analysis mechanism that supports the Legal
Status view of citizenship is the use of cohesions in the form of extensions and
variations to provide further information. It is through this mechanism that the reader
understands the process of rules and laws operating within this situation. For
example an addition such as; ‘He checked his anger by remaining silent and picking
up a fallen branch’ or a variation such as, ‘I wished our father would beat us, but we
knew it would not be a quick punishment’.

Citizenship Education Discourses
The Legal Status discourse of citizenship education is identified in this text through
the focus on the Discipline Approach to teaching and learning. The teaching notes
suggest a range of questions the teacher can use with their class to engage students in
the process of exploring the text. The main purpose of this exploration is to reinforce
the notion that if you do not follow the law you will be punished. This is supported
by questions within the text such as:
What was the law that was broken?
How did the punishment relate to the law that was broken?
(Curriculum Corporation 1999: 14)

5.2.11

Discovering Democracy in Action

Text Description and Link to the Environment
This group of texts represents five case studies where teachers have developed
teaching and learning experiences around the theme of civics and citizenship on the
basis of the Grants for Schools program from the Commonwealth Government. Each
text is two or three pages, with photographs, that aim to explain the practice of
teaching and learning within their school as examples for other teachers. The texts
selected involved the following schools on specific topics: Wangaratta State High
School explored ‘Seizing Opportunity for Civic and Citizenship Education’,
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Lockwood and Marong Primary Schools explored ‘Establishing a Community
Approach to Civics and Citizenship Education’, Killberry Valley explored ‘Linking
the School and Community for Active Citizenship’, Thomas Chirnside Primary
School explored the issue of ‘Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens’,
and Weeroona Secondary College explored the issue of ‘Me and My Community.’

Each of the case studies selected has a link to the natural environment. In the case of
Wangaratta High School there were links to year 7 students getting involved in
Waterwatch, endangered species and helping Landcare groups propagate and plant
trees. Lockwood and Marong primary schools were also involved with Landcare.
Killberry Valley, a newly established school, worked with Melbourne Water and
their local council to develop a whole school program based on a wetland. Thomas
Chirnside Primary developed a recycling program, an action that students felt they
could achieve in response to environmental problems. The students from Weeroona
College studies a unit of work titled Eco-civics and participated in a local
beautification program.

Citizenship Discourses
The discourse of citizenship evident in this text is predominantly that of Public
Practice. Two text analysis tools support this view. The first comes from word
meanings such as: ‘caring’, ‘recycling’, ‘revegetate’, ‘environmentally active’, and
‘action plans.’ All of these words demonstrate the way students participated as
citizens within their communities according to current structures. The second is the
material processes within the text. Students are the main actors within the text
undertaking the processes of ‘recycling’ , ‘tree planting’ or organising a ‘fair’. The
purpose of student participation in these processes is identified in the text as:
‘experimenting with active citizenship’ or developing ‘practical ideals and values of
citizenship’.
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Citizenship Education Discourses
Some case studies describe whole school programs but do not provide detail on
teaching and learning strategies. The following examples from each case study
provide some details of the teaching and learning strategies used.

For Wangaratta State High School students’ involvement in the Waterwatch program
required that they collected data about the river health and compared it with the
health of other streams. In addition students were able to engage in the propagation
and planting of endangered plant species with a local Landcare group.

Lockwood and Marong State Schools were involved with their local Landcare group.
They invited members of this group to talk to the students. Students also participated
in the Saltwatch and Waterwatch programs and collected and tested water samples.

Killberry Valley Primary School were involved in the care of a wetland area
bordering their school. The students worked with the local council on the
development of walking tracks, planting trees and toured the area with the local
group Friends of the River Gums.

Thomas Chirnside Primary School’s program developed out of student study of
renewable and non-renewable materials within SOSE. On the basis of this study
students decided that there was too much paper wasted in the school and they would
develop a recycling program. This program has now expanded into a whole school
environmental program that is focussed on keeping ‘our school environment
aesthetically appealing and environmentally friendly’ (Teachers from the Grants for
Schools Program 2000:84).

Weeroona College were involved in the development of a year 7 and 8 program titled
Eco-civics. The aim of the program was to integrate SOSE and Science in an
‘environmental research project with a civics and citizenship education’ theme
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(Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000:87). Students worked with
community groups, often to gain funding for work within the community such as
beautification projects.

From the information regarding teaching and learning strategies provided it appears
the majority support a Public Practice discourse of citizenship. The main teaching
and learning strategy evident in these texts is Citizenship as Contemporary Issues
and Current Events. It is this approach that underpins the inclusion of the local
wetland, use of paper within the school, beautification projects and involvement with
Landcare in land degradation, as issues of importance for consideration within the
school setting. For students many of these issues are concerns of people within their
community. In some cases the students themselves are involved. Responding to these
issues at the local level allows teachers and students to work through the local
processes and structures, to identify funding, and participate with other local groups
in on-the-ground projects.

5.2.12

Taking Issue

Text Description and Link to the Environment
The ‘Taking Issue’ text is teacher support material for teachers wanting to use
research with their students in the area of civics and citizenship education. The unit
outline provides teachers with suggestions for teaching and learning strategies to be
used with students in the middle primary to middle secondary years of schooling.
The text is thirteen pages and addresses three broad key questions:
What is happening about the selected issue?
What are the various views about the issue and how might the issue be
resolved?
How do you prepare an action plan? (Curriculum Corporation
2000:21)
Four main research activities are suggested in the text to support teachers and
students in answering the above questions. These include: media search and analysis,
surveying, interviewing and action planning and evaluation.
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The environmental focus of the materials is limited to examples within the text.
Teachers may choose to explore environmental issues according to the three-focus
question identified above. The words used within the text that suggest a link to the
environment include: ‘local concerns’, ‘water wasted’, ‘mining’, ‘conservation’ and
‘park.’

Citizenship Discourses
The discourse of citizenship apparent within this text is Public Practice. This
discourse is identified through two discourse analysis tools. The first is word
meanings within the text including: ‘action plan’, ‘influence’, ‘research’, ‘results’
and ‘viewpoints.’ The use of these words indicates the materials aim to develop a
citizen who has the ability to seek out information and make an informed decision
about what needs to be done. This is also evident within the sentence theme within
the text for example: ‘This investigation involves…’, ‘Develop an active timeline’
and ‘Students should use the data…’. The purpose of this unit of work is to develop
students’ skills so that they can research a particular topic, make an informed
decision and then take action according to government processes and procedures.
This approach is aligned with the Public Practice discourse of citizenship.

Citizenship Education Discourses
The first step in the research process is the selection of an issue. The materials
suggest that the teacher take one of two approaches. The first, is for the teacher to
choose an issue of relevance to students. The second, is for the students to choose an
issue. The materials then provide suggested activities for each of the focus questions
in general terms to be made specific to the issue of study by individual teachers.
Because the text does not identify an issue that should be studied by students the text
does have a mixture of medium and low positive modality. This is to be expected
because choice is advocated in the text through the use of words such as ‘can’,
‘may’, ‘could’ and ‘should’.
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The first key question explores what is happening with regard to the issue chosen. It
suggests that information about the issue is collected from as many sources as
possible including television news and newspapers. Students explore these sources
and identify what is happening, why it is important, where the issue is being
discussed and identify the main players in the issue. It is suggested that an up to date
news board is kept, students develop a timeline chart of major events and develop a
results grid. The result grid consists of a summary of what each of the players wants,
arguments for this approach, and a list of the strategies each group is using to have
their voice heard.

The second key question considers the views of the various players and identifies
how the issue might be solved. Students and teachers work together to identify what
information is needed and the most appropriate ways to gather that information. The
materials suggest using a survey and interviews. Students undertake all aspects of
research from design of data gathering approaches, gathering data, summarising data
and data analysis.

The final research question investigates how to prepare an action plan. The purpose
of this action plan is to put into outline what students have learnt from their research
as a means to resolve the issue. Students are encouraged to identify an achievable
goal that moves towards a resolution of the issue they have identified. For example
Issue: Construction of skateboard ramps in the local park.
Goal: To have local council approve and build new ramps.
(Curriculum Corporation 2000:30)
On the basis of these goals students identify specific strategies with details such as
what will be done, by who and by when, in the form of a chart. The final aspect of
this question is the evaluation of the plans. This evaluation process is a review to see
whether the plans are realistic, legal and likely to lead to achievement of the goal. At
no stage are students encouraged to actually undertake these plans rather it is a
process of planning action rather than taking action.
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The citizenship education discourse within this text is Public Practice. This is evident
through an examination of the material and mental processes of the actors within this
text. The actors within the text are the students. They are engaged in material
processes such as ‘research’ and ‘design, organise, conduct’ and mental processes
such as ‘develop’ and ‘explore.’ These students actively construct their view of the
issue and then identify goals and strategies that will address the issue. This process of
participation is in keeping with the Public Practice view of engaging with an issue
according to current policies and procedures.

5.3 Summary of Citizenship and Citizenship Education
Discourses
Three discourses of citizenship and two discourses of citizenship education were
identified in the Corpus of this study. The pattern of citizenship and citizenship
education discourses evident within the 12 text samples is illustrated in Figure 5-1.
The patterns evident within this table are explained in the following paragraphs.

The discourses of citizenship evident within the 12 text samples as illustrated in
Figure 5-1 include: Public Practice, Legal Status and Democratic Identity. The
pattern of these discourses within the sample texts is described in the following
paragraphs.

Citizenship Discourses
The first and most dominant discourse of citizenship within the materials is the
Public Practice Discourse. This discourse of citizenship was identified strongly
within seven of the twelve text samples and weakly in three of the text samples. Only
two text samples provided no evidence of the Public Practice discourse of
citizenship. Three of the sample texts illustrated evidence of the Public Practice
discourse of citizenship only while seven linked with the Legal Status discourse of
citizenship and in one case the Democratic Identity discourse. Hence, these materials
had a distinct focus on the development of citizens who are informed and understand
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how they can participate within the processes of government (Gilbert 1996; Sears
and Hughes 1996). The characteristics of this discourse are illustrated in Table 2-6
on page 41.

The second citizenship discourse identified in the materials is Legal Status. This
discourse was strongly evident in four of the 12 text samples and weakly identified
in five of the 12 text samples. Three text samples had no evidence of this discourse
of citizenship. Two texts demonstrated the Legal Status discourse of citizenship only
and in the other seven instances this discourse is linked with Public Practice and in
one instance with Democratic Identity. A feature of this discourse of citizenship is
the emphasis three areas: the historical development of the nation-state, obeying the
law and understanding government structures including how to vote (Gilbert 1996;
Sears and Hughes 1996).

The third discourse apparent in the text was Democratic Identity. This discourse with
its focus on values and attitudes was only identified strongly in one text sample for
use with middle secondary students. This discourse is also accompanied by two
additional discourses Public Practice and Legal Status. Citizenship from the
perspective of this discourse emphasised the importance of exploring different values
and participating for the good of the community (Gilbert 1996; Sears and Hughes
1996).

Citizenship Education Discourses
The identification of strong and weak discourses of citizenship education was not a
distinction that was possible in terms of the pedagogical approaches adopted within
the sample texts. Two citizenship education discourses were evident in the texts:
Public Practice and Legal Status. These are illustrates in Figure 5-1. It is to be
expected that the citizenship discourse and the citizenship education discourses
identified in the text would be similar. The pattern apparent in the text for each of the
above discourses is described in the following paragraphs.
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The Public Practice citizenship education discourse was the most dominant discourse
evident in the texts. This discourse was identified in eight of the 12 text groups
leaving four instances where the discourse was not evident within the texts. There
were five instances where this text was the sole discourse of citizenship education
and three where both the Public Practice and Legal Status discourses of citizenship
education were also evident. This discourse focuses on the development of
knowledge the rights, obligations and formal processes of citizenship. Students are
taught about the importance of making informed decisions and participating in the
processes of government in an acceptable manner (see Table 2-8 on page 47). The
main teaching and learning strategies used are the Discipline Approach,
jurisprudence (law), citizenship as contemporary issues and current events and
Citizenship as Persuasion, Socialisation and Indoctrination (see Table 2-9 on page
53).

The Legal Status discourse of citizenship education was only slightly less evident
within the texts. It could be recognized in seven of the 12 text groups. There were
four instances where the Legal Status discourse was the sole citizenship education
discourse evident within a text group and three instances where both the Legal Status
and the Public Practice discourses of citizenship education were evident in the text.
This discourse focuses on the development of historical knowledge about the
development of citizenship, democracy and the law (see Table 2-8 on page 47).
Students develop an understanding of the formal processes of government and how
to vote (Gilbert 1996; Sears and Hughes 1996). The dominant teaching and learning
styles used within this discourse include: Discipline Approach, Jurisprudence (law)
and Citizenship as Persuasion, Socialisation and Indoctrination (see Table 2-9 on
page 53).
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Citizenship Discourse
Text group title
Aboriginal Laws

LS

DI

Citizenship Education Discourse
PP

WC

DP

LS

DI

PP

Joining In
Federal System
People Power
Mabo
People in Political
Life
Franklin River Dam
This is my country
From little things big
things grow
Justice
Discovering
Democracy in action
Taking Issue

LS= Legal Status, DI= Democratic Identity, PP=Public Practice, WC= World Citizen, DP=Democratic Participation
= Strong Discourse

= Weak Discourse

Figure 5-1 Citizenship and Citizenship Education Discourses evident in the Corpus
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WC

PP

5.4 Conclusion
This chapter identified results of two phases of the research processes within this
study. The first was the identification of the sample texts to be analysed. All of the
texts were grouped into 12 sample text groups and identified according to a specific
title for ease of reporting. The second section identified the discourses of citizenship
and citizenship education for each text group. As part of the introduction for each
group of texts a description was provided of the texts in that group and their link to
the environment was established as a mechanism for choosing the text. The third
section provided a summary of the pattern of citizenship and citizenship education
discourses within the text. The findings reported in this chapter are compared with
the discourses identified by the participants in the process of production,
dissemination and consumption as the results and discussion proceeds in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 6

Text Interpretation and Explanation

This chapter addresses the third and fourth phases of the study as outlined in the
research design chapter on page 144. These are: (i) the analysis of the discursive
practices that operated with the production, dissemination and consumption of the
materials in the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project, and (ii) an
explanation of the influence of neoliberalism on the development of these discursive
practices.

6.1 Interpretation of the Discursive Practices
The third phase of a discourse analysis is the examination of the discursive practices
that operated within the production, dissemination and consumption of the text. The
purpose of this aspect of the discourse analysis is to address the second research
question in this study:
How do different participants in the production, dissemination and
consumption explain the patterns of citizenship and citizenship
education discourses evident in the texts devoted to environmental
issues?
Answers to this research question are based on the analysis of the selected corpus of
texts from the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project in relation to data
obtained from the interviews with participants who engaged in the processes of text
construction, dissemination and consumption. The data have been analysed
according to the twelve questions identified in Chapter 4 to identify the aspects of
production, dissemination and consumption that support the development of
particular discourse practice(s) within the ‘Discovering Democracy School
Materials’ project.
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6.1.1 The Practice of Discourse Production
Two discourse analysis tools were useful in the examination of the process of text
production. The first, interdiscursivity, involved identifying the discourses that those
who participated in the process of text production14 actually identify within the texts.
The second tool is the analysis of the Manifest Intertextuality. This involves a
consideration of the texts that were drawn upon in the process of text production. The
use of these two tools helps to identify the discursive practices that influenced the
processes of production of this text.

The analysis of the discursive practices is based on a consideration of the texts as a
whole group rather than within the twelve groups identified within the descriptive
phase of the discourse analysis in Chapter 5. This analysis is presented in five
sections. The first two sections use interview data to identify the discourses of
citizenship and citizenship education that those involved in production of the
materials in the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project believe are
evident in the text. This is followed by an analysis of the audiences that the text
producers believed would be the users of the materials and what their expectations of
them would be. On the basis of this analysis the social practices that influenced
production of particular discourses of citizenship and citizenship education in the
‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project are identified. The fourth section
outlines the discursive practices at work in the production process while the fifth
examines the influence of other texts in the process of production.

Participants’ Views of Citizenship Discourses in the Texts
Participants involved in the process of text production identified two different
discourses of citizenship within the texts. These were the discourses of Legal Status
and Public Practice. Features of these discourses are outlined in Chapter 2 on page
41.

14

Those involved in text production and who were interviewed are listed in Chapter 4.
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Evidence of the strong focus on the Legal Status discourse comes from the emphasis
those involved in the production of the text placed on knowledge about Australian
history, law and government structures in the ‘Discovering Democracy School
Materials’ project (Gilbert 1996; Sears and Hughes 1996). The emphasis on history
was illustrated through the following quotations from interviews with participants in
the text production process:
There is a lot of emphasis in the materials on historical background.
(Interview 5:3).15
Very English notion of citizenship and democracy. (Interview 8:6)
The teaching of history was very important… (Interview 7:7)
Positive messages based on history and its mistakes… (Interview 9:3)
The emphasis on government process and law is demonstrated in the following
quotations from the interviews:
The Discovering Democracy materials give a lot of emphasis to how
government works and how law works… (Interview 5:3).
. . . increased knowledge and awareness of the political system and
social system in Australian political and social history (Interview
9:4).
The Public Practice discourse of citizenship was also very strongly represented in the
responses from those involved in the process of text production. These responses
incorporated all four aspects of the Public Practice discourse: knowledge about
formal processes and systems, ability to develop personal values, commitment to
participation in the public area and participation according to rules and laws of the
government (Gilbert 1996; Sears and Hughes 1996). Evidence of Public Practice
discourse was particularly evident when those involved in the process of text
production were talking about the type of citizen’s students should become:
A good citizen is to be an aware citizen, a knowledgeable citizen, a
citizen who owns their own citizenship and practices their citizenship
(Interview 6:4)
15

Interview data is reported verbatim except for limited editing for grammar and sense. Interview data
are referenced according to the person interviewed (in this case “Participant 5”) and the page number
in the transcript (in this case, “page 3”). The organisations individual participants are linked with,
have not been identified for confidentiality purposes.
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Younger generation would be more informed and pro-active
(Interview 8:5)
The participants indicated that they believe the ideal type of citizen as developed in
the text, was a person who was able to participate in the process of government
because they had the knowledge to understand the process.

Despite this view of the ‘ideal citizen’, these text producers claimed that the
materials did not reflect a common values base. In fact, one participant suggested
that the materials were carefully crafted to ensure that no one set of values was
provided:
I think the materials are very careful not to dictate one way or the
other. (Interview 9:3).
Nevertheless, those involved in text production were keen to see students learning to
act as citizens in accordance with the laws and processes of government. For
example:
. . . try to make people more active by being informed and having
knowledge and being equipped with skills… as active and informed
citizens. (Interview 9:3)
. . . active in a way that is correct, [perhaps] not correct,[but]
appropriate (Interview 2:3)
The Commonwealth does not see a child as being one to participate in
a particular activity (Interview 5:3)
In summary the participants identified the Public Practice and Legal Status
discourses of citizenship as the most dominant within the text. These discourses were
evident mainly in the way these participants emphasised the focus on knowledge of
Australian history, law, and government processes in the materials.

Participants’ Views of Citizenship Education in the Texts
As would be expected, given the above focus on particular citizenship discourses, the
same two citizenship education discourses were identified by the participants
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involved in the process of text production - the discourses of Public Practice and
Legal Status. These discourses are outlined in Chapter 2 on page 39.

Evidence of the Legal Status discourse focussed on the development of content
knowledge of the historical development of democracy in Australia and laws and
government processes (Gilbert 1996; Sears and Hughes 1996). This aspect is evident
in comments such as:
It’s to provide citizens with the basic informational tools and historic
perspective. (Interview 1:2)
Knowledge was reinstated as worthy (Interview 4:1)
They also commented on all aspects of the Public Practice discourse of citizenship
education, including knowledge, values, skills and participation (Gilbert 1996; Sears
and Hughes 1996). In terms of knowledge the focus shifted from historical
information towards a need to understand the formal processes of citizenship, the
structures of government and mechanisms for participation. These notions are
evident in the following comments:
Empowerment through knowledge (Interview 1:2)
I guess the knowledge is probably the base line. (Interview 2:3)
I think some people suggested that there is a weighting in the
materials towards knowledge. Knowledge of institutions and in
particular I guess history and the background. I think if you look at
the material now as a complete suite, that is probably no longer
true… (Interview 6:3)
It is acknowledged by participants that the development of values was not as strong
as the focus on knowledge although they accept that the more recently developed
materials provide more opportunity for teachers to explore the notion of values and
attitudes. This is supported by comments such as:
. . . skills and values are a bit secondary (Interview 3:3)
. . . if handled properly, it allows for discussion of values (Interview
9:3)
The readers they’ll probably be the most popular of all…
attitude/value knowledge because of the nature of the material that
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you’re working with is often emotionally quite powerful . (Interview
7:5)
Skills and participation are also identified as secondary to the development of
knowledge in the materials. However, there is an acknowledgement that the more
recent materials, especially the research texts, sought to develop student skills for
participation. However, only vague references were made to the type of skills to be
developed:
There are more skills in the research projects (Interview 4:1)
Skills were there…whether it was to do with voting systems…or how
you can be community-active. (Interview 5:4)
Thus, it is not surprising that action and participation were the areas that most
participants in the text production phase identified as least represented within the
materials produced by the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project. One
participant suggested that this was a very difficult aspect to integrate as it is difficult
to generalise about participation because of its very local nature. Hence, they
believed that the most useful way to produce materials to support teachers in this
area was to provide examples of what others have done (Interview 3:2). Other
comments drawn from the interviews to illustrate the lack of emphasis on
participation include:
The one considered least prominent would be action. (Interview 3:2)
In terms of action the materials I guess don’t overtly encourage a very
dynamic approach to participation. (Interview 6:3)
The teaching and learning strategies identified by participants in the text production
process support the Public Practice discourse of citizenship education. They
indicated that the materials were written to be accessible to teachers using a range of
teaching styles but, at the same time, providing some detailed pedagogical guidance.
One participant acknowledged that it was understood from research that teachers
who engaged in civics and citizenship education tended to use fairly traditional
pedagogy. Hence, the materials were expected to develop ‘a range of civics and
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citizen pedagogy’ (Interview 3:1). Support for the Public Practice view of citizenship
education is evident in the following comments about pedagogy:

The idea of the materials was to provide something that would be
useful to all teachers no matter what their individual teaching style.
(Interview 3:3)
I think the kits and the units are probably fairly explicit in the way
that they step through teaching and learning. (Interview 6:3)
Teaching is very activity-based as opposed to sitting in classrooms
and writing off the blackboard. (Interview 6:3)
We don’t want students just taking notes from the board, drawing
stick diagrams of this process… we want kids engaged with
problematic issues. (Interview 7:5)
…didn’t address enough investigative, enough critical analysis, a lot
of assumptions being made about what was democracy or it was neat
and tidy and the teachers did say that it needed a far wider version of
history. It was a little bit of an insult to teachers that the enquiry
aspect seen to be missing. (Interview 8:4)
Text Producers’ Views of Users of the Text and their Expectations
Participants in the text production process clearly identified the users of the text as
teachers working with groups of students in middle primary to middle secondary
school classrooms. It was expected that teachers from all schools public, private and
independent, would have access to the materials (Interviews 2:1, 2:2, 3:1, 5:1, 6:1,
7:1). They also identified three sets of expectations that they thought teachers using
the materials might have. First, they believed that teachers were deficient in
knowledge about civics and citizenship education and required background support
information.
There are no assumptions about their [teachers’] level of knowledge.
(Interview 7:2)
. . .[we had to] expand their knowledge of the area (Interview 2:2)
Second, the text producers believed teachers needed a range of teaching and learning
strategies for civics and citizenship and these should be very different to the
traditional strategies many teachers were using. Thus, they said the materials needed
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to contain teaching and learning strategies that would be useful in different contexts
but capable of being adapted for local use. Thus, they said the materials needed to
contain:
…approaches and strategies for the classroom, how to approach and
how to go about it, and options (Interview 2:2)
…something they can use in the classroom within their teaching
situation (Interview 6:1)
…good stimulus material (Interview 6:1)
…good clear advice on different approaches they can use in exploring
civics and citizenship education (Interview 6:2)
…materials they can adapt to their own particular context (Interview
6:2)
…a range of different style of teaching and learning (Interview 6:2)
…more traditional teaching and learning strategies and civics
education content. (Interview 3:1)
Third, the text producers suggested that teachers were not expecting the materials to
appear as pre-packaged units of work but rather as activity guidelines with links to
the range of resources provided such as CD ROMs and videos. Hence, the materials
were developed with careful consideration given by the producers to the notion that
teachers needed information and knowledge about civics and citizenship. They also
needed teaching and learning strategies and ideas for integrating materials and
resources.

Participants’ Views about the Process of Text Production
The process of text production was described by those interviewed as ‘an incredibly
complex process’ (Interview 6:7). Yet, two main stages of text production were
identified. The first related to the development of the program plan while the second
was the development of the texts. These two stages overlap considerably because
groups involved in the initial development were also closely involved in the process
of text production.
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The first stage involved a series of events that began with the Inquiry into Civics and
Citizenship in Australia (Macintyre, Boston et al. 1994), the Ministerial
announcement of a citizenship program for all Australians, including schools (Kemp
1997), the establishment of the ‘Civics Education Group’ and the identification of
Curriculum Corporation as the agency to develop the materials. The Minister’s May
1997 statement outlined how the schools aspect of the Discovering Democracy
project would proceed and announced that the materials would be based on four
themes: Principles of Democracy, Government in Australia, the Australian Nation
and Citizenship (Kemp 1997). By May November 1997, teachers and schools were
provided with an outline of the program in a booklet titled ‘Introducing Discovering
Democracy: School Materials’ Project (Curriculum Corporation 1997). The role each
of these individuals and groups (including the Minister, The Civics Expert Group,
the federal department of education, and the Curriculum Corporation) played in the
development of the materials is important and the role of each group is detailed
separately.

The Keating Labor government commissioned a ‘Civics Expert Group’ to identify
the type of citizenship education program required in Australia. Part of their research
was a study of the levels of knowledge of Australians about processes of
government (ANOP Research Services Pty Ltd 1994). This report was damming in
its findings and its assessment of the failure of civics and citizenship education in
Australia to date. Participants involved in the process of text production agreed this
was a crisis for Australia and urgent action was supported by all parties in the
parliament (Interviews 1,3,5). This was significant as a change of government (from
a Labor to a conservative coalition government) in 1996 did not halt the momentum
of the process of reform. Participants in the process of text production noted the
importance of such bipartisanship as support from only one side of politics would
have undermined the program (Interviews 1, 6:6).

The new Minister responsible for education was very influential in the development
of the text process. A number of participants who were interviewed remarked on his
enthusiasm, noting that civics was a personal interest as he was formerly a political
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scientist. The Minister, himself, acknowledged that he believed that the study of
history had to be important in the development of civics and citizenship education.
As he noted in his Ministerial statement
Effective citizenship requires an understanding of the history and
operation of Australia’ system of government and institutions and the
principles that support Australian Democracy. Students should be able
to identify and explain the essential characteristics of representative
democracy and the nature, role and purpose of the Australian
Constitution. They should be able to describe the operations of
Commonwealth and State and Territory parliament and government.
They should be knowledgeable about Australia’s history and the role
of leading Australian political figures who have shaped the direction
of Australia’s civic life. (Kemp 1997)
The Minister was also seen as an active participant in phase two of the text
production process. As one other participant noted:
The Minister read every word of the material out of interest. He
engaged in vigorous debate about the development of the materials.
(Interview 3:2).
However, there were very few requests to make changes to the texts and these were
mostly of a minor nature and couched in the form of suggestions (Interviews 3,6,7).
One participant commented
In a sense he’s hands-on but in another sense in terms of policy he doesn’t
determine what goes into it, he’s just saying that’s interesting, that’s a
good approach. (Interview 5:6)

The role of the Civics Education Group appointed by the minister was to advise on
civics and citizenship education and to supervise and monitor funded activities,
‘including the approval of all materials’ (Kemp 1997). One of the major concerns
was that the materials developed would be bipartisan and provide a balanced
approach. Hence, the membership of the Civics Education Group included educators
and well as academics with a background in history and politics. There was also a
balance in terms of personal political alignments.
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According to those interviewed, the Civic Education Group was directly involved in
text production. Their role went beyond approving the materials developed this
group were also involved in designing plans for the materials. They then approved
the final materials and made recommendations to the Minister:
Well the whole group had to approve the materials. … approving the
materials could be a passive thing … looking at them giving them a
tick or a cross…From my knowledge…(they) took a very hands on
active role in the materials right from the word go in the shaping of
them. (Interview 5:7).
Members of the Department of Education, Science and Training (as the Department
is now called) were also part of the process of production of the text in phases one
and two. They worked with the minister, the Civics Education Group and the
Curriculum Corporation. Each year the Department conducted an annual meeting
where issues and information about the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’
project were discussed. This brought a range of participants to the process: teachers,
principals, the parent group, teacher professional associations, Commonwealth
Government Departments related to Civics and Citizenship, the Curriculum
Corporation and State and Territory educators from the public and private systems of
schooling. In addition participants in the text production process from the
department brought their own experiences as classroom teachers to the process of
reading and commenting on the texts produced (Interviews 3 and 6).

The Curriculum Corporation was a key player in the production of the texts in phase
two of the text development. They were contracted by the government to produce the
package of materials outlined in the Ministerial Statement (Kemp 1997) and later in
the more fully developed document, ‘Introduction to Discovering Democracy School
Materials’ project (Curriculum Corporation 1997). Writers were commissioned to
develop units of work for primary and secondary schools. Managers were identified
for each of these areas. Once the materials were drafted they were trialed in schools.
It was at this stage that some units were revised and others redrafted from scratch
because of feedback from reviewers. All materials were reviewed by specialists in
several government departments and by academic advisers and consultants on
specific issues such as law and indigenous issues. A reference group consisting of
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state and territory education officials was established to comment on drafted
materials and make suggestions for future materials. However, not all the texts were
developed in this manner. The research book was based on the experiences of trial
teachers while an editorial board developed the Readers for each of the levels of
schooling.
A Teacher Professional Association, in this case the Australian Federation for
Studies of Societies and Environment, was the key teacher group engaged in the
process of production of the materials. This group were only consulted during the
second phase. Participants interviewed indicated that teachers were concerned about
the process of consultation with the Civics Expert Group, especially in the early
stages of the development of the materials. There was a feeling that the Civics
Education Group had made a decision about what would be included in the materials
without consultation (Interview 8:7). Other participants in the process acknowledged
that teacher groups had only a small role to play in the text production process
(Interview 4:1) although other participants suggested the role of teacher groups was
significant (Interviews: 3,5,7,8). However, on the whole there was an
acknowledgement that the role of teacher professional organizations was less related
to the development of ideas and more to ensuring that the areas developed were
educationally sound (Interview 5 and 7).

Participants’ Views about the Influence of Other Texts
It was generally agreed that other texts were chosen to support the development of
the materials. However, no particular individual texts were identified as most
influential in the text development process. Texts referenced in the materials include
books, journal articles, interviews, poems, works of art, newspapers, curriculum
materials and television reports. No doubt other texts were used in the development
of the materials. One participant described the process of writing the materials as a
research task where you need to:
. . . get your head right around the issue…now I know what they
issues and debates are, that help to inform me about what I need to do
in terms of being balanced in my approach but also in terms of what I
really can hone in on and I can look for newspaper articles around
this time or could look around the time for photos. It was that kind of
an approach. (Interview 7:15).
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The texts used to develop the units were very much influenced by what the writers
used as sources to support their research and the use of resource materials for
students in the text. Trial teachers and materials they developed also influenced the
text. As one participant in the process suggested:
I mean some of the materials came from the schools…schools
supplied really good examples of approaches. (Interview 6:9)
The Readers within the materials drew on a wider range of texts and developed ideas
beyond Australia.
The readings went beyond Australia more than the learning units did
The readers were the second stage of the materials. (Interview 5:13).
These texts were also developed using a different mechanism as they had an editorial
board that oversaw the development of the groups of text to ensure they were broadly
representative (Interview 7).

6.1.2 Discursive Practice and Text Dissemination
The analysis of discursive practices related to text dissemination entails the
consideration of two major factors. The first involves the social practices involved in
text dissemination. The second is the process of transformation the text undertakes as
it is translated from text producer to consumer.

Text Dissemination Practices
The Curriculum Corporation undertook dissemination of the texts from the
‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ Project. All schools public, catholic and
independent were sent one copy of the relevant materials in relation to their level of
schooling. For example, a primary school received sets of primary materials while
schools with both primary and secondary students received a copy of all primary and
secondary materials. In most instances larger schools were provided with two
relevant kits. In addition, kits and components were available for purchase from the
Curriculum Corporation.
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One of the key criticisms of the materials when they were first delivered to schools
was that only one kit was provided per school. Participants in the process of
dissemination of the texts indicated that this concern was addressed by putting the
materials on the Internet. This was said to be ideal as student handouts are now
available in a downloadable format that allows teachers to edit them it they wish
(Interviews 5 and 6). As one of the participants indicated:
That was part of the thinking of moving to putting the stuff up on the
web to make it more available, get it away from the one teacher
environment. (Interview 7:11)
Copies of the published materials were also provided to a wide range of other groups
to ensure access and use within professional development programs. These groups
included Faculties of Education throughout Australia, State and Territory Education
Departments and their catholic and independent equivalents, Teacher Professional
Associations, Principal Association, Parent Associations, State and Territory
Discovering Democracy Professional Development Officers for all school sectors
and the Parliamentary Education Office. In addition, there was interest from
Technical and Further Education (TAFE) educators and some community groups. In
all cases, except for TAFE, the materials were used in a professional development
mode to familiarise those within the sectors about the materials to promote their use
with teachers. In the TAFE setting they were used as teaching materials in a similar
way as per their use in schools (Interviews 5,6,7,8,9).

Text Transformation Practices
The above account of the processes of dissemination provides some evidence of text
transformation processes also. The text producers did not expect that the materials
would be used by teachers in exactly the format that they were presented. It was
expected that teachers would choose aspects of units, add their own materials, and
join materials from different units together. As a participant in text dissemination
noted:
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[M]y preferred way, the one I share with teachers, is that they look at
what they’re already doing, look at the syllabus and pull out the bits
that they like and either make their own unit up or combine a couple
of units that will put together a unit that will actually work toward
achieving the outcome for the subject matter. (Interview 9:1)
Placing the materials on the Internet and allowing the student handouts to be adapted
are evidence of support for this process.

A key feature of the process of transformation of the materials is the role of
professional development. Professional development has been provided to a range of
groups, including principals, parents, teacher educators and teachers. In fact
participants in the text dissemination process suggested that many teachers do not
know about the materials until they have been engaged in a professional
development experience (Interview 9:1). This process was designed to help such
groups become familiar with the materials. The professional development exercises
also addressed the oft-expressed concern that the voluminous nature of the materials
meant that they contained far too much for anyone to absorb. ‘It’s too much to wade
through, it’s a bit inaccessible’, as some participant said (Interview 6:8). This is
supported by the comment:
I just think teachers would say they never had enough time to get
familiar with it. (Interview 8:9).
Some of the materials were transformed from one format to another as part of these
professional development activities. For example, the perceived ‘limited’
accessibility of CD ROM materials was addressed by providing teachers with print
versions of some electronic activities as well as a summary of the texts and activities
located on the CD ROMs so that they could make use of them in their classroom
without having to take the time to review the entire CD ROM before deciding what
might be useful for their lesson (Interview 8:9).
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6.1.3 The Practice of Discourse Consumption
Two aspects of text consumption need to be considered. The first is the coherence of
the text in terms of whether the text consumers might have alternative readings of the
text. The second is the social practices that operate in the process of text
consumption. Each of these aspects is detailed in the sections below.

Text Coherence
The coherence of the text is linked closely with whether there is only one reading of
the text or the possibility of multiple and resistant readings. Some aspects of some of
the twelve text groups explored for this research lend themselves to alternative
readings. For example the texts that related to the Mabo process could be subject to
resistant readings because of the large number of unstable words (such as ‘share’ and
‘sense of connection’ also in relation to the land). There may be resistant readings of
the ‘Franklin Dam’ text group also because of the use of a range of unstable word
meanings (e.g. ‘greenie’).

Social Practices of Text Consumption
As already suggested in the section detailing the practices evident in the process of
text dissemination, the practices of text consumption relate specifically to the use of
the materials by teachers in their classrooms, by teacher professional associations,
state and territory professional development coordinators, teacher educators and a
range of other organisations such as principals and parents (Interviews 2,3,5,6,7,8,9).

As previously suggested the consumption of the text by teachers was heavily reliant
on teacher participation in professional development (Interview 9). This view is also
supported by the comment:
The plan was to create materials that were “ready to go” but many
teachers needed professional development before they were ready to
take up the materials. (Interview 4:1)
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It was suggested that this need for professional development stemmed from teacher
lack of factual knowledge of civics and citizenship education. This notion is
supported by the idea that the key desired outcome of the professional development
was the development of knowledge:
What teachers love about the workshops or the courses we run , is the
opportunity to ask questions and to talk and to listen to current
issues…that will support them in their teaching and increase their
own background knowledge. That’s one of our major outcomes of the
day. (Interview 9:2)
This lack of knowledge means that many teachers do not feel confident to teach
civics and citizenship education. It was suggested this resulted in teachers choosing
units where knowledge about civics and citizenship is not so crucial. One participant
indicated that:
The most popular units that you see people picking up will be the ones
like ‘Joining In’ and the units that are civic action units like
‘Environmental Clean Up’ because you don’t need to know when you
do that …what does Cabinet do, you don’t need to know or have a
good understanding of a preferential system of voting. (Interview 8:3)
It’s very much environmental, civics and citizenship, local area,
student-focussed, more present than past, local to global, technology.
(Interview 8:11)
As noted, issues of access were very important in the (dissemination and)
consumption process. These included the aforementioned issues of the size of the
kits, the time involved in becoming familiar with their contents, and the availability
of only one set of materials per school. However, consumption was also affected by
dissemination decisions in local schools as it depended upon where the principal (or
the mail secretary) chose to forward the free kits when they arrived in a school: the
Study of Society and Environment department, an enthusiastic teacher, or the teacher
resource library.

Nevertheless, participants who were interviewed believed that there is also evidence
that the materials have been embraced by teachers, especially in primary schools, and
by teachers who adopted the materials in the early stages of dissemination:
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So far as I can judge, it's been highly successful. There's no doubt that
teachers who have been involved in the program have become highly
committed to it. (Interview 1:2)
Materials generally very well received by teachers. (Interview 4:1)
[E]ach of the resources have their own champions… the primary
teachers I think responded particularly because there is a shortage of
materials specifically in that civics area. (Interview 6:8)
The more recent shift to the availability of the units on line allows teachers much
more flexibility in terms of their ability to make use of the texts in different ways. As
two participant indicated:
So the customisation [of the texts]to the activities [allowed teachers
to] say no that’s too hard for my students or I want my students to go
in a slightly different direction so we can actually feel free to
customize them to what they want to do with their own students which
is good, that’s great. (Interview 7:4)
[T]eachers like to adapt materials to suit their own local setting.
(Interview 8:2)
This process acknowledged that teachers integrate what they are already doing with
the materials and draw in other texts and ideas.

6.2 Neoliberalism and Discursive Practice

The fourth and final phase of the discourse analysis process in this study is the
explanation of the influence of neoliberalism on the development of the discursive
practices within the text. The purpose of this aspect of the discourse analysis is to
address the third research question in this study:
To what extent, how and why have social and cultural practices of
neoliberalism framed the discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education evident in the environmental sections of the texts?
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Answers to this research question are sought in an analysis of the texts and
interviews, the review of the findings and analysis of the description of the texts, and
the interpretation of the discursive practices of text production, dissemination and
consumption. This data has been analysed according to the six questions identified in
the research design chapter on page 147. The focus of this explanation is to identify
the discursive practices of neoliberalism and the level of impact they have had on the
development of the discourses of citizenship and citizenship education in the texts.
This is achieved through an explanation of the impact of the several key areas of
neoliberal materials development identified in Chapter 3 on page 71. These are: the
identification of legitimate knowledge in the text, engagement in the process of
marketisation and a focus on the evaluative state.

Legitimate Knowledge
Evidence for a neoliberal view of knowledge can be identified in three ways within
this study. The first is efficient and effective use of government money (Strachan
1999); the second is through consideration of what has been included in terms of
content and what has been left out (Apple and Christian-Smith 1991); the third is an
emphasis on the development of rational self-interested individuals. All three are
strongly represented in the interview data

An emphasis on the wise use of government funds is apparent in the events that
followed the 1994 report on the poor state of citizenship education in Australia and
its recommendation that urgent action was needed. However, participants who were
interviewed were keen that there be an efficient and effective use of government
funds. One participant indicated that it was the Minister’s responsibility to ensure
that the program was adequately funded and operated effectively as reflected in the
following quote.
…the Minister's major role is to ensure that the program reflects the
basic objectives and that the government has … adequately funded the
program and that the processes that are put into place to develop and
implement the program are working effectively. (Interview 1:2).
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The influence of social practices surrounding the use of government funds relies on a
range of quality control processes in the development of the materials. These were
evident within the Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs and the
establishment of the Civics Education Group. One of the key outcomes of this
process of quality control was to ensure the materials were not politically biased.
These processes supported the development of both the Legal Status and the Public
Practice citizenship and citizenship education discourses.

Another participant indicated that one of the boundaries of what could be done in
terms of the development of the materials was the notion it was a publicly funded
project and needed to achieve the outcome the funding was allocated towards
(Strachan 1999). The following quote supports this view
[Y]ou have to allow your stakeholders to have some flexibility so that
they have a sense of ownership to declare it as their own, as well as
the fact that you have to work within the framework of what the public
funding has been providing for. (Interview 5:14)
In the second instance the text provides many clues about what is considered
legitimate knowledge, or what Bernstein (Bernstein 1990) would refer to as ‘official
knowledge’. When the process of text production began, many teachers were
concerned about the nature and focus of ‘official knowledge’ in a project developed
by a conservative government. When history was identified as a key aspect of the
process, questions were raised about whose history and whose knowledge would be
privileged. This is evident in the following interview extracts:
Is it going to be apologetics? Well everyone knew it wasn’t going [to
be] a black-arm band [view of history]. It was going to be …a
celebration of dead white men (Interview 7:10).
There is a fair bit of [opinion] that the English notion of a citizen and
a democracy is what we spend most of our time on. (Interview 8:6)
The approach to history teaching in the materials often involved identifying an issue
that students and their teachers would be able to consider. While there was a concern
that the approach was not over-laden with information, at the same time it was not
totally participatory and provided little or no background information. The following
statement supports this view:
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Well the materials have tried to avoid taking an abstract approach, its
pretty deadly written stuff. If you take an abstract systematic kind of
approach or just a participative approach. We needed two ends of the
spectrum I suppose. It needed we felt fairly strongly you needed a
context for understanding any of the kind of processes that you were
using or the concept you were engaging with so that was part of the
reason and part of the thinking of having a historical emphasis in the
material. So that when you were learning about a concept or you
were learning about it within the context of the story, something that
happened. (Interview 7:3).
What the materials were going to cover in terms of knowledge was the notion of how
people can participate in the democratic process in Australia. There was a concern
generally from all political parties that Australians were not engaging with the
democratic process. One of the participants explained the government’s concern
regarding the lack of engagement in democracy in Australia generally as:
Concern over political extremism that arises out of ignorance and the
awareness that many people in Australia felt alienated from their
political institutions and political processes, that there was quite a
sense of powerlessness amongst many citizens who felt that they didn't
really know how to influence the political institutions that they have.
(Interview 1:1)
The outcome of these concerns meant that the ‘official knowledge’ of the texts
reflected the British heritage of Australia’s democratic history and the formal
structures and functions of government. There was an acknowledgement among
participants that a more active citizenship approach would not have been acceptable
as ‘official pedagogy’ by those who were participants in the development process.
When asked would a more participatory view of citizenship have been acceptable for
these materials, one participant indicated:
I think it would have been much more difficult to negotiate materials
through incredibly inclusive processes…If it had just been locked into
the traditional view of civics is about parliament and we don’t make
any stresses at all that citizenship be active in a democracy. People
just sort of well see it as being totally irrelevant to teachers.
(Interview 6:4)
This meant that there was to be a focus in the materials on students being informed
rather than active. That is, the official knowledge of citizenship in Australia focused
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on responsibility of a ‘good citizens’ to be informed and the prerogative to decide
whether to be or not. As the following quote indicates:
It’s a question of personal choice, whether you decide as an
individual that you want to be an active citizen, I suppose as opposed
to a more passive one. There was some argument, I remember these
sort of discussions but that was a matter of personal choice whereas it
shouldn’t be a matter of personal choice whether someone is informed
or not but it’s almost like a responsibility to ensure that as much as
possible for you to inform. But then what they choose to do with that
information, as citizens, is up to them. (Interview 5:4)
These neoliberal views supported the development of the Legal Status discourse of
citizenship and citizenship education within the content aspect of the materials and a
very strong Public Practice discourse of citizenship and citizenship education within
the materials (Gilbert 1996; Sears and Hughes 1996).

It was only once these neoliberal discourses of citizenship and citizenship education
were firmly established that the more recently developed materials (e.g. the Readers)
adopted a more inclusive range of materials with more consideration of womens’,
indigenous and multicultural voices. The Readers were also the only component of
the texts that tended to look outside of the borders of Australia and consider issues on
a global scale. Indeed, as one interviewee argued:
I think that the project was very deliberate with an Australian focus
and I think that was probably a wrong thing to do but then you would
always be criticized for not doing enough for what happens elsewhere
and so on. I think it had to be corralled somehow. (Interview 6:7)
This mean that the citizenship and citizenship education discourse of World
Citizenship was unable to be developed within the materials.

The final aspect of neoliberalism to be examined in terms of what counts as
legitimate knowledge was the focus on the development of the rational self. The
Public Practice discourse of citizenship and citizenship education is well supported
by the neoliberal view that each person is an individual (Gilbert 1996; Sears and
Hughes 1996). The materials support the view, as noted in the previous paragraphs,
that students must be informed but any decision about action is a personal choice.
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The Public Practice discourses of citizenship and citizenship education strongly
support the notion that student’s ability to be informed and knowledgeable about
how to participate in Australia’s democratic processes will ultimately be for the
achievement of their own goals. This is reflected in the following quotation.
…considerable scope to enhance the quality of Australian democracy
by improving the understanding amongst young people of the
principles which underlay our democracy and its institutions and the
way in which those institutions have evolved and why they have the
particular characteristics that they did have and how those
institutions linked into the wider society. What could be expected of
them and how young people could be empowered to be citizens who
could effectively use the institutional frameworks of Australian
democracy to achieve objectives that were important to them.
(Interview 1:1)

Marketisation
As identified in Chapter 3, one of the mechanisms of operating in neoliberalism is for
government departments to be small with most of the work being contracted out to
others (Apple and Christian-Smith 1991). This illustrates an emphasis on the quasi
market mechanism and also allows the government to distance itself from any
outcomes if it wishes. In this case, materials development was contracted out to the
Curriculum Corporation with the Department of Education, Training and Youth
Affairs also contracting other groups to undertake related activities such as
commenting on the plans in the early stages of development or, later, organising
professional development activities.

The materials developed were provided free of charge to each school. However,
further copies of the materials are available for purchase through the Curriculum
Corporation. This provides further evidence for of the neoliberal shift towards the
use of education as a quasi market. One of the participants indicated the link to the
market mechanism through the identification of the popularity of the texts using the
number sold as an indicator.
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…the Readers ,I think probably, in terms on empirical evidence have
sold better than a lot of the other things. The selling of Discovering
Democracy Through Research, which is basically an enquiry based
approach, which is very, very open and is probably less well-known.
(Interview 6:8)

Evaluative State
Evidence of the focus on the evaluative state (Apple and Christian-Smith 1991) can
be noted in the need for the government to have a comprehensive report identifying
the level of deficiency in Australia prior to the development of the project
(Macintyre, Boston et al. 1994). Research was also commissioned to identify the
base line of young people’s knowledge of civics and citizenship so that the
government could gauge the success of the process (Print, Moroz et al. 2001).

One of the participants in the processes of production identified two aspects of
quality assurance in the development of the materials. The first was political balance;
the second was educational soundness (Interview 5:8). This process of evaluating
and checking required the Curriculum Corporation to trial the materials in schools.
One of the participants commented that the Commonwealth:
. . . insisted that they be extensively trialed in schools and you’re
right, you don’t have to do that, as part of your developmental
process. (Interview 5:8)
A key task of the Civics Education Group was to ensure that the materials were not
politically partisan. Again this was an evaluative mechanism to ensure the quality of
the materials and allowed the government to distance themselves from the decisionmaking; indeed, eminent historians, political scientists and educators approved them.
As one of the participants acknowledged:
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[W]e had to produce materials in this area which were clearly fair
and balanced politically because whilst it’s called Civics and
Citizenship Education, a lot of it is in fact political education.
Potentially it’s very dangerous, you’re often dealing with
controversial issues, and you have to make sure that the materials
were non-partisan and I guess that it’s part of the process of setting
up a civics educational group. Again the government doesn’t have to
do that and it’s quite an unusual thing to do really. We develop
curriculum in other areas and we don’t have an independent group,
e.g. to be involved in their development so it has been an unusual
program from a number of aspects. (Interview 5:8)
The materials were developed in a context where it was understood that their impact
would eventually be evaluated through research on young people’s knowledge about
democracy in Australia. This evaluative context supported the development of the
Legal Status knowledge base within the materials. This focus limited the
development of the World Citizen and the Democratic Participation discourse within
the texts.

6.3 Conclusion
This chapter identified the discursive practices that operated within the processes of
production, dissemination and consumption of the materials in the ‘Discovering
Democracy School Materials’ project. It also provided an explanation of the
influence of neoliberalism on the development of these discursive practices.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Introduction
This thesis is an account of the impact of neoliberal education policies on the
discourses of citizenship and citizenship education evident within an Australian
citizenship education project entitled ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials.’
This materials project is the largest national curriculum development project
embarked upon in Australia. It also represents the official discourse of citizenship in
Australia. The materials were developed in response to concern about the lack of
understanding of civics and citizenship in Australia. The 1994 report, ‘Whereas the
People: Civics and Citizenship Education’, identified a lack of quality citizenship
education materials and background information for teachers (Macintyre, Boston et
al. 1994). In response, bipartisan political support in the Australian parliament led to
the establishment of the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project through
which the Curriculum Corporation, in partnership with many stakeholders and
advised by a Civics Expert Group, developed an extensive range of citizenship
education materials for use in Australian primary and secondary schools.
The purpose of this study was to uncover the discourses of citizenship and
citizenship education evident in a corpus of texts selected from these materials. The
scope of the study was managed by focusing the corpus on those components of the
materials that related to the environment. Twelve text groups were selected for
analysis. An approach to critical discourse analysis recommended by Fairclough
(1992) was used. This involved the three-step process of identifying and analysing:
(i) the discourse evident in the words in the text, (ii) the processes of production,
dissemination and consumption of the texts, and (iii) the contextual social and
cultural practices that influenced the development of the text. This approach was
described in Chapter 4 of this study.
The analysis of discourses of citizenship and citizenship education was based upon a
theoretical framework developed in Chapter 2 which reviewed relevant literature in
the fields of civics, citizenship and citizenship education for analysing discourses of
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citizenship and citizenship education. This framework consisted of a series of key
questions that were used to identify different discourses of citizenship education
within the Australian citizenship education project, ‘Discovering Democracy: School
Materials’.
The resultant pattern of discourses was then analysed in terms of the discursive
practices of neoliberalism that were influential in the production, dissemination and
consumption of the texts. Neoliberalism has had a significant influence on education
and its focus on economics and the development of markets has a significant impact
on the development of educational materials. The nature of these impacts was
reviewed in Chapter 3.

This chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations of this study. This is
achieved through three sections. The first is a summary of the study findings
according to the research questions. The second is the identification of the
implications of those findings while the final section details a range of
recommendations for teachers, teacher educators, material developers and for further
research.

7.2 Summary of Findings
The summary of findings is presented according to the three research questions that
guided this study.
53. To what extent are different discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education evident in the texts devoted to environmental issues and how are
these different discourses constructed within the text.
54. How do different participants in the production, dissemination and
consumption explain the patterns of citizenship and citizenship education
discourses evident in the texts devoted to environmental issues?
55. To what extent, and how and why, have social and cultural practices of
neoliberalism framed the discourses of citizenship and citizenship education
evident in the environmental sections of the texts?
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The findings for each of the above research questions are reported in the following
sections.

7.2.1 Citizenship and Citizenship Education Discourses
Three citizenship discourses and two citizenship education discourses are evident
within the sample texts analysed for this study. The dominant discourses of
citizenship in the corpus of texts from the ‘Discovering Democracy: School
Materials’ project were Public Practice and Legal Status. There was very limited
evidence of the Democratic Identity discourse of citizenship within one group of
texts aimed at middle secondary students but no evidence of World Citizenship and
Democratic Participation discourses anywhere in the corpus. Figure 5-1 illustrated
diagrammatically the distribution of citizenship and citizenship education discourses
in the sample texts.

These results indicate that the view of citizenship developed in the materials
emphasises the development of knowledge from the Legal Status discourse. This
knowledge is primarily about the historical development of Australia’s forms and
processes of government and its laws, and the importance of obeying these laws.
Citizenship participation was defined as grounded within knowledge of how citizens
can participate in the formal structures of government from the Public Practice
discourse of citizenship.

As well as this focus on content knowledge from the Legal Status discourse, the
dominant citizenship education discourse in the corpus focused on students
developing skills for seeking information and evaluating the perspectives of different
political actors. This emphasis reflects Public Practice discourse. Activities that
require students to explore the processes of government and the mechanisms that
different individuals and groups have used to influence the government is further
evidence of the Public Practice discourse of citizenship education. Through this
discourse, students learn how to participate as citizens in accordance with official
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government processes and procedures. Students learn about what others have done so
that in the future they may be able to use the skills they have developed to evaluate a
situation, be informed, and then choose to participate in a strategy to influence the
government if they wish. This emphasis on the Public Practice discourse of
citizenship education excludes the development of the knowledge, attitudes, skills
and action competence that are possible within the discourses of Democratic Identity,
Democratic Participation and World Citizenship.

7.2.2 Discursive Practices of Production, Dissemination and
Consumption
Extensive interviews were conducted with participants involved in the processes of
text production, dissemination and consumption for the ‘Discovering Democracy
School Materials’ project. These participants identified the Public Practice and Legal
Status discourses of citizenship (that were identified in the first phase of the
discourse analysis) as the discourses of citizenship evident in the materials. They did
not identify the Democratic Identity discourse and, given that this was evident within
only one text group, this is understandable. These participants who spoke of the
importance of content knowledge, due process and an Australian focus, also
identified both the Public Practice and Legal Status discourses of citizenship
education identified in the first phase of the discourse analysis.

A range of discursive practices was operating in the development of the ‘Discovering
Democracy School Materials’ project to ensure that the Public Practice and Legal
Status discourses of citizenship and citizenship education were dominant. These
discursive practices were operating within the processes of production, dissemination
and consumption as identified in the following sections.

Two discursive practices were influential in text production. The first involved the
assumptions made by text authors and others involved in text production about those
who would use the text. Teachers were identified as the main users of the texts.
Three assumptions about teachers influenced the discourses that resulted. Teachers
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were seen as badly informed about Australian civics, political institutions and the
forms, structure and processes of government. Teachers were seen as lacking
innovation in the teaching of citizenship matters. Additionally, teachers were seen as
likely to adopt materials from the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project
if they comprised a range of resources and activities that could be integrated into
existing syllabuses in an ad hoc way. These three assumptions shaped the emphasis
on the Public Practice and Legal Status discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education within the texts. Second, a narrow group of people were selected to be
involved in the first phase of text production, which established the nature, scope and
purpose of the project. These included: the Education Minister, the Civics Expert
Group, and the Commonwealth department responsible for education. The second
phase, program development, involved these actors as well as the Curriculum
Corporation, as project executant and contractee, and teacher professional
associations, as reviewers.

Two discursive practices were influential in the process of text dissemination. First,
all schools were be provided with a free set of materials with the option to purchase
additional sets or components. To assist in the promotion of the materials copies of
the text were also provided free of charge to a wide range of groups, including:
teacher professional associations, principals associations, parent associations and
teacher education institutions. The second discursive practice was the processes of
transformation of the text during dissemination. Professional development played a
central role in the dissemination process. Professional development was used chiefly
to inform groups such as teachers, parents, principals and teacher educators about the
materials and to support teachers in their use of the materials in schools. The
transformations that took place at this stage of dissemination were largely changes to
the format of materials from electronic to print formats.

Two factors were found to be influential in text consumption. The first was the tight
coherence of the text that made alternative or resistant readings difficult. Indeed,
only two of the twelve text samples demonstrated evidence of loose coherence in the
form of unstable word meanings. The second was the relative openness of the
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professional development process in which teachers were encouraged, in line with
one of the assumptions about them as users, not to use the entire package as a unit of
work but to adapt selections of the materials for their own particular settings.

7.2.3 Impact of Neoliberalism
Three impacts of neoliberalism on the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’
project were identified: the focus on legitimate knowledge, marketisation, and the
evaluative state. A tight definition of what counted as legitimate knowledge was
evident within the materials. This was achieved by adopting a perceived ‘values-free’
and bipartisan position so that the materials would be acceptable to the major
political parties. With all contentious positions deleted, legitimate knowledge was
defined as knowledge of Australian history and the structure, functions and processes
of government. The aim of developing this knowledge was to ensure that citizens
knew how to participate within the formal processes of government. However, any
decision to act was seen as a personal decision and was not represented in the
materials.

Marketisation was evident as a process within the ‘Discovering Democracy School
Materials’ project in two ways. First, the Curriculum Corporation was contracted by
the Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs to develop the materials.
Second, while schools were each provided with one set of the materials developed,
further materials needed to be purchased.

The requirement for accountability in the evaluative state is the final neoliberal
process impacting on the development of the ‘Discovering Democracy School
Materials’. The materials were developed on the basis of strong research that
provided evidence of a lack of knowledge about government processes. The
materials were commissioned to achieve a particular aim. To ensure that this aim was
achieved a Civics Education Group was charged with approving all of the materials
to ensure that they met the standards required. Further research projects are expected
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to be commissioned to evaluate the level of success of the materials development
process. This focus on evaluation against a specified aim was a strong neoliberal
influence on the development of the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials.’

7.3 Implications
The implications of this study include both the absence of particular discourses
within these materials and influences that need to be considered as neoliberal
education policies continue to impact on the development of educational materials.
Five implications have been identified for this study and are detailed in the following
paragraphs.

The first is evidence of a significant shift from the predominant focus, prior to the
development of the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project, on
citizenship education as the study of parliament towards citizenship as participation
in government processes. This represents a shift from the Legal Status discourse of
citizenship education towards the combination of Legal Status and Public Practice
discourses of citizenship education. However, neoliberal education processes mean
that development in the future of a wider range of discourses within materials such as
these would not be possible because of the focus on legitimate knowledge, the
process of marketisation and the requirements of evaluation for government funded
projects.

The second is the impact of discursive practices such as government funding, lack of
teacher knowledge about civics and citizenship and the influences differential power
of individuals and groups had on the discourses of citizenship and citizenship
education. Legal Status, Public Practice and (to a much lesser extent) Democratic
Identity discourses of citizenship were evident within these materials. The emphasis
on these discourses means that teachers are not provided with materials to support
the development of young people in discourses of Democratic Participation and
World Citizenship. Hence, the implications are that the materials lack a focus on
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discourses of citizenship that reflect a focus beyond the nation-state, creative ways of
problem solving, action competence, respect for different cultural views, different
concepts of power, and the role of politics as both a public and a private arena for
participation.

Three discourses of citizenship education were not evident in the texts: Democratic
Identity, World Citizenship and Democratic Participation. The implications of this
are that students do not develop knowledge about global systems, problems within
existing government systems and structures. Skills for critical analysis and active
participation are not developed and students do not even develop the ability to
critically analyse their own school structures. They do not explore the range of
values and ways that discrimination for example can be confronted. They are not
able to participate actively in public affairs, critically reflective problem solving or to
evaluate their level of success. Teaching and learning strategies such as Values
Clarification, Citizenship as Civic Participation, Critical Thinking, Social ProblemsPublic Issues, Moral Development, Citizenship as Preparation for Global
Independence and Institutional School Reform are not provided in the materials.

What is lacking in this approach to citizenship education are the essential
components, identified in Chapter 2, of the newer approaches to citizenship. It is
these new approaches to citizenship that offer opportunities for citizenship education
to address the implications of citizenship in the postmodern era. Citizenship of
everyday life advocates that young people explore current issues of importance to
them. Through exploration of these issues students have the ability to develop action
competence. This allows for the development of students abilities to investigate
issues, develop actions, take actions and evaluate these actions. It is only through
active engagement in these strategies that students can develop the ability to think
critically, solve problems and learn to participate as active and informed citizens.
Multidimensional citizenship acknowledges the need for skills such as mediation,
conflict resolution, tolerance of cultural difference and the ability to participate as a
citizen of the world from the local through to the global. None of this is reflected in
the corpus of texts examined.
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The third implication is that the federal government was able to maintain control of
the discourses of citizenship and citizenship education in the text despite shedding
responsibility for the development of materials. The related reduction in the size of
government involvement and shedding of responsibility are the key aims of the
neoliberal marketisation of education. Hence, in this case the materials were not
developed by the department but contracted out to a private, but compliant, provider,
in this case the Curriculum Corporation. The result of the contracting process is that
government remains very influential in the development process, especially in
establishing appropriate official knowledge. Educators need to carefully consider the
influence that government funding has on the content and pedagogy advocated
within materials especially when the materials are provided free of charge. The
process of contracting has the added advantage of allowing the government to
distance itself from the economic risks of printing materials for sale. The dilemma of
developing a product that is government funded and must also be produced for
publication in the commercial educational materials market challenges the neoliberal
notion of the ‘free market’. The outcome of the market process is that the materials
developed end up being suitable for those with the most conservative views and the
least tolerance of alternative teaching and learning strategies.

The fourth implication is a need for teachers to have the skills to critique materials.
Professional development was identified as essential to the process of dissemination
of these materials. However, the focus of most professional development workshops
was the development of teacher knowledge. Teachers were also given time to unpack
the materials. One of the challenges for professional development and teacher
education is for teachers to develop the ability to critically review materials in terms
of the discourses embedded in both content and pedagogy. This would allow teachers
to make use of materials developed by a range of organisations and groups, including
the government, that present particular views through their content and pedagogy. In
addition it would also allow teachers to actively engage in the text production
process because they would have some understanding of the processes operating
within the text production process.
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The final implication of this study is a challenge to the neoliberal aim of the
development of autonomous individuals. As is often the case, the reality of neoliberal
education policy is quite different to the rhetoric. The discourses of citizenship and
citizenship education within these materials seeks to develop individuals who obey
the law and participate within the current structures of government. In this instance,
the materials assert that autonomous individuals do not criticise the system or
processes of government to achieve their own aims. Neoliberalism suggests that
individuals would engage in activities that support their own interests even if they
challenge current structures. The materials as they are developed do not develop
student skills with regard to challenging government structures.

7.4 Recommendations
On the basis of the findings and their implications identified in the previous two
sections, recommendations are detailed below for: teachers, teacher educators,
materials developers and further research.

7.4.1 Teachers
Teachers should actively engage in the production process for text development to
ensure that the voice to teachers is heard within the process of text production.

Teachers need to develop strategies that allow them to examine the content and
pedagogical discourses evident within education materials.

Teachers, as professionals, need to make use of materials developed by governments
and other groups in ways that achieve the educational goals that they are seeking.
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7.4.2 Teacher Educators
Teacher educators need to develop their students’ abilities to critically review
materials to identify the content and pedagogical discourses.

7.4.3 Materials Developers
Materials developers need to engage a wide variety of participants in the process of
text production. This consultation needs to allow the voice of those being consulted
to be heard and integrated into the text.

7.4.4 Further Research
There are three areas where further research can be undertaken on the basis of this
study. Indeed one of the aims of research of this nature is the need to be able to
identify further questions that need to be considered.

Further analysis of the discourses of citizenship and citizenship education need to be
explored at the level of text consumption. Examination of the ‘curriculum in use’
needs to be undertaken to identify the extent to which the discourses of citizenship
and citizenship education evident in the materials are transferred to the classroom
setting.

Research on the similarities and differences in the development of discourses of
citizenship and citizenship education between states and territories is another fruitful
area of research. Exploration of how the materials have been integrated into syllabus
documents across the years of schooling within states and territories was beyond the
scope of this research.

Further research could also make use of the research design explored in this study to
apply discourses analysis to other education areas for example health education.
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7.5 Conclusion
This chapter has reported the conclusions and recommendations of this study. This
was achieved through three sections. Section one identified the findings of the study
according to the three research questions. Section two detailed the implications of the
study findings for education. Section three identified the recommendations for
educators and areas for further research.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Interview Schedule
The purpose of this interview is to explore the view of citizenship education evident
within the environmental aspects of the “Discovering Democracy School Materials
project’ (hereafter referred to as materials).
Questions
1. How do you envisage that the environmental aspects of the Discovering
Democracy School materials would be used?
2. Who do you think would use the environmental aspects of the Discovering
Democracy school materials?
3. What do you think “teachers” expect the materials to provide for them?
4. Do users of the materials need to have any background knowledge or skills to
be able to make use of the materials? Do you feel this influenced the way the
materials were developed?
5. What aspects of being a good citizen do you think the materials focus on?
Knowledge, skills, actions and attitudes values
6. Would you expect children who study these materials with their teachers to
be different type of citizens than most current adults or parents? Why/Why
not? What type of citizen are we looking for?
7. How closely linked were the materials to achieving the aims of government
policy at the time? What aims were the materials contributing to?
8. Who was influential in the development of the materials? Who were the
individuals, groups or organisations that you know of that who influenced the
development of the materials? Do you think global processes or
developments were influential on the development of the materials?
9. Has there been any comments made either positive or negative about the
materials by individuals or groups that you know of? Who?
10. Here are five environmental education classrooms which ones do you feel
would make most use of the Discovering Democracy School Materials. Why?
A. Students in this classroom are learning about the process that citizens
would need to undertake if they wanted to influence the government about an
environmental issue. The teacher is referring to a diagram of the process and
students are about to write some notes and copy the diagram into their
notebooks. After this students will review some resources on the Franklin
River Dam issue to identify how the government responded to this particular
issue and answer a series of questions in their notebooks.
B. Students in this class are reflecting on whether the actions they have taken
within the school community recently on the issue of water quality in the
local creek were effective. Following a thorough investigation of the level of
quality the students have identified ways that they could improve water
quality. Some have discussed the notion of revegetating the bank with the
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local council and school working together. Other students have assessed the
level of knowledge of local businesses that back onto the creek and their
understandings of waste removal and leakage into the creek. While other
students have dedicated themselves to developing a campaign within the
school to reduce the level of household waste products that make their way
into the creek from car washing and lawn fertilizing. The students are
identifying how they can improve their actions and what else needs to be
done about this issue.
C. Students in this class are participating in a role-play activity where each
person has taken on the role of a different person or group involved in the
Franklin River dam issue to gain an understanding of how the process of
government operates.
D. In this classroom students are learning about the environmental actions
that groups involved in the Franklin River issue took that led to the dam not
going ahead. Student are using accounts from the time to identify the
different types of people involved the actions they took and how these related
to Australia democratic processes.
E. In this classroom students are looking at water quality issues in a small
village in Cambodia. They are currently identifying what the likely futures
for this village might be. Each group has different information about what the
community have been doing and the subsequent water quality. Some groups
have a positive future while others suggest that there are significant issues for
the community related to water quality. Student will identify through their
pictures the impact the level of water quality will have on this community.
Students then share their ideas and identify the future they would prefer for
this community.
11. Has the text been influenced by global processes and developments in recent
times in some way? How
12. What other texts do you think would have been used to develop the
Discovering Democracy materials? How and why do you think these texts
would have been used?
• To develop new ideas, curiosity, discredit, presupposition, irony
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Appendix 2 Information Sheet
Information Sheet

Citizenship Education Discourses and the Environment
Investigator(s):

Name(s): Ms Debbie Heck and Professor John Fien
School: Australian School of Environmental Studies
Griffith University, Nathan 4111
Contact details: (07) 3875 7510 Mobile 0400334822
Email: d.heck@mailbox.gu.edu.au

Information
This research project seeks to understand the view of citizenship education that can be found within
the environmental aspects of the ‘Discovering Democracy School Materials’ project.
The ‘Discovering Democracy: School Materials’ project was developed with bipartisan political
support by the Commonwealth government. The initiative was announced in May 1997 by the Hon
David Kemp the Minister for Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs. The Curriculum
Corporation were contracted to develop the civics and citizenship education materials for students in
years four to 10. Four themes form the basis of the sequentially developed materials: Who rules,
Rights and Laws, The Australian Nation and Citizenship and Public Life.
This interview will undertake to explore what type of citizenship education is evident within the
environment related sections of the Discovering Democracy project produced between 1998 and 2001.
If you have any questions regarding this research please contact Debbie Heck at the number listed
above.
Confidentiality
A wide range of people involved in the development of the ‘Discovering Democracy School
Materials’ project will be canvassed for interviews for this research. The responses of individuals or
groups to these interview questions will not be provided within the research. Rather a summary of the
responses from interviews will be aggregated in such a way that no individual or group will be
identified. The data gathered will be transcribed and analysed by the researcher and will be used for
this research project only. The identity of the interviewee will be recorded via codes that will be kept
separate to interview data in locked filing cabinets at Griffith University.
Feedback
When the research is finalised a summary of outcomes will be provided to all interview participants.
Participation
Participation is this research project is voluntary. Refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss
of benefits to which the participant might otherwise entitled. As a participant in this research you may
discontinue participation at any time without penalty or without providing an explanation.
Complaints Mechanism
The University requires that all participants be informed that if they have any complaints concerning
the manner in which a research project is conducted it may be given to the researcher, or, if an
independent person is preferred, either
the University's Research Ethics Officer, Office for Research, Bray Centre, Griffith University,
Kessels Road, Nathan, Qld 4111, telephone (07) 3875 6618; or
the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Administration), Bray Centre, Griffith University, Kessels Road, Nathan,
Qld 4111, telephone (07) 3875 7343
Research of this nature is not possible without people to participate in the interview process. I would
like to thank you for you the time you have taken to review this material. Your assistance with this
research project in much appreciated.
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Consent Form
Project Title

Citizenship Education Discourses and the Environment

I have read the information sheet and the consent form. I agree to participate in
the Citizenship Education Discourse and Environment project and give my
consent freely. I understand that the project/study will be carried out as
described in the information statement, a copy of which I have retained. I realise
that whether or not I decide to participate is my decision and will not affect my
future dealings with the researcher in any way. I also realise that I can withdraw
from the (project/study) at any time and that I do not have to give any reasons for
withdrawing. I also realise that the comments of individuals and groups provided
through interviews will not be identified within the final research project and this
process ensure confidentiality. I have had all questions answered to my
satisfaction.
Signatures:
………………………………………………..
Participant

………………..
Date

….…………………………………………….
Investigator

…..……………
Date
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Appendix 3 Text Analysis Data
Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Aboriginal Law Middle Primary Unit p46-48 and 61-62
Word
Legal Status
Meaning
Laws, good of society, trespass, marriage laws, respect elders, share, rules, responsibilities, proper, consequences, keeping the
law is right,
Australian Aboriginal laws, dreaming stories, well-being, community, children, behave, environment, storytelling, roles,
ceremony, painting, singing, dancing, generation, retelling, certain age, right to know, groups, knowledge, individual, breaking
laws, family group, living together, Barn-Barn Barlala, (Bellbird)
Public Practice
Issue, dispute
e, solved, majority rule, voting, decisions handed down from person in charge, consensus, meetings, discussions, make laws,
Teaching words
Dictogloss technique – retelling to increase understanding, recount, simulation of meeting, discuss, talk, story map,
Environment words:
Country, environment, barrga barrga (wild mistletoe berries in English), berries, birds, fruit, eat, trees, bush, tracks, bird song,
bush trickster, wood, flower, bird, camp, bush, boundary, plants and animals, look after
Unstable word meaning Aboriginal law, marriage law

Metaphor
Transitivity

Level of formality of the text: written as instructions for a teacher to follow with a class, teaching unit. Formal
Stories – written as a spoken text type language of a story recounted to young children – More informal
None
Material processes relate mainly to directions for activities to be undertaken
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Aboriginal Law Middle Primary Unit p46-48 and 61-62
Actor
Process
Students
hear and read
People
show
Aboriginal children
learnt
Mental Processes – fewer of these
Sensor
process
Student
think
Students
realise

Theme

Modality

Goal
Aboriginal Dreaming stories
how to behave
roles and responsibilities
Phenomenon
Australian Aboriginal laws
breaking rules

Relational
Intensive attributive
Explain that these are important stories that provide examples of the place of rules and laws in people’s lives
Rules and laws show people how to behave
Content based themes
In Aboriginal society…, Laws and rules…Keeping these rules and laws…, Aboriginal children have always…, In this way,
rules and laws are…, Retelling ensures that…, Some of the stories…, The stories included here…
Teaching based theme
Ask students, Remind students…, Discuss the question…, Invite students…, Tell students…, Explain that these are
important… Two stories have been…, It may be useful…, First, read the story to…, The first time you read it…, In pairs, then
in groups…, Then, the group reconstructs…., Read one or more…, Assist students to recognise…, Emphasise that Dreaming
stories…, Students should realise…, As a class…, Discuss the ways…, Explain that Aboriginal decision-making…, Have
students suggest…, Tell students that they…, Have students recount…, Discuss how the laws…, Prepare story maps…, As a
group…
+ Low
medium
high
may, may, can
made, was
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Aboriginal Law Middle Primary Unit p46-48 and 61-62
usuality – useful
Modal verbs are used most often
Cohesion
Reference cohesions
Dreaming stories later referred to only as stories page 46
Not a lot of cohesions evident in this text
Main types of text Section 4 of a teaching unit on Rules and Laws in this specific case Aboriginal Rules and Laws and some
Large Scale
student worksheets of Aboriginal Stories
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Citizenship: Legal status is the major view of citizenship advocated. With an emphasis on the development of rules and laws
Pedagogy
and rights and responsibilities and the consequences of those responsibilities if the laws are not followed.
Citizenship knowledge: The knowledge is presented through student discussion and the reading and recounting of Australian
Aboriginal Dreaming stories, students also develop their own versions of rules and stories that might go with those rules or
laws that would assist people in living together. This knowledge is presented in a way that demonstrates rules and laws are
there for the good of society and everyone should follow them. If people do not follow them there will be consequences.
Citizenship values: Obeying rules and laws are the values advanced in this unit of work if everyone does this then we will have
a good society
Skills and approaches to participation: The main skill developed in this unit is the ability to recount stories and use stories to
illustrate ideas. There is no evidence of participation of students in citizenship activities in this unit of work.
Teaching and Learning Strategies: Discussion, simulation of a meeting, reading and recounting stories regarding the value of
people obeying rules and laws using Aboriginal laws as an example
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Joining In
Middle Primary Unit (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Joining In – Joining into groups such as Landcare, Clean Up Australia Day p99-127
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Primary Video (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Joining In - Clean Up Australia Day Campaign
Posters Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Joining In – picture of save the bush groups, heritage guide and scouts
Stories of Democracy CD Rom (Global Vision Productions 1998) Middle Primary , Joining In - Story about Landcare, Scouts, Clean Up
Australia Day and Game called Help Town
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, Save the wombats
Discovering Democracy Middle Primary Units Assessment Resource (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Joining In pages 46-68.
Word
Three types of word/phrases in this text were identified.
Meaning
Group 1 – Focus on Legal status
Civil life, constitution, elected office bearer, agenda. Citizen, member, minutes, organisation, responsibilities, rights, rules,
vote, purpose, majority rules, candidates, nominate, formal meeting, committee, management committee, petition, council,
laws, local government, charter, respect, society, duty
Group 2 – Focus on values
Trust, values, availability, skill, experience
Group 3 – Focus on Public Practice
Community life, take part, participate, difference, Scout, Guide, Heritage Guide, community groups, service-based,
conservation groups, heritage groups, recreational groups, cultural groups, skill of cooperation, consensus, group-decision
making, joining in, working together, contributions, action plan, timeline, raise money, animal shelter, lobbyist, contribution
Environment words
Landcare, land, polluted, environmental, water, drinking, rivers, food, environmental, rivers, farming, protect, natural
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Joining In
Middle Primary Unit (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Joining In – Joining into groups such as Landcare, Clean Up Australia Day p99-127
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Primary Video (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Joining In - Clean Up Australia Day Campaign
Posters Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Joining In – picture of save the bush groups, heritage guide and scouts
Stories of Democracy CD Rom (Global Vision Productions 1998) Middle Primary , Joining In - Story about Landcare, Scouts, Clean Up
Australia Day and Game called Help Town
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, Save the wombats
Discovering Democracy Middle Primary Units Assessment Resource (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Joining In pages 46-68.
resources, reforest, plant, planting can't shake, seed, seedlings, soil, erosion,
Metaphor
Grab a glove and lend a hand
Strive for five – ways to reduce waste
Transitivity
Material Processes – these are the most predominant processes
Participant
Process
Goal
People
together
take part (CD Rom)
Everyone
involves
makes clean up Australia work (video)
I
look after
our native plants and animals (video)
Students
identify groups
list on board (teaching units)
Mental Processes – very limited use of metal processes
Sensor
Process
Phenomenon
I
seen
difference (units page 123)
Relational Processes – mainly of the attributive intensive variety
The Red Cross is an International Community Group … (CD Rom)
People are not aware that dropping one paper is not good (Video)
Clean Up Australia Day works because it involved everyone (Video)
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
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Active Voice is most commonly used in the texts
Our society relies on this, people joining with other people to get things done. (CD Rom)
Introduce the idea of the class organising a community group …. (teaching unit)
Passive Voice
Students start a journal. (Teaching Unit)
Distribute and read Handout 12 … (Teaching Unit)

Theme

Nominalisations – the removal of the reference to students occurs throughout the text as it is assumed from the previous
sentence. This has probably been done to avoid monotony.
The types of themes within the sentences in the texts include the following two groups
First group refers to teachers requesting students to undertake certain tasks or teachers undertaking tasks:
Discuss…, Display handout…, In small groups…, Each of the four committee’s…, Vote to decide…, Discuss decisionmaking…, This provides an ideal discussion…, Clarify tasks…, Distribute and read…, Ask students.., Collate and decide…,
Develop contents…, From the description…, It illustrates…, Explain to students…, Explain proposals…, As a class…,
Through discussion…, Introduce the concept... Students identify... Put and asterisk next to..., Introduce the idea... Explain that
in order to..., Using the joining in Poster..., The purposes of groups in..., In order to find out..., Students can investigate...,
Negotiate the research question..., Provide each group..., Each student group should.., Identify that some of the community
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groups..., Circle the groups that..., Discuss the people who…, Students start a journal.., They summarize what they..., Online
students that..., If posters are designed and developed..., Each student should then..., Assess the students posters..., Using the
information gathered..., Divide the class into small groups..., Ideas proposed will need to be..., the student groups decide...,
Each group presents..., The class votes..., Selected a name for..., For this unit of work..., The purpose of the class group...,
Explained that proposal for .., In the school there are..., For this activity..., The letter will need..., Explain to students that...,
From the information gathered..., Through discussion that can be..., Explain to students that most..., Display Handout 9.., The
model of majority rules..., Illustrate with examples..., Why do..., Rules determine the rights..., So that everyone in the group...,
Family is usually don't rights..., Explain to students..., This is a public document..., The constitution also..., Display handout
ten..., Explain that... , In small groups..., Only some sections can be noted..., Through discussion of the notes..., A level which
includes..., Each of the four committee..., Parent all-star support..., Discuss and list..., Clarify for students..., People join
community groups..., Usually the people..., Discuss examples from..., The Description of..., Explain to Students that..., Vote to
decide leaders..., Secret ballot may be the best..., Add leaders names..., Students nominate..., As this is..., The management
committee..., The chairperson for the .., At the results..., Ask students to decide..., For this activity..., The committee leader...,
This provides an ideal discussion..., It also provides a means..., Clarify tasks and progress..., They can also be..., All discussion
groups returned..., It is being published..., A copy of the constitution..., Distribute and read handout 12..., View the video
segment, It illustrates the idea..., Feedback from each committee..., Allow adequate time for..., Regular meetings will ensure
all..., In order to decide..., Develop the contents of..., This is sent to..., Alternatively ask students..., Collate and discuss...,
Students also need to..., Teachers may use some..., Students can record their responses..., On the large piece of paper..., Other
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factors include not knowing..., least these ideas..., Examples Included..., One Representative from..., Our Students to Design...,
Students May Need a Reminder..., The indicators of student achievement…, The task below processes..., The Students can...,
Students researcher a community group..., This Assessment occurs early in the unit..., Regulative resource sheet..., Discuss
ports..., Ensure students understand..., Tell students they will put..., Read through Work sheet…, Allow students 10 –15
minutes…, Students produce... Use the marking guide...
The second group refer to knowledge based texts:
lots of people in our society..., Maybe you’re in a…, The Red Cross…, When people join…, Other people have…, In the Red
Cross…, The lives of the Red Cross…, In Australia lots of…, They help to…, Scouts and Guides are…, Like all community
groups…, They also have rules…, People join community groups…, Rules determine…., A model…, Lots of people…, No
doubt about it..., Look closer and there is..., Use ingenious contraption…, It’s a bit scary very when..., That's why on Sunday
March first ..., 1998 marks the ninth year..., And clean up the world..., We've some exciting plans..., But there is still..., The
volunteers came from..., The work of clean up Australia..., In the past few years..., First we tackled..., Last year's special
focus..., In mid-1990 a our attention turns..., Australia's artery through..., The Stuart Highway.., Over the past year..., I've been
lucky enough..., A waterway that flow is..., At Work over the years..., No. 1 on our latest ..., Then in order..., Overall golden
oldie..., In all shapes..., Many about sites..., But other areas incredibly..., And while Australia appears to…, Everyone is now
aware..., All sorts of people.., I've learned that one person..., In 1997 we made out..., We challenged Australians..., Just say ...,
Carry your own..., Choose items with..., Make friends with..., Green waste makes up..., Fourth be practical with..., Fifth and...,
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Just an hour..., It's easy if all ..., Government, the community..., Over the next couple..., So strive for those..., So join us..., In a
civil society..., These links create networks..., Citizenship includes involvement..., The purposes of these groups.., Groups
undertake a wide..., Whatever the purpose of such groups..., It creates the bond of trust..., Democracies rely..., Community
groups organize themselves..., Some use formal structures..., Democratically run organisations..., The Australian Red Cross…,
In 1863 Henry Dunant…, Today, 120 million people...., The Red Cross has rules..., In Australia,... Charlie joined the... He
volunteered to become..., In our group..., We helped in a safe to check..., We have raised money..., We also visit the local...,
We made fortnightly..., We have other..., Each meeting has an agenda..., Everyone plans the part..., After the meeting we...,
This is the way out group..., I'm no other groups..., The Salmon family..., All for lenders..., Noel Salmon, his wife..., Noel, who
has been..., He tells the others... Roxy is the Welfare..., Beverly works as..., In the past year..., They have meetings where...,
When Noel joined..., He said, I and happy..., They appreciate..., The Salmon family…, Apex clubs started in Australia..., It is a
community..., Apex clubs are in... The symbol chosen..., The purpose of..., They do this..., Apex encourages..., Apex groups
organize..., They hold meetings..., Young Australians can join..., Landcare is a national program..., Ideas land and politically
does... They affect every Australian... We also need to protect... Everybody can join... Members enjoy being... Members help in
many ways... Landcare groups are all different... Meetings are organized by... Decisions are made by... Members can change
things..., If they count all agree... Many community groups... The local Council will know..., Retelling our Stories... Maggy
loves hearing these... Maggy belongs to local history... Understanding history is like doing... By talking to older people..., Older
people in the community... People have lots of fun... After the sharing time... For instance, they visit... People who take in the
memory... Tennis clubs promote... The benefits are being a club... Most importantly, a club... The purpose of the outcome
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agreed... Not all members have... These other written record... We hold an annual general... The managing committee... The
committee meets... Decisions are made... If someone wants... People speak for... In the change... The majority... People can
join... They can help... A, group is like... People shared experiences... The Council for Aboriginal..., The people help...
Reconciliation is about... It is about understanding... Members of the Australian community... They promote... The,
coordinators... They help people to find..., They also have other people... Clean A Australia..., In 1986 to 1987 Ian…, The base
visited... But his experience... He was disgusted... When Ian returned... He us things to help... He was very surprised... Clean A
Australia now covers... The volunteers to help... Businesses and industries as members... The campaign has grown... Ian says,
"I'm positive..., The local Council helps..., Look after..., The Council looks after the parts..., The Council builds and repairs...,
Council decide when you go it's..., Plans for a new buildings..., Councils also look..., The Council arranges ..., Councils run
Libraries..., They may provide..., Councils usually have..., They provide services for..., Councils ensure their area is..., Councils
also help... Not all councils do... Each Council does..., To reforest areas..., The members are usually..., We plant need trees...,
We do a lot of planting..., There's a lot of work.., First people have..., Then they have to..., Seed collecting..., Seedlings need a
lot of..., Then when the seedlings..., Then this fund raising..., Tree planting benefits..., One of the main things..., It's certainly
makes the area..., By coordinated group..., By attending the main..., By have to make..., And I explain what..., the When the
seedlings have growing..., By help on planting..., I get to meet..., I learn a lot..., It's fun growing the trees.., It's at all..., The
seedlings have to be.., I spend a fair bit..., By need to use... But it gets... It's a fantastic feeling... It's nice to feel... To help
people..., To a groups for..., We help people..., We are there for..., Lifesavers patrol the beach..., We raise money to buy..., We
also learn..., We are free... I am on duty…, I check the equipment…, I have to be... I'm a need... By have to serve... If
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something needs... You get a great sense... It's also... By have to give a... They’re the weekends... It also cost... That included...
Now I play... That I have an…, To provide information..., We read articles from different newspapers..., The present it chooses
the articles...., We had a technician…, Others like me... We provide a way... People who listen..., About 100,000…, By forgot
about..., It's exhausting pot..., I don't get to spend..., That's the main..., I like the challenge..., There's something..., I don't
really...,
Modality
Some evident of low positive modality in the form of maybe and can, some medium should and some high have. However,
generally this would be considered low granted medium positive modality.
Obligatory modality indicators those most often used in the form of expected in terms of what would be required of students.
Modality objective rather than subjective
Focus on verbs rather than adverbs.
Cohesion
Reference cohesions the most common in terms of the use of the reference to students.
Poster – Joining In Eight pictures of people joining in of these one is directly related to the environment, save the bush with a
Large Scale
picture of people planting trees
Text
Joining In – Teaching Materials
Structures
Explores five focus questions:
Why do community groups exist?
How do groups function?
How do groups get things done?
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How can groups make a difference
How and where in the community can people join in?
The materials are based around the notion of joining in using the example of Clean Up Australia Day. The unit is based around
students planning a class project the example used is cleaning up a section of the school grounds. For each question teachers are
given information about messages and suggested teaching and learning strategies for use with their class.
CD Rom – Stories of Democracy Joining In
Slide show about the different types of groups people can join with a focus on Landcare and Clean Up Australia Day. Followed
by a game where students need to match the needs of people to the range of community groups evident in Help Town.
CD Rom Parliament at Work – Save the Wombats
This is a choices activity where students need to make decision about what to do about the wombat that they encounter on their
travels in a car. The game has one main journey that students need to take. Take the wombat home, find out that they cannot
keep it due to the law, then they fight to either have the laws changed about keeping native animals or build a fence and tunnel
in the community for the wombats, the process to achieve the fence and tunnel is to write a petition to the local council and
then raise some funds to build the tunnel with the councils support. If you choose to go down others paths they lead you back to
doing this as a group within the community.
Citizenship
View of Citizenship: aspects of both the legal status view of citizenship as well as the public practice view. For example the
Pedagogy
options for the save the wombats offers both to change the law or build the fences and tunnels as a measure that could be taken
to address the situation of wombat road kill at the local government level.
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Citizenship Knowledge: Explores the notion that community groups are an important part of civil life. Explores the role and
purpose of community groups as well as the benefits and costs of being a member of a community group.
Citizenship values: different people contribute in different ways to community groups and they are all valuable. Citizens should
use the formal processes of government as mechanisms to address any issues that they might have e.g. in the case of the
wombats
Working together a lot more can be achieved than working alone. E.g. the wombat activity does not allow you to work alone
the process encourages you to join together with other people. Examples of the Clean Up Australia day are used to demonstrate
the power or working together
Skills and Approaches to Participation: this unit of work is clearly focussed on the development of decision making skills. The
Help Town game asks students to match the needs of the people with the various community groups within the town. This is
very simple matching and deciding where each person should go. The Save the Wombat activity provides students with two
choices with regard to what should be done to help save the wombats. The unit of work relies on students working together in
small groups to achieve a practical project within their community.
Teaching and learning strategies: Teacher directed discussion forms a major component of the delivery of knowledge within
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this teaching unit. With much of the assessment related to students representing what they have learned in another media e.g.
poster. The major skills and process aspect of the unit of work is the class group working together to undertake a project. The
detailed example given in the materials relates to a clean up of school grounds. However, if the students chose a significantly
different topic the teaching notes would not necessarily provide suitable materials for teachers to use. If a class group are not
used to working in small groups the materials provided would be difficult to achieve. There is am emphasis on students
learning through experience the processes that need to be undertaken for a community group to achieve their aim with a focus
on meeting procedures and rules as well as the practical side of committees and how they achieve the group aims. Evaluation of
the group process is also considered when the project is completed.
The teaching and learning activities are mainly Discipline Approach, Citizenship as Persuasion, Socialisation and
Indoctrination
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Word
Legal status
Meaning
Voters, commonwealth government, state or territory government, local government, taxes, programs, income tax, services,
land, rates, customs, forestry, wildlife protection, town planning, responsibility, structure, federal government, Houses of
Parliament, lower house, House of Representatives, Senate, Upper house, people’s house, laws, Bills, governor-general,
legislative assemblies, electorates, role, Prime Minister, Shadow Ministers, Backbenchers, Clerk, Serjeant-at –Arms, President
of the Senate, Usher of the Black Rod, Australian constitution, colonies, monarch, High court, appeal, referendum, elect,
politicians, voters, political party, opposition, nation, questions, checks, proposed, Ministers, Treasury, employment,
immigration, backbenchers, cabinet, governed, money, public service, coalition, Queen, statutory, ceremony, official emblem,
wattle, red, blue, coat of arms, senate chamber, federation, review bills, senate committees, rules, Hansard, Whip, Chairman of
Committees, Deputy president of the senate, Leader of the government in the senate, frontbencher, public gallery, ministerial
adviser, opposition bench, press gallery, leader of the opposition in the senate, independent member, speaker, leader of the
opposition, Hansard reporter, cabinet room, cabinet minister, Great Hall, staffer, catering staff, parliamentary researcher,
lobbyist, security guard, parliamentary education officer, debated in the house,
Public practice
Daily lives, change, consequences,
Environment Terms
Forestry, wildlife, protection, garbage collection, Minister for the Environment, farmers, water, salinity, natural resources,
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Landcare issue,
Metaphor
Transitivity

Not evident
Material Processes
Participant
Process
Goal
Class
develop a diagram of the federal system of government
I
elected
deputy president of the senate and chairman of committees
Minister
speech
drought relief funding
We
question
the government on issues
I
meet
Minister for Environment
Mental Processes
Sensor
Students
We
People
I

Process
suggest
plan
believed in me
think

Relational Processes
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Phenomenon
government affects daily lives
how to question government
voted me in
prepare ourselves for the biggest decision of our generation
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Intensive attributive – there are lots of examples of this in the CD Rom interactive
I am the president of the Senate. (CD Rom)
I’m a cabinet minister. (CD Rom)
I am called the whip (CD Rom) there are numerous other examples

Theme

Intensive identifying
This is the senate chamber. (CD Rom)
This is the great hall where dinners and official events are held (CD Rom)
The Constitution is the supreme law for the Commonwealth of Australia.( page 108 unit)
Teacher/student directions
Ask students…, List them on the board…, Ask students to suggest…, As a class, develop…, Distribute Handout 16…, Form
student groups of four…, Provide copies of…, Groups should use this…, Share information by…, Use a blank OHT…, As a
class…, Develop a class…, Modify the diagram…, Extend the diagram…, Compare the class…, Discuss similarities…, As
students to …, Allow time for students…, Prepare a ‘Parliamentary People’…, Over the years since…, Display handout 18…,
Allow time for …. In groups, student should…, Students can choose…, To construct a futures…, write the proposed change….,
changes resulting from…, Ask groups to display…, Students can complete…, The Federation Herald Centenary Edition… The
following clues…, I want you to find…, Click on the spinner…, When you find them…., Your task is…,
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It has two…, The people elect…, The House of Representatives…, The Senate is the State’s… Laws are made when…, Each
state has its own…, Local government make…, The Australian Constitution sets…, It divides power…, It does three
important… It creates the Commonwealth…., The Australian Constitution…, It sets up the Commonwealth…, The
Commonwealth Parliament makes laws…, All other powers…, It sets up the High…, The High courts interprets…, The High
Court is also…, The Constitution is the supreme law …, Ordinary laws can be…, A proposed change to the…, If a majority of
the people…, The people of Australia…, The Commonwealth Parliament…, Voters elect 12…, The political party… The
Government is made up of…Members of the government party…, The Prime Minister and the … The main job of the
Commonwealth…, No matter where the …, Only Bills to do with…, Once a Bill is passed…, Elections for the House of
Representatives…, Half-Senate elections…Senators representing…, Australia has too many… Our system of government…,
It’s time to simplify…, The central government…, Just think, we could…, All this talk of …, The Northern Territory has …, It
needs to have an…., We may only have a small…, We have a thriving…, It is over a …, Now, a hundred years on…, The
question this time…, Do we remain a …., The Constitutional Convention…, Before we processed…, An alternation to the…,
Are we ready…, I think that… The Governor-General…, Australia’s official emblem… The wattle was…, The federal
parliament has…, Under the Australian Constitution…, The States and Territories retain…, The main colour used…, For a bill
to become a …, In addition to the bill…, When did the Commonwealth…, The site for the Federal Capital…, To become the
federal…, The ‘government’ is made up of…, The opposition sits on…, The Governor-General chooses…, The Prime Minister
chooses the…, The Australian Coat of Arms shows…, How many colonies were…, Six, each with their own…, The leader of
the opposition…, People from all over…, Hello I’m your…, Parliament house… Elected representatives and staff…, There are
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also lots…, This is…, The name of the Senate…, One of the main roles of… Part of this is done…, Welcome I am the…, I was
voted…, Usually the president…, I also make sure that senate…, You’ve probably seen me… One of my other jobs…, On top
of this as a …, I am called the whip…, But don’t let me…, I also make sure…, My name comes from fox…, I am the Usher …,
Although I am usually…, The history of the black…, As well as this I help…, One of the times I like best…, Hello I’ve got…,
I’m deputy president…, I was elected…, The deputy president…, Hello I am the clerk…, I am a senior…, I also advise
other…, Sometimes I…, By the way petitions…, Outside the chamber…, That Department helps…, I am the leader of …, This
means I am…, I sit right opposite…, My ain job…, So one of my main job as… I am a government minister…, Because I am a
…, I have a lot of people…, I have got all my other…., I also spend time in party…, I enjoy most of what…, Shh I can’t
speak…, I’m visiting from Cairns…, I’m surprised that there…, Hi I am just in the chamber…, You see I’m on his staff…, All
Senators reply on people…, I’m an opposition senator…, This is not where I…, More importantly I hope…, One of my main
roles…, Sometimes we even manage…, Back in my office…, I’m a member of the press…, That is usually at two pm…, Just
behind me are offices…, Good day I am the leader of the opposition…, Part of my hob is…, And plan the way…, Sometimes
we will work with…, At other times we are…, This is the house of representatives…, This is sometimes…, Members of the
House of…, I’m an independent Member…, Which means…, Still I know that…, The people of my electorate…, And I have to
make…, Welcome I am the speaker…, I make sure that debates…, If they behave very…, One of my other jobs…, I share this
job…, One top of all these jobs…, This is where we on the opposition…, Even though I’m in opposition, But also I…, After all
they are the ones…, The rest of my times…, Hello there I am…, I make sure all my …, I am like a…, And I am really…, I’ve
got a great title…, The history of my job…, While I’m here …, I carry the mace…, I’m the Prime Minister…, Right
opposite…, I lead the government…, I am always at a …, As you can see…, I’m the leader of the…, This is where I sit…,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Federal System
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) The People Make a Nation – How does the Australian Federal System Work discusses
responsibility of different levels of government also refers to environment p88-90 and 91-111
Posters Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Three levels of government – identifies with pictures where environmental issues are dealt with
by different levels of government in Australia
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, People in Parliament
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, database of names, areas and representatives for state and federal
electorates
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, Quiz
Behind me on the opposition…., And between us wer tyr…, Hopefully, when you…., Hello I am the Hansard…, Using My
sentno machine…, We are getting high tech…, I’m in the government…, Abd I’m siting on the front…, My main job…, I’ve
also got a lot of matters in the…, Remember I am also a local member…, Hello I’m an adviser…, I need to be in here…, But
most of the time…, This is the press gallery…, I know I could…, But I would miss…, Some of the comments…, Some of the
things that are said…, This is where the government…, For example the Bills…, That is why is is called…, Only the cabinet
members and…, I’m the Prime Minister…, We also have to make sure…, After all we do want to …, Debates here are…, Hello
the Cabinet usually meet…, I’m here for each meeting…, Anything that is recorded…, This is only part… When I am not…,
I’m a … This means that…, I run the …. When we debate…, All ministers have…, Especially when it …, This is the great…,
This hall is open…, Hi I’m what is known as…, That’s slang…, All politicians have one…, My job is to …, Other staffers
do…, This pave is …, We have only…, Out school is from…, Hello I’m one of the … We got lots…, We make thousands…,
I’m just trying to sort… But trust me…, A politician’s asked for… I need to get it to her…, That’s my job…, There are lots of
us…, I happen to be a …, Any politician can ask us… This is the main foyer…, Most visitors start here… Hello there I’m just
visiting…, And that 3 500 people like me… Hi I am a lobbyist./.., People employ lobbyists like me…, I’m working for some
farmers,,, I’ve been in touch with the ministers…, I’m waiting for a group of…, They are…, I’m the chair of the…, That’s just
one of the many./.., I’m one of the about 140…, We have to check everything…, Hello and welcome…, I work for the
parliamentary education…,
Modality

+Low: most, can, most, could, can, can, can,
+Medium: would, will, should, should,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Federal System
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) The People Make a Nation – How does the Australian Federal System Work discusses
responsibility of different levels of government also refers to environment p88-90 and 91-111
Posters Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Three levels of government – identifies with pictures where environmental issues are dealt with
by different levels of government in Australia
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, People in Parliament
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, database of names, areas and representatives for state and federal
electorates
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, Quiz
+High:
-Low: don’t, can’t,
-Medium:
-High:
Probability: probably, hopefully,
Usuality :usually, usually, sometimes, sometimes, sometimes, sometimes, usually,
Obligation: convince, allowed, disagree, agree, suggest,
Inclination: surprised,
Cohesion
Reference Cohesions:
Reference cohesions are used throughout the unit text when referring to students
Ask students to.. Assist them…asking them…
Form student groups of four to six… They should use…
Another example of a reference cohesion in the unit of work is
…and asking them to identify whose responsibility it is. List them on the board in three columns ‘Federal’, State/Territory’ and
‘Local’.
Ellipsis: none evident
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Federal System
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) The People Make a Nation – How does the Australian Federal System Work discusses
responsibility of different levels of government also refers to environment p88-90 and 91-111
Posters Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Three levels of government – identifies with pictures where environmental issues are dealt with
by different levels of government in Australia
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, People in Parliament
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, database of names, areas and representatives for state and federal
electorates
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, Quiz
Conjunction:
Addition
Consider how the structure is set up and how the people are represented.
Modify the class diagram until the class is satisfied that the diagram meets all the criteria developed earlier and illustrates the
federal system.
Discuss similarities and differences and modify the diagram if appropriate.
Allow time fro groups to choose an issue and conduct some independent research.
Ask groups to display their futures wheel and explain the issues they see as important.
It creates the Commonwealth of Australia, which made the colonies into six states of the Federation.
The history of the black rod dates back to the 14th century in Britain well before Australia was colonised which means that my
role has one of the longest histories in parliament.
I am a senior public servant and my job is to help the President keep order and make sure the rules are followed.
I am a government minister in the Senate and that means I introduce new laws in the are of government I look after.
I hope to become a shadow minister and move to the front bench.
More importantly I hope that our party will win government and I will sit on the other side of the chamber on the president’s
right.
Back in my officer there are other jobs party meetings, parliamentary committees and I have to represent the people of my
state.
I carry the mace when the speaker enters parliament and announce the speaker to the members.
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Federal System
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) The People Make a Nation – How does the Australian Federal System Work discusses
responsibility of different levels of government also refers to environment p88-90 and 91-111
Posters Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Three levels of government – identifies with pictures where environmental issues are dealt with
by different levels of government in Australia
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, People in Parliament
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, database of names, areas and representatives for state and federal
electorates
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, Quiz
I’m in here for each meeting as the Cabinet secretary we site here and record all the decision made by cabinet and the reasons
for the decisions.
Our school is from Tasmania and we are off on a guided tour.
Variation
Students can choose to use one of the issues from the Handout or pursue their own ideas.
That is usually around two pm at question time or when a major bill is being debated.
If they behave very badly I either send them form the chamber or even stop proceedings.
Not only do I have to be in this chamber whenever its sitting to support my party. But I also have to make I represent the people
of my electorate.
But, most of the time I am back in the office getting information needed for speeches.
But I would miss out on a lot of the action.
People employ lobbyists like me because we’re experts at discussing matters with politicians.
Causal-conditional
The people of my electorate voted me in because they believed in me.
I’ve also got a lot of matters in the department that I look after because they are going to come up in debate next week.
I’m the Prime Minister I consider this to be the most important part of the building because it is where the government makes
most of it serious decisions and works out how we are going to get our policies accepted in parliament.
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Federal System
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) The People Make a Nation – How does the Australian Federal System Work discusses
responsibility of different levels of government also refers to environment p88-90 and 91-111
Posters Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Three levels of government – identifies with pictures where environmental issues are dealt with
by different levels of government in Australia
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, People in Parliament
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, database of names, areas and representatives for state and federal
electorates
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, Quiz
While I’m here to help the speaker keep order in the House most of what I do is to do with security and office needs of
members.
Large Scale
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Pedagogy

Lexical cohesion:
Teaching notes and student handouts for a section on how the federal government works with specific teacher instructions
Poster illustrating the three levels of government to be used by the teaching when teaching the above unit of work
CD Rom interactive that asks students to find people within the parliament that undertake particular tasks with the option of
exploring the senate, house of representatives, cabinet room and the foyer of parliament house.
View of citizenship presented: The focus of this unit of work is on the structure of the federal government. The unit focuses on
the need for students to understand the basic elements of the Federal parliamentary system and the processes that are required if
there is to be a change to the federal government structure. The ideas being that students who are well informed about these
processes will be able in the future to engage in these debates about a republic or territories becoming states. Focus on public
participation with an emphasis on the processes and legality of those processes.
Citizenship Knowledge: Knowledge about the three levels of government, details of the Commonwealth parliament, variety of
different people who work in parliament evident through the titles of sections of the unit of work e.g.
The federal system, People in parliament. The quiz demonstrates the level of knowledge required for multiple choice and true
false questions on issues of historical dates, colours of chambers, number of states prior to federation, how Bills are passed in
parliament.
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Federal System
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) The People Make a Nation – How does the Australian Federal System Work discusses
responsibility of different levels of government also refers to environment p88-90 and 91-111
Posters Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Three levels of government – identifies with pictures where environmental issues are dealt with
by different levels of government in Australia
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, People in Parliament
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, database of names, areas and representatives for state and federal
electorates
Discovering Democracy CD Rom (Media 1998) Parliament at Work, Primary, Quiz
Citizenship Values: The future of our system allows students to explore the use of future wheels as a way of analysing the
different possibilities that might arise on the basis of a change in the current structures.
Skills and Participation: Throughout this unit students develop the following skills: discussion, diagram construction, use of
future wheels to consider a range of consequences for change, ability to make use of an electronic data base, comprehension
from a CD Rom multimedia source, development of a fictional front page of a newspaper. Participation skills are not developed
specifically in this unit. It is envisaged that the futures wheel would provide students with an approach that could be used in the
future to weigh up options for changes in the federal system of government.
Teaching and Learning strategies: Discussion of federal, state and local government responsibilities, development of a diagram
of federal government, futures wheel for an issue of choice, use a database to identify political representatives and their seats,
explore the various roles of people who work in parliament through the CD Rom people in parliament activity largely
comprehension task from the multimedia package, undertake the quiz on the ‘Parliament at Work’ CD Rom a series of multiple
choice and true false knowledge questions, design the front cover of a souvenir edition of the Federation Herald with a range of
features including a story about the current form of government. Focus on the public practice discourse of teaching and learning
strategies.
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People Power
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998)People Power – In what ways can popular movements achieve change? Refers to pictures of
farmers requesting that cattle grazing not be banned explores strategies for people to have power. P 127-128 and 145-146
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Card 1b picture of cattle men trying to persuade the state government in Victoria not to ban cattle
grazing in the Alpine National Park by presenting a petition to two government ministers.
Word
Legal
Meaning
Legislation, government, civil rights, democracy, freedom, private individual rights, duty, participate, vote in the assembly, to
sit on a jury, to stand for office, responsibilities, Declaration of Human responsibilities, vote, re-elected, govern, leader,
election, committee, president, secretary, treasurer, landowner, charge, open public meeting, ordinary people, exercise, women,
equals, communism, government full control, security,
Public Practice:
Petition, community legal services, Governor-General, photo petition, Community Aid Abroad, racism, agreement, stop-work
meeting, strategies, people power, campaign, actions, popular movements, citizens’ action strategies, negotiation, publicity
campaign, strike, lobbying, demonstration, legal action, non-violent, citizen action, social change, rights movements, change
attitudes, practices, public support, goals, media, protest, pressure, influence, decision-makers, phone calls, letters, petitions,
media campaigns, advertising, wearing badges, direct action, tribe, club, rights, obeyed, kings, reducing claim, heavy-handed,
powerful, remote, belonging, values, individual rights, protests, media, proposals, citizens, gatekeepers, investigate, report,
knowledge, act or exert, influence, competition, broadcasting organisation, bipartisan, barracke3r, independent, governmentfinanced broadcaster, liberal democracy, leader of the opposition, judges, complain, ignore , alike, promises, responsive,
pressure, childcare, issues, notice, associations, lobby, welfare system, trust, clubs, associations, religion, social class, society,
civil society,
Environment
Cattle grazing, Alpine national park, mountain cattlemen, environment, heritage, conservation groups, Wilderness society,
Franklin River
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People Power
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998)People Power – In what ways can popular movements achieve change? Refers to pictures of
farmers requesting that cattle grazing not be banned explores strategies for people to have power. P 127-128 and 145-146
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Card 1b picture of cattle men trying to persuade the state government in Victoria not to ban cattle
grazing in the Alpine National Park by presenting a petition to two government ministers.
Metaphor
None evident
Transitivity
Material Processes
Actor
Process
Goal
Students
read
matching strategy-definition
Groups
report
particular strategy
Office workers and employers
meet
reach agreement
Meat workers
support
equal pay
Teachers
vote
continue their campaign
Leading statesmen
drawn up
Declaration of Human Responsibilities
Governments
re-elected
want us to vote for them
Conservation groups
protest
bring issues to notice
Mental Processes
Sensor
Students
Students
Students
Group
Cattlemen
Community legal services
Governor general
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Process/Cognition
recall
identify
suggest
think
persuade
advice
views

Phenomenon
actions or strategies
illustration of their strategy
other strategies
strategies
not to ban cattle grazing
use the law to obtain rights
photo petition

Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People Power
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998)People Power – In what ways can popular movements achieve change? Refers to pictures of
farmers requesting that cattle grazing not be banned explores strategies for people to have power. P 127-128 and 145-146
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Card 1b picture of cattle men trying to persuade the state government in Victoria not to ban cattle
grazing in the Alpine National Park by presenting a petition to two government ministers.
Media
learn
about protests
Relational Processes
Intensive Attributive
One of the famous speeches on democracy was given by Pericles who was the leader of Athens in its war against Sparta.

Theme

Circumstantial Attributive
He gave it in a cemetery…
One of the famous…He gave it in a cemetery… So much of the speech…, We call our state…, Everyone is…, It doesn’t matter
what class…, Everyone must be…., Eh?… Say that…, Pericles said: ‘We do not say that a…, That we don’t …, We value
our…, We can make our…. The Greek democracts…, The Greek city-states were…, It was lik belonging…, Our concern with
rights began…, We used rights…, We have calimed more…, No longer…, Now in a democracy…, Why don’t we trust…, We
have carried our…, A group of leading…, One of its key clauses…, Still, we cannot give…, Our governments are…, We don’t
have a…, Our society is also…, We are all Australianas…, Citizens with similar concerns…, When governments don’t…, IF
all this were to stop…, Soon they would realise…, As reporters of protests…, In a large-scale society…, The media are the
gatekeeprs…, If they narrow the range…, One way is for the…, Another way is for the…, An independendt, governmentfinances…, It is very easy to reach…, We commonly complain…, In fact our governments…, Think of some of the issues….,
Thirty years ago governments…, They have been made…, In Tasmaina…, When wer form associations…, Imagine a new
club…, Their chief business will be…, Who will run…, The richest, the olkdest…, No., No one groups will be…, There will be
an…, The committee will then elect…, Before democracy established…, The local landowners would…, In the town, when …,
The open public meeting and…, They allowed ordinary people…, Before they got the cote…, In the nineteenth century…,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People Power
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998)People Power – In what ways can popular movements achieve change? Refers to pictures of
farmers requesting that cattle grazing not be banned explores strategies for people to have power. P 127-128 and 145-146
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Card 1b picture of cattle men trying to persuade the state government in Victoria not to ban cattle
grazing in the Alpine National Park by presenting a petition to two government ministers.
Women were prominent in the movement…, The women who claimed the right…, Our associations, run…, We practise
treating each other…, We are associating with people…, They are not relations…, This helps us to build…, We also in our
clubs…, This helps to …, These associations of citizens…, This is the situation…, Under communism the government…,
Opposition was …, Organisations of ordinary citizens…, There were chess clubs…, Now the old…, People are suspicious
of…, If you send goods to market…, Stand-over men frighten…, When trust and honest…, We have our freedom…, Not all
examples of popular… Workers refuse to work…, Their objective is…, Two or more individuals…, One individual or group..,
Individuals or groups try…, Individuals or groups use, Individuals or groups take…, The year…, Only men are allowed…,
Many attempts to legislate…, You are a group…, The year is…, Australia has a policy…, You are a group of…, The year is…,
You work at a port…, Each morning…, The Arbitration Court decides that…, Your trade union believes…, The regional
Shopping Complex has…, You are a member of the Student representative…, A cosmetics company…, You are a male…,
When you apply for the…, Meat workers show…, Mountain cattlemen come to …, The present a petition…, Community legal
services…, Governor-General Sir William Deane…, Officer workers and employers…, Teachers vote to continue…
Teaching and learning directions
Display the final focus question…, Deepen students’ understanding…, This exercise could be organised…, Invite students…,
Ask students if…, Invite student to suggest…, Focus attention on…, Ask each group…, Invite groups to report…, Focus
attention on… Direct students to complete…, Select on ‘people power’ movement…, Assess the reports…, Discuss the
potential…, Conduct a class forum…, Discuss what issues might …, Students should investigate…,
Modality
+low could, might, can, may, may, may, can,
+medium would, would, will, will, will, will, will, will, would, would, would,
+high must,
-low doesn’t, don’t, don’t, don’t, didn’t, don’t, cannot, don’t, don’t,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People Power
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998)People Power – In what ways can popular movements achieve change? Refers to pictures of
farmers requesting that cattle grazing not be banned explores strategies for people to have power. P 127-128 and 145-146
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Card 1b picture of cattle men trying to persuade the state government in Victoria not to ban cattle
grazing in the Alpine National Park by presenting a petition to two government ministers.
-medium
-high

Cohesion

Probability:
Usuality:
Obligation:
Inclination: acceptable, wanted
Reference
Pericles is then discussed as He in the next sentence page 91 teachers text.
Organise five groups of students… Ask each group…Invite groups…,
Ellipsis – none
Conjunction
Extension addition
One of the famous speeches on democracy was given by Pericles who was the leader of Athens in its ware against Sparta.
We can make our own life, and if we don’t want to be interested in boring and irrelevant politics , we don’t have to be.
Our governments are more powerful and more remote than the government of Athens.
…about the protests – and the proposals…
…they rob citizens of knowledge and with that , the capacity to exert influence.
….new ways to protest and bring issues to our notice.
…his hangers-on would assist and get the paid position of secretary.
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People Power
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998)People Power – In what ways can popular movements achieve change? Refers to pictures of
farmers requesting that cattle grazing not be banned explores strategies for people to have power. P 127-128 and 145-146
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Card 1b picture of cattle men trying to persuade the state government in Victoria not to ban cattle
grazing in the Alpine National Park by presenting a petition to two government ministers.
…exercise influence and become public persons.
…treating each other as equals, and voting and accepting that the majority will rule, and not getting our own way, and thinking
of the common good.
…meet and try to reach agreement.
Variation
We have carried our concern with rights too far or it has not been balanced by an acceptance of our responsibilities.
…but day by day they are influenced by what they learn of our views and interests.
Their chief interest will be to organise bike trios, but they may also lobby government for more bike tracks.
…different religion or social class
There were chess clubs, but they were run by the government
..but societies are not working well.
Their objective is to put pressure on employers, or the government, to change the situation.
One individual or group…

Large Scale
Text
Structures

Causal-Conditional
We have our freedoms and security because, consciously or unconsciously, we are citizens, watching and influencing
governments, association with each other, making society itself more democratic.
Upper Primary unit of work with instructions for a teacher and relevant handouts for students
A set of six pictures of people taking action to be used in conjunction with the activities in the unit of work
A section in citizens for the teacher textbook to provide the teacher with background knowledge on processes of citizen
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People Power
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998)People Power – In what ways can popular movements achieve change? Refers to pictures of
farmers requesting that cattle grazing not be banned explores strategies for people to have power. P 127-128 and 145-146
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Card 1b picture of cattle men trying to persuade the state government in Victoria not to ban cattle
grazing in the Alpine National Park by presenting a petition to two government ministers.
participation.
Citizenship
Citizenship: Public Practice view of citizenship that illustrates the need for people to participate in the processes of government
Pedagogy
within the public sphere.
Citizenship knowledge: Knowledge of the ways people can let the government know what they think. People power strategies
ranging from media campaigns, writing letters, petitions and demonstrations. All of these strategies are explored in terms of
how successful they have been in the past in terms of different people power situations where the government has been
significantly influenced. Students explore the most useful strategies for a range of different issues. Define different people
power strategies and identify examples of each.
Citizenship values: People have the power to influence government. This is how everyday people have the opportunity to let
the government know what they want.
Skills and participation: Skills students develop the ability to write reports, engage in teacher directed discussion, identify
possible strategies of people power actions for different identified scenarios. In this unit students learning about how others
participate they do not have the option to participate themselves
Teaching and learning strategies: The following teaching and learning activities are suggested in the unit of work. Recall
actions and strategies used by those involved in popular movements. Identify definitions of six of the most common people
power strategies, link the specific strategies with the examples of the photographs on the cards provided, Discuss the positives
and negatives of each strategy. Students are given a scenario where they have to identify the most useful people power
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People Power
Upper Primary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998)People Power – In what ways can popular movements achieve change? Refers to pictures of
farmers requesting that cattle grazing not be banned explores strategies for people to have power. P 127-128 and 145-146
Hirst, J. (1998). Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia. Carlton, Victoria, Curriculum Corporation. Pages 91-94
Citizens rights responsibilities, actions, voluntary organisations
Cards Primary (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Card 1b picture of cattle men trying to persuade the state government in Victoria not to ban cattle
grazing in the Alpine National Park by presenting a petition to two government ministers.
strategies to use in the circumstances, Answer teacher questions through a class discussion, write a report, class forum, develop
posters of other people power figures,
Description Discourse Analysis Questions Texts include:
Lower Secondary Law – Activity 4 Mabo Decision page 58, CD Rom Stories of Democracy, Lower Secondary Law – Mabo slideshow and
game
Word
Two categories:
Meaning
1. Used the following terms court of appeal, native title, high court, legal actions, legal proceedings, traditional ownership, final
court of appeal, traditional rights, freehold title, leasehold title, common law, act of Government, annexation to Queensland,
inherited rights, act, claims of ownership, over-ruled, illegal possession of land, leases, ownership of land, federal government
Australian law.
This demonstrates a focus on citizenship as legal status
2. Used the following terms : began legal proceedings, Eddie Mabo lost his case, took it to the high court, traditional rights not
extinguished, evidence, establish claim to traditional ownership, traditions, laws and customs.
This demonstrates a focus on citizenship as public practice
Unstable word usage within the text included the following references with the word it bold
‘still have a sense of connection to all their original country.’
‘The case of the Wik People from Cape York ruled that leaseholders and Aboriginal people had to share the land.’
Evidence of over wording or rewording
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions Texts include:
Lower Secondary Law – Activity 4 Mabo Decision page 58, CD Rom Stories of Democracy, Lower Secondary Law – Mabo slideshow and
game
‘Many issues of ownership of land that the federal government needs to sort out.’
Formality in the text is very high. This is further highlighted by the fact that the elderly character dressed as someone from the
historical past gives the image of a very wise man delivering the historical information.
Metaphor
Transitivity

Theme

Modality
Cohesion

Large Scale
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Pedagogy

None
Focus on the use of material processes in the text for example Legal actions (process) Eddie Mabo (actor) change of laws (goal)
or law (process) Commonwealth Government (actor) changed (goal).
Passive text used with no evidence of reference to mental processes or the thoughts and feelings of the actors.
Relational processes were focussed on intensive attributive for example high court is the final court of appeal in Australia as
well as intensive identifying Mabo decision is an example of High court acting in this role.
The theme of the text provides evidence of what is most important to those writing the texts. Predominant themes within this
text included:
As well as having the power, the high court, The Mabo decision, led by, resulted in, the Commonwealth parliament.
No evidence eof marked themes.
Low positive and negative modality with the use of terms such as don’t like, can, could, is not, may.
The modality was objectively focussed. Made use of verbs rather than adverbs.
Reference cohesions were the most predominant type of cohesion. For example …High coure is the final court.. The other type
of reference cohesion refers to the use of he in relation to Eddie Mabo.
Extending conjunctions were often used to add something new to a clause introduced. For example The Mabo decision is an
example of the High Court acting in this role.
CD Rom slideshow with presenter providing the text in the form of an audio.
An activity for students to undertake in the role of a reporter using evidence provided about the case.
Teacher text provided six questions for teachers to use with students after they have viewed the CD Rom presentation.
View of citizenship – people have the ability to participate in the processes of government as a citizens right. The courts of law
are one of these processes that citizens have the right to participate in.
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions Texts include:
Lower Secondary Law – Activity 4 Mabo Decision page 58, CD Rom Stories of Democracy, Lower Secondary Law – Mabo slideshow and
game
Citizenship Knowledge – Australian constitution, High court, High course final court of appeal in Australia, Indigenous people
have concerns about land ownership, Process Eddie Mabo participated in through the courts first at state and then
Commonwealth level, native title and traditional rights.
Values presented – materials presented in the form of facts through the slide presentation delivered by an older character
representing earlier times as well as the task of preparing the report and information provided in the slide presentation on the
CD Rom. The report process does focus on the notion that there were different viewpoints and asks students to identify these.
Skills and approaches to participation – this text represents a case study of what one person has done using the government
processes to assert their rights as a citizen in Australia in this case in relation to native title. The focus is on how the Meriam
people worked through the courts to assert their rights as citizens. Student development of citizenship skills and participation
not evident in the tasks.
Teaching and Learning strategies: tasks for students within these texts are largely listening to a multimedia program that
provides information. Teachers are provided with a list of questions to use with their students to ensure that students gather the
relevant knowledge from the program. Within the multimedia program the game component allows students to participate as a
court reporter participating in the Mabo case and have the opportunity to identify the ideas for and against. However, when
students click on the game button they are greeted with an empty court and a slide projector that contains all the information
that they will need for their report. Three headings are provided People and Organisations, Different Views and Places. This
then becomes a comprehension task as students read the text and locate information under the relevant headings. The text can
be cut and pasted into the relevant sections.
These strategies fit with the Discipline Approach as well as the jurisprudence approach of citizenship teaching and learning
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People in political life
Lower Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) assessment task page 135
Secondary Video (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Segment of Men and Women in Political Life.
Word
Public Practice
Meaning
Campaign, posters, political action, parliamentary politician, persistence, intelligence, general knowledge, issues, society,
motivates, communicator, information, messages, understand, backbenchers, influential, knowledgeable, ministers, parliament
house, media, journalists, listeners, power, successful, values, decency, culture, diversity, political issues, aims, personal
qualities, knowledge, political strategies, strengths, weaknesses,

Metaphor
Transitivity

Theme

Environment words
Environment, Ok Teddie, mine, Australian Conservation Foundation, climate change, French Nuclear Testing, social justice,
Franklin River Dam, nature, generation,
None
Material Process
Actor
Process
Goal
You
copy
grid below
I
made posters
let people know what was going on
I
talk
to politicians staff
Mental Process
Sensor
Process/Cognition
Phenomenon
You
Imagine
you have friend that wants to get involved
You
See
video
You
think
what advice you would give
I
attention
French Nuclear Testing in the Pacific
You
understand
society a little
Worked full time…Long standing interest…, Impact of Ock … Represented Australian… Fifteen years ago…I thought it was
outrageous…, I organised a little campaign…, Most people in society should…, A fair bit of…, You have to understand…,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People in political life
Lower Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) assessment task page 135
Secondary Video (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Segment of Men and Women in Political Life.
You have to be a good…, Making messages that people…, I talk to politicians…, Sometimes the people who sit…, Its also
important to talk to…, Unless we get our message…, Certainly among the politicians…, Men tend to be a bit …, That doesn’t
means that they…, Women are better perhaps…, Strong interest in a lot of issues…, I would like to help…, I was only a…, But
then most …, For me its about decency…, Making sure the next generation…,
Teaching materials theme

Modality

Cohesion

Imagine that you have a friend…, Your friend knows you…, Think about what…, Your teacher will arrange…, Before you
watch it…., Make notes about the people…, Write the letter.., Make sure you cover the points…, Is it better to try…,
+low could, most, can, can, can,
+medium should, should,
+high
-low don’t doesn’t
-medium
-high
probability probably, perhaps
usuality sometimes,
obligation necessarily
inclination prefer
Reference none evident
Ellipsis none evident
Cohesion
Addition positive
Your friend knows that you have studies this unit and writes a letter to you, asking for your advice.
I organised a little campaign at the high school made a few posters let people know what was going on and that was probably
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People in political life
Lower Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) assessment task page 135
Secondary Video (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Segment of Men and Women in Political Life.
my first political action.
Making messages that people can understand and they can relate to and cause people to think ah yes that is exactly what I think
as well or that’s exactly what I don’t think.
Addition negative
Most people in society should be political in some way but no necessarily as politicians
That doesn’t necessarily mean that they are but that they come across like that.

Large Scale
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Pedagogy

Causal-conditional
A fair bit of persistence a little bit of intelligence pretty good general knowledge because you are dealing with a lot of different
issues not just the one you are working on that particular day.
Sometimes there staff can be more important than the politician because they often know more about what is going on.
Sometimes the people on the backbench because they have more time can be very influential…
Unless we get our message across there is not point just talking to politicians because they have got to hear that message in the
papers and on the TV and radio.
Unit assessment task 2 letter to a friend asking for assistance in getting involved in a political issue
Segment of the Secondary Discovering democracy video illustrating the work undertaken by Michael Krockenberger from the
Australian Conservation Foundation
Citizenship: Different people can be involved in the political process in different ways it is up to each individual to decide how
they would like to be involved.
Citizenship Knowledge: Different ways people are involved in political life
Citizenship Values: Choices people can make these on the basis of their aims and beliefs
Skills and Participation: Comprehension from video interviews of four people involved in political life. Students write a letter
of advice to a friend about how they feel they should be involved using the evidence from the video and other materials studied
throughout the unit. This item is considered an assessment item. Students explore how others have participated the unit does
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
People in political life
Lower Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 1998) assessment task page 135
Secondary Video (Curriculum Corporation 1998) Segment of Men and Women in Political Life.
not allow for students to develop participation skills of their own.
Teaching and Learning Strategies: Review a video using a worksheet to gain an understanding of how four different people
have participated in political life. Write a letter to a friend providing details from the unit of work and the video about
participating in political life.
Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
Word
Groups of works identified in the texts:
Meaning
Largely words related to the Legal status view of citizenship education
Council meeting, parliamentary committee, options, jobs, economy, tourists, fishing industry, balance, asset, Act, joint
committee, public accounts and assets, submission, residents, state government, promised, election, state park, commonwealth,
minister, growth, income, new businesses, unemployment, state secretary of parks, Tasmanian government, High court,
employer, progress, state law, police escort, new powers for police, trespassing, federal election, election promises, Prime
Minister, Labour party, new law, constitutional question, state government, industrial development, proposal, parliament
deadlocked, politically, institutional, party policy, government, political system, decision-making, economic development,
judiciary, legislation, political agenda, state rights nation, electoral process, public service, law-making, Senate, House of
Representatives, practice, encroachment, constitution, grants to states, conditions on grants, heritage law, treaty, verdict,
democracy, rights, responsibilities, statesmen, Declaration of Human responsibilities, powerful, independent, governmentfinanced, diversity, ownership, president, treasurer, secretary, communism, tyrannical government
Values in relation to democratic identity view of citizenship education
View, peaceful, quite, express, heritage, beauty, beach, peace, reinforce attitudes, fight, emotional, experience, feel, beautiful,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
political values, beliefs, power, wealth, resources, interests, development, economic/environment, popular opinion, weapons,
State loyalty, suspicion, domineering, warn, freedom, together, comforting, rewarding, concern, views interests, environment,
human aid, education, trust, suspicious
In relation to the environment there were lots of words that indicated different values
visitor education, walking tracks, pollute the water, increase tourism, oyster and fishing industry, koala’s, endangered plants,
bush, not touched, great beach, keep it that way, ruin the beach and bush, peace and quite, worried, environmentally friendly,
protect the fishing industry, environmental problems, not large, preserve, future generations, wilderness, untouched,
environmental battle, environmental movement, conservation, undeveloped, power shortage, ancient forest, disappear,
destruction, flood, unique, special, see, Greenies, balance, protect, world heritage, leech ridden ditch, destroying, thousands of
years, saved, natural state, national cause, tranquil beauty, rugged, rare and endangered plans, and animals, evidence of
Aboriginal occupation, remoteness, resources, common good, civil society
Public practice views of citizenship education
Convince, speak up, stood up, public meeting, citizens group, express, halt, opinions, right, confrontation, dramatic, conflict of
values, powerful, influential, conservationists, Wilderness Society, campaign, social protest, streets, banners, aloft, marchers,
walked, slowly, peacefully, propaganda, Organisation for Tasmanian Development, media, voices, heard, formed a group,
meetings, in favour, opposing forces, philosophers, dreamers, protest, saving, exaggerated, champion,. Premier, environmental
significance, overstated, committed, support, federal government, remote, raft, federal politicians, guaranteeing media
coverage, press releases, radio, news, bulletin, workshops, television, advantage, rat bag, mainland, unemployed, ignored view,
democratic process, protest letters and postcards, federal/state powers, lobbied politicians, rallied support, political process,
citizens group, influencing, Direct action, human blockade, tactics, planned, no violence, non violent action, workshops,
protest, arrested, , support, stand, small price, protestors, seen, news story, biggest, environmental rally, public opinion, not
proceed, ordinary citizen, powerful, change, dispute, influence, contesting groups, interest group, type of action, citizens group,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
political dispute, influencing, act, media, protests, demonstrations, letters, newspaper talkback radio, exert influence,
competition, barracker, associations
Terms with unstable meanings
Greenie, economic development, environmental conservation, conservationists, protestor, demonstration, economic growth,
beauty, wilderness, cronies, activists, pollute, endangered plants, endangered animals, bush, not touched, environmentally
friendly, environmental problems, preserve, future generations, untouched, environmental battle, environmental movement,
conservation, undeveloped, ancient forest, unique, special, leech ridden ditch, tranquil beauty, rugged, rare plants, rare animals,
remoteness, resources.
Overwording rewording:
The Wilderness Society or the Greenies as they became known…. (Video)
The crowd estimated at 6000 stretched the length of two city blocks… (video)
Would the conservationists like us to attach their employment ….how would they like us to threaten their jobs. (video)
The environmental significance of the area has been grossly overstated… nothing more than a leech ridden ditch (video)

Metaphor

Text formality: all of the texts present information in the form of facts about the Franklin Dam issues with a focus on the
development of the viewpoints of two sides on the issue the Tasmania government and hydro versus the Wilderness Society
and later the Commonwealth government. Focus on presenting a balanced view of both sides of the story.
Metaphors :
Volunteers for the anti-Tasmania Society: Must be experienced in guitar, tin whistle playing and protest songs. Commos,
broken down actors, mainlanders and homosexuals especially welcome. Dole money guaranteed. (Page 195 units)
Conservationist training for the south-west blockade are like guerrilla forces in third-world countries. (Page 194 Units)
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
Clenched fists or even chanting, or strident sloganeering … must be avoided at all costs because it frightens people. (page 191
units)
Transitivity

Demonstrates a sentiment again the public practice view of citizenship here in favour of the legal status view
Material Processes:
Actor
Process
Goal
Citizen
organise
done (CD Rom)
Citizen
work together prevent building dam (CD Rom)
Hydro
build
dams (CD Rom)
People
took to
campaign federal government (CD Rom)
People
converged
protesting (CD Rom)
I
going
fight (video)
Tasmanian Govt build
dam the river (video)
High court
environmental battle stopped the dam (video)
Greenies
social protest
stop the dam (video)
Wilderness society draw attention fate of the Franklin (video)
People
direct involvement influence government (unit page 171)
Tasmanian Dam case boost
Commonwealth power (Hirst 82)
Mental processes
Sensor
They

Process-Cognition
feel
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Phenomenon
needs and wished page 171 unit

Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
Liberals
believe
private business page 177 unit
We
think
national park (video)
I
want
beach (Opal Bay)
I
worried
koala ( Opal Bay)
I
see
land developed (Opal Bay)
I
see
2/3 houses and 1/3 park (Opal Bay)
I
represent
Opal Bay citizens group (Opal Bay)
I
don’t know
what they should do ( Opal Bay)
They
happy
protect the environment (Hirst 83)
Defenders of high court unhappy
change the constitution (Hirst 83)
We
value
democracy (Hirst 91)
Relational Processes
Evidence of a much broader range of relational processes in this particular text here are some examples:
Intensive attributive
New houses will create jobs (Opal bay)
My proposal is practical … (Opal Bay)
Members of the Tasmanian Wilderness society were concerned about… (video)
More people in Opal Bay will mean a bigger school (Opal Bay)
As the state largest employer it was an important organisation ( video)
The Franklin River flows through wilderness in SW Tasmania ( video)
The story of the Franklin is a powerful example of how our democratic system enables citizens to work together to get things
done. ( CD Rom)
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
You know ordinary citizens can get things done if they organise themselves ( CD Rom)
Building the dams would provide a lot of employment for these towns ( CD Rom)
The region is remote in every sense of the word. (unit page 171)
A table such as the following may be useful for each group…. (unit page 173)
Parliament is a law making body ( unit page 177)
The role of an interest group is … (page 178)
The major parties are themselves federated bodies ( Hirst 83)
There are three levels of government in Australia: federal, State and local. (Hirst 83)
Identifying Intensive
In 1979 the Hydro Electric Commission of Tasmania wanted to build dams on three rivers in SW Tasmania. (CD Rom)
The large scale development …. Will ruin the beach and bush (Opal Bay)
The Hydro has built dams… (video)
Today; although the number of Hydo-Electric Commission jobs had declined, carefully managed tourism in the South-west has
created other skilled and unskilled jobs. (unit page 172)
We value our democracy because of the freedom it gives us. (Hirst 91)
A society in which everyone demanded their rights and no one treated other people decently would be a most unpleasant place.
(Hirst 92)
Identifying Circumstantiated
However, citizens who wanted to prevent further destruction of Tasmania’s wilderness formed the Wilderness Society…. (CD
Rom)
The key political issue at the heart of the Franklin Dam dispute centred on the balance of powered between the Commonwealth
Government and state governments …. (Units page 170)
Possessive Attributive
They said it was essential that… (CD Rom)
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
Despite the deadlock parliament the are of the Franklin, Lower Gordon and Olga Rivers is declared the Wild Rivers National
Park. ( unit page 180)
The court has caught the public mood. (Hirst 83)
Theme
The type of themes within the sentences in the text include the following groups;
this group relate to tasks students are to undertake on the basis of directions provided in the text and include:
In pairs, think.. , Collect as many ways.., List the main features…, Using sources 1 and 2 below as a guide, Divide into groups,
to examine sources…, discuss the following…, write a letter to the paper, describe the, Which level of government, Collect a
number of , List the names…, What fundamental beliefs, How would, As a class, be…, Using the information above…,
Complete the table…, In groups of four discuss, Individually write, What advice would you give, Divide the…, In groups of
three…, Present…, As a class, discuss…, Write an explanation…, As a class create a list…., Match the arguments… Move
around the town…, A parliamentary committee…, Collect arguments for…, The unit examines…, Students complete…,
Students prepare…, Read through Work sheets…, Students complete Work sheet…, After completing their…, You must
choose at least one…, As a politician you have been…
this group relate to the content of the materials provided on Opal Bay
I want…, My proposal is…, The large scale developments…, I suppose the beach…, I’m worried about…, As a teacher…, The
council would like…, New houses will…, Too much development…, We want high quality housing…, Well off people…,
This pamphlet has…, This submission was…, Following this meeting…, At the last election…, That’s why …, People of
this…, Meanwhile local…, I’m the federal…, At lot of people…, The town needs…, Isn’t this great…, I grew up…, We want
the Commonwealth…, The park will…, It will also …., I reckon that’s why…, Even when the…., I don’t know…,
this group relate to the content of the materials provided on the Franklin River
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
The Franklin River flows…, The Tasmanian government…, The High court…, The fight for the…, The fight over the…. The
conservation movement…, While the government…, Both sides strongly…, One the one side…, As the states…, For almost a
century…, The dams and power…, The huge amounts of…, To the Tasmanian…, The hydro was a…, By 1970…, The Hydro
had…, And now it…, Job’s weren’t…, We are providing…, Pitted against the…, Members of the …, They argued if…, This
special area…, It’s such a pity…, The Wilderness society…, Thousands of …, Hundred of hastily…, The crowd estimated…,
The conservationists…, This is a …, If we in this…, Dr Bob Brown…, He was a…, Neither Dr Brown…, We had to argue…,
It was patently…, But in the towns…, But the cooper…, Because of the increased…, In response to media…, The OTD is…,
Thy thought it…, They formed their…, They argued in favour…, Would the conservationists…, Get out amongst…, The
opposing forces were…, In Tasmania…, And it wasn’t… They believe…, The environmental significance…, The state
labour…., So without support, But first the …., On the way to…, The greenies…, To do this…, The wilderness society…,
They made sure…, Last Monday leaders of the…, Five days later they emerged…, On board the…, We camped on…, I am
going…, The fight for…, It was part…, Even the media…, The Society has…, Press releases…, Media workshops like…, All
this by a group…, But there were people…, We’ve asked the media…, We can’t afford…, In December 1982…, The United
Nations…, And for the first…, December 15…, Now the Franklin…, But world heritage listing…, It was determined…, The
Tasmanian parliament…, Under cover of …, Now more than ever…, The greenies decided…, They planned their…, Faced
with arrest…, It’s non violent…, There were even…, The protestors expected…, The Tasmanian government…, So to
protect…, The battle lines were…, Along the lower…, It was here that…, W think this whole…, We are breaking…., Although
two made it…, People travelled from… parliamentarians were arrested…, Bob Brown who…, If that’s necessary…., every day
boats…, As usual the wilderness…, It belongs to Australia…, The hydro…, The Protestors…, The blockade…, The
wilderness…, They came from…, Not since the Vietnam…, In January 1983…, How would this affect…, The headquarters
for…, The main aim is…, That in effect means…, Stopping the dam…, It’s great tot be here…, If we meet the…, I want to
say…, I say to you…, The labour party…, But the majority…, The Tasmanian government…, The future of the dam…, This
film was scoot…, Remember that before the…, So how did it go…, It was called the…, Under this law…, Bet determines to
fights…, And that raised the question…, This was a constitutional…, The high court…, In July 1983…, The power over… It
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Middle Secondary Units Getting things done p 167-202; Hirst 1998 pages 82-83 and 91-94, Poster secondary three levels of government,
Secondary Video Saving the Franklin, Stories of Democracy CD Rom, Franklin River Dam; Discovering Democracy CD Rom Opal Bay
Parliamentary Committee Report, Discovering Democracy Middle Secondary Units (Curriculum Corporation 2000) Franklin River Dam
Dispute, page 69-82
was a victory…, The blockade on the…So what was …After work on the …, The hydro has since…, The Wilderness
Society…, Through effective organisation…, For the first time…, The Franklin River and …You know ordinary citizens, In the
early 1980s…, This is the story…, In 1979…, They said it was…, The Hydro commission proposal…, Building the dams…
However, citizens who…When the Tasmanian state parliament…, But the bill was…, A referendum was held…, In 1982 the
people…, Federal politicians…, In Federal bi-elections voters…, However, neither the liberal…, Thousands of people…,
National and international media…, In June 1982 despite…, The Federal election,,, But the Tasmanian government…, The
high court decided…, The Tasmanian government…, The decision of the high…, They had worked…, They had effectively…
The story of the Franklin…, The Franklin Dam dispute… Should the people of a …, In the later 1970s…, A group of people
who…, International treaties were…, Tasmanian governments on …, There are occasions when ordinary people…, They may
be concerned…, They may feel…, At any particular time…, Despite its remoteness, The first European in…, Today
Queenstown’s devastated …, The most significant…, All Tasmania governments, As early dispute between…, Perhaps because
Lake Pedder…, Today, although the number…, Political power is having…, Political values come from beliefs…, A political
party is…, Party policy is what …, The party policies promised…, This may be…, One of the goals of…, Labor wants greater
equality…, Labor believes strongly…, Party members…, Liberals believe strongly in…, They want more …, Many Liberal
Party…, Parliament, interest groups…., Parliament is a law-making…, Parliament servers…, Interest groups, like political
parties…, The Tasmanian Wilderness Society was…, Pro dam interest groups…, The public service…, The public service is
also…, For example, the proposal…, Similarly, project like the …, The medias, this is, newspapers…, The media make their
own…, Despite rich water…, To hep solve these…, That is, government…, For a labor government…, These developments
provided…, By supporting developments…, For a literal government…, Large companies would…, However, the struggle…,
For Tasmanian, this was…, The first government…, The dam case was…, On one side…, On the other side…, As the dam…,
The issue because…, You have seen…, This law gave…, The approval of a…, You have also seen…, With an elected
federal…, The Tasmanian government…, The federal government…, The Tasmanian Government… Australia is…, Before the
states…, A federation is a …, In some federations…, The Australian Constitution came…, It makes no mention…, An obvious
examples is…, In 1901, the notion…, Since the environment…, One of the law-making powers…, This means…, The makers
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of Australia’s…, The High Court.., When there is a…, The High court…, There are even…, Here are what two…, In the
Franklin Dam case…, In other words,…, This is what…., The High court decides…, It was a narrow victory…, This was the
end…, But it was not the end…, The power of the …, There were no planes…, The world has become…, The Constitution
must be applied…, The areas covered by…, It is the job of the …, The decisions it makes…, More recent examples… The
scheme depended on…, This was included in…, It has been used…, The Commonwealth has no…, As the Commonwealth…,
The Tasmanian Dam case…, When the constitution…, The court, sticking…, This verdict was supported…, If the
Commonwealth could…, You see…, If you forget rule…, That explains how…, Should this be told…, They are happy…, The
court has caught…, The defenders of the States, The states still possess…, The majority parties…, There are three levels…,
That we…, We value our…, We can make…, The Greek democrats…, You had the duty…, The Greek city states…, You
didn’t want…, Our concern with…, We used right…, We have claimed…, No longer… Now in …, We have carried…, A
society…, A group of leading…., Still, we cannot…, Our governments are…, We don’t have…, Our society is… We are all….
We need our…, But if we…, Governments want us to…, Citizens with the same…, Citizens with similar concerns…., When
governments don’t…, If all this were…, Soon they would…, As reporters of protests…, In a large-scale…, The media are…,
One way to ensure…, Another way…, An independent…, It is very easy…, We commonly complain…, Think of some of
the…, Thirty years ago. They have been made…, In Tasmania in the 1980s, When we form association…, Their chief
business…, Who will want to run…, The richest…, No one group…, There will be…, The committee will then…, Before
democracy…, The local landowner…, The open public meeting…, They allowed ordinary…, Before they got the vote…, In the
nineteenth…, Women were prominent…, Our associations…, We practices treating…, We are associating with… They are
not…,, This helps us…, We also in our… This helps to bind…, These associations of citizens…, This is the situation…, Under
communisms…, Organisations of ordinary citizens… There were chess…, People only trusted…, Now the old…., People
are…, If you send goods…, Stand-over men frighten traders…, Bribery is the way…, When trust and … We have our…,
Modality
The modality in this text has an emphasis on objective rather than the subjective viewpoint. It is considered medium level
positive. However, there is evidence in this text of medium level negative modality as well.
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Positive
Low – can, could and might (may times), may, needed.
Medium – should, would, wanted, was, were, has, will, (many many times)
High – had ( a number of times) must, sure, have
Negative
Low – cannot, cant, ( a number of times)
Medium – weren’t, wasn’t, will not, would not, should not
Hight – none
Mostly modal verbs rather than adverbs
Probablity – reluctantly, increased, suppose
Usuality –
Obligation – enable, expected, intended
Inclination – concerned, determined, quickly
Cohesion
There are a number of examples of reference cohesions in the text.
In 1979 the Hydro Electric Commission of Tasmania wanted to build dams on three rivers in South West Tasmanian. They said
it was….
(CD Rom)
The Hydro had built dams on every major river in Tasmania except the Franklin. And now it wanted one there too. (Video)
Members of the Tasmanian Wilderness Society were concerned about the Hydro scheme and its destructive effect on the
environment. They argued … (video)
“The OTD (Organisation for Tasmanian Development) is a non political organisation representing the silent majority of
Tasmanians.” They thought….They formed…They argued…(video)
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There were more limited examples of Ellipsis in the text for example
The decision of the High Court meant that the citizens who opposed the dam had achieved a massive victory. They had worked
through… (CD Rom)
The Hydro (as Tasmanians called it) was responsible for building dams and power stations for the government. As the states
largest employer it was an important organisation. (Video)
There were a number of conjunctions in the form of extensions and just one example of a causal enhancement.
Conjunction – Extensions
A referendum was held but it didn’t give a clear result. (CD Rom)
In Federal bi-elections voters across Australia also showed their support for the Wilderness Society by writing NO DAMS on
ballot papers. (CD Rom)
Everyone in town has a view on this and they all want to convince you theirs is the right one. (Opal Bay)
The town needs new businesses to reduce employment but apart from tourism there is little happening in that area. (Opal Bay)
I grew up here but now I’m State Secretary for the Parks Department. (Opal Bay)

Large Scale
Text
Structures

Conjunction enhancement
I moved my business to Opal Bay because of the peace and quite. (Opal Bay)
Getting things done unit
Teacher notes and student activities. The Franklin Dam issue of the late 1970s early 1980s is the example used as student
activities to answer the above questions. The student activities and teacher notes are arranged to answer four focus questions.
The activites undertaken as students answer each of these questions are detailed below.
How can Australian citizens influence government action?
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To answer this questions students participated in: small group discussions on how student influence others, comprehension
activities on the features of the Franklin River, Write sentences on how the Hydro commission and a conservationist would see
the Franklin, explore strategies use by citizens to take action though comprehension, discussion, analysis of video and
preparation of a letter to a newspaper on citizen actions.
How do governments and political parties respond to new issues?
To answer this question students engaged in the following activities: comprehension tasks to define terms such as political
party and public policy, political values, Liberal and Labor political values, research into current issues and the strategies that
interest groups use, comprehension activities on the issues of development and unemployment in Tasmania as it relates to the
Franklin Dam issue, Analysis of the timeline of the Franklin Dam issue using a variety of sources, simulation of the Lowe
government cabinet discussion, analysis of party beliefs and government action, discussion of government responses to the
Franklin River dam issue and discussion of Tasmanian Reponses to the Franklin River issue.
How can Australian citizens influence the media and how does the media influence governments and political parties?
Discussion and reporting of public issues that have recently been in the media, comprehension activity of the use of the media
in the Franklin River Dam issue by the Wilderness Society, design a media campaign for the Pro-dam movement, Analyse the
view of the Tasmanian Premier and people from other states.
How are disputes between state and federal governments resolved?
Simulation of television interviews with Tasmanians in different contexts, Discussion about division of government poweres
between the states and commonwealth government, comprehension activity on the role of the high court, discussion of the
arguments that support the high court decision in the case of the Franklin River, and write a report on why the Tasmanian rivers
run free. Was this in the best interests of the country?
CD Rom: Stories of Democracy
Slide show style presentation of the Franklin River Dam Issue. Uses historical photos and images from the Franklin River to
support the spoken presentation.
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Opal Bay- Democracy at Work CD Rom
Students take on the role of being a member of a Parliamentary Committee who has six months to report back to Parliament on
the best option for the use of the former Quarantine Station. Four options are identified. The students then click on the various
members of the Opal Bay community to hear their thoughts on the four options. Students can then place each of the characters
heads into on of the four options signalling their viewpoint. Students then write up their recommendations for the site using the
prepared Report form. The form requires that students identify the reasons for their recommendations.
Saving the Franklin Video
Video that explores the issue of the Franklin below Gordon dam project in Tasmania. The video has a duration of 26.08
minutes. It shows a great deal of historical footage of the issue from the time from a wide range of sources. Makes use of a
narrator to bring the story from a small group of conservationists acting against the state government to a ruling by the High
Court that the federal government does have the ability to stop a dam on World Heritage Listed land.
Poster Three Levels of Government
Identifies the three levels of government, how they collect revenue and what they are responsible for. State governments are
identified as being responsible for forestry and wildlife protection, while local governments are responsible for town planning
and garbage collection.
Hirst Text Discovering Democracy: A Guide to Government and Law in Australia
This text covers the following major points
Paged 82-83 Grant to the States, Power from treaties, Has the High Court acted Properly
Pages 91-93 Community and individual rights, rights and responsibilities, active citizens, media and diversity of ownership,
citizens’ influence, voluntary associations, civil society, citizenship.
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Citizenship
View of citizenship:
Pedagogy
Public Practice view of citizenship advocated. Emphasis on how citizens can make use of government systems and processes to
make their voice heard.
What citizenship knowledge is presented:
Direct action strategies that citizens can use, definitions of terms public policy, political party, political values, political power,
labor party, Liberal party, state rights, interest groups, public service, historical story of the development of the Franklin River
Dam issue, ways interest groups can make use of the media, state and federal powers, role of the high court.
How are citizenship values presented:
In this case there are clearly two groups identified those for the dam state liberal and labour party in Tasmania and the Hydro
Electric Commission of Tasmania and those against the Wilderness Society and the federal Labor party. Students are often
asked to divide texts into the views of these two broad groups. Students are asked to take sides and explain their reasons they
are also allocated roles in simulation activities to explore the viewpoints of the two major viewpoints.
What skills and approaches to participation are advanced:
Students explore the skills and approaches to participation that were developed by those who participated in the Franklin River
Dam issue. The activities are not related back to students own lives or their lived experiences in their school, classroom or
community. The skills developed related to ability to analyse the actions of others.
Teaching and Learning Strategies:
Comprehension, discussion, research and simulation games are the main teaching and learning strategies. Students engage in
the development of a media campaign, write reports and letters to newspaper. Largely focused on the Discipline Approach,
Jurisprudence and the social problems or public issues approach. It does not allow students to participate actively in an issue
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and therefore does not allow for the development of the citizenship as civic participation.
Description Discourse Analysis Questions
This is my country
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 5-8
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
People of the south land page 13-14, The romance of the swag p14, Art work p15, The story of Tjirbruki: A Kaurna Story p 16-17, Art work
page 17, Poems about the bush p18-19, Art work p 19, Urban poem p20 – 21, Art work urban p21,Poem p22, Story page 22-25 Paradise, Art
work page 25 beach
Word
Australian, identity, society, nation, share, values, roles, responsibilities, history, ownership, duty, respected, clansfolk,
Meaning
consequences, lied, history,
Value, relationships, sympathies, separate, race, jealous, children, ways, beliefs, swagmen, wandered, lasting, images, English,
indigenous societies, culture, beliefs, links, attachment, home land, newcomers, arriving, cracking, jokes, personality, promote,
tourist, image, similarities, differences, modern, ‘Great Australian Dream’, power, study, teach, debate, make laws, buy, sell,
expensive, cameras, true people, took, claim, theirs, swag, help-your-mate, never-give-in, employment, walk, buried, body,
mounted police, love, foreign, father, pioneers music, God, sake, heart, England, painting, relatives, nephew, trip, murdered,
cooking, fire, story, worried, search, return, burial, cry, tears, burst, colour, foundation, thoroughbreds, drab, pubs, bottle, rum,
packing, bags, grandfather, future, boots, stockmen, settlers, Conn & Co driver, home, reminders, paintings, wrenches, aircraft,
window, Holden’s, sunglasses, chicken, take-away, rise, tanned, bay, sinewy legs, vast, horizon’s weep, job, post office,
snookers, motor bike, trails, drovers, tales, damper, camp, fire, greengrocer, taught, violin, childhood, watching, mother, arms,
elbow, dough, yeasty, gum branch, stove, nostrils, catch, sizzling, smoke, branded, heifer, fish, chips, read, Patrick White,
space, exciting, potential, room, everything, interesting, air freshener, caravan park, stood, watched, shop, cool, clear, ankles,
sandwiches, teach, swim, tights, paddle, buggers, kill, wooden, pole, fatal, panic, killer, paradise, split, skull, fence, hotel,
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People of the south land page 13-14, The romance of the swag p14, Art work p15, The story of Tjirbruki: A Kaurna Story p 16-17, Art work
page 17, Poems about the bush p18-19, Art work p 19, Urban poem p20 – 21, Art work urban p21,Poem p22, Story page 22-25 Paradise, Art
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ladders, cutting, throwing, harvest, wally, curious, missiles experts, removing, breeze, mongrel’s, accidentally, knocked,
hurtled, smacked, alarmed, Jeez, dent, tarmac, sec, dangerous, stuff, little buggers, swimming, tourist, esky, phone box,

Metaphor

Transitivity

Environment words
Country, land, environment, people, relationship, bush, outback, Australian land and people, land of Self-reliance, colours,
shapes , branches, leaves, feet, belong to the land, backbone, live, farming, Flinders River country, place, landscape, human
impact, city, tracks, roads, beach, Fremantle, old south land, wind, sea, headlands, rock, green, towns, cliffed and chasmed
mountains, bright heat, Adelaide, Gulf, soil, hunter, kangaroo, water, welled, spring, rock pool, waterholes, desert daisies, Gulf
of Carpentaria, Townsville, Mount Isa, Scone, green grass, crop-chequered, Darling Downs, sugar coast, wheat belt, cotton
belt, dry, cattle, sheep, sky, open spaces, rolling downs, clay pans, shad, waterholes, creeks, plant, peach tree, drought, cracked,
earth, burnt arid, lambs, wild, barefoot, air, clean, warm, smelt, lush, green, forests, red and green birds, trees, night, morning,
sun, sand, fish, wet sand, water, stingers, sea wasps, underwater, Box jellyfish, palm tree, greeny-brown, coconuts, stonefish,
rocks, pufferfish, crocs, crocodiles, exotic birds, mossies, poisonous spiders, poisonous snakes, canefield, rivers
Land of self-reliance
lone land
bright heat
burst into fresh tears
paintings that shimmer in the heat
brilliant white sparking turquoise…fronds of the palm trees shone emerald green
margins tumble the sea
Material Processes
Actor
Process
Goal
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People of the south land page 13-14, The romance of the swag p14, Art work p15, The story of Tjirbruki: A Kaurna Story p 16-17, Art work
page 17, Poems about the bush p18-19, Art work p 19, Urban poem p20 – 21, Art work urban p21,Poem p22, Story page 22-25 Paradise, Art
work page 25 beach
Fredrick McCubbin
painted
picture
Small groups
discuss
how Australia might be seen
Tjirbruki
hunter
kangaroo
They
murdered
him
Tjirbruki
searched
nephew
Tjirbruki
retrieved
body for burial
My mother
did not plant
a peach tree
Mother
worked
at Holden
I
fetching
fish and chips
She
stared
at him
He
read
the sign
Two men
cutting
off coconuts
He
walked
back down to the beach
Uncles’ cousin’s brother
bitten
by a snake
Mental Processes
Sensor
Yunipingu
Heather Brown
Julia Britton’
Clan folk
He

Process/Cognition
describes
feelings
affectionately describes
respect
loved
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Phenomenon
link to the land
about the land first settled
life in the city
Tjirbruki
his nephew
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Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 5-8
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People of the south land page 13-14, The romance of the swag p14, Art work p15, The story of Tjirbruki: A Kaurna Story p 16-17, Art work
page 17, Poems about the bush p18-19, Art work p 19, Urban poem p20 – 21, Art work urban p21,Poem p22, Story page 22-25 Paradise, Art
work page 25 beach
Part brothers
jealous
Kulultuwi
Tjirbruki
worried
nephew
I
think
of myself as a bush girl
I
thought
is fishing easy to learn

Theme

Relational Processes
Intensive Attributive
The land is my backbone
My land is my foundation
Teaching notes
This topic looks at…, What is…Ask the class,… Discuss what items should…, The People of the South Land…, Patricia
Wrightson described…, What are the names…, Who makes up the three…, What kind of link… Which group has…, How are
groups’…, Why have the Inlanders…, Is it possible for people…, What values do people…, Writing in 1901,… What does
Lawson admire…, Can you still see…, What does Lawson mean…, Would Lawson consider…, What links him to…, The
swagman has become…, What does that say…, If Lawson were alive…, What would he…, What sort of land… , How does it
reflect…, How do you think…, Frederick McCubbin painted this…, Compare the … , Look at the colours…, Which seems
most…, Does McCubbin’s image…, Giver your…, In indigenous societies…, This story explains that…, What elements of the
country…, What does this tell you…,In ‘The Song of Wirrun’, In what ways does… Indigenous people’s link…, Here,
Yunipingu described…, Why does Yunipingu describe…, Why would hey say that…, Is Yunipingu’s message… In this
extract, Heather…, Despite leaving in 1986…, What drew Brown’s…, What are its…, What is important…, Why has her
attachment…, Is Brown one of…, How would you feel…, Compare Whiteley’s range of colours…, Like ‘Arooka
Dreaming’…, Can you see…, Does this painting…, Julia Britton’s poem affectionately…, Her love of the place…, What
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things about…, What toher images…, What images does the…, What point is she…, This etching presents…, What does
Nedelkopoulos present…, Which of Wrightson’s three…, Here is a migrant’s…, Gibbs talks about…, What does she mean…,
How might this…, On a lighter note…, Reality does not…, Keith was looking…, Why would he have…, In two columns…,
How ‘real’ are… Finally, list what you…, Gleitzman also presents…, Keith marvels… Tracey was cracking…, Is Tracey…, is
her personality…, Ken Done’s bright… They were often…, How would Keith…, Draw or paint…,
Materials
The old south land…, High over it…, Under and in this…, Along its green…, They liver for happiness…, They study it…,
They have no time…, Only sometimes…, The Happy Folk…, Yet between the towns…, There are only a few…, The People
are dark-skinned…, The time when they…, The Inlanders come…, But the great…, The Inlanders suspect…, Between the
Inlanders…, Henry Lawson is famous…, At the time…, The Australian swag…, The grave of many of…, The land where a
man…, The land I love…, Gold bless…, A Direct North General…, Early artisits painted…, Down on His Luck… What does
this image…, The stories of Australia’s, The Kaurna people…, Tijrbruki was a great…, He had many relative…, Kulultuwi
went on a …, His two part…, The men then returned…, When the story…, Kulultuwi’s tracks…, He knew that…, The great
hunter… He decided to retrieve…, Tjirbruki followed the tracks…, Walking along the coast…, Tears ran down…,He went
on…, And so it was…, Tjirbruki continued his journey…, Finding a suitable cave…, Just before he entered…, You can still
follow…, The springs formed …This work tells…, The painting shows…, The circle…, The U shapes…, Galurrwuy
Yunipingu explains…, At the time…, The land…I only stand…, I think of land… It tells of how…, My land is mine…, My
land is my…, Heather Brown was born…, She now lives…, Her links to the land…, I cam from a place…, If you wave
your…, It wasn’t Scone…, It wasn’t the sugar…, But, behind the veil…, And it…, The Flinders River…, He was searching…,
My grandfather heard…, He saw the rolling…, Bt 1925 Noda…, I will always…, I keep my house…, Summer at… What, at
first,…My mother did not…actually she worked for a bit…. My father… Grandfather did not…, My childhood was not
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spent… The Great Australian… What things are important…, Liliana Gibbs left…, When the family moved…, She liked it so
much…, What attracted…, I love the sense of…, The space gives…, There’s potential…, In England a lot… The roads have
been…, Here there are hundreds… Being happy is important…, It takes disaster to make…, On his first day…, The air was
clear…, In the lush green…, They looked like…, He walked to …, It was even…, In the morning…, The sky was a …, Perfect,
thought…, Just like the …, Except for the girl…, He stood and watched…, I wonder if fishing…, She didn’t look any…, He
went cloaser…, Her eyes were almost…, Keith notices…, He decided… Hello, I’m…, G’day…, Caught …, Bit of a cough…,
She grinned…, Keith grinned…, Here they were…, The water looked cool…, Keith kicked…, Wouldn’t if…, Why not…,
Stinger., Sea wasps…, Keith knew all about…, Must be…, Box jellyfish… She held out…, Put these on…, Won’t stop them…,
Kill., Keith stepped…, Tracy pointed towards…, It’s got all…, Keith saw Tracy…, Keith recognised…, He walked into…,
Blimey, he thought…, Box…, Waters around…, Keith felt…, Killer…, In…, What would Mum and Dad…, He forced
himself…, OK, so they wouldn’t…, No big…, They could…, He looked at the palm…, Around the base…, It took him a …
Coconuts., Suddently he felt…, What were a few…, Wouldn’t stay under…, Why not?… Split your skull…, Keith looked at…,
It must be…, The he realised… Keith looked down…, Nine year olds…, Tracy was yelling…, Look…, Keith turned…, Across
the road…, Just inside the fence…, Two men up ladders…, Must be the coconut…, Go and ask…, Keith went…, What are you
doing…, We’re missiles…, Bit of a breeze…, As he spoke…, It hurtled…, The man looked…, Keith looked at…, The he
saw…, Killer coconuts…, Keith had a sudden…, Instead he walked…, Heard one drop…, Thought you’d copped it…,
Tracy…, Not really…, Keith felt relief…, There’s the stonefish…, Little buggers…, Keith looked down…, And the
pufferfish…, Think positive…, What about rivers…, Some beauties…, The crocs come from…, Crocs, thought Keith…,
Tourist got eaten…, Keith wished he…, The he remembered…, Just as well…, Bet its paradise…, Top spot…, Cooler than
an…, Keith started to plan…, But you wouldn’t actually… Mossies’d have their…, Plus there’s poisonous…, Tracy then
told…, Keith walked slowly…, It’ll be OK…, It made him feel…, Mum and Dad…, The important thing was…, All I’ve got to
do…, And away from…
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People of the south land page 13-14, The romance of the swag p14, Art work p15, The story of Tjirbruki: A Kaurna Story p 16-17, Art work
page 17, Poems about the bush p18-19, Art work p 19, Urban poem p20 – 21, Art work urban p21,Poem p22, Story page 22-25 Paradise, Art
work page 25 beach
Modality
+low can, can, can, can,
+medium should, would, would, would, would, would,
+high must,
-low couldn’t,
-medium wasn’t, wasn’t, won’t, wouldn’t, wouldn’t, wouldn’t, wouldn’t,
-high

Cohesion

Probablity possible,
Obligation encourage
Usuality often,
Inclination
Reference
Yunipingu later referred to as he page 6.
Brown later referred to as her page 6.
Julia Britton referred to as the poet page 6
Keith later referred to as he page 7
Australia later referred to as The land where a man… page 14 The land I love above all…,
Tjrbruki later referred to as he page 16
Keith referred to as he page 22.Girl referred to as she page 22. Later identified as Tracy page 23 and then again referred to as
she page 23
They live for happiness it is their business and their duty. They study it and teach it to their children, export it and import it.
Most of all they buy and sell it. The reference here it is refers to the previous sentence
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Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 5-8
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People of the south land page 13-14, The romance of the swag p14, Art work p15, The story of Tjirbruki: A Kaurna Story p 16-17, Art work
page 17, Poems about the bush p18-19, Art work p 19, Urban poem p20 – 21, Art work urban p21,Poem p22, Story page 22-25 Paradise, Art
work page 25 beach
Ellipsis
None evident
Extensions
Patricia Wrightson describes the land, its people, and the relationship of the people to the land.
Under the headings of ‘the Happy Folk’, ‘the Inlanders,’ and ‘the People’, have students list phrases and words that describe
the qualities of each group and their relationship to the nation and the land.
Your piece should talk about the values you think Australians hold, a description of links to the land and some of the
characteristics of our society.
High over it tumbles the wind, and all along its margin tumbles the sea…
The Inlanders come form the same stock as the happy Folk, and the two still claim to be of the same race.
The land where a man out of employment might shoulder his sway in Adelaide and take the track, and years later walk into a
hut on the gulf….
The land I love above all others—not because it was kind to me, but because I was born on Australian soil, and because of the
foreign father who died at his work in the ranks….
Tjibruki was a great hunter of kangaroo, and greatly respected by his clanfolk.
He had many relative, but he especially loved his nephew, Kulultuwi.
…jealous of Kulultuwi … and while he was tending a cooking fire they
…he became worried, and decided to go in search…
Just before he entered the cave he again sat down and where he wept a spring formed…
He saw the rolling downs, the claypans, the heavy belts of shade and deep waterholes in the creeks, and he knew this was what
he was looking for.
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The roads have been made and they’re very well worn, and to not walk those roads is very difficult.
Here there are hundreds of tracks and you can pick the on you want to go down…
Keith noticed pink patches where the brown was peeling off her nose and wondered if the should offer he some toothpaste.

Large Scale
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Pedagogy

Enhancements
The land is my backbone I only stand straight, happy, proud and not ashamed about my colour because I still have land.
My land is mine only because I came in spirit from that land, and so did my ancestors of the same land.
The space give a sense of potential, because there’s room and there’s enough of everything.
Keith knew all about wasp, he’d had plenty attach his jam sandwiches on picnics, and he knew they couldn’t love underwater
because he and Dennis Baldwin had tried to teach on to swim once.
Teaching notes on the various items to be found in the reader
Poems, stories, and works of art on the theme of my country
Citizenship: This is a very patriotic view of the nation and country and is in line with the legal status view
Citizenship knowledge: The nation and its history is important.
Citizenship Values: we should value where we have some from
Skills and participation: discussion based on texts comprehension skills only developed
Teaching and Learning strategies: discussion of whole class as questioned by the teacher. Students read the texts and then
discuss and identify their understanding and comprehension of the text. Common values identified in terms of the love of the
land and its importance in building the nation of Australia.
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From little things big things grow
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 12-13
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Too young to have a say story p 37
From little things big things grow - sone page 38-9
Word
Public Practice terms and words mainly used in this text examples include:
Meaning
Protest, children, community, participate, mobilising, citizen, Gurindji people, poor, working, conditions, unequal pay,
stockmen, families, peaceful, strike, strengths, weaknesses, songwriter, publicity, support, community decisions, actions, good
citizen, charter, local council, councillor, politics, road, independently, problem, solutions, responsible, safety, advantages,
disadvantages, government, run over, notice, ducks, duck komming hier, crossing ducks, ducks cross here, stop for ducks,
ducks crossing, truck, success, dangerous, terrible, slowed, important, scratching, heads, impatient, swerved, accelerated, dead,
buried, lunatics, killed, house, bridge, poles, fence, ramps, procession, stopped , watch, overhead, famous, snapshots, busloads,
tourists, traffic jams, disaster, sinking, tractor, semi-trailer, roaring, tanker, shipload, iron, city, flotsam, upwards, forwards,
backwards, load, high, wreckage, overpass, trouble, accident, pipe, wrote, proper, letter, public works, council, Highways,
form, wait, duck pipe, water pipe, sewer pipe, drain pipe, oil pipe, gas pipe, copper pipe, steel pipe, concrete pipe, allowed,
peace, stretching, snoozed, city, house, horrified, sold, developers, plan, build, flats, neighbourhood, notices, invited, object,
parents, upset, busy, write, letters, vote, reaction, listening, directly, other, act, persuade, protest, probably, exactly, trouble,
own, shove, something, army, private, chasing, underground car park, conversation, demanding, persuade, English company,
worked, white workers, rations, terrible, conditions, power, pride, opposite, sides, fat, money, muscle, business, lean, spoke,
bank, balance, big, little, things, gathered, wealth, pressure, tighter, stand, swags, walking, sat, themselves, down, tongues,
talking, homestead, town, double, seven quid, week, hand, thundered, chance, cinder, snow, fall, rising, aeroplane, Sydney, cit,
lights, daily, softly, speaking, story, men, walks, life, politicians, affair, matter, state, returned, country, stars, friends, south,
waiting, stranger, lawyers, ceremony, handful, privilege, stand, law,
Environment
Framer Schulz, Lord Vesty, ducks, farm, country, banks, Onkaparinga River, drake, ducklings, lettuce, trunks, pine, trees, sun,
hills, cyclone, agriculture, waterworks, environment, cows, milked, potatoes, planted, apples, picked, riverside, earthworms,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
From little things big things grow
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 12-13
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Too young to have a say story p 37
From little things big things grow - sone page 38-9
grass, growing, ground, blossom, sunshine, garden, Wave Hill station, Northern Territory, beet, grow, land, Wattie Creek,,
sand,
Metaphor
Transitivity

Roaring round the corner like a cyclone
Television reporters help microphones to their lips like children licking ice cream cones.
Busloads of tourists came trampling the grass like buffaloes.
Material
Actor
Process
Goal
Gurindji
protest
poor working conditions and unequal pay
Stockmen families
peaceful strike
Farmer Shultz
raised
ducks on farm
He
learning
words and grammar
They
scratching
heads
Ducks
waddling
towards the ramp
He
breed
more ducks
He
wrote
letter to the government
He
milked planted picked
cows potatoes apples
Farmer Schultz
paid
Mental
Sensor
I
She

Process/Cognition
told
listened
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Phenomenon
family’s reaction to the council letter
to me

Description Discourse Analysis Questions
From little things big things grow
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 12-13
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Too young to have a say story p 37
From little things big things grow - sone page 38-9
I
explained
no one listened without a vote
Relational
Intensive Attributive
Farmer Shultz was red with rage.
Farmer Shultz’s face was the colour of one of his favourite ducks –mottled and blue and purple with anger.
Soon the bridge for the ducks was famous throughout the land.
The ducks were waddling across the deck

Theme

Circumstantial Attributive
The ducks were coming out of the Onkaparinga River…
It struck the bridge at the centre…
Ducks crossing here…, Should a citizen…, IN this extract…, What is Farmer Schultz…, Why did they…, Who is
responsible…, Should Farmer…, When does…, Why did farmer…, Was he wrong…, List the advantages…, In choosing…,
Can you think…, In the end…, Was it the…, Too Young to have…, This extract considered…, What does Kathleen…, What
does she… Do you think…, Does protesting…, What other things…, From little things…, This ballad tells…, Under the
leadership…, After a long…, What strengths… What strengths…, Whose side… What clue…, What does the…List the
steps…, The sone refers…, How did.., Discuss the value…, Some community decisions…, Some community decisions…, List
the actions…, Review the issues…, What approaches…, How effective…, What other approaches…, Which ones would…,
List the key people…, Prepare a Good Citizen…, List the strategies…, Investigate the membership…, Find out why…,
Similarly, invite…, ‘People Power’: Use the texts…, Discuss how the approaches…, ‘Joining In’: Compare the strategies…For
a very long…, Each morning they…, Every evening they crossed, One Christmas Eve a drake…, Farmer Schultz was red…,
“Ve must a big notice…, And he called…, Ducks komming heir…, But Hans laughed…, He was a college boy…, Crossing
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
From little things big things grow
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 12-13
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Too young to have a say story p 37
From little things big things grow - sone page 38-9
ducks, said…, Ducks crossing here…, Stop for ducks…, They sat scratching… Little Anna, who was…, She was four…, Why
don’t you say…, Because that’s what…, Wunderbar, said…, You are schmarter…, Wonderful…, Brilliant…, And so Anna…,
The notice was…, This made the corssing…, And then on morning…, A truck slowed…, It driver saw how…, But not the
driver…, He was…, He was…, And he was…, He accelerated.. He drove …, There were shouts…, There were gabbles…, Four
ducks had…, Two drakes…, And three little…, Anna buried…, Farmer Schulz’s face…, Give up…, Sell the ducks…, Neffer,
answered Farmer…, The build a house…, Neffer:Vy for should…, The we’d better…, They can’t corss…, Farmer Schulz
opened…, Over… Of… He slapped… You are schmarter…, Vrom now on…, Hans was…, How are you…, His father’s
mins…, Mit d’brindge…, He gave a deep…, Deb d’people can…, My ducks vill…, Dey vill…, He brought…, The he put…,
And between them…, Soon it was…, When they came…, The, with waddling feet…, It was wonderful…, Before long…, Even
the drivers…, Soon the bridge…, People came in …, People set up…, They posed for…, Television reporters…, Busloads of
tourists…, Campers set up tents…, On Sunday afternoons…, And poor Farmer Schultz…, But a great…, The sun was
sinking…, The ducks were…, Farmer Schultz was…, And just at that…, It looked as long…, It was as heavy…, The driver
was new…, He was driving…, And his load…, The ducks were…, They filled the centre…, They didn’t know…, The semitrailer…, It struck…, The ducks were…, Some landed…, Some flew…, Some were hurled…, Some were fit…, Some were…,
It took a ling time…, He had to clear…, HE had to.. And he had to…, You can’t build…, There could have…, Der vas a
terrible…, Just as…, One more…., Give it up…, Get rid of…, Neffer… D’ducks are part…, But how in the world…, They
have to…, Ve must all tink…, Ve must all…, There’s no point in …, It will simply…, Little Anna…, Why don’t you…, There
was silence.,.., Wunderbar…, Brillian.. Hoch shouted…, Py golly, Anna…, This time farmer…, He went to the Government…,
He drew up a plan…, He went from one…, He had to dill in …, It was almost…, For nobody…, There were water pipes…,
There were copper pipes,,, But nowhere…, A duck pipe…, A what pipe…, Famer Schulz.. He milked…, And at last…, The
Environment Department…, But it was a beautiful…, It went underground…, Farmer Schultz…, And little Anna…, Everyone
came over… After that there…, They could hear…, They snoozed in…., Jo had always…, She is horrified when…, The
neighbourhood…, While Jo’s parents…, When Jo says…, She tells an…, We watched the …, She seemed pleased…, She listed
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
From little things big things grow
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 12-13
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Too young to have a say story p 37
From little things big things grow - sone page 38-9
to…, If you really…, It would be sad…, I explained what…, Kathleen said she…, But that doesn’t…, What other way…, Wellmaybe…, There must be…, Perhaps you have…, I said I didn’t…, I might recognise…, You’ll have to do…, But they
probably…, They might…, For all you…, The again…If you went round…, A private.., I stared at the screen…, It must have
been…, This conversation was…, I only wanted to…, In 1965, Wave Hill…, The Gurindji people…, They lived and worked…,
Gather round…, Vesty was fat./.., From little things…, Gurindji were working…, They picked up their wags…, Vestey man
said I’ll…, The Vincent Lingiari boarded…, And Vincent sat down…, The Vincent Lingiari…, Eight years went by…, That
was the story…
Modality
+low can, could, can
+medium should,
+high had to, had to, had to, had to,
-low don’t, didn’t, can’t, don’t, don’t, don’t,
-medium
-high

Cohesion

Probability, urgently, probably,
Usuality every,
Obligation
Inclination hurried, hurrying, persuade,
Reference
Ducks referred to as they often
Truck referred to in the next sentence as it.
People referred to as they
Kathleen and Jo referred to as she
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
From little things big things grow
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 12-13
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Too young to have a say story p 37
From little things big things grow - sone page 38-9
Ellipsis none evident
Extension
The Vestey man roared and the Vestey man thundered
And he came with lawyers and the came with great ceremony
Gurindji were working for nothing but rations
Now it don’t sound like much but it sure got tongues talking
I might recognise a few of them but that was about it.
One Christmas a drake was run right over and head to be added to the Christmas dinner
And so Anna’s notice was painted and nailed to a post nailed to a post by the side of the road.
Its driver saw how important they were and he was sensible.
Farmer Schultz was stopping his tractor and stretching his weary arms.
The drive was new to the valley and he was late with his goods for the city.

Large Scale
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Pedagogy

Causal Conditional
‘CROSSING DUCKS’ said Gretchen, because that was the sort of ducks they were.
‘STOP FOR DUCKS,’ suggested Helga, but Hands said it would make everyone think there were ducks for sale.
Two story extracts, and a set of sone lyrics with supporting teacher discussion questions for use with a group of students.
Citizenship: The duck crossing text shows that you should follow the government rules and refers to a legal status view of
citizenship. Too young to have a say refers to the need to operate within the rules and that people do not because they don’t
want to. The final text From little things big things grow talks about how one person after a long wait and talking to the right
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
From little things big things grow
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) pages 12-13
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Too young to have a say story p 37
From little things big things grow - sone page 38-9
people succeeded in having their land returned to them
Citizenship knowledge: People should follow the rules of government, peaceful protest is the acceptable form of protest
Citizenship values: People need to have their say if they want to change things
Citizenship skills and participation: Stories of what others have done and the consequences of not following the rules
Citizenship teaching and learning strategies: Students read the texts and then engage in a comprehension style discussion of the
texts.
Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Justice
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) page 14
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Story a just punishment page 40 & 41
Word
Legal status
Meaning
Just, punishment, cultural law, law, broken, indigenous culture, bad, father, customary law, fitting punishment, equally,
accidentally, crime, government, strict rule
Aboriginal workforce, roads, menial tasks, rations, white man’s rations, meat, rice, sago, tapioca, catch, food, sling-shot,
hunting, weapons, gathering food, killing, laughter, angrier, joke, fall, destroyed, forbidden, beat, carefully, weighted, against
crime, bandicoot traps, stomachs, growled,

Metaphor

Environment words
Stradbroke Island, killing, kookaburra, bandicoot, blueys, greenies, parrots, lorikeets, flowering gums, raucous chuckle, bird,
None evident
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Justice
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) page 14
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Story a just punishment page 40 & 41
Transitivity
Material Processes
Actor
Process
Goal
Father
worked
for the government
We
killing
never use for the sake of
Boys
climb
branches of the gum tree
Brother
jumped
onto the ground
Kookaburra
raucous chuckle
saw the joke
Brother
fired
at the sound
We
looked
at each other
We
talked
of the punishment
Mental Processes
Sensor
We
We
I

Process/Cognition
hated
obey
wished

Phenomenon
white man’s rations
one rule
our father would beat us

Relational Processes
Attributive Intensive
This is in fact one of the strictest laws of the Aborigine
Identifying Attributive
My father worked for the government…
For this work he received a small wage and rations…
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Justice
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) page 14
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Story a just punishment page 40 & 41
One day we five older children…
We armed ourselves with our sling-shots…

Theme

Modality

Possessive
We each had our own sling-shots …
Teaching notes:
The author tells a story…, It tells of a punishment…, What was the law…, Help students identify…, What was the purpose…,
How did the children…, How do you know…, How did the punishment…, How does the father…, Was it a just…, Should all
the…, Might the punishment…, Should all people…, Think about what is…,
Story
My father worked for…, For this work her…, We hated the white man’s…, They used to include…,Of course, we never…,
Dad taught us how to…, We each had our…, One rule he told us…, We must never use…, This is in fact one…, One day we
five older…, We armed ourselves…, My sister and I…, The boys would climb…,My elder brother…, He was always…, Now
we watched as he…, The bird seemed intent…, We held our breath…, Suddenly there was a…, He had been so close…, We
looked at him,…We roared with laughter…, My brother jumped to the…, But the more we laughed, The, seeming to join in…,
In anger my elder brother…, Laugh at me…, He hadn’t even…, Our laughter was cut…, My brother, horrified…, That wild
aim had broken…, We looked at each other…, We had broken that strict…, We had killed…, The Aborigine does not…, His
merry laughter…, We call him our…, We did not see..., He must have…, When he came upon…, He checked his anger…,
Mercifully he put…, Then he ordered us…, On the way…, I wished our father…, No, we knew the punishment…, It was our
mother…, Father spoke for…, He asked for no…, We must all take the…, That is the way…, Since we had killed…, For three
months we would…, During those three…, It happened a long…, Yet in my dreams…
+low
+medium would, should, would, would, , would, would, would, should, would,
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Justice
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) page 14
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Story a just punishment page 40 & 41
+high must
-low
-medium
-high

Cohesion

Probability impossible
Usuality always, always, never,
Obligation
Inclination
Reference:
Feed his seven children…later referred to as ‘we’ meaning the seven children or later the five older ones
…weapons.. We must never use them for the sake of killing.
This continues on with a reference to the law
We must never use them for the sake of killing. This is in fact one of the strictest laws of the Aborigine….
Kookaburra.. His merry laugh…he brings happiness… We call him our brother.
Father spoke… He
Extensions
Additions
It tells of a punishment for breaking a cultural law, and how the punishment is regarded and accepted.
For this work her received a small wage and rations to feed his seven children.
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Justice
Upper Primary Teachers Guide (Curriculum Corporation 1999) page 14
Upper Primary Reader (Curriculum Corporation 1999)
Story a just punishment page 40 & 41
In anger my elder brother brought up his sling-shot and fired blindly at the sound.
He checked his anger by remaining silent and picking up a fallen branch.
I wished our father would beat us, but we knew it would not be a quick punishment.
It was our mother who ordered us to bring into the backyard our bandicoot traps, our sling-shots, and every other weapon we
had.
He asked for now excuses for what we had done and we did not offer any.

Large Scale
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Pedagogy

Temporal
We had to place them in a heap in the yard, while our father carefully checked every item.
Teacher notes on the text of the story ‘Just Punishment’ with a range of related questions for discussion with a group of
students.
Citizenship: The importance of following rules and laws and the consequences of not doing this using an example of a
childhood story as told by an Aboriginal woman. Focus on legal status view of citizenship
Citizenship Knowledge: Rules and laws are to be followed and if they are not there will be consequences. These rules and laws
are for the common good
Citizenship Values: Taught the values that children need to obey their parents and cultural rules and laws
Citizenship skills and participation skills of reading and comprehension are the main skills developed
Teaching and Learning strategies teacher lead discussion on the basis of a reading of the text
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy in Action: Learning for School Practice (Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000)
Seizing Opportunities - Wangaratta High School Pages 23-25
Establishing a Community Approach to CCE - Lockwood South Cluster Pages 78-80
Linking School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry Valley Primary School Pages 81-83
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens – Thomas Chirnside Primary School Pages 84-86
Me and My Community – Weeroona College Pages 87-90
Word
Legal Status
Meaning
Knowledge, student experience of rules, leadership, government, law, history of democracy, structure of government,
information of voting, legal system, citizens rights and responsibilities, sports tribunal, rights, responsibilities, rule making, rule
breaking,
Public practice
active citizenship, promoting, experimenting, experience, caring for the environment, SRC, peer support, recycling,
Waterwatch, environmental, problem, solution, endangered species, Junior council, health, catchment, local area, Landcare,
planting trees, migrants, confidence, pride, encouraged, participation, structure of society, community, power to influence, local
community support, community participation in school, patriotic ceremonies, Saltwatch, rejuvenate, revegetate, creeks, rivers,
propagate, native plants, class parliament, debate, issues, school life, wetlands development, Cit of Casey and Melbourne water,
local government, recreational resource, path, construction, toured, Friends of River Gum, care, measure, effects, active
membership, Greening Australia, car park, shifted, consultation, values, decision-making structures, sustainable, partnership,
co-operative, self-managing, student awareness of rights and responsibilities, active, productive, school community, values,
respected, positive models of behaviour, renewable, non-renewable, materials, toxic dump, empowering, working, team,
individuals, setting up, developing, recycling, educating staff, environmental issues, aware, direct effects, civic minded,
environmentally active, tidiness, garden beds, water management, womeries, food scraps, waste, aluminium cans, sensory
garden, Waste Wise school, waste minimisation, local issues, action plans, goals, Eco-civics, research, local community groups,
Teaching words civics, citizenship, education, planned curriculum, serendipitous events, curriculum audit, SOSE KLA,
content, expectations of the school, raised profile of SOSE, student achievement, leadership programs, principal support,
student involvement, PD, widen knowledge based, Health and Physical Education, experiential learning, whole school
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy in Action: Learning for School Practice (Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000)
Seizing Opportunities - Wangaratta High School Pages 23-25
Establishing a Community Approach to CCE - Lockwood South Cluster Pages 78-80
Linking School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry Valley Primary School Pages 81-83
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens – Thomas Chirnside Primary School Pages 84-86
Me and My Community – Weeroona College Pages 87-90
planning, Science, curriculum audit, effective learning, hidden curriculum, school policy, school ethos, innovative, teaching
and learning, team approach,
Metaphor
Transitivity

None evident
Material Processes
Actor
Our
School
Our students
Small schools
Students
Students
We
Werribee Community

Process
work
recycling program
experienced
educate
read
organise fair or fete
tree planting
blocking

Mental Processes
Sensor
School
We
Assistant Principal
Students

Process/Cognition
recognise
look
watched
share
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Goal
experimenting with ‘active citizenship’
it
practice ideals and values of citizenship
declarations
to raise money
toxic dump

Phenomenon
student achievement
at activities that our community could offer
progress of the Youth council
activities

Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy in Action: Learning for School Practice (Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000)
Seizing Opportunities - Wangaratta High School Pages 23-25
Establishing a Community Approach to CCE - Lockwood South Cluster Pages 78-80
Linking School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry Valley Primary School Pages 81-83
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens – Thomas Chirnside Primary School Pages 84-86
Me and My Community – Weeroona College Pages 87-90
We
encourage
student leadership and participation
Students
suggestions
incorporated into the plan
Teachers
aware
civics and citizenship
Our
encourages
positive models of behaviour
Relational Processes
None evident
Theme

Building CCE Means…, Our work in CCE at…, However, we also…, We quickly found that …, Both types of activities…,
The serendipitous events--,.., The first stage…, The SOSE KLA…, The audit showed…, The school in general…, There was a
variety…, The school had an active…., The audit was useful…, The results indicated that…, We responded initially…, Out
Civics and Citizenship…, The Discovering Democracy…., Teachers planned more…, Students were expected to…, These
classroom units…, Australian History and Society…, Australian: Migration students…, Year 7 History and Geography…, Year
7 Geography…, Edge of Extinction…, Myths and Legends…, Middle Ages…, At the same time…, CCE became…, These
activities included…, Rural City of Wangaratta Junior Council…, The school worked…, The Junior Council was…, The junior
councillors…, This has proven to be…, Waterwatch:…, Year 7 students…, Wangaratta student used…, Tree planing for
Endangered Species…, Students have been helping…, Student can see…, Living in Harmony Project…, Australian History
students…, The project is…, Local History…, Students worked with the…, Republic Referendum…, The opportunity arose to
work…, All of the projects…. Students are indeed…, Their participation gives them…, They learn about…, Some unexpected
initiative…, The statement of…, In fact, Wangaratta…, The Assistant Principal has…, A revamped SRC…, Many positive
links…, The Living in Harmony…, Likewise, the RCOW…, Involvement in the Civics and…, This increased profile…,
Teachers from other KLA’s…, Many of these …, SOSE has worked…, Students have been…, The 2000 elections…, Learning
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy in Action: Learning for School Practice (Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000)
Seizing Opportunities - Wangaratta High School Pages 23-25
Establishing a Community Approach to CCE - Lockwood South Cluster Pages 78-80
Linking School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry Valley Primary School Pages 81-83
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens – Thomas Chirnside Primary School Pages 84-86
Me and My Community – Weeroona College Pages 87-90
about ways…, We also learnt…, The support of the Principal…, It was, in fact, the Principal…, It needs to be stressed…,
Budgetary constraints may…, Student involvement has been… Students heel that they…, Whether it was group…,
Governments at both state…, Teachers need to share…, The continuation of funds to…, Organisers of PD…, Scheduling of
conferences…, There is literally…, The Discovering Democracy…, The role of community support…, Additionally, when
invited…, Being in small communities…, For example Lockwood Primary…, In addition, all schools…, These ranges from
peer support…, The schools in this cluster…, Apart for several…, Staff across the schools share…, It became apparent…, All
students are.., Links were easily made…, There was no need…, Small schools are…, The CCE Project…, These fell…, PD
made possible…, It presented opportunities…, This has had a direct…, While PD in these…, If you are in…, Opportunities
abound…, With school programs…, There is probably…, Following are some ideas…, An alternative to…, Children have
their…, All children…, This adds interest…, Schools are inundated with…, For example the Royal…., Limit spending
money…, Invite family…, The variety of stalls…, This is a cooperative…, Landcare groups…, Simple involvement…, These
take little time…, If you want further…, Invite speakers…, Your local Landcare…, This can be…, Most small schools…, This
is an easy way…, Aged-care homes…, As well as…, If you can attend…, Although ideally…, Students have the opportunity…,
It is surprising how…, Imitations of politicians…, Apart from the obvious…, On occasions…, It certainly provides…, These
are just some…, There are countless…, If you are planning…, You will be surprised…, Community support…, It confirms…,
Continued PD…, We are working to involve…, As a new school…, The CCE project…, Over thirty per cent…, As such, it is
important…, Our program…, We believe that…, In the early stages…, For example, key aspects of our program…, We have
also…, In short, we have tried…, We have used a…, We have developed models…, Through a commitment to…, As we began
the project…, We were keen…, As well, we identified…, The introduction of a local…, This included…, Initiatives in tother
areas…, An expansion of…, A student-operated…, Understanding how individual…, We were fortunate…, This is a multimillion dollar…, The Wetlands are adjacent…, We learned very quickly…, We have involved…, It fits in with…, We have
established…, Hence, if we can…, The link is still…, The school is responding…, We have shared…, However the real
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy in Action: Learning for School Practice (Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000)
Seizing Opportunities - Wangaratta High School Pages 23-25
Establishing a Community Approach to CCE - Lockwood South Cluster Pages 78-80
Linking School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry Valley Primary School Pages 81-83
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens – Thomas Chirnside Primary School Pages 84-86
Me and My Community – Weeroona College Pages 87-90
links…, Developing environmental…, Gaining active membership…, Joining with the Greening Australia…, We have been
delighted…, We anticipate that…, Already students have had…, After consultation…, We are currently…, These outcomes…,
We feel it is valuable…, We believe…, We still need to work…, In implementing CCE…, A curriculum audit…, We made
sure…, The sub-committee…, These staff members…, This promotes consistent…, Once an audit has…, Analysis of our
audit…, Our planning diagram…, As a result…, Our project started…, At least that…, We are proud…, As I look through…,
These words guide…, Through discussion…, This was confirmed…, The audit results…, Using activities from the…, Due to
the range…, The hidden curriculum…, Our hidden curriculum…, At the same time…, The Werribee community…, They
realised that…, If they could stop…, This supports findings from…, Our students decided to take…, They contacted…, They
decided that they needed…, They were responsible…, This recycling program…, An environmental program…, Each year
level is…, An environmental program…, Each year level…, It is a part of the SOSE…, The simple objective of our…, A
master plan for…, This plan involves…, Students across the school…, They also keep…, However, with the growth…, One
project is the …, This helps students…., A ‘recycler’ award,…, The money raised from…, Currently it is using…, Importantly
the School Council…, This committee has been…, We next aim to…, We have become…, We also help…, We need
continually…, Students need to be…, Programs tend to be…, Schools need to value…, An environmental program…, When
developing programs…, Teacher imposed projects…, While teachers need to guide…, When working on projects…, By
preparing a clear…, We found that…, All staff need to be kept…, Progress reports give…, Civics seems to…, Conversely,
citizenship programs…, The Discovering Democracy kits…, More kits are needed…, If you want people…, One of the
factors…, While our School Charter…, The school is very focused…., Staff are thoroughly…, There is also… This is one…,
One of the major ideas…, A major part of our College Charter…, In doing so, a unit…, Involvement in CCE…., Subsequently,
our Eco-civics 2000…, Our school adopted…, During term 3 and 4…, This proved…, The main focus…, During 1999,…. As a
result…, The common subjects taught…, Teachers in both…, They discovered…, These should be planned…, As it was
evident…, The focus of the Year 8…, The main objective…, It has been planned…, The main aim was…, The ‘Eco-civics
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Discovering Democracy in Action: Learning for School Practice (Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000)
Seizing Opportunities - Wangaratta High School Pages 23-25
Establishing a Community Approach to CCE - Lockwood South Cluster Pages 78-80
Linking School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry Valley Primary School Pages 81-83
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens – Thomas Chirnside Primary School Pages 84-86
Me and My Community – Weeroona College Pages 87-90
200’…, A team approach to curriculum…, Weeroon College has dedicated…, Schools are in a position…, The “Me and My
Community’…, Funding for specific projects…, Involving local resource groups…, This is evidenced by…, A selfsustaining…, Working with a team…, Financial support…, All staff at the college…, The bulk of CCE…, We have shown…,
A large number of staff…, All staff at the college…, Personal differences within…, New strategies in dealing…, Having a
person…, Use of the Discovering democracy…, Staffing changes…, The introduction of CSF II…, The team approach…, As a
result…, Major difficulties were…, The initial unit…, The second phase…., As a result…, Providing this PD…, This was
found…, Hence, we found that…, Subsequently, our module…, Staff change posed…, A new SOSE…, Both of these
changes…, Changes within the CSF II…, What the team learnt…, Change of any type…, It also provided…, In addition…,
The unit provided…,
Modality

Cohesion

+low could, can, can, can, can, could,
+medium
+high
-low should not,
-medium
-high
Probability
Usuality
Obligation
Inclination
Reference
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy in Action: Learning for School Practice (Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000)
Seizing Opportunities - Wangaratta High School Pages 23-25
Establishing a Community Approach to CCE - Lockwood South Cluster Pages 78-80
Linking School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry Valley Primary School Pages 81-83
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens – Thomas Chirnside Primary School Pages 84-86
Me and My Community – Weeroona College Pages 87-90
Teachers in years 7 and 8… They…
Ellipsis
none evident
Additions
The first state of our projected involved an audit, which looked at civics and citizenship content in SOSE units, with a view to
developing more civics and citizenship content in SOSE units in the middle school, and to recommend improvements to the
civics and citizenship content and student experience of rules, leadership, government, and active citizenship.
Their participation gives them confidence and pride in their achievements, and encourages further participation.
The 2000 elections for Youth Council saw more candidates contest the elections and more interest in issues and directions for
council.
We also learnt many lessons and accomplished other things along the way.
The Discovering Democracy kits are excellent resources, but many teachers are not aware of them or how comprehensive they
are.

Large Scale
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Pedagogy

Causal-conditional
The results indicated…but, we determined that there was a real need for more active citizenship activities…,
These texts represent five different examples/ stories of primary and secondary schools who made use of funds provided by the
federal government through the ‘Grants to School Program’. 25 schools were able to have teachers explore teaching and
learning strategies for CCE. This was undertaken through research and participation in professional development. Each of these
five stories makes reference to the environment as one of the citizenship activities undertaken in their school
Citizenship: Public Practice view of citizenship
Citizenship Knowledge: How young people can participate in their community both within and outside the school. How to link
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy in Action: Learning for School Practice (Teachers from the Grants for Schools Program 2000)
Seizing Opportunities - Wangaratta High School Pages 23-25
Establishing a Community Approach to CCE - Lockwood South Cluster Pages 78-80
Linking School and Community for Active Citizenship – Kilberry Valley Primary School Pages 81-83
Environmental Recycling: Citizens Helping Citizens – Thomas Chirnside Primary School Pages 84-86
Me and My Community – Weeroona College Pages 87-90
up with Landcare groups, develop recycling programs in the school
Citizenship Values: Participation in the community is important
Citizenship Skills and Participation: In projects other people are doing or in clean up recycling projects. Some projects are
already established and simply continued others are established.
Citizenship teaching and learning: Not always clear some are based on teaching units with a component that might involve
planting trees, or developing recycling
Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy Through Research (Curriculum Corporation 2000)
Taking Issue Pages 21-34
Word
Public Practice
Meaning
Views, issue, influence, outcome, action plan, water, mining, conservation park, local youth facilities, resolved, evaluate,
arguments, ethical principles, background research, newspapers, television reports, timeline chart, results grid, sorting
evidence, identifying , interest groups, clarifying arguments, key decision makers, viewpoints, collate, results, groups, analyse,
resolve, proposal, goal, strategy, campaign, process, test, questions, report,
Teaching words
Investigation, survey, action planning, evaluation, interviewing, group based, realistic, attainable, manageable, curriculum
areas, assessment, research skills,
Environment
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy Through Research (Curriculum Corporation 2000)
Taking Issue Pages 21-34
Local concerns, water, mining, conservation park,
Metaphor
Not evident
Transitivity
Material Processes
Actor
Process
Goal
Students
research
tasks around the questions
Students
design, organise, conduct
a survey
Students
discuss
their thoughts
Mental Processes
Sensor
Each group
The group
Groups
Students
Student

Process/Cognition
develop
develop
explore
develop
formulate

Phenomenon
their own Taking Issue Task Planner
informed questions
patterns in the data
informed point of view
realistic goal

Relational Processes
Theme

The Waratah-Wynyard Council…, As part of the national…., After finding that a…, Councillor Richard Muir-Wilson…., This
has been one…, This investigation…, Taking Issue can…, What sort of Nation…, Each chapter of the…, They offer
stimulus…, For example…, The Research Investigations…, Teachers may wish…, The recommended time…, Much will
depend…, Advice from trials…, Identify a range…, Useful criteria…, Local concerns…, Broader national concerns…,
International concerns…, Determine your expectations…, It may be appropriate…, It is important…, Decide whether all
groups…, In the planning stage…, The final decision…, Some options for…, Review the student… Copy or redevelop…,
Library…, These are particularly…, Texts or articles…, Newspapers and journals…, Television and radio…, Interviews with
representatives…, Interviews with individuals…, Surveys of random samples…, Television news reports…, Print – and web-
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy Through Research (Curriculum Corporation 2000)
Taking Issue Pages 21-34
based…, Reports, papers…, Newspaper reports…, Participant documentation…, other photos…, Films, music, poetry…, Sites
operated by…, Electronic news broadcasters…, Sites on the particular issues…, Where relevant…, Provide student with…,
Brief news reports…, Conduct a brief introductory…, Use the discussion as the…, Gather and tell stories…, Record material
from…, Current affairs programs… Consider an advertising…, What is its… Who is it… Do you have…, Explain to
students… What is happening…, What are the various views… How do you prepare…, Describe in more detail…, Introduce
and discuss, Working at an appropriate…, Choose the…,There are two board…, You choose an issue… This may be more…,
The class had been working…, An adjoining municipality…, Many of them…, A day or tow after…, Using their own…, All of
the students…, Suddenly we…, The project quickly…, Learning outcomes form this…, Engage students …, This could be
done… Some decisions…, Outline and discuss…, Each working group… This investigation involves…What the class does…,
However, the following…, Collect articles on…, Prepare a brief…, Develop a media board…, Have updates and…, Develop an
active timeline…, This is a graphic…, Use a Results Grid…, From initial background…, For example…, Assist students to
design…, What information… What are…, Let us assume…,Assist the students…, In designing…, Students should develop…,
Collate the results…., Identify the two or three…, Again, assist the students…, Remind the students…, Analyse and discuss…,
Again, the Results…, This part of the work…, This could be used…, Students should use the data…, It may not be possible…,
Students develop…, The strategy could…, This process can also…, Evaluate the plans…, If small groups have…, Test the
plan…, Students could then…. The results of this…, In preparing to report…, Therefore they need to…, There is a range of
options…, Developing effective research skills…, Accordingly, teachers are…, Initially, as one measure of…, To do this
effectively… They could also evaluate…, Further, they could evaluate…, From this they…, The evaluation planner…, The
Research investigation…, The following examples of…,
Modality
+low can, can, may, may, could, could, could, could, could,
+medium will, will, should, should, should, should,
+high
-low should not,
-medium
-high
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy Through Research (Curriculum Corporation 2000)
Taking Issue Pages 21-34
Probability
Usuality some,
Obligation
Inclination
Cohesion
Reference
Ellipsis none evident
Additions
The introduction outlines the general skill development outcomes for alls school levels and gives an explanation of their
relationship to the curriculum in each of the States and Territories.
Current affairs program are obvious sources, but campaigns turn up on some popular TV dramas as well.
This may be the more an efficient way, but the onus will be on you to generate student motivation.
This could be done through discussion following from other work undertaken by the class or by analysing appropriate resources
such as a class set of newspapers.
From initial background research, the group can focus their primary research and develop informed questions to get to the data.
Interactional
Control
Large Scale
Text
Structures
Citizenship
Pedagogy

Not relevant for this text
Teaching notes to guide teachers wanting to explore issues with their students. These materials suggest exploring local
environmental issues.
Citizenship: Public Practice view of citizenship
Citizenship Knowledge: the process of researching is important in this unit
Citizenship Values: process for identifying different viewpoints and for students to establish their viewpoint using techniques
such as the results grid
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Description Discourse Analysis Questions
Discovering Democracy Through Research (Curriculum Corporation 2000)
Taking Issue Pages 21-34
Citizenship Skills and Participation: skills in interviewing, researching, collecting data, identifying questions, analysing data,
students in this example do not take the action rather they plan the action only.
Citizenship teaching and learning: class discussion to identify issue, media search and analysis, survey, interview, data
analysis, action planning, evaluation of action plans
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Appendix 4 Interview Transcripts
Interview One
Debbie: Well thank you for agreeing to work with me on this and essentially what I
would to explore is what you feel the Minister's role was in establishing the
Discovery and Democracy program which actually you have pointed out includes the
environmental section as an integral part.
Answer: Well the government approached the issue of Civic and Citizenship
education in a context where the idea had come up under the previous government
and where there was general concern, I believe, amongst the political leaders of
Australia and members of parliament that there was an unsatisfactory level of
knowledge about Australian institutions, Australian history and Australian society
being communicated to the students in school and with considerable scope to
enhance the quality of Australian democracy by improving the understanding
amongst young people of the principles which underlay our democracy and its
institutions and the way in which those institutions have evolved and why they have
the particular characteristics that they did have and how those institutions linked into
the wider society. What could be expected of them and how young people could be
empowered to be citizens who could effectively use the institutional frameworks of
Australian democracy to achieve objectives that were important to them.
Debbie: Do you think that whole idea or approach, my impression would be 'why the
push at this particular time, and do you think that the outcomes of the Discovery and
Democracy project have really sought to create a different sort of citizen to what
possibly the young people's parents might have been like or adult community was
like, at that particular time.
Answer: Well the question about why at this time is an interesting one. I think that
part of the motivation has been the sense that our Australian society is going through
some major transitions. The transition to a multi-cultural society from the large scale
immigration after the second world war, in the environmental sense and this was
probably left off at the time, but it's been a growing acknowledgement that
Australian society is moving towards sustainability and it's a very significant issue to
be faced. There's also the continuing concern that political leaders have about the
conduct of the political process, the concern over political extremism that arises out
of ignorance and the awareness that many people in Australia felt alienated from
their political institutions and political processes, that there was quite a sense of
powerlessness amongst many citizens who felt that they didn't really know how to
influence the political institutions that they have. We suggested that Australian
democracy wasn't working as well as it could and that an important part of that was a
lack of simple knowledge and perspective on the nature of these institutions and how
citizens could relate to them.
Debbie: Do you think that was just an Australian trend?
Answer: No it's not, it's an international trend I think in western democracy, the
mature democracy that tend to take citizenship for granted and then found over the
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years, not everybody has got the grasp of the political system that it almost assumed
that they were all active in it.
Debbie: So do you think there's some sort of aim of what we're hoping to get out of it
in terms of what we want these citizens to be able to do, and what they're going to
look like.
Answer: Well the basic objective that the program is empowerment through
knowledge. It's to provide citizens with the basic informational tools and historical
perspective that will empower them to make effective use of the democratic political
system to achieve the values that they can achieve through it.
Debbie: So in terms of, what would you say would be the Minister's major influence
on the development of this particular program?
Answer: Well the Minister's major role is to ensure that the program reflects the
basic objectives and that is that the government has is in putting it into place and
ensuring, of course, that it is adequately funded and that the processes that are put
into place to develop and implement the program are working effectively.
Debbie: And I think you would agree that it's been largely and widely broached
amongst the Griffith community in terms of schools, in particular, and widely
adopted.
Answer: So far as I can judge, it's been highly successful. There's no doubt that
teachers who have been involved in the program have become highly committed to
it. I believe that is in part due to the quality of the material that have been produced
and also the professional development activities that have been provided so there is a
sense of ????? amongst many of the teachers involved in the program.
Debbie: I think there is some of the reports that have been going to the evaluation
about the messages, for example, about discovering democracy have indicated that a
number of the earlier adopted teachers have really embraced this in taking it forward
with a great deal of enthusiasm and actually drawn it out within the school
communities.
Answer: Yes I'd say that the early evaluations have shown that it has been a very
enthusiastically adopted. I would also like to make a comment however that as yet
we don't have good information about these impacts that these programs have had on
the political knowledge and understanding of students. We had an initial survey
which was essential baseline data at this centre of the University of New South
Wales and that hasn't been followed yet or my second study and indeed many later
studies to see whether or not the outcomes that the government was seeking in
encouraging the development of the program have actually been achieved, that is a
much higher and a much more widespread level of knowledge in our Australian
political processes and institutions and society.
Debbie: Can I ask you one more thing and please feel are free to say no. Do you
think this is going to make a big difference in terms of the citizens impact leading up
to sustainability?
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Answer: Yes I do. I think it will have a big impact. I'm still not certain whether it is
widely enough implemented. I don't say it isn't but I just don't have any information
about that. We don't know that fact. If it is widely implemented then and picked up
by the state education system then I believe it is going to have quite a significant
impact in empowering the students who come through the program. That is very
important because if you ask what is the major underpin of sustainability in
Australia, actually the underpinnings are our democratic political system which
makes government policy very responsive to what people want and our very flexible
economic institutional arrangements which enable our economic system to adapt to
new demands on it from the market place, particularly consumers and as the culture
of our country moves towards sustainability, the politic and economic institutions
that we have ensure that those values are going to be reflected in the policies that
leaders adopt and so I do see this as a very important underpinning of sustainability.
If you look around the world, to make an obvious point, political rigid regimes,
dictatorships etc have a very bad environmental record, even though their people
may care about the environment.
Debbie: Reality is standing up in a whole lot of other ways. Thank you very much
for that. I appreciate it.
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Interview 2
Debbie: OK well we’ll just look at the first one there. What I’ve done just to give
you a bit of context is I’ve only selected the text in the materials, so including the
CDs, the videos, the units of work, the readers and I’ve just connected the text that
refer to the natural environment. Things like the Franklin River Dam unit, things
like to do with the Clean Up Australian campaign. Those sorts of things are the
things that I’ve selected. I suppose what I am wondering here is how did you think
people would use those materials?
Answer: How do you think they’d use them if you’re referring to the environmental
issues? I think that they would use them for background. I think that they could use
them as a point of reference and basically expand the knowledge of the things that
are going on.
Debbie: Who do you think would actually use these materials?
Answer: Well you’re talking about the school ones. So obviously the teachers, and I
would imagine they would use them with the classes. Yeah definitely.
Debbie: So would there be anyone else outside of that teacher/classroom scenario
where you think those materials might be used?
Answer: Well we have a fair bit to do with the parent organisations when we were
developing the curriculum materials and there was heaps of interest, heaps of interest
and wanting to know, wanting to know, that sort of thing so in fact I think even
basically parent organisations. Or I say that I think they are a possibility.
Debbie: Yeah and I suppose that’s what I’m trying to explore, is maybe we’re
looking at something at the moment that’s been made for teachers in schools but
would anyone else use it. And if they do, how might they use it.
Answer: Yes well that’s it. Also the principals organisation and I think they could
find that useful too.
Debbie: And how do you think those sorts of groups might use it? Like the Principal
and.
Answer: Well just as a focus on discussion I would think. Developing a strategy,
you know what I mean, sort of an approach.
Debbie: Maybe a policy or something.
Answer: Yeah.
Debbie: OK so they’ve got teacher groups, teachers working with classes, parents
and principals organisations. They would be the ones that would use it and teachers,
by that, do you mean teachers in the classroom as well as teachers organisations?
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Answer: Yes.
Debbie: Looking at number 3 now, what do you think teachers expect the materials
to provide for them?
Answer: I think basically again, in my experience with a fair bit of contact with
teachers over the professional development organisation and all that sort of thing.
Basically, definitely to expand their knowledge of the area but also providing
approaches and strategies for the classroom, how to approach and how to go about it
and options. As I say, once they feel, also I think this is an explicit thing but I do feel
that have this confidence in this area about how to approach.
Debbie: So it’s that thing of how it links up their knowledge and then teaching them
learning strategies.
Answer: That’s exactly right. Getting the knowledge and translating that into the
practicalities in school.
Debbie: OK moving on to number 4. Do you think that if anyone is going to use
them, do they have to have any background knowledge to start with?
Answer: Well I think I don’t know about knowledge. I think it’s good if they have an
interest, because that does help to enhance knowledge, you know what I mean. I
think that there are, to be quite honest, sufficient points of reference in the
curriculum materials that can help them to look up things, you know what I mean.
Make links with and all of that and obviously when you say any background
knowledge I guess in what extent do you classify background knowledge?
Debbie: Well it could be anything, like just generally knowing about teaching. Or it
could mean the content. I suppose what I’m getting at is do you think that they
needed to have some sort of baseline of knowledge or information about what they’re
teaching or about the content before they use it’ and the second part of that question
was ‘did they influence the way the materials were developed, so was there a
thinking that people had a certain level of knowledge or was it more that they didn’t
have much’
Answer: Yes that was basically to, as I said there was a few ???? in developing this
sort of material, the whole program was to enhance teachers’ knowledge about this
area and then to provide ways of enhancing their class knowledge and I think that the
teaching skills. I guess it was a field that they, obviously as teachers, they had. You
know what I mean, they’ve had a bit of experience but the challenge is always to
provide the relevant sort of content that the teachers can use in ways that they feel is
constructive and will achieve the aims of the program.
Debbie: I feel like I know the answers to some of these questions. But I will ask
them to double check. I suppose this is the idea to double check so that my
interpretation is similar to what other people think so that’s why you’re probably
thinking ‘you probably know that’. But I feel like I do but I’m just checking, to see if
I’m right.
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Answer: As always.
Debbie: OK Number 5. What aspects of being a good citizen do you think the
materials focus on? Do you think it focuses on knowledge about things, or skills, or
actions or developing attitudes or values.
Answer: Yes that’s a good question. I think that we ought to. To be quite honest I
was working on the ground floor when we were putting the things together. Basically
it was focussing on all of these, we really were. I guess the knowledge of, is probably
the baseline, you know what I mean because if you don’t know about anything, then
the other things that are listed there, don’t get anywhere. They would be hard to
develop but certainly the materials were constructed to help with all of those,
definitely.
Debbie: What are we up to - Question 6. What do you think the aim was that
children who work with these materials might be different sorts of citizens to their
parents.
Answer: Well I guess that the clue there again was that the students who were using
the material would be, as I keep saying, apart from their knowledge of, in this area
and enabling to ask the right question and pursue points that, sort of grab their
attention and their interest.
Debbie: So was there a particular sort of citizen that the materials were aimed at?
Answer: Well definitely informed and in that regard and being informed, being
active but in a way that is correct, not correct, in an appropriate way. Trying to find
out more things and getting more familiar with the system, and the best way to go
about, that sort of thing.
Debbie: So do you think that the materials were developed like this as a response to
the adult community, possibly not having these skills.
Answer: Well I think it was a possibility, it wasn’t specifically. It was just to, as I
keep saying, just to enhance the understanding of the political environment and the
history and you know, all the things that are in it.
Debbie: I suppose the reason why I asked that was because remember the Civic
Expert Group did that survey and found that people really didn’t know and it wasn’t
just young people either, was it, that survey. And I am wondering if that is part of
the reason why there was a push for a curriculum project because it was identified
that people don’t know this sort of stuff and we need to think of a way.
Answer: That’s definitely another link of it.
Debbie: So I was just wondering that whole idea of this is linked to that.
Answer: Yes.
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Debbie: So we’ll move on now to question seven. So how closely do you think the
materials were linked to achieving government policy at that time.
Answer: Well the Minister was the, he was committed to the project, and again it was
this overall action about educating the people and getting them informed about where
we’ve come from, what we’re doing now, where we want to go, that sort of thing.
So that was linked.
Debbie: And do you think that was something that was just the government of the
time or was it more bipartisan.
Answer: Well I think it was fairly bipartisan, we seemed to be support from all sides.
Debbie: And probably from a range of parties, you would think. Not just the two
dominant ones.
Answer: Definitely.
Debbie: So I think we’ve already covered this, but what aims were the materials
contributing to, and I think it was that thing you were talking about earlier, about
informed citizens who weren’t active and appropriate, so I think we already covered
that one.
Debbie: Who do you think was influential in the development of the materials? And
of course if you name names here as individuals I would never use them.
Answer: Well it’s not really influential.
Debbie: I can think of one person you’ve already said.
Answer: Definitely. We here,
Debbie: The team, there was a team, wasn’t it, it wasn’t just yourself that was
involved but there were other people involved as well.
Answer: We did do the main consulting, we consulted the Minister, there was also, to
some extent it was Curriculum Corporation. But we basically did a fair bit of
influence here in terms of the content. As you say, along the road we kept liasing
with the Teachers Professional Association and the Principals, the Parent
Organisations, all of it was important.
Debbie: So in terms of the content was that their influence by just the team in ??? as
it was then, or was it also influenced by other people outside that group?
Answer: As I said we wanted to know what the various schools??? were thinking
about because we want to get it to be acceptable, usable you know, all of that.
Debbie: So was the Minister himself involved in any of that level?
Answer: Yes.
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Debbie: And what about the Civic Expert Group?
Answer: Yes, very big time.
Debbie: So they were very influential.
Answer: Yes.
Debbie: In terms of providing advice to the Minister or providing advice to DETYA?
Answer: Yes well basically we adopt it and then we liase with the Minister.
Debbie: Do you think, into question eight, do you think there are any other processes
possibly outside of Australia, that were influential in the way the materials were
developed?
Answer: Not really. We did have a look at US program that they had going. When
you say influential, it definitely wasn’t copied, you know what I mean, but it was if
you see other things in implementation there are good points of reference. You know
just to have a look at, and say yeah that’s good, or no thanks we’ll leave that out.
Debbie: Also I was wondering if either in training of education or other things that
have coming through that were influential in decisions such as to use multi-media
programs or those type of things. Were they really just trends in Australia as well.
Answer: Yes.
Debbie: But they were all looked at.
Answer: Yes.
Debbie: Was there anything else you wanted to say about sort of influences that
stand out to you as things that you would say that were very influential in the way the
material became what they are.
Answer: No I think that we’ve covered all those.
Debbie: OK. Have you heard any information from anyone, either positive or
negative, about the materials. Have people said things.
Answer: Well as I say I don’t have contact because I’m not in the section any more
so I don’t have current info on any feedback but when I was working on it and
afterwards basically everything I heard was positive.
Debbie: Who were the sorts of people who said these sorts of things? Where did they
come from?
Answer: Well again there was the Teachers Professional Association, Australian
History Teachers Association and there was the APPD (the Australian Professionals
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of Professional Development) that’s the principals, as I was saying, various the State
and Territory Education organisations, and the parent’s organisations, that was for
the public and the private schools. And the union too because part of the, well
you’re specifically talking about the school materials, so there was the OLI stuff and
they were very pleased about it.
Debbie: OK now we’re onto a story.
Answer: Yes right, I’ve got the whole case scenario. Yes I’ve got them.
Debbie: So what I’ve got here is there are five stories here and I will read them out to
you because it’s probably will make it sound good right and what I would like you to
think about while we read through them is which one do you feel would make, which
classroom would you use the discovery democracy materials for? I tried to use an
example in them that’s actually, some of them have come directly from the material,
but it’s not necessarily the content of it. It’s rather would a classroom or teacher who
operates like this, would they probably use this material?
Answer: OK. Right.
Debbie: So you could say which ones would be more likely and which ones less
likely and you can give it a rating if you like, you know what I mean, just the ones
that you would have liked. It’s just what you think, so the first on: imagine the
classroom and the students and they’re learning about the process that a citizen
would need to undertake if they wanted to influence the government about an
environmental issue. The teacher refers to a diagram on the process and the students
are about to write some notes and copy the diagram into their books. After the
students will review some resources on the Franklin River Dam issue to identify how
the government has responded to that particular issue and answer a few of their
questions in their notebooks. So would they be a class that might use the materials?
Answer: Oh yes I would say so.
Debbie: The next one is a class were reflecting on whether the actions they have
taken within the school community recently on water quality issue in their local
creek. So they’re following through an investigation of the level of quality and the
students have identified ways that they can improve the water. Some have discussed
the notion of revegetating the bank with the local council and the school. Other
students have assessed the level of knowledge of local business that back onto the
creek and their understandings of waste removal and leakage. Other students have
dedicated themselves to developing a campaign within the school to reduce the level
of household waste like car washing and fertilizers. The students are identifying how
they can improve their actions and what else needs to be done about this particular
issue. To what extent do you think they might use the discovering democracy
material?
Answer: Now I wish I had the thing in front of me. I haven’t got the school’s,
because of ????? I’ve got this stuff but I didn’t have a look. I would say that in terms
of, I’m not, there was the Franklin River Dam, there is stuff in there about that, I
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think that they could look at some sort of strategies in that kind of debate, I think
definitely yes.
Debbie: The next one the students are doing a role play where each person has taken
on a different role of a person involved in the Franklin River Dam issue and then try
and understand how government operates.
Answer: Yes. I think that would be very valuable.
Debbie: In this classroom students are learning about the environmental actions that
groups involved in the Franklin River issue took, that led to the dam not going ahead.
Students are using accounts from the time to identify the different types of people
involved and the actions they took and how they relate Australian democratic
processes.
Answer: I think they could definitely use the materials as a point of reference for
that. Lots of background information there.
Debbie: The last one is a classroom where the students are looking at water quality
issues in a village in Cambodia and they are looking at the likely future for that
particular village. Each group has done some work on what the water quality issues
are, and what it might be projected to in the future. They are each looking at
identifying through a picture, like the future’s wheel, the impact on the level of water
quality on the community and sharing their ideas about what should happen.
Answer: Well as I say because it’s got information on structure of government and
how it goes and what the series of levels are concerned with, and are sensible for. I
think that part of it would be useful.
Debbie: So for each one of them, what you’re saying is, each one would be useful,
each of the classrooms could use the materials to actually support them teaching in
that way.
Answer: Yes.
Debbie: Excellent. I’ll just like to go on to number eleven. You’ve sort of told me
the answer anyway a little bit. Do you think that text, in the given materials, have
been influenced by things that have been happening in the world.
Answer: Well no this is thing too. I’m not aware, we’re going back some years, have
things been updated recently? Do you know about that?
Debbie: Not that I know of.
Answer: You see I don’t know.
Debbie: The only thing I ever saw is the readers that you leave with us. That was
probably a little bit after.
Answer: That was in the process of.
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Debbie: Yes it was in the process of being done. I don’t think things were finalised
before you gave it to IT. That’s why I think we probably covered that one a little bit
earlier anyway. I don’t know if this is a good question for you to follow on, it’s
probably just a question for the Curriculum Corporation but what other text was used
to develop the materials? So that’s more probably their game because they physically
made them. But do you know of any?
Answer: Yes, that’s right. I’m just trying to think.
Debbie: There’s been another one Answer: Yes he was, I’m just trying to think, I can’t think of what the processes of
those things were. He did a fair bit of stuff on the history side. We did look at State
Territory History Curriculum and stuff but basically that was being done and how we
could improve.
Debbie: There is another thing that just comes to mind. What if there were the State
Territory Education Department influential in the way the materials were developed.
Did they have role in that?
Answer: Yes they were consulted and they would also give you direct detail on that.
Debbie: So they would have been part of that group that we were talking about
earlier with the Teacher Curriculum Association.
Answer: Yes.
Debbie: OK. Thankyou very much. You’ve been a fountain of knowledge.
Answer: I wish, I wish. I’m just out of it now and I feel I wish I wasn’t in lots of
ways. There was so many pivotal organisations, you know. There was stuff for the
teachers as well as giving them some of the curriculum stuff and that, as a teacher in
my other life, was absolutely essential to get the teachers in and get them to have a
bit of confidence in handling all the things. It’s also good when the parents can get a
bit of knowledge of it then they can encourage and help, you know what I mean, and
know that it’s a good way to go as well.
Debbie: I think that that’s the view from all angles.
Answer: Yes well that is it. That was the whole thing. We also, I think you are
aware, we had the OLI units. We also had the Uni did, for the teachers, a bit was put
into teacher degrees and things and we also had a thing going with the UCA, they’re
a university of the Third Age, they had a program as well.
Debbie: So there was people doing the teaching degrees that may not have actually
used actual school material, might they?
Answer: Yes.
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Debbie: To actually look at them and see how citizenship might be taught, that sort
of stuff.
Answer: Yes.
Debbie: OK that’s good to know.
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Interview three
Question: After doing a number of these interviews I've realized that it is best to ask
questions one and two together. In your opinion who uses the discovering
Democracy materials and how are they used.
Answer: The purpose of the Discovering Democracy materials was to prepare
materials for use by teachers and students on civics and citizenship. These were to be
used by teachers nationally in all schools at the primary and secondary SOSE level.
This included government and non-government schools.
While the materials may well refer to a variety of instances like a beach they have
only been used as examples. These examples demonstrate the process of government
and participation mechanisms for civics and citizenship in a starter.
Question: While teachers and students with the main aim and intended audience for
these materials were to other people who also keys these materials.
Answer: Yes others may have used them However the purpose of the materials was
for the use with students and teachers in schools.
Question: What do think teachers expect the materials to provide for them?
Answer: Prior to the materials being developed teachers expected nothing. However,
if we had asked teachers what they had expected prior to developing materials I
would expect that they would have indicated that more traditional teaching and
learning strategies and civics education content would have been delivered than the
current materials contained. At the time that the project first began teaching materials
particularly in the area of SOSE was focused largely on pedagogy rather than
content.
Question: Do think teachers who you say are the largest group making use of these
materials need any background knowledge or skills to be able to use these particular
materials.
Answer: The answer to that is yes. However, these materials were designed to
address the issue identified by the research undertaken by the Keating paper that
indicated a lack of knowledge about government processes by Australians. Things
like not knowing that there are two Houses of Parliament. In this vein the materials
were produced to provide content knowledge about processes of government.
However, this was undertaken within the context of also introducing a range of civics
and citizenship education pedagogy's. It was also acknowledged that many teachers
who did engage in civics and citizenship education relied on very traditional
pedagogy. The lack of knowledge about civics and citizenship strongly influenced
the development of the materials.
Question: Would you say that this was why the first teach text was developed?
Answer: Yes, it was acknowledged that this text needed to be produced to provide
background for those teachers who required it.
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Question: what aspects of bringing good Citizen do think the materials focus on?
Knowledge, skills, actions and attitude's/values?
Answer: The materials focus on all of these. However, the one that would be
considered least prominent among these would be action. Action is something that is
local and is therefore much more difficult to be presented at a national level that is
relevant to everyone. While knowledge, skills, attitudes and values can be presented
using examples that allow them to be used by everyone. Maybe the best way to
present action is through case studies.
Question: What you expect children who study these materials with their teachers to
be a different type of citizen? What type of citizen are looking for?
Answer: Not so sure that the materials will make them different to their parents as it
assumes a knowledge of the type of citizens parents are. Rather it is about
developing young peoples knowledge of government and government processes so
that they can participate as citizens. That includes both formal processes of voting,
working with the government as well as participating as a citizen in other groups
within the community like the tennis club.
Question: How closely with materials linked to achieve any answer government
policy at the time? What praiseworthy materials contributing to?
Answer: The government aims were really bipartisan. The Keating government
commenced the project and Howard/Kemp changed the focus lightly. However, they
continue to program. The aim being to develop young people as knowledgeable and
informed about civics and citizenship. The government and the opposition agreed
that it was a positive and necessary step to develop civics and citizenship education
in Australia.
Question: Who was influential in the development of the materials?
Answer: Keating was very influential because this is whether first inquiry and
development of the civics expert Group commenced. Keating was personally
interested in the development in a study or of civics and citizenship.
Kemp and to less or extent Howard was also influential in this area. Dr. Kemp
largely from personal interest in the political sciences area. Dr. Kemp read every
word of the materials out of interest. He engaged in vigorous debate about the
development of the materials. However, he did not request that a word is changed.
The civics education group as it was called with the change of government was very
influential in the broad development of the materials. This group was bipartisan
representing a range of views and interests. The Minister accepted the views of this
group to guide the project.
Other people who were influential in the in the development of the project were the
manager of the project from the Curriculum Corporation. The manager in
consultation with a wide range of groups including teacher to teacher professional
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associations, teachers to troll the materials, the principles associations, parents
associations etc.
Question: Were there any global processes or processes outside of a Australia that
you feel influenced the development of the materials?
Answer: There were general educational processes that were influential to Australia
generally. The review of civics and citizenship is a global process that most
governments across the Western world have commenced. So the fact that Australia
was also undertaking this review and developing curriculum materials does indicate
that this was part of global process.
Question: What positive and negative comments have you heard about the materials
by individuals or groups?
Answer: I personally have had a lot of positive comments from classroom teachers
about the materials. I feel that if classroom teachers agree that they can make use of
the materials in their classrooms then we have achieved success. I do not have any
data to support these viewpoints. Except for the experiences of teachers coming to
talk to me and make comments at a variety of conferences and activities I attend
within the education sector around Australia.
The negative comments have largely been provided by academics. Many academics
have different theoretical viewpoints that they did not feel were evident within the
materials. Some of these people have been deeply involved all of their lives in the
development of a particular approach. I see this criticism as the role of academics.
There was also some early criticism in the development process. The consultation
process largely allowed these concerns to be considered and integrated into the
materials development process. This process ensured a wide variety of content,
pedagogical skills and processes of teaching and learning were explored and make
use of in the development of the materials to ensure all that a wide range of people
and audiences would be able to make use of the materials.
The materials also influenced developments in education with regard to materials
development especially within the field of SOSE. Prior to the development of these
materials with big focus on content, materials had been concerned with process.
Some within the field would say the content does not matter as long as there is a
process. These materials showed that content did matter and that it could also be
considered and delivered along with pedagogy. This was a significant shift in SOSE.
To this day they would still be some for would criticize the materials due to their
focus on content and knowledge.
Question: Of the five environmental education scenarios which do think would make
most use of the Discovering Democracy materials?
I can see the discovering Democracy materials not be used in any one of these
scenarios. I see the second scenarios think particularly interesting all the first is much
more traditional. The idea of the materials was to provide something that would be
useful for all teachers no matter what their individuals teaching style. The materials
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were also to challenge teachers in terms of pedagogy and provide new ideas as well
as information and content.
Question: Which scenarios would you probably like to teach?
Answer: In fact I see that if I was teaching a class at different times I might use any
one or all of these strategies depending on the time and the age group class.
Question: I feel we have already covered question 11 previously when we talked
about global processes and processes outside Australia that influenced the materials.
So let's move on to question 12. What other texts do you think would have been used
to develop the discovering Democracy see materials?
Answer: There was no one particular text all series of texts that we used to develop
the discovering Democracy materials. The stuff was worked on this project have
drawn together a ride range of materials on civics and citizenship education from
across the globe. I would consider them as world expects in the field. They would
probably be better positioned to answer the question regarding the texts that were
used and where that withdraw from.
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Interview 4
This participant was unable to provide an interview, however, the following
comments were provided on the questions.
Interview Questions
•

How do you envisage that the environmental aspects of the Discovering
Democracy School materials would be used?
• Who do you think would use the environmental aspects of the Discovering
Democracy school materials?
• What do you think “teachers” expect the materials to provide for them?
• Do users of the materials need to have any background knowledge or skills to
be able to make use of the materials? Do you feel this influenced the way the
materials were developed?
The plan was to create materials that were ‘ready to go’ but many teachers
needed professional development before they were ready to take up the materials
•

What aspects of being a good citizen do you think the materials focus on?
Knowledge, skills, actions and attitudes values
All-their novelty being that knowledge was reinstated as worthy aspect. The
emphasis varies-more knowledge in the units; more values and attitudes in
Readers; more skills in research projects
•

Would you expect children who study these materials with their teachers to
be different type of citizens than most current adults or parents? Why/Why
not? What type of citizen are we looking for?
Perhaps better informed. See my Introduction to the Project on type of citizen
•

How closely linked were the materials to achieving the aims of government
policy at the time? What aims were the materials contributing to?
govt wanted strong history component and coherent course of study; we
delivered this and did not deliver as strongly on knowledge as may have been
expected
•

Who was influential in the development of the materials? Who were the
individuals, groups or organisations that you know of that who influenced the
development of the materials? Do you think global processes or
developments were influential on the development of the materials?
Mysel { [Civics Education Group] Joan Holt at Curriculum Corp and Noel
Simpson in Education Dept three most influential. Groups etc not important.
Globalisation had effect
•

Has there been any comments made either positive or negative about the
materials by individuals or groups that you know of? Who?
Materials generally very well received by teachers
• Here are five environmental education classrooms which ones do you feel
would make most use of the Discovering Democracy School Materials. Why?
• Has the text been influenced by global processes and developments in recent
times in some way? How
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•

What other texts do you think would have been used to develop the
Discovering Democracy materials? How and why do you think these texts
would have been used?
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Interview 5
Question: How do you envisage that the environmental aspects of the Discovering
Democracy School materials would be used? And just to clarify what I mean by
environmental aspects is that I’ve basically gone through the materials, print
materials, the CD ROM’s, the videos, everything and wherever they’ve talked about
the environment, with a clear focus on the natural environment or something about
whether they’ve talked about trees or they’ve talked about, e.g. the Franklin River
dam section but also the section that talks quite clearly about Clean Up Australia
Day, all those types of areas.
Answer: Well I probably give a general answer to that and say that they’ll be adapted
by individual schools and individual teachers in ways that they will see fit to fit into
their program but that’s what I would say about all parts of the materials I suppose.
Question: What about I follow on with the second question. They sort of go
together: Who do you think will use it. You’re saying schools and teachers. Would
you see anyone else possibly making use of the materials, any other groups apart
from that.
Answer: Well that’s interesting, certainly the audience that we had in mind was
teachers, so it wasn’t planned that anyone else would get hold of them and use them
or not. Our aim was that all schools would use them and certainly with an aim you
never achieve that perfect score of getting all schools to use them. Certainly it’s not
compulsory but that’s what would be the most desirable outcome. What sort of
groups are you thinking of?
Question: I suppose I am thinking of like university’s academics or as well as
teacher educators of students.
Answer: Well again that’s a good point because they’re certainly been some efforts
to try and make sure that the teacher educators in universities were aware of these
materials like the project that was run out at UQ at one stage, and then even the
academics were holding seminars in every state for teacher educators, based around
the DD materials. That certainly has happened as well. Just as we have DD
activities for school principals too, as you know, through their association through
APPD and indeed we’ve had projects through the parent association as well
encouraging them to become familiar with the materials and the issues in them. So
in that sense I suppose we were certainly looking at the whole school community or
you might say the education community more broadly.
Question: So it got a lot bigger there quickly didn’t it?
Answer: I suppose it has grown - when you make me think about it.
Question: Well I suppose with these questions I’ve got my answers in terms of what I
think but this is really a sort of benchmarking exercise in terms of saying the people
that are involved are they really saying the same sorts of things and that type of
thing.
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Answer: And I suppose the other group that we’ve always funded independently as
you know are a professional organisation.
Question: Heaps of professional organisations yes – and we’ve worked quite closely
with AFSSSE I but also was it directly with the History Teachers Association as
well.
Answer: Only through AFSSSE. Only worked through AFSSSE. But of course the
other thing we’ve done, as you know, is to have a PD officer in each state and
territory and certainly the idea is that they would be using these materials in DD that
they would organise it as well. And one of the other things that happens I guess that
apart from the national materials which are probably the ones that you’re looking at,
some state produce their own DD materials coming out of it. I don’t know if you’ve
got hold of those but Victoria for instance produced its own case study type things
and so on. But to be honest, going into those sort of materials, often give much
higher priority to what you’d call environmental ed aspects I think.
Question: Certainly there is evidence of that, in case studies, the stories within the
case studies book.
Answer: Is that the DD research one.
Question: No the other one. The practice one.
Answer: I’m trying to think what they are.
Question: Well the research one shows the students which is teaching material for
students to know how to do research. Then there is the other one which is more case
studies of what schools have done.
Answer: The actual book – that’s not the assessment one. The one that’s called
assessment?
Question: It’s called ‘practice’ I think it’s called.
Answer: I can’t remember that but it tends to be wherever you are – and of course
there are case study on the web, and often teachers will choose to use environmental
issues and so on, particularly local ones have quite often been applied and your sort
of case studies and scenarios that you provide.
Question: Well that’s great thanks. I’m looking at number 3 then. So what do you
think ‘teachers’ expect the materials to provide for them?
Answer: I believe teachers always look for what is can be useful, to be used
effectively in the classroom but that’s really what they’re most looking for. What’s
going to be interesting learning material for their kids relevant to the curriculum
framework that they’re working within and also their kid’s interests and their
interests, I suppose.
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Question: That’s good. Number four. Do you think people that use the materials and
in this case we are mainly talking about teachers, do they need to have any
background knowledge or skills before they could use the materials?
Answer: I think yeah – obviously there are generic teaching skills that would need to
have but I think what is particular about the DD materials is that all of it is set in very
much of a civics stream works, so teachers do need to have some understanding
about how government works, how our political systems work, how democracy
works and so on and there’s some evidence that some teachers are not necessarily
strong on that sort of background knowledge. Because even when you’re dealing say
with the environmental issues, again like in the scenarios you provide, they’re put in
that sort of context sometimes of either community action, political action, call it
what you will, so I think there probably is a need for teachers to have their sort of
background knowledge.
Question: Do you think that some of the materials were designed specifically to
actually provide that knowledge?
Answer: Yes you would have to say that the DD materials give a lot of emphasis to
how government works, and how law works and so on, just as they I guess the other
particular emphasis that DD gives to this whole area of civics and citizenship
education is the historical background. There is a lot of emphasis I think in the
materials on historical background as well as on government and law and this
certainly did influence the way they put the material together. There is a particular
need for this sort of thing. I mean the unit certainly were very extensively trialled as
you know and that the feedback from that extensive trialling was really taken on
board to try and make sure that the materials were as, if you like, teacher-friendly
and student-friendly as they could be, within the aim of students achieving and
understanding how government and law work, as well as aspects. Like citizenship
aspects I think schools and teachers are more used to dealing with, but the civics
aspects were a bit more unusual for them I think so the trialling certainly knocked
some of the top-heavy bits off the ???/but the materials are ambitious in the sense
that they are trying to give kids an understanding of governments and law in a way
that Australian schools haven’t been strong for a number of years.
Question: So the text book for example that was produced. Would you say that was
there to possibly support that lack of knowledge that teachers might have had?
Answer: To guide the teachers?
Question: Yes.
Answer: Very much so. That’s right. That’s certainly there as a re-course and the
other thing that we built in one year after the materials came out was that the bigger
opportunities in every state and territory. The cities? were always seen as sort of
integral I guess, the teacher guide and stuff. It’s a written support for teachers
working their way through that.
Question: So what I’m suggesting is that notion that professional development was
always planned. The reader, the textbook almost, as you could call it, the teacher’s
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text, was always planned and those things supported the development of the units
that possibly were at different levels and maybe if you didn’t have those things in the
background.
Answer: That’s right, the first book was very much directed to teachers.
Question: And very, what would you call it?
Answer: Quite user-friendly wasn’t it.
Question: Very light-hearted.
Answer: Yes easy to read.
Question: I quite enjoyed it I must say.
Answer: Good read.
Question: OK we’re moving on to question five. I suppose that the work that I have
done has really explored the notion of good citizenship being across five areas if
we’re going to do good citizenship education we actually need to develop
knowledge, skills, actions and attitudes and values. Which aspects of those do you
think that these materials addresses and is any one of those, or two of those important
at this stage in curriculum development in Australia?
Answer: Interesting question. I don’t think any are more important than others in
that list that you’ve got there. I would have to say that the DD materials gave a heavy
emphasis to knowledge and probably skills and values are a bit sort of secondary to
that. And I think that was partly deliberate, it was seen as a compensating thing.
Again based on some sort of analysis of what schools were currently doing, as I said
before, and where their strengths lay, as opposed to weaknesses and that whole
knowledge area that we were just discussing was seen to be probably a weaker area,
both for teachers and for students so there was more emphasis put on that. But at the
same time I think the skills were there, there was a lot of skill development stuff in
the DD materials whether it was to do with voting systems or whatever. Or how you
can be community-active and so on and the whole value thing is there too. I think
quite strongly about participation and action so it’s there but there was a particular
emphasis I think was on the knowledge in the DD materials that were quite
deliberately done. It was sort of compensatory thing I suppose. Whereas in a general
curriculum framework as you said, I think all those things need emphasis quite
strongly.
Question: So I suppose I’m wondering in that question is it that a certain point or at a
point in time when the materials were developed that that was the need and in the
future the need might be something different?
Answer: Yes I think that is a fair comment. The other, there was an interesting
discussion at, even in the predating of discovering democracy when the old civic
sector? group was meeting and making its recommendations and then of course DD
starting in ‘97 and then in ‘99 you actually got those the goals for schooling in the
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21st century and it’s that goal there that talks about children having an understanding
and an appreciation of the Australian system of government and its law. A
forerunner to that, I think, is that students should be active and informed citizens and
that’s an interesting thing because there were discussions pre-99 within the
Commonwealth, as opposed to the ‘99 whole Keating and a Commonwealth thing,
saying that schools have a responsibility to try to ensure that students are informed
citizens and whether they’re active citizens or not, is a question of making sure that
people have the opportunities to be active. It’s a question of personal choice, whether
you decide as an individual that you want to be an active citizen, I suppose as
opposed to a more passive one. There was some argument, I remember these sort of
discussions but that was a matter of personal choice whereas it shouldn’t be a matter
of personal choice whether someone is informed or not but it’s almost like a
responsibility to ensure that as much as possible for you to inform. But then what
they choose to do with that information, as citizens, is up to them. But you should
certainly provide opportunities to pick up active citizens. But it’s interesting that
when the National goals came in, with the Keating thing in ’99, they were quite
explicit, and they said that students should be active and informed.
Question: And do you wonder whether that active and informed might actually be a
different definition from being active or passive could mean voting?
Answer: Well it could be but I think when you talk about active citizens you
normally have a much broader view.
Question: You and I would but I wonder to what extent whether others think?
Answer: Well I think it’s by anyone standards it would have to go beyond voting –
because voting is compulsory in this country – if you don’t vote you’re actually
breaking the law, so I think it’s beyond that. I think there are degrees but the
emphasis is interesting, where in DD there was, for those reasons, in compensation I
think, a bit more emphasis on the knowledge stuff. It was interesting, in ’99 certainly
when all the states and the territory in the commonwealth got together, they gave, if
you like, equal weighting for the active as well as for the informed.
Question: Which is interesting.
Answer: As a developmental thing I think.
Question: Well moving on to the next one. Would you expect that children that
study currently in schools that make use of these materials, maybe not exclusively
just these, but their teachers draw from them, are we expecting that they are going to
be different sorts of citizens to their parents?
Answer: Yes I think definitely so. Given most of their parents were educated 20 or
30 years ago when civics and citizenship education was fast disappearing from
Australian schools so we would certainly hope by giving exposure to this sort of
learning opportunities, kids would develop more understanding about how
government works and how the law works and would respond to opportunities that
this sort of learning area could bring about being active in the community and giving
people, kids a chance to come to grips with a whole lot of community and political
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and social issues, if you like, and actually work their way through good processes for
sifting evidence and coming to conclusions and presenting their points of view,
reflecting and analysing, all those sorts of skills and so on. I think if citizenship
education is working successfully then we would expect them to be different types of
citizens from their parents. A lot of parents would tell you ‘well I had no opportunity
to learn how the government worked when I was at school. I don’t understand it’. So
you would hope that it would make a difference.
Question: So what are these citizens going to look like?
Answer: I guess we certainly lie emphasis on we’re saying we want them to be
informed and in fact we would want them to be a bit inspired I suppose by
democracy and the opportunities it present, as opposed to, if you’re living in a
different political system, values of a liberal democracy with all the freedom and the
rights that you have in that, as well as the responsibilities, and to use a bit of an oldfashioned word hope that we’d be helping to produce citizens who are empowered,
empowered with knowledge and understanding as well as skills and the values to be
effective democratic citizens.
Question: Looks like an exciting, forward generation. Linked in with that I suppose
do you feel that there was a close link between the development and the materials
and the aims of government policy.
Answer: You would hope so or else the program would have failed. Certainly in
terms of Commonwealth government policy. There was a commonwealth
development policy at the time to re-invigorate civics or citizenship in Australia and
the materials were certainly meant to be linked to be doing that. That’s in general,
then you have to start looking at some of the specifics which I think your next
question starts to move onto a bit, so I might hold my fire on that.
Question: In terms of the influences, yeah. Do you and I don’t have this one listed,
it’s something I thought of today. Would you say that that government aim, the
government of the time, would that have been a bipartisan aim?
Answer: There was no opposition from the opposition if you like to that, to
discovering democracy. And it’s a bit like, even if you go back to the Civic Citizens
Group?????/that was actually set up by a Labor government that was called a
program and they were funded the program which started and then of course had to
be halted when the new government, the Liberal/National party was elected and the
program was reviewed. But then the program continued with all the funding in tact
for schools with a slight change of emphasis which was to emphasise the historical
development aspect a bit more. But again they were going to be there under the
previous aim but they were just emphasised a bit more I think. Certainly the new
opposition didn’t get up and criticised discovering democracy, that I’m aware of.
Question: It’s not my understanding either. OK moving on. Who do you think were
people, individuals, and again it wouldn’t be individual’s name that would
necessarily be named, who were influential in developing the materials and they
could be individuals and they could be groups?
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Answer: You have to look at this in terms of levels I suppose. At one level the
government and the minister of the day who supported the funding for this.
Obviously was the influence in setting the general background. You can look at the
sort of statements that David Kemp made in ’97 when the program was launched and
see that influence that I was talking about in terms of historical development. There
was the pretty usual sort of influence on rights and responsibilities of being a citizen,
then if you start moving along a bit, you’ve got to look next of all to the citizens
education group which is this 5 person body set up by the government which had as
one of its responsibilities to approve all of the materials that were prepared which
gave them a lot of power. These 5 individuals and you could certainly look at them
as individuals were there to ensure I guess that the materials were not partisan and
also that they had educational quality and if you look at the people who were
appointed. There were people like Dr Ken Boston and Susan Pascoe who would
have been seen in every university in Australia as being outstanding educational
leaders but not the government and the non-government educational sectors, school
sectors. Then you had Stuart McIntyre who had been the chair of the civic executive
group and a history professor who was looking at the content side of things and the
new chair, John Hirst is also a well-known Australian historian, and then a law
protector in Greg Craven so I think we had a lot of eminence in there and I would
have to say John Hirst as the chair took a very active role. Well the whole group had
to approve the materials. Sort of approving the materials could be slightly a passive
thing I suppose, looking at them and giving them either a tick or a cross. I would
say, given my knowledge, as the Manager of the program in the department, that
John Hirst took a very hand and active role in the materials right from the word go,
in the shaping of them, and there is no doubt about that. He was a very active, he
didn’t just wait for stuff to be developed. The next layer you need to talk about is the
group that were contracted to prepare the material Curriculum Corporation. They
were engaged for their curriculum expertise in terms of preparing curriculum
materials so essentially they are professional curriculum developers. No doubt it
would be a job to actually do the legwork to prepare those materials but they did that
in an active engagement, particularly with the chair. To some extent also with the
consultant to the program, Dr Kevin Donnelly who also had a role to be involved in
the development and commenting on the development of materials. Then I would
have to say, those who worked in the department, all took an active role in the
development of the materials and whether it was people like myself, or people like
Margaret Foster who you interviewed, given that we had background experience as
the teachers and of those teachers and had other educational experience, we certainly
brought all that background to there in the way that we managed the development of
the material so that while we had a role, if you like, in quality control I suppose in
deciding whether the materials were accepted. Because what would happen if once
the civic educational group accepted them the department would then have to put
them to finally to the minister in terms of government acceptance and we always had
the opportunity to say ‘no, we don’t agree, the materials aren’t acceptable’.
Question: I think John Hirst might have taken it to task over that.
Answer: Well we’ve done that, but essentially John Hirst and the Civics Education
Group had no executive power. The materials came out of commonwealth
government material, not a civics educational group material so the reality was that it
was an act of co-operative process between those agencies and other agencies.
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Certainly there were individuals within curriculum corporations but then there were
people who were engaged as writers and all the teachers. There were all the interest
groups, like AFSSSE who had the opportunity to comment about the particular
association on the materials as they were being developed. Then there were teachers
at schools who had actually trialled them. So it was really a very complicated
process, wasn’t it?
Question: That’s what I’m trying to get at I think. I don’t think I suppose part of this
project is that I’m working on is starting to acknowledge that the development of
these materials have been a much more complex process than it looks like on the
outside, if you like.
Answer: No it’s not very well understood by people. People might think ‘oh well
curriculum corporations just develop them’.
Question: Yes they just go away and write them.
Answer: Write them all by themselves, in a room somewhere. I read somewhere that
it wasn’t how it was. We certainly as the managers and this didn’t just happen, we
insisted that the materials be exposed to the interest groups for comment. We also
insisted that they be extensively trialled in schools and you’re right, you don’t have
to do that, as part of your developmental process. But it seems to me, as the manager
of the program that that was essential. Then you have the layers of the civic
education group and consultant and finally the minister’s office as well so it was very
complicated. I always felt there were two things that we were trying to achieve in a
sense. One was we had to produce materials in this area which were clearly fair and
balanced politically because whilst it’s called Civics and Citizenship Education, a lot
of it is in fact political education. Potentially it’s very dangerous, you’re often
dealing with controversial issues, and you have to make sure that the materials were
non-partisan and I guess that it’s part of the process of setting up a civics educational
group. Again the government doesn’t have to do that and it’s quite an unusual thing
to do really. We develop curriculum in other areas and we don’t have an
independent group, e.g. to be involved in their development so it has been an unusual
program from a number of aspects. The other part that always concerned me and I
think everyone involved was that you had to have educationally sound material, they
had to be of high educational quality. Some thought that the civic educational group,
including the chair, that would quite publicly say that he wasn’t an expert in school
education so if he had his own way, he might produce materials which are fair in a
political sense about governments and law and so on which are quite educationally
useful for say primary schools.
Question: You can just imagine year 4’s quoting his text.
Answer: And that’s not exactly fair to others???? so I think we sort of built in all
these checks and balances to try and make sure that we have quality control both of
the content of political partisan as well as for educational quality.
Question: At any level was there some influence by the state and territory
government?
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Answer: They were part of the consultation process as well and which curriculum
corporation managed. Not only that, I think from the first year here from the
department we set up an annual meeting. Probably some you would have attended
with state and territory government as key stakeholders. We tried to make sure, both
at our level, and certainly curriculum corporation did in working with say, basically
the ???? people in the educational jurisdiction that they were really involved in the
development as well.
Question: Would there be any influences that you wouldn’t have said were
Australian? Was there anything that was a global influence or an influence from
another particular country that you think comes to mind as being something.
Answer: That’s an interesting question. I can’t think of anything. I think at the time
when we first started. My impression is we are a bit ahead of the game
internationally. Subsequently the UK have come on stream to develop some stuff in
Civics Education and they have a slightly different emphasis to what we would have
but they weren’t at the stage where they were moving into implementation. They
were still back at the enquiry stage I think, Sir Bernard Quick?? Enquiry stage I
think. The American I don’t think were ahead of us either so I think – I’m not aware.
Question: I think if it was something that came through I think you would be aware. I
suppose I was wondering too whether if things, not maybe with just our citizenship
education per say, but rather the shift to more a multi-media technology, the global
trend in education towards something, is anything that stood out as being?
Answer: Obviously you’re being affected by technology changes and the resources
have included things like CD ROM’s, and videos and web sites as well as press
materials and obviously there was an attempt to try and make sure.
Question: Yes I think it’s interesting. I suppose you’re wondering to some extent
whether if our project was starting now, would it actually come out on DVD rather
than CD or, do you know what I mean? I think there’s probably just the general
technology part.
Answer: Yes the general technology is always changing. The other thing that is
always changing is interesting how much, there is sections, in terms of content, I’m
thinking the secondary section which deals with the UN Declaration of Human
Rights and so on. There was some consciousness of that sort of international
backdrop and some exploration I think of different types of political systems in
different parts of the world. A heavy emphasis I guess on UK antecedents for
Australia, some comparative stuff with the US, some work on countries which don’t
have democratic political systems but there is also a heavy emphasis on Australian
content, wasn’t there.
Question: Very much so.
Answer: I thought that was quite deliberate. There seemed to be an area that was
vitally missing or inadequate in Australian education. Maybe in the future we can go
beyond that once we’ve actually deal with that in a more exciting, innovative way.
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Question: I also think that we’ve come back to that educational standpoint where the
majority of people would say that young people of that age group are probably more
interested in what’s happening down the road and in their own country than they
possibly are about what’s happening elsewhere.
Answer: Yes but also dealing with a nation that if this was happening in the schools,
even in Australian civics or history type areas that what was happening was really
boring but it was very much an attempt to produce a government that wasn’t boring.
Question: Exactly – all things that happened 20 years ago. On to question 9, of the
comments that you’ve heard does any one suggest to you, either positive or negative,
Answer: It’s interesting - the thing that I feel a fair bit about being positive comment
from a whole range of sources, whether it’s media or politicians or within the
educational community or an academic son, and often they’re the most critical, and I
am conscious that in the early stage of this program, there was certainly some
negative comment there from people who said what will be produced will be
propaganda which was always a risk. But once the materials were developed those
comments stopped and I think the material has been scrutinised from a number of
different angles whether it’s feminist angles or multi-cultural angles or indigenous
angles and while some of those particular interest groups might say there isn’t as
much in there as we would like to reflect our interests and concerns. I don’t believe
there has been any substantial criticism that the tenet of the materials is unbalanced
or just gaping holes in the material or areas that have been completely ignored or put
down or whatever. There is a lot of material in there, for instance, about indigenous
Australians. There was deliberate attempts to make sure that there was an inclusion
of women in this and traditionally that hasn’t always been the case, multi-cultural
voices were there and so on so there was a quite deliberate effect to try and do that
and it seems to be quite successful. The only really negative criticism that I am aware
of was from one particular religious lobby group who wrote to the government and
said there wasn’t enough in the materials about religion.
Question: Well the only other comment that I’ve heard but I’m sure you’ve heard too
but maybe just remind you that people didn’t get enough copies.
Answer: Ha. Ha. That’s always an issue isn’t it.
Question: It’s a fairly- that would probably be the stand-out negative comment about
these materials.
Answer: Currently in response to that, we have all the material put on the web now
so if you get active on the web, you can go and load as many copies as they want to.
Question: It’s interesting that that is the major negative.
Answer: It’s not a negative.
Question: I think that there a lot of things in terms of positives that have come out.
Who were the sort of groups who have given feedback about the positives?
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Answer: I haven’t made a systematic list but certainly the state and territories
sections have been pretty happy with them. Like in New South Wales, they pretty
well took the discovering democracy stuff and put it all in wholus bolus into their
syllabus. They would take the most rigid approach of any jurisdiction to a syllabus
but all the states and territories seemed to think that the DD were compatible with
what they wanted to do. Well they might do other things as well but none of them
said they weren’t going to use them and so the positive comments come from either
people in the educational community or people outside, from groups like the RSL or
whoever have made positive comments about the importance of Australians to
understand the development of their government and their civic values and all the
rest of it. I’ve only ever heard praise, including in newspaper columns as well. The
main criticism will be if enough of this and has actually being taken up and
implemented it, done in schools. I think if you hear those sort of comments.
Question: But that’s not the commonwealth government area of?
Answer: Not really to comment on the materials as such.
Question: No but I mean it’s not within the commonwealth government to do that?
Well we might just move on to the scenario. What I’ve tried to do is actually use
things that I know are in the materials and I suppose what I’m interested in is can you
see the materials being used in these situations and do any of them stand out as areas
where it would almost be solely be discovering democracy materials or?
Answer: Well I think teachers will always use other things you know. But I could
look through them fairly quickly I suppose. On the first one yes I could see how you
could use students would use the resources on the issue of the Franklin River Dam.
Well that’s obvious, I thought that that first case scenario was a bit boring.
Question: Yeah I suppose what I was trying to get at was that there might be teachers
at various stages of their ability and I suppose that 1. might be more of your teacher
who has a control problem with her class
Answer: Yeah writing notes, copying the diagram.
Question: Yes I agree with you it’s boring but it’s what might have to happen on
Friday afternoon in last period to get something useful done.
Answer: Exactly and certainly you can see how the resources could be used like that.
Question: But I suppose from what you are saying, is that maybe the question I
should ask you which one would you rather pick?
Answer: Right I’d rather pick 2 or 3. With no. 2 because it’s more a reflection on
action in the community and it’s like the local rebel and that’s a more true reflection
of both the informed and the active parts of citizenship that you encourage and
partnership within the school and local council and what’s going on within the
community, local businesses and so on, setting up a campaign. I think that’s a really
good case study of how you could use, how you’d do good citizenship education.
And even no. 3 again, because it’s more active, in terms of a role play as seeing the
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perspectives of the different groups involved in an issue like the Franklin Dam and
also gaining an understanding the complexity of that. Kids can often think it’s a
pretty simple sort of process, of someone is right and someone is wrong but when
you basically get people to role play you can see there are genuinely differently held
perspectives that might well have validity and how you blend them together to get a
successful outcome is not necessarily easy and it takes a lot of skill and I think that’s
a very valuable lesson to learn in a democracy. You have to make comprises if
you’re going to have a peaceful community. That was fairly useful. The next one is
a bit more passive but you could certainly use some materials to do that quite
successfully I think. The final one that’s the one I see the least connection with
discovering democracy and I think that’s because, as we said, it’s mainly
concentrating on Australia but if you’re talking about an issue in a country like
Cambodia you get some generic help from processes but you wouldn’t get not much
very specific regional or aging content.
Question: There is for example in the materials another example in there about how
to use a futures wheel so what you could do is use the materials to demonstrate.
Well this is how you do a futures wheel.
Answer: And apply that.
Question: And then apply it to a completely different circumstance so I sort of was
trying to say you could actually do all these things.
Answer: And extend.
Question: Yeah you can take it but as you say it’s the minimal amount. I don’t know
what you think about no. 2. Would you think there’s an awful lot of material you
could use for no. 2 or would no. 2 come out of a whole lot of experiences that you
might draw from there?
Answer: Yeah mainly drawing from other experiences I think and trying to get some
awareness of processes of democratic processes and of how it works.
Question: I don’t know if you can go to the materials and it will help you do that.
Answer: No the quote that they will lead you through some of search things and so
on.
Question: Yeah in fact the research module that is there called Taking Action or
Exploring Issues or something like that. It’s one of those.
Answer: Taking Issues.
Question: The last two questions are the ones ‘I don’t know about those’. No. 11
we’ve already covered because that’s the one about the external influences and
we’ve sort of been there and no. 12 I agree you might not be able to help too much
there because you were not charged with the actual job of coming up with other than
blank papers for materials. It’s probably more of a curriculum corporation question
but just off the top of your head, can you think of any other ticks that were used. For
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example, like the readers, it quite clearly identifies that those ticks within them, have
come from other sources.
Answer: Well there was a whole lot of sifting. I mean When you see the final cut,
you’ve seen a lot of drafts along the way, there’s a whole pile of other things that
could have been used. We haven’t talked about the reader as much as the tools but
again that was a very definite attempt there to get a different perspective there, to get
non-European perspectives in, Asian perspectives in, certainly to get women’s voices
heard, multi-cultural voices being heard.
Question: There’s quite a deal of emphasis within those tools themselves on the
environment as well.
Answer: Yeah a lot of issues aren’t there?
Question: Yes also I think the notion of the text that we’ve selected for aspects to
look at, reflecting on Australian as an country identity, having a strong link to the
land.
Answer: Quite indigenous stuff isn’t there?
Question: A lot of the indigenous material there. Again linking to the land.
Answer: One of the things that pleased me about the readings was I thought that they
went beyond Australia more than the learning units did. It was like the readers were
the second stage of the materials I suppose weren’t they. They did take a broader
approach which was good because you want to get the fundamentals in the first lot,
then you can start to spread out after that. That’s true I think. If I was sitting down on
my own with these materials, I’d be tempted to probably want to put stuff in, more
about social activism and that’s just a personal comment that I would make. I think
there was a decision by government that they wanted to give a lot of emphasis to
curriculum development. So when you say what other text could be used you could
certainly find other material that was perhaps pushing the social activism a bit more.
You could find other stuff that was pushing overseas connections, particularly the
Asian stuff and developmental questions about development and so on. What
constitutes good development, including environmental sustainability. You could
always think of other things that could have gone in but if you were in charge and if
it’s how you felt you might do that effectively but as we said about democracy is a
compromise and given that these materials were produced by a conservative
government under a conservative government I think that they still stand up and they
have stand up fairly well to scrutiny from a whole range of quarters as being good
quality materials which can be used in schools. They’re not the last word on things,
they’re not perfect and so on but I don’t think they’re materials to be ashamed or I
don’t think that they’re poor materials. If you can produce something that is a useful
contribution to Australian education, that’s something that’s worth doing.
Question: I think it always come back and I guess this is where my sort of personal
view comes through a bit too is that Rome wasn’t built in a day.
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Answer: That’s right and this is just a contribution and that’s always the approach
that we took with the states. This is a contribution from the commonwealth, it’s not
trying to be the be-all and end-all, it’s trying to stimulate this area of civics and
citizenship education because it really has been a bit neglected in schools. It has
been a bit inadequate, if you can start to excite teacher’s imagination and interest
about it, then they will kick on, and do things themselves and schools will do things
in this area. It’s actually really rewarding doing good civics and citizenship
education.
Question: I think the commonwealth government not being in charge of education
per say in states and territories that’s a sensible way.
Answer: It’s a sort of catalytic role. You hope that you’re acting as a good catalyst
leading people in positive directions and yeah that’s as much as you can do really.
Following through, with the professional development officers are based in the states
and territories there is opportunity for flexibility there. Certainly you’ll find that they
operate in very different ways from one state to another. In the Australian context
that is quite appropriate and we don’t insist, we don’t try to pin them down in their
contracts to make them do the same DD. We actually say ‘no you have to respond to
your state conditions and provide professional development opportunities that are
appropriate for the teachers you are dealing with in the context in which they are
working in. I think another act of the commonwealth program is to allow for
flexibility just as you know when we provided funds for AFSSSE or the History
Association it was a bit of what you wanted and some of what we wanted and under
the general heading of discovering democracy on it. And so the sort of PD that
AFSSSE might be dealing with might be quite different from what the principals
might be doing or the state officers or the PD officers would be doing. Again I think
you have to allow your stakeholders to have some flexibility so that they have a
sense of ownership to declare it as their own, as well as the fact that you have to
work within the framework of what the public funding has been providing for –
generally to support the discovering democracy program. My own view is that you
have to have a bit of flexibility in terms of how people go about it.
Question: That’s for sure. I was thinking when you were talking about states and
territories or having a bit of a different focus etc. and I was thinking it is almost
mandatory that each state and territory have a different focus. I think it’s written
somewhere isn’t it? Maybe it’s in the constitution.
Answer: It’s our identity.
Question: We’re not allowed to do the same thing.
Answer: That’s right. We must need them then. We might be able to have a
national system.
Question: That would be shocking. Well Noel thankyou very much for your time.
It’s actually been pure pleasure to have this conversation with you. I’ve really
enjoyed it. Thanks very much.
Answer: I enjoyed it too. Goodbye.
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Interview 6
Debbie: My experience now having done quite a few of these interviews is that I’m
going to ask questions 1 and 2 together, because it’s easier. It’s really about, first of
all, who would use this material and who other, and it may not necessarily be at ???
targeted but in your experience, who do you know has assisted ?????
Answer: OK in our experience would be mainly teachers in themselves in primary
and secondary schools and our view of the way it’s been it’s been used at the
moment is that the primaries are probably using it more deeply and broadly than the
secondaries. Then they use them directly with their own students. Some of the
materials are more obviously aimed at being used by the students themselves but
others are used to support teachers, like a PD resource. So the resources cater for a
mixture of styles of teaching and also a range of different learning environments, I
think. They’ve also been used by some community groups who are interested in civic
education, particularly around focus of federation, we found a lot of interest with
people who would approach us about the materials. They heard that they were
around the traps and how could they get hold of them. For example, one chap from
Ballarat who was working on the Eureka history up there, wanted to know how we
were treating the Eureka story. They used I guess professional development by
professional development officers through state territory as well to help develop
teacher skills in civics education generally so they are how they are used as products
as well.
Debbie: So are there any other groups outside of that?
Answer: I think they’re used also in university education faculties for pre service
training.
Debbie: In Australia.
Answer: I haven’t got any concrete statistics on the extent to which they are used but
we know that we deliberately sent materials out and continue to send materials out to
all educational faculties and teaching educational institutions.
Debbie: So it would go to all of the state and territory discovering democracy PD
officers would have access to all of that and they would link in with both of the state
governments as well as the independent and catholic systems?
Answer: The independent and Catholics have their own officers so each statutory
should have two officers, if they haven’t they generally have one officer.
Debbie: OK moving on then to the third one. What do you think ‘teachers’ actually
expect these materials to do or provide for them?
Answer: I think the teachers expect the materials to offer them something they can
use within the classroom, within their teaching situations so the materials must be
directly rolled into their curriculum frameworks for example. There is not much
point giving them resources which they can’t see the outcomes reflecting it, so that is
a key issue. They are also looking for a range of different things. They’re looking
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for good stimulating material to explore citizenship issues and also to develop a
particular skill around citizenship teaching. So good stimulus material, I think they
also want good, clear advice on different approaches they can use in exploring civics
and citizenship. They don’t want things that are necessarily too prescriptive so they
want to be able to have material that they can adapt to their own particular context.
We try and provide I think, through the years, for a range of different styles of
teaching and learning, ranging from the more traditional didactic style right through
to the more inventive, enquiring method of learning.
Debbie: Do you think that people who use these materials, and we could say the
large majority of those would be teachers, do you think they needed any sort of
background or any sort of knowledge about anything in particular, to be able to make
use of them.
Answer: I guess they would need an interest or a motivator to actually look at
citizenship education generally. Why should they be teaching anything about
citizenship and civics, and I guess in terms of our users, I think we are very
deliberate in focussing on ?? features because that’s where civics and citizenship
most logically sits. Initially when we started this civics and citizenship outcomes in
most state and territories were sleepers. Not very many states actually articulated
explicitly although I think as time has gone by, more and more states are quite
clearly, explaining and describing the features of the civics and citizenship outcome.
So that’s sort of becomes, has a roll on effect. Because as I say, yes we must deliver
some outcomes in this area, where do I start and these materials are there. But we
had not assumed that teachers of civics and citizenship have got a strong background
themselves in understanding the core issues of what the materials deal with. We
don’t for example expect that they are history trained and have a good sense of the
national history and the origins of the principles and practices of our democratic
government.
Debbie: So in developing the materials it was something that was strongly in the
background information that teachers didn’t have that history training, didn’t have
some of those probable skills so did that influence the way the materials were
developed a lot?
Answer: I wasn’t here for the first stage when they developed. I guess the core of the
program is for kits and I wasn’t here for that. I think when you look at the kit, you
say, what are the assumptions operating in here and I think there are clear
assumptions that we can’t expect teachers to have this background. I guess that as
part of the report that is tied up with the whole project is that it sort of specifies that
students don’t have a clear understanding of the institution’s principles and unless
the teachers that are teaching them, has come from in their own educational
background, come from a ????? area, know civics and citizenship education or the
very old school system of where citizenship should be about Parliament and about
how many in electorates and what you do to vote etc. So a very old 1950 style I
guess of civics. I think it was the last time the country had a directive to teach civics.
Debbie: I suppose I asked that question generally because were things like a teachers
guide and I’m sort of wondering if that was developed with that notion in mind of
providing teachers with that background knowledge.
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Answer: Quite clearly. If they needed it, and if they had it there.
Debbie: And it’s clear that that’s one of the links because in the units it actually
refers teachers to that text as well, so it’s got that linking effect. Maybe they didn’t
need to have knowledge. Did you think they needed to have some skills
technologically? Would it be a fair assumption that they would have had some
knowledge of a range of pedagogical practices to actually teach?
Answer: Yes I think so. I think the kits and the units are probably fairly explicit in
the way that they step through teaching and learning. I think once the kits were in
place, there is the hub, let’s move out from that hub now to other learning styles.
Let’s apply resources that can foster other learning styles.
Debbie: So that’s certainly where things like the readers have come in, which state
anything from instances and provide detailed teacher notes.
Answer: That’s right, correct. I think the readers are serving another purpose.
They’re also taking a notion that civics and citizenship from the compact world into
a broader world and saying basically soft textually it’s saying, look - civics and
citizenship actually belongs to almost every key learning area. The readers are
obviously are sort of saying to teachers ‘these can be used in English’, to explore to
notions of civics and citizenship do well.
Debbie: Do you think that it was maybe made to broaden our goals, focussing on
those teachers maybe to then focus on LOTE??? and language.
Debbie: Yes. OK. Going onto question five. My research has really been looking at
good citizenship and what it is and how we actually get good citizenship. Essentially
it came up with that notion that to teach about this area we need knowledge, we need
skills, we need to deal with attitudes and values that have a lot to do with action. I
suppose I’m wondering do you think that any one of those is more dominant or less
dominant in the materials or is any one of those been left out?
Answer: I don’t think any of them have been left out. I think some people suggested
that there is a weighting in the material towards knowledge, knowledge of
institutions and in particular I guess the history and the background. I think if you
look at the materials now of the complete suite, that is probably no longer true. I
think clearly the units do deal with the historical aspects of it but we also deal with
the contemporary applications of those principles and practices. And in terms of
action the materials I guess don’t overtly encourage a very dynamic approach to
participation overtly but I think it’s always there. But I think teachers are
encouraged to take the materials and apply them to a local context and we know that
teachers do take them and develop activities and citizenship practice. But the other
way of looking at it in terms of activities is the way of teaching is very activity-based
as opposed to sitting in classrooms and some off the blackboard teaching. The
underlying assumption says that the teachers are using a rich range of pedagogical
styles and are engaging students in very active learning. If we look at what schools
are doing through the grants programs or through the show cases we put on the web
site and the case studies we’re trying to actually put up exemplars of what teachers
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are doing with the material. You’ll see the activity coming through in a strong way.
The grading, knowledge and learning and the attitudes on work and the values work
were quite well I think.
Debbie: Do you think that there is a reason why this participation of action is
betrayed in the way it is, in the materials?
Answer: We could still ask ‘well can we generalise about the way it is betrayed in
the materials?’
Debbie: Well I suppose I’m bouncing off that idea, that maybe it’s not as oblique
???? it’s more ???
Answer: I think there’s a whole range of political issues there. They’re coming out
of the commonwealth and the commonwealth doesn’t see a child as being one to
participate in a particular activity. That’s basically saying to students and teachers
that citizenship is about active citizenship, that is one of the core attitudes and
conclusions that it probably wants students and teachers to make to be a good citizen
is to be an aware citizen, a knowledgeable citizen, a citizen who owns their
citizenship and practices their citizenship.
Debbie: That’s why I’m wondering too whether the groups who have been making
most use of these materials – the teachers and the students and the teachers who
provided advice throughout the process of construction, do you think they would
have been happy or would have accepted a different view than what currently is
there?
Answer: A different view being?
Debbie: Well rather than it being something that’s not so much, if the action
component was more overt. Do you think that that would have been generally
accepted?
Answer: I think it would have been much more difficult to negotiate materials
through incredibly inclusive processes that we develop.
Debbie: Because there were so many different stakeholders, apart from the states and
territory.
Answer: Yes Education Department, teacher organisations, parent organisations.
Debbie: It makes up the whole notion of independent and some of the catholic
school systems as well. I suppose I’m trying to get to that point of it actually
wouldn’t have been politically correct to do anything apart from what’s there and yet
as a national level educational product where the commonwealth government have
responsibility for, education per say. It wouldn’t have been accepted by the states
and territory I would suggest, for sure, not to mention some particular ???
Answer: I think you’re right and I would also say if you look at it the other way, you
would strike a similar problem. If it had just been locked into the traditional view of
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civics is about parliament and we don’t make any stresses at all that citizenship be
active in a democracy. People just sort of well see it as being totally irrelevant to
teachers.
Debbie: And I suppose that also goes down to the students?
Answer: Right.
Debbie: I think the students think the discovering democracy materials are showing a
shift in our education from what is present in Australia.
Answer: I agree wholeheartedly.
Debbie: And I think that that’s the important shift that we need to be documenting it,
telling everybody the whole purpose of this. OK number six, do you think that the
children studying these materials, the focus of them being engaged with these to
actually look at them being different citizens to their parents.
Answer: I guess there’s a huge assumption there about the way we see their parents
and as citizens. If we can sort of assume and accept an assumption that we would
view Australian adults and the kid’s parents as being fairly passive citizens, I would
probably say yes, we would want the students to have more knowledge about their
system of government, including law, would have I guess more commitment to
maintaining that system and there would be more active citizens and they could see
that they have rights and responsibilities, they’ve got opportunities. The system
depends on their activity within it, for it to survive and to remain healthy and to
maintain a delicate balance as certainly the material talks about.
Debbie: So other than mentioning all those things that you talked about, just then,
would actually be a good description of the work we’re trying to aim for. What we
want people in Australia to be like.
Answer: I guess so. They understand the system, they know about it, they know
where it comes from, they value it. They can see its inbuilt tensions and understand
the opportunities that it offers and also the restrictions that it offers. They can see
their place within it, they’re engaged with it and it’s something that is worth looking
after.
Debbie: Moving on to seven. How closely linked were the materials to achieving
the aims of government policy?
Answer: I don’t think they’re closely linked at all except in a very generalised sense.
I mean the Keating government’s report about the state of civic rights is pretty
damning and the government queried it and they wanted to do something.
Particularly I think Keating himself wanted to do something about that and so they
started the ball rolling. When the Liberal party picked that up and they took offers. I
think they had a look at it and thought yes it’s a worthwhile meaning thing to do and
they put a particular lens over it and from then I think it’s been largely just accepted
as a right and proper thing to do. It’s a valuable thing for the whole nation and in
terms of a government policy about it, I think it’s been very much a passive one. I
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guess the only qualification I would add to that is the role of the Minister himself
which I think has been crucial, just as the role of Keating was, in getting it started. I
think the Minister who’s been behind it the most of the time has had a very deep
personal interest and deep personal commitment to it but in an interesting way he’s
been on directive about what’s being done. He’s left that to the Civics Education
Group and the government set up that group to balance politically group. They gave
them charge of the project and they could run with it but the Minister has always
maintained that it’s their direct interest so I’ve actually sat down with the Minister
and showed him how some of the CD rom’s work. In a sense he’s hands on but in
another sense in terms of policy, he doesn’t determine what goes into it, he’s just
saying ‘that’s interesting, that’s a good approach’.
Debbie: Would you say he would acknowledge education ??????????
Answer: Yes I would agree with that but because he has a political science
background, he has a passionate interest.
Debbie: In making sure it does have a democracy background?????
Debbie: Do you think that it was influential the fact that we actually had the Keating
government commissioned things to begin with, and acknowledged that there was an
issue and then a change of government where yes we do that properly and that’s in
fact, is on both sides of politics and a fact that Australians acknowledges that this is a
real issue?
Answer: I think that the fact that in a sense it became an ad hoc bipartisanship is
crucial. So because once the liberal government had taken control of the protocol
and decided to push it on with it and it had a bipartisanship quality but I think it gave
it more creditability than otherwise, if either government had driven it alone.
Debbie: I think that was the key role of the Civics Expert group as well. They were
charged with that position of ensuring that it was ???????????????
Answer: And they have done right, I think they have done a really good job of
maintaining the sense of balance all the way through. They have been very hands-on
in shaping what has been produced and how it was, what sort of quality it would
have, and I think they’ve done that very well.
Debbie: That leads us to the next question. Who has been influential in the
development of the materials?
Answer: I was almost going to say ‘who hasn’t been’ but that’s probably
exaggerating. I think the key source of influences would be the Civic Education
Group itself, it’s got to be the first. But behind that then we have a large number of
stakeholders. We’ve got each state and territory who’s got a key person involved.
We’ve got a whole range of other groups, rental? commissions, the parents, state
schools parents association, the teachers organisations involved, the subject teachers
group which has been deeply involved. Then within each and every aspect of the
??development they have set up focus groups. We’ve trialled materials through
schools, nearly all materials have been trialled in schools throughout the country,
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independent schools, catholic schools, state schools, primary and secondary. So there
has been a lot of people who have been influential and I guess you could ask who’ve
been directly involved in developing the material as well. There has been a whole
range of writers and designers.
Debbie: And then those writers were not necessarily people who had currently
grouped within this building but rather they contracted people to do it who may have
been teachers themselves and do this.
Answer: A lot of them, there were a huge range, a lot to actually sit down and
document all of this, in terms of who were the writers of all the material and you
would find an extraordinary range of people and most of them were sourced from
outside of this building. In addition to those, we had a whole range of consultants
earlier employed. For example, we had legal consultants about the law aspects. We
had people to consult with about the way we treat indigenous issues. So all those
aspects were negotiated in a way.
Debbie: Sounds like an incredibly complex process.
Answer: Yes it was.
Debbie: Do you think that there were any, like what I’d call global processes, was
there any aspects of things going on in the rest of the world that may have actually
impacted on the development of these materials - either in a political or content type
nature, pedagogical, any large scale things that strike you?
Answer: No I think the development of the material side has been attuned to changes
in educational approaches to teaching. That’s one aspect. I think they have been
developed with an eye to technological changes that have been happening globally.
So the core products within the resources include the cutting edge CD ROM
development and increasingly on-line delivery so the technological development is
evolutionary. If you think back we started back in 1997 what changes have happened
since then in only six years, it’s been quite extraordinary.
Debbie: I think I said to someone else yesterday ‘we’re actually putting out that blue
box again, in the next year or so, would it actually go out as a video now, or a CD, or
a DVD?’. The person said yeah I hadn’t thought about that.
Answer: Yes, and would you maybe just put it on-line as an Australian video? I
worked developments in terms of geo-political activities and sort of reviews in
Caldrex????? I think it had an influence as well, strangest place in the world, arrived
with globalisation and instructed with some of the materials. I think that the project
was very deliberate with an Australian focus and I think that was probably a wrong
thing to do but then you would always be criticized for not doing enough for what
happens elsewhere and so on. I think it had to be corralled somehow.
Debbie: In your position no doubt you have lots of contact with people who talk
about these materials. What are the good things or the positive things and who are
they, and where have they come from? Have there been any criticisms and what are
they?
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Answer: We hear a lot of good things mainly from the teachers who use them and I
do a lot of PD work around the country and I also work very closely with the PD
officers in the states and territory. So I get a reasonably good picture of what is
happening. The good things I like about them is that they are very substantive, they
offer a really good solid information and advice to teachers about what they can do
with civic education. They are also accredited because they offer a broad approach,
they offering a range of trying to coach a range of pedagogical styles. Each of the
resources have their own particular champions? If you like, the readers I think
probably in terms on empirical evidence have sold better than a lot of the other
things. The selling of Discovering Democracy through research, which is basically
an enquiry based approach, which is very, very open and is probably less well-known
and it’s partly because of PD processes. The primary teachers I think responded
particularly because there’s a shortage of materials specifically in that civics area of
the system. The secondary schools are slower, I believe, to pick it up because of the
pressures that they are under to work with, and they’re more restricted than primary
and they’re still working with them, I guess two learning areas. Whereas the primary
seem to be able to work across an integrated curriculum far more comfortably than
secondary. I think the materials, by necessity, don’t focus on particular subject and
secondary particularly does and you just can’t do it. So it’s a bit more work for the
secondaries to pick it through and to see how it can work for them. A key element to
all of this has been the PD support which is increasingly the funding factor now. I
think we all agree that we don’t need to produce any more material. It’s just making
sure we need to let teachers know what is out there, what is available to them and
how they use it.
Debbie: Any negative things that you’ve heard about the materials?
Answer: Sometimes you hear calls that some of the materials are too conservative,
that it’s too much to wade through, it’s a bit inaccessible, we can’t find it in the
system, it’s more of the practical, nuts and bolts of how they get to their targeted
audience. The kits, the ones that went to each school, that was four years ago, the
kits have gone missing, they get broken up, and so the integrated nature of them is
lost.
Debbie: So I would have to say that the fact that one kit went to each school has been
the largest critical factor. ??????????????????????
Answer: We tried to answer that. We’ve heard that and we’ve tried to answer by
putting all the units on line and hopefully we will give it another kick on and
people’s attitudes. So it’s successful for everyone who can access the on-line
environment.
Debbie: Which is increasing as we speak. Teachers all over
Debbie: I’ve sent you a copy of the five scenarios of teaching the materials
?????????Did you feel that the materials would be useful in all of those timeframes
or.
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Answer: Yeah I think you’ve covered a whole range of different learning styles and
teaching styles in terms of here and I think they are all relevant. Probably the least
relevant because of the context you’ve set up is the Cambodian story. Because of the
materials don’t deal in any explicit way with civics and citizenship activities within
foreign countries. I mean they might want to just suppose what happens when an
Australian transfers to Cambodia probably not terribly relevant though. The focus on
the last scenarios about the futures, I think there’s a very strong future focus in a
number of the materials, not in all of these materials, but that’s quite adaptable. I
think a future focus is this. It can very easily be worked with in the current material.
The first scenario is probably the most dreary, the most conservative approach and
the materials can work within that framework, providing teachers want to use it. The
others we are exercising an enquiry-based approach with hands-on investigations I
think in the range of materials there if they open themselves to that sort of approach.
The role play activities they’re all describing the units and the fact that ????
Debbie: Out of all of those, which one do you actually see yourself being as teacher
of that?
Answer: Probably no. 2 – I’d quite happily teach all of those. I’d need to do more
work for five, more work out of the materials. The materials would give me a good
basic to work from, in terms of community activities.
Debbie: That also involves the whole notion of future outcome and futures wheel
and consequences and all that type of thing. These materials I expect, explains what
that particular pedagogy is, if you didn’t know. I suppose in some ways I think some
of the materials actually provide some of the teachers with an updated view of
pedagogy. When you think of the fact that most teachers in Australia would be six
years back on the clock. Many of them wouldn’t have a clue what a futures wheel
looked like or the consequences either.
Debbie: We’ve really covered number eleven already that was about what influenced
other global processes. So my final question then really is in terms of developing
these, what other text were used, to actually come up with this? I could imagine
there would be a wide variety.
Answer: I was just thinking. I mean some of the text came from the schools
themselves and the discovering democracy through research which I helped to redevelop. We actually used the trial materials from the first reiteration of that and the
school supplied us with some really good examples of approaches. I’d call schools
in that sense, that supplied us with text. In terms of the readers, we had thousands of
text that we used.
Debbie: Were they all referenced?
Answer: Yeah.
Debbie: A lot of specialist resources.
Answer: But there is no dominant, there is no foundation Bible underneath this stuff.
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Debbie: Just a wide selection of things, many of which are actually formally
recognised in the material.
Answer: That’s right.
Debbie: Because I think that each of the units actually have their whole key set of
further readings if you want to look into any particular unit or issue, in detail.
Answer: We used key documents that with the democracy keep referring back to all
the time. I think that is a real important feature of them. I mean John Hirst is the
Chair of the Citizenship Group as being an influential person in his own right but I
don’t think it’s unduly I don’t think, even though he’s written two of the resources
himself. They all went through the same process, so nothing we tapped into in terms
of the text choice, as a dominant one.
Debbie: Thankyou very much.
Answer: It’s a pleasure, I love talking about it.
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Interview 7
Debbie: I’ve learnt from doing this now that it is best to ask the first two questions
together rather than separately. So when you think about the Discovering
Democracy materials I’m talking about the environmental aspects specifically and
what I mean by that is I’ve chosen to do sections of the text that have a reference to
generally the natural environment. So it will be sections like the Mabo component
where it talks about the land, sections on some of the readers where it actually also
referred to the land and creeks and things like that. So that’s the sections I’m
specifically talking about but I understand that you will probably answer many of
these questions generally because it’s probably applied to both anyhow.
Answer: I think I will but I will try and keep that in mind.
Debbie: OK can you think of who would use the materials and what they would use
them for.
Answer: Sure. OK, first would be primary teachers in general and then for all ages
in the primary schools but probably I could narrow it down to be, probably between
grade 1 and 6. Where are you based?
Debbie: I’m in Brisbane.
Answer: OK. Yeah well between grade 1 and 6 and it’s the second year of schooling
to the final year of primary schooling. They might get a bit of a look in, no they get
used.???? I was thinking in Australian schools they used to set a story for press?????
so all class teachers and secondary I think you will find that all secondary teachers
that now have to ?????? you’d have to say they’re the main ones.
Debbie: So could you see that there would be any other groups apart from teachers
and their students in their classes?
Answer: Yeah actually TAFE teachers use them too. Because we have to keep them
in the loop - special school teachers always get ???? but I don’t know how much
they did use by then. I know some other schools like the Blind Schools for example
take an interest in them because we’ve had feedback when we haven’t catered
properly or whatever and teacher’s CD, for example we always made sure that we
could print out, have printouts for the Blind or the Deaf, I can’t remember, have
printouts of the audio components of the CDs so there are other groups that use them
as well. Certain adults, other than that I don’t know. I’m not aware of that.
Debbie: No. What about in a teaching context though, in terms of adults. Like
university students, maybe studying teaching.
Answer: Yes of course the faculty of education is using it.
Debbie: Were they sent materials or did they, or basically did those universities
teaches them?
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Answer: No they had them sent. Every faculty got them sent out. In fact if I look
through our mailing list it would probably help me to remind me of the other groups
that are involved but definitely every university that has a faculty of education gets
sent stuff.
Debbie: So when you think of the main group of people using the materials are
teachers, what do you think they expect from the materials?
Answer: OK I reckon a few things and this is sort of after a long extent, of working
with teachers and trialling and so on over the years. For a start they want to have no
assumptions made about the level of knowledge and I think that was a reasonable
kind of expectation, given the research report that this all grew out of, Expert group
research which showed a dismal level right through the population of understanding
and knowledge of how the system works. So there was an expectation that teachers
would be supported in terms of knowledge and understanding the context. That
would be the reason why you could, especially with the early materials, have things
like teacher notes in addition to the student materials. They could reflect them. The
student materials go by themselves. That was why we had the teacher reference
book that went with that stuff because there was a kind of expectation, especially
from primary teachers that they didn’t know it, they felt nervous about it. And
within secondary schools there is an awful lot of teachers who teach civics who don’t
have a background in say history, politics – those sort of areas. So if you’re lucky
you’ve got a geography teacher teaching civics but often you’ve got the Art teacher
who never did history or politics or whatever.
Debbie: And doesn’t even like it.
Answer: No. And they didn’t like it and so the teachers really want to be well
supported in terms of helping them to understand what they were having to teach.
Debbie: So I suppose moving into question 4 then, it’s really what you’re saying is
that they didn’t really need a background knowledge in civics or citizenship in order
to be able to use the materials.
Answer: No. The expectation was that the materials themselves were acting as
enough support material or professional developer of the teachers by using them. So
it goes in with them?
Debbie: Do you think they needed anything else?
Answer: Absolutely they do need more but we gave them as much as we possibly
could within the materials. The materials, like your question implies, can only go so
far and the commonwealth recognised that with the professional development
officers in every state and territory. They really worked with teachers both on the
context side and on the pedagogy side.
Debbie: So do you think that the teachers needed any other sorts of background
knowledge? If they didn’t need civics and citizenship knowledge did they need any
other background to be able to use the materials?
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Answer: Well the materials have tried to avoid taken an abstract approach, it’s pretty
deadly written stuff. If you take an abstract systematic kind of approach or just a
participative approach. We needed two ends of the spectrum I suppose. It needed
enough we felt fairly strongly you needed a context for understanding any of the kind
of processes that you were using or the concept you were engaging with so that was
part of the reason and part of the thinking of having a historical emphasis in the
material. So that when you were learning about a concept or you were learning
about it within the context of the story, something that happened. So using the
environmental one, the major story that was chosen in the units was the Franklin
River Dam issue. But then there were a lot of cases where we would be talking
about the difference between say, direct democracy and representative democracy.
We used the story of Ancient Greece and Australia today and what we were always
looking for was a story and engaged in the story to teach a concept of a teacher
process. So with the Franklin it was to teach about, a whole lot of stuff we had
developed in other units like grass roots action groups, things like treaties that hadn’t
been dealt with in other groups but how that could turn effect the party political sense
at election time. So we were teaching both about how people engage with the
process, both in and out of context, about the system. We’ve had a concrete example
or a story to tell so that was a really strong element. We were looking for the
engaging powerful stories but we weren’t trying to teach history.
Debbie: Do you think when some of these teachers opened these books and
packages and looked inside when they got them, do you think it was what they
expected to see at that time – or was it different to other curriculum packages or
materials?
Answer: I don’t know, we wanted to make it bigger. But insofaras we wanted to
make it bigger than what we usually provided and that meant it might have been, we
hoped to provide materials but that is necessary also because there wasn’t any civics
and citizenship stuff out there so you were wanting to, you were having to find, like
we’re teaching in time?????? you could go and look at five different books and take
your pick and we knew that people could have a range of materials to go to, but with
this stuff there was nothing else out there.
Debbie: And what was out there, how would you describe it?
Answer: There was a little bit in some civic books which was tacked on, which was
sort of like try and cover so much else, all this history and geography, there was
sometimes a little bit of civics and citizenship would make its way in there, it was
usually about the system of government. It was usually the Australian system of
government, that was one thing and the other thing it was about how to ?????
parliament. There was plenty of stuff on both of those, well not plenty, but that was
what was technically there, at the time.
Debbie: So how would you describe that in contrast to the materials that started
going out?
Answer: I would describe it as how to run a mock parliament was often only about
protests you weren’t learning much about parliament itself. There was more
emphasis on how to engage in the process and what they learn in terms of citizenship
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skills but not civic knowledge and then on the end, the civic knowledge end, the
system of parliament stuff was so dry and boring, that I am surprised that so many
people picked it up and used it. It was text like there wasn’t a story around it,
wasn’t important.
Debbie: And I suppose that would be my understanding as well. Most people went
‘oh civics – that’s all that boring stuff’.
Answer: Yeah and that’s what we’re trying to move away from. When you say how
would people have reacted when they opened the boxes, I reckon that the units we
really went for photocopying and they stood the test of time well in terms of their
resilience books and that sort of stuff, they handled that sort of stuff OK but on
reflection I would have gone for maybe two colours that photocopied well so that it
just looks a bit more appealing. The readers would ??????? a thousand photocopies
was done in this past week. I guess part of the reason that people are attracted to
them, is that they do look so engaging so there’s a bit of a contrast there but the
books are serving different purposes.
Debbie: And you have put them on the web now – the units and the RTF files for the
people to download so they can do exciting things if they’re into that too.
Answer: Well we wanted to do with the web was to allow, which what we knew they
were doing this, as soon as they went out there, they would take a focus question
from a unit combine with a focus question from that group or that unit so that they
were missing a massive focus section from units. What we wanted to do when we
put it on the web was to let them fine tune it even more than that. So the
customisation them getting into the activities and say no that’s too hard for my
students or I want my students to go in a slightly different direction so we can
actually feel free to customize them to what they want to do with their own students
which is good, that’s great.
Debbie: Which is what they were designed as, materials as opposed to curriculum as
I read everywhere. If we move onto, when I’ve been doing my research I’ve been
looking at what is citizenship education and what are the aspects of it and come up
basically with that standard notion to train people or to work with people about
citizenship you have to work on knowledge, you have to work on attitudes and
values, and skills and actions. Out of those things, are there any that you feel or any
or all of those included in the material, and are some of those more emphasised or
less emphasised?
Answer: I think they’re all there. Knowledge – certainly, skills - certainly, action –
less so but I think what we wanted to do was to address that in one of the books, in
particular and some of the web sites material I think it was fairly heavily emphasised
action component and to do that well, do it better than ????? stuff, so that PD through
research book, I don’t know if you’ve seen that.
Debbie: Yes I have.
Answer: So what we’re trying to do is say OK what is research and I think it then
switches off into one, especially action research in schools is often done in a fairly
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poor kind of model, a bit haphazard so we wanted to provide a better model for
research so that book certainly did that. The other thing that we did was when we
had research, it wasn’t action research, it was just more research based, was to make
sure that we always provided some materials, start with and then enrol in them and
go to the library. The teacher wasn’t stranded, if they couldn’t get to the library, if
they couldn’t get to the computer room, that sort of stuff but I suppose it’s possible
across the materials, action is less emphasised but there are materials that are devoted
totally to action.
Debbie: Certainly in that research text, there is alternative environment topic is
taking issues that refer specifically to environmental matters as well.
Answer: That’s right. The readers, they’d probably be the most popular of all of the
things, that would probably focus a lot on a kind of knowledge, you’d have to put it
in an attitude/values knowledge because the nature of the material that you’re
working with is often emotionally quite powerful material and leads to lots of
discussion that move around attitudes and values leaning to knowledge, it works
often that way. Whereas the units often work the knowledge out so you’ve got this
knowledge so let’s look at this scenario what does that mean in terms of attitudes and
values and so on.
Debbie: So taking different pathways.
Answer: Still very much part of all of them, sometimes participatory skills which are
action or participatory skills within the classroom and sometimes taking you outside.
Sometimes skills are academic skills so they’re both type of skills they emphasised.
What we’ve tried to do is not, action is often thought of, as you said, something that
takes you outside of the classroom. What we’ve tried to do is say that these materials
have to be technologically???? really sound so we don’t want students just taking
notes from the board, drawing stick diagrams of this process follows this process, we
want kids engaging with problematic issues so every minute that’s where to take
them to the prescriptive end of the course, or the units of the materials, the unit stuff,
every minute we tried and within every unit, every context, we tried to make it
problematic and if we weren’t doing that, we were very unhappy with it until we
could find a problematic angle to it. And that would have allow debates and
discussion and you could have kids taking on roles, kids arguing, kids debating, that
kind of action of engagement through that kind of way, as well as the action that
takes you out of the classroom.
Debbie: And then that’s also linked strongly then with development of attitudes and
values.
Answer: Absolutely. That’s what I was trying to get out before, yes.
Debbie: So if children are studying these materials now, are we looking at trying to
have a different sort of citizen in the future from possibly the sort of citizen that their
parents are, in terms of possible lack of training that they may have had. Or lack of
access to education in that field in their own schooling.
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Answer: In some ways I think so. I would hope that they are better informed. As a
consequence of them being better informed they might see themselves as part of a
society that relies on participation and that by its very nature, is participative. Even
if it’s only to the extent of when you go and vote but that’s valued but hopefully a
much broader understanding of what makes up a democracy and the culture that
arises out of a democracy relies on the participative nature of it. Whether it means
that they actually take that up more, I don’t know. Because one of the interesting
things about the research was that in fact, Australia had very high rates of
volunteerism compared to other similar countries but that people didn’t identify that
as participation. That was quite interesting I thought.
Debbie: It is actually interesting in some of my other research the interviewer
actually defines some things that the people are doing as participation and tell them
that they are volunteering, they’re actually quite scared of that.
Answer: Yeah that’s exactly right. Not surprising at all.
Debbie: You can’t interview as if you’re talking to a volunteer because they wouldn’t
acknowledge that that’s what they are. Interesting. So we are looking for a different
type of citizen, I think aren’t we?
Answer: Well certainly a better informed citizen because a better informed citizen is
a more powerful citizen.
Debbie: I suppose it’s a bit dumb to say current adults are not good citizens but I
think maybe is it that notion that maybe they’d be better informed so therefore they
might be able to understand even earlier than possibly current adults. You know that
idea that you go out and just find out eventually, they might figure it out a lot earlier.
Answer: Hopefully but also normally stuff like that’s coming into your house at the
moment, there are always?????? I don’t know what sort of a lens people look at that
stuff through, but I look at it, and I’m always really interested in what’s the
government doing, and is this right, or is it wrong, or should I or shouldn’t I. I was
hoping that that’s the kind of lens that kids are going to put up because they become
adults.
Debbie: I can certainly see that there’s an awful lot of children and young people
involved in a lot of the current, shall we say walks, protests, whatever they were on
the weekend so there’s a lot of interest there. I think that’s probably a good thing.
Answer: So I what I hope is that they’re not just either swept away, I hope they’re
more critical than anything and I hope also that they realise that democracy is meant
to be protected and that implies that you’re alert to people who are trying to take
away your right or other people’s rights and that they’re appalled by that. I really
wish, that was why we did that unit, it was one that I really argued strongly for, we
used Nazi Germany protests as an example there but as with all of it, it is only an
example. What we wanted to say, what are the terms in a democracy that can be
easily threatened and what do you need to do and how could you stand up to protect
those things. To look at them and very concretely decide individual things that were
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gradually whittled away and taken away. I really believe there’s some ??? people that
don’t identify and that don’t talk about it enough.
Debbie: No I think you’re right there and again I think they probably think of any
discussions/study of Nazi Germany as much more atrocious in their sense of possible
good recall of history lesson where they wrote down about it off the blackboard. You
know what I mean so I think we’ve got to get away from that. That’s certainly one
of the key areas that the materials have been focussed on doing that. So how closely
do you think the materials were in terms of trying to achieve government aims and
government policies.
Answer: I read that question and I found that to be a really difficult question to
answer I thought.
Debbie: I suppose thinking about the fact that the ball started rolling with the Keating
enquiry and not necessarily even saying that it was one government as opposed to the
other, but even just the government and even the opposition.
Answer: Well one of the things that impressed me about - I actually had wrote a
paper for ?????? and it didn’t necessarily say anything about, well literally the whole
civics literature?? in Australia and looking at the move from Keating to Kemp.
Debbie: I’d love a copy.
Answer: Well I don’t mind sending it to you but you’ll have to look. I am actually
am a bit upset by how they cut and pasted it around. I don’t think it’s very logical
anymore.
Debbie: I’d like the version that you started with then.
Answer: Alright I’m happy to send you that. As long as you don’t think it’s
prejudice or an official view, it was very much a personal view.
Debbie: No I wouldn’t take it as an official view.
Answer: Look really what Keating wanted to do and what Kemp wanted to do, were
very similar. They both wanted to increase knowledge, had a really strong emphasis
on knowledge. The teaching of history was very important. That wouldn’t surprise
you at all that history would be an important element in developing knowledge and
to Kemp it was too but Kemp was probably slightly more prepared to come right out
and say it whereas with Keating he probably would have let it infiltrate its way
through. Keating was perhaps more prepared to come out and say ‘where is the focus
of participation’. With Kemp that was important but perhaps not emphasised as
strongly as with Keating. The interesting thing about Kemp was that he was usually
passionate about this stuff and he was really clear about what he wanted but he let
the Civics Education Group which was both labor and liberal orientation. From
Stuart McIntyre through to Greg Craigen, really different ends of the spectrum. But
he really let them guide what was done and they were the ones who, they were told
that their query materials had to be balanced and they were the ones who really
guided it through. Even though Kemp looked at everything really closely, sometimes
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they’d get their briefings back with little handwritten comments, even on primary
teachers material, he would read everything closely. But I’ve worked here all these
years and we’ve only ever changed one or two things at his request. It wasn’t for a
government policy or political reasons, it was sort of, I want something about
Bonner, or whatever it was I can’t remember. Because he had such a passion about it
that he really needed to keep himself out of it and let the Civic Education Group to
provide the direction.
Debbie: So when you say the Civics Education Group provided the direction, can
you define for me what that means? What was their role?
Answer: Their role was to approve the materials that each year that were going to be
developed and the suggestions for what they would be came from a range of places.
Sometimes from them but more often from us.
Debbie: With their comments coming back.
Answer: Yes. Often it might be numbered with units, like Stuart McIntyre would
reclassify something like and we would be putting little hats on and thinking how can
we actually make that something useful for the schools. We took that role but also
we were involved in quite a lot professional development so teachers would say it
would be really good if you do x, y or z and so we try to think of a way of making
that useful for the whole Australia, not for just the Victorian group that said it. So
that was one thing.
Debbie: But you also had like an advisory group for this project as well.
Answer: That was more at the ??? stage that we got direction on that. So you rarely
got anything from the advisory group about what kind of materials to produce. It was
more comments on the materials that were being developed and then you got good
advice from them. Usually from the perspective of the ?????? lens filter. So when it
went out to the, for example, the electoral commission, you’d get stuff back and they
would have read the voting stuff if there was anything about voting say, they would
have read them really carefully and get really excellent in case we mightn’t have
something quite right, to the best of your ability and everybody else’s abilities.
Academic advisors we’ve had for quite a few things too, on all the units there is an
academic advisor sometimes for the readers we would send it to an academic advisor
when we weren’t sure of something so that’s when you kind of got that layer of
expert advice. Then with the states and territory, I think I’m moving into another
one.
Debbie: Yes we’ve moved into but that’s fine. We sort of do that because it links to
the aims of the government and then a few of the people so that’s fine.
Answer: The states and the territory would often need people that would suggest
things too, apart from the advisory group, we had the reference group that was under
state and territory jurisdiction, the Catholics and independents. That group would
come and I think they meet two or three times a year during the major part of the
development of the materials. They would, sometimes, something would come from
them about the materials that should be developed for the next year and again it was
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usually just wouldn’t it be good if we had something and then it would be our job to
think about how could we do that something.
Debbie: So it was really sort of a wide consultation that was drawn together by the
curriculum corporation.
Answer: I think so and when we actually had materials in development, the major
feedback that we got was from states and territory catholic and independents and
trialling teachers so it was absolutely crucial that feedback. The civics education
group was more in terms of ‘is this balanced – has it tipped one way or the other’. Is
it, from their point of view problematic enough, have we really given people
something to argue about, and they would tell us if they thought we were just being
slack. They would say this is how you could do it, why don’t you get an argument
going by looking at this issue in this way. So once things were in development
people played slightly different roles than in the conception stage. But once those
developments were with the states and territory teachers and trialling teachers were
absolutely, I can’t emphasise how important they were.
Debbie: So would you say any of these groups were more influential than the other
or rather that they were all influential in all their own different sorts of ways.
Answer: They were all influential in their own way. Perhaps say the trialling
teachers were very important. Because really we can all be, have the best intentions
from our various expert view, but a trialling teacher will tell you if something is
working in the classroom.
Debbie: It’s all academic until you have a grade 9 girls or boys.
Answer: Exactly. We really did look very closely at what they said in units were
definitely. We got rid of a whole lot of writers at the end of the trialling period. We
had to decide right, if this unit requires this much re-writing, then we would keep the
same writer and in a number of cases we got rid of writers and in a number of cases
we started units from scratch after the trialling. Because we felt that the feedback
from the teacher, teachers were trialled very extensively were saying OK this has got
to head in a quite different way and it really gave us a sense of direction. You’re
trying to do it in this way, so we would say, we have been trying to get it that way for
a long time and we haven’t succeeded so we decided to maybe change writers. That
was really crunch time when we got the trial feedback. The other thing too with the
research process, sorry it’s just a thought, but that was slightly different. We sent out,
with the research process, it was really like a very skeleton notion of what the
research might be, and the schools really developed it and sent it back and we
developed it further into something that was cohesive
Debbie: So that was why there is examples about little snippets of information about
how it happened or how it worked in one particular school. That worked really well
actually.
Answer: I thought so too.
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Debbie: I’ll leave the global processes until a little bit later in that one. Comments
feedback that you’ve had, what have you heard about it that is positive and who said
it and what have you heard that might be negative and who’s said it.
Answer: OK a lot of teachers really liked it. I always feel like I get to hear the good
feedback because you get the teachers who self-select to go on professional
development and so on, so I rarely get negative feedback. I’m not so involved in it
anyway but certainly from the end of the unit development period on, I’d say that
we’d have little kind of negative, hostile kind of comments. During the beginning of
the development of the units there was a fair bit of negative. People were really
suspicious about where it was heading and it was a liberal government program.
Debbie: Was that all tied up with people wondering what the expectations might be
about what it’s going to look like?
Answer: I think that they were just really suspicious that it was coming out of a
liberal government. Really I think that was a big thing but then they saw that it was
being reasonably balanced that I got a feeling once that they saw that we really
listened to their feedback and saw the changes.
Debbie: The consultation process.
Answer: Yeah and the trials. They saw that the units were transformed by that
process so the feedback from out in the field changed after the end of the units were
developed. The other thing is you get a bit of a thick hide, you know that at the
beginning of a new set of materials, everyone is going to say ‘oh this is too hard, too
this, too that, too much of this and the other’ so you listen to it all, you fix it all and
then they like it. You’ve always got to accept you get the negative feedback at the
beginning because that’s what you’re looking for. You want to know what’s wrong.
Debbie: Do you think that the fact that it’s only been a fairly recent shift in some
states and territory to the whole notion of ???? and move away from history and
geography in some of the lower secondary area that may have actually been a
significant influence on some of the negativities?
Answer: Could be. I remember it all being a bit concerned to begin with, about the
history but those sort of things die after a while but you’re right that was an issue to
begin with.
Debbie: In some states and territories the ????? document only came out in 1990 and
that was the national statement but in many of the states and territories there had still
been no statements at the primary and secondary level so I suppose it was that ‘well
how does it all fit in with what we’re going to do,’ and that type of thing.
Answer: I think it was part of the importance of the jurisdiction. Them sort of
saying, Keating said it was going to be history so there was going to be a strong
emphasis on history so we had to test that but to essentially assemble this thing
within focus curriculum and identifiable components in most cases. So it was a
matter of working with them and saying ‘ok we’ve got to have them – how can we
support your curriculum or do it in a way that supports your curriculum’.
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Debbie: I can distinctly remember a debate about that notion of ‘well what sort of
history is it going to be’ I think.
Answer: Yes I think people were worried about that too. Is it going to be
apologestic?????? everyone knew it wasn’t going black-armed bandits, it was going
to be that white man or celebration of dead white men.
Debbie: Exactly – middle-aged dead white men. I suppose the only significant
negative comment that I’ve heard, and I’ve actually seen it written about in the
literature I suppose, is the fact that there weren’t enough materials delivered to
schools.
Answer: Really.
Debbie: Yes, just the notion of ‘we’ve got one box and we all use it’.
Answer: Yes. That is correct. That was part of the thinking of moving to putting the
stuff up on the web to make it more available, get it away from the one-teacher
environment.
Debbie: I’ve actually been to the web site and had a good look at that now and I can
see how much easier that would make it and particularly as you were saying before,
link ‘I don’t want that work sheet, I want this one and this one and I want to link it
and do this to it and that can do that’ and make it their own.
Answer: So you’ve got the advantage of really fully developed print material but also
that customisable capacity to select from all of that which often web-based stuff it’s
not as fully developed as print-based stuff.
Debbie: And also it loses a little bit in the processing I suppose and I think the way
it’s set up it actually maintains that look of being something that’s been well
developed and
Answer: Looks OK when you print it out, sort of stuff.
Debbie: Looks better than OK when you print it out.
Answer: Looks like it came from a book and it’s official and important.
Debbie: Well we’ll move on. I suppose what I’ve done here, I’ve written five
scenarios and I’ve tried to draw them from the things that I know are in the materials,
just to make it a little bit more realistic. What I’m wanting to know is ‘can you see
the discovery democracy materials being used in any or all of these scenarios and are
there any that stand out as ones you wouldn’t be particularly be interested in
discovering democracy materials being used that way, if you could help it. Or ones
that you would really like it to be used or areas that it could be used but maybe not as
significantly as the resource.
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Answer: Yes sure. The first one, a teacher would do a lot better to just scrap them,
putting them practically into a lesson than to use them, as she will. Because that’s
just sounds such a boring way of doing it. From the pedagogy in the book basically
so let’s hope they do, so that’s enough said on that one. Now second one, now I’ll
have to think I read this Monday. I guess the key thing there would be to use the
research figure through a research process for the research itself because I think it
gives a nice, really clear, kind of ???? approach to research in there.
Debbie: So they could use like taking issues and look at that particular issue.
Answer: Well there is a model of research that’s in the front of that book, it’s the
seventh stage model of research, I think and it gives general advice to the teacher
about how to conduct research. So the teacher I think could use that model to locate
that activity, going through the stages of research. Now there is elements of stuff
weaving through the materials, like the campaign.
Debbie: Which level of teacher is this? I haven’t been that specific.
Answer: It doesn’t matter. But there are quite a lot of things within the materials,
like different kinds of campaigns. So a teacher could move beyond this task if they
wanted to take up citizenship action and look at the kinds of campaigns that other
people have undertaken. If they wanted to shift their emphasis from an environment
to how to influence people, then they could use quite a lot of material that’s right
through the readers, through the units, through the research, about how to develop a
campaign.
Debbie: And I suppose they could use that in here’s examples of how other people
have done it.
Answer: Yes. Each one or which one apply, could we use for our campaign. And
that goes back into the research because part of your research is how have other
people done it, how can we do it within our process. So I think that’s sort of how I
would suggest there is the research and the different kinds of campaigns that people
have used. Now the next one, this relates to the different person or group role play,
well that’s straight out of a unit, isn’t it?
Debbie: Yes that is.
Answer: Well you could certainly use the unit because it sort of stages it quite well,
the role play and gives them the information that the different people are likely to
going to need. So they can actually have something to argue about. Does that make
sense?
Debbie: It’s one of those things, if I was a teacher, and didn’t have that resource, it
would be a very big job to set up a role play whereas with the right information, it’s
quite easy.
Answer: Yes taking a role with a different person or group so what you can do is you
can actually say ‘hey these are some of the groups who were involved. This was the
different point of view of the different group. Who were they trying to influence and
in what point of time were they engaged in the campaign, because that’s important
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too because especially parties and individuals within Tasmania shifted their ground
over the period of time.
Debbie: That’s for sure.
Answer: So that’s important for people to actually locate this in a time period so that
they know where they are. The other thing is that the unit gives them a whole thing
about the power process that government operates but they can also choose other
ones like, for weaker kids in the class, like the Franklin issue is a middle secondary
unit so you could say to kids to actually who are struggling a bit more they might
look at the Australian system of government as it’s outlined in the lower secondary,
who should rule unit, which looks at the Australian system of government there. So
you could actually draw on the number of different units to keep what you wanted to
about the process of government which is what teachers do. That’s what I mean by
they do that cut and paste process from question 3 to that one and mix it with the
Franklin and they do it very effectively.
Debbie: That sort of links in with the fourth one there which is also another.
Answer: Right. Similar isn’t it. Three was a personal group and this one was an
environmental action group. The first focus question in the Franklin River one is not
a personal one, more the group.
Debbie: What about the last one? Could you use the materials to do that?
Answer: So they’re kind of doing a benchmark - consequences wheel. I probably
???? to identify the future, they would prefer to do it in the community. So it’s sort of
got a values element to it, hasn’t it. I’m not really clear because why have some
groups got a positive future and others have got significant issues for the community.
Debbie: I suppose that’s just the way they see it, in terms of the information that
they’ve got. Some of them are thinking that the large amounts of pollutants are
actually going to mean that certain environment will be degraded while others are
thinking that it won’t actually have that much effect.
Answer: So they’re sharing a mutual evaluation or are they sharing an action for the
future?
Debbie: Well they’re sharing the actual consequence wheel as an outcome of these
different futures that they see happening in this particular community.
Answer: Right. I’m finding this one difficult to comment on because I’m just not
clear enough about it.
Debbie: I suppose it’s that idea it’s moving away from looking at Australia and it’s
looking more at smaller communities in Asia Pacific and that type of thing.
Answer: I guess what you would look for it, where I’d look for it is I’d look for
something in the readers and it would be in the section of the readers that relates to,
because the readers often go into a strong international, especially more strong Asian
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component to them, I would look for, because all of the materials are based on the
four scene and the fourth scene is about community and about people and groups and
that’s why Franklin River is in the fourth scene. So the reader’s material too is
generally based on those four scenes so what I would do is look across the four
scenes and look for examples of, there won’t be probably anything on Cambodia,
you wouldn’t be that lucky, but I’d look for examples of other sort of issues in
community that might have some resilience with this issue or some power.
Debbie: There is also the pedagogy of the whole notion of futures wheels and
consequences etc and that’s clawed in one of the units as well. So you need to make
use of that I suppose as well.
Debbie: OK moving on now to the next question number 11. Do you think there are
any global processes or developments outside of Australia that have been
significantly impacting the development of discovering democracy materials?
Answer: I guess in a sense that with the readers we consciously moved beyond
western cultures. The units used to have an emphasis on our system of government
and therefore they tended to be America, Australia, U.S., Asian so the emphasis was
getting kids to understand our system. With the readers, we very consciously broke
that, we’ve done enough, people are now looking for contrast, something different.
They want something to teach when they’re teaching Asian Studies, they want stuff
to teach when they’re teaching more broadly about political issues and influences.
It’s also in the web-site material that we’re developing at the moment, we’re doing
an emphasis on regional sort of issues so we insofaras ???, I guess that’s pretty
broad but it was sort of saying ‘let’s move beyond Australia and our system’. So we
weren’t particular I guess, global processes and developments that we were looking
for, other than ones that had something of interest to say, something engaging,
interesting, problematic for kids to talk about. Especially the readers we were
looking for really powerful text, not just powerful issues, but powerful text, so it had
a strong emotional kind of power to them. So they had to be really well written so
we were looking for those sorts of materials and in particular materials that came
from outside of Australia, and also Australia itself. We were trying to balance that.
Debbie: So we were talking about, moving onto the next question, what sorts of text
or sources of material were used for developing the discovering democracy material?
Answer: You wouldn’t believe it. Thousands and millions of them. So it’s really
difficult to answer that question.
Debbie: So were they things that the individual writers pulled together?
Answer: No well for instance with the readers what we did was we had an editorial
committee and we involved people from the states and territories, people from early
years literacy group, people from English groups, people from McCaffa?? In the case
of the senior reader, we did that. What we were trying to do was the role of the
editorial committee was to find the materials. We also wrote out to all the state and
territory centres to suggest things but that didn’t happen very much. But with the
editorial committee they had training, they knew that was their job. So what we
would do is we’d get a big package of material in from one person and we’d
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photocopy it and send it to all the others, everyone was having great massive material
to read through, and then we’d come together and we’d do the work …….conceptual
and say well these look like appropriate for the age group, you could sort of group
these text in these kind of issues and these kind of concepts or these kind of ideas or
for the theme. Then we’d bring them back to the editorial committee and say ‘ok
these are the ones, what do you reckon’. And we’d short list and I’d have another go
at the conceptualising and organising and thinking and so on. Or we would say ‘this
is looking like a good group but it doesn’t got a woman’s voice at all’ go away and
look,
So it was that kind of, very good collaborative development model, I think. Worked
really well.
Debbie: So in terms of the development of some of the other materials, like the units
of work itself?
Answer: With those there was a project manager so I was the project manager for the
secondary and there was another woman who was the project manager for the
primary. So we would spend a great deal of our time looking, searching, sifting and
liaising with other people. The other thing there was an academic adviser for each of
those too so the role for the academic adviser was to make sure that they were
covering the territory appropriately. They would also be suggesting materials to be
looking at.
Debbie: Because I noticed there’s a whole range of things that were actually used as
sources, like photographs, through newspaper articles and all sorts of things so it was
essentially finding things that supported the pedagogy that was being developed.
Answer: And the content. I honestly had to re-write several of the units, as you do
when you’re a project manager. Some more so than others. You took yourself to the
library and you just do whatever every researcher would do. You had to get your
head right around the issue. So everybody has a say in it, like all the academics had
a say on it. So you would sort of say ‘OK now I know what the key issues and
debates are, that help to inform me about what I need to do in terms of being
balanced in my approach but also in terms of what I really can hone in on, and I can
look for newspaper articles about this. Or I should look around this time for photos.
It was that kind of an approach, it was really full on.
Debbie: I can imagine. It would have taken hours.
Answer: It was good fun though, I loved it. I loved the time when I could take
myself off to the library, and bury myself for a while in that stuff.
Debbie: OK Jo thanks very much that has given me a really good picture of how it
was all developed.
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Interview 8
Debbie: First of all I’m going to combine questions one and two because of my
experience it is better to do them together so in terms of the discovering democracy
materials that have been produced who are the sorts of people who would use them
and how would they use them?
Answer: Well because we didn’t have a kit sent to every school. We had one kit
and we put one unit into one kit to every school initially. I think it was an interested
person in the school who may have been the civic and citizenship teacher or maybe
year 7 teacher who did the local government topic but I think it was a key person
that picked it up rather than a department or a subject area and I think the take up
was a bit slow because of that, with the one kit for each school. Of course now it’s
on the web, you can get them electronically so I suppose the schools can come back
quite easily with those tools obviously so I don’t know, were you meaning types of
teachers?
Debbie: Or maybe there were other people rather than types of teachers.
Answer: I think professional associations have tried to do a fair bit. I know the
groups that I have worked for, realised that was a fairly expensive exercise and that
the resources were quite good so why shouldn’t we get out there and try and push
them so that they’re not sitting on the shelf. And I think there’s been a fair bit of
talking about them as professional development days, it’s getting a little bit old hat
now, because when you see the discovering democracy stand at the teachers history
conference or wherever. But whether or not they are just, when they’re with
professional associations they’re talking about them and the teachers are taking them
up. It’s a tricky question but it’s very difficult for teachers to take up. I think with in
Queensland because the ????? syllabus is written at the same time as the materials hit
the schools, there are more clues, you can get an easier link in Queensland like ‘ok
that outcome, that sounds like joining in???, or that outcome sounds like people in
parliament or whatever.
Debbie: Who should rule. So there’s teachers, there’s professional development
groups, any other places that you know of, or heard of that would have used it?
Answer: The link between local government and schools. I know in the Redland
Shire Council they’ve had ?????? as their education officer for some years and again
at the ????????? I have worked with them. It’s really important again to try and
match up that those held their sciences 1-10 syllabuses with teaching about local
government and local area but because of discovering democracy materials we have
giving them a good resource so it’s become like a three-way link. And there was
some money there for in-service staff, teacher-librarian, principal about the ongoing
costs of the materials but we tried to get them teachers. The local government’s
personnel like the people who go to schools to prevent or have schools coming to
them on excursions if they’re inside a centre or the water treatment plant or the ????
on the future, or whatever. So there was a three-way link between those, the council
workers, the teachers and I would say anyone that knew about the discovering
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democracy materials. I can give you a copy of the booklet that they were actually
given.
Debbie: OK. That would be good.
Answer: I’ll have to ring the secretary Debbie because I don’t think I’ve got another
copy. You won’t see discovering democracy in this one but in the earlier workshops
that we had we certainly had the discovering democracy on the career tables then and
encouraging teachers to use them to prepare students to go to these local government
excursions. I don’t know about the parents, I don’t know that the parents would be
looking at the resources too much. I don’t know.
Debbie: So what do you think a teacher who was getting these materials at the school
when they arrived, what do you think they expect of them?
Answer: When they first arrive?
Debbie: Yes.
Answer: When they first arrived, they arrived in bits which wasn’t, again the
timelines were just horrific when these materials were developed. It was let’s get
them key teachers to write them and the timelines were very tight. The CDs
obviously needed different skills so the CDs didn’t arrive with the kit, the readers
have arrived later, and the resource documents, they sort of. But it’s the initial kit
when it arrived, I suspect people probably thought ‘another civics and citizenship
resource – we’ve got heaps of these but we really don’t know where it fits in the
curriculum’. When something like Year 3 Maths kit arrives or ancient Egypt for
senior syllabus arrived, it can be pigeon-holed very quickly. Civics and Citizenship
have suffered that fate for many, many years, who is going to take responsibility for
it in the schools. So when the kit arrived, who will we give this to, if it is too hard we
might just keep it in the library until we work out what to do with it.
Debbie: So do you think that people expected that what was inside was pretty similar
to other things that had arrived like the ???? and tic tacks.
Answer: It has been my experiences working with teachers in the early days when
we were trialling the material and those teachers were probably a bit concerned about
what would be in the kit because it wasn’t a parliamentary pack. This was a
government initiative to try to, and there was a bit of a fear factor I suppose, that it
was going to mandate how to teach civics and citizenship and it was also because the
civics expert group had a big hand in the way the materials were to be developed and
some teachers thought it wasn’t impressive enough, worried about the attitudes of
indigenous issues, absence of women and I think when teachers first saw these
pictures in the focus group, when they first saw the materials, they threw their hands
up in horror, and said ‘we’ve got much better resources in our school already - why
would you spend all this money. But I do believe that the voice of the teacher was
taken on board, I don’t know that a lot of change occurred in the initial unit that was
sent out, but the readers, the CDs and the materials subsequent to the unit were more
inclusive so I feel as though the teacher’s voice is very important to remind the
developers that schools are so different in Australia. Life is really different and that
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teachers like to adapt material to suit their own local setting. So they got the kits I
suppose, some people might have thought it was just like a parliamentary ??????
when you say kit but I think finding who is the critical person who should have this
kit and then what do you do with one kit. That was the issue.
Debbie: Moving on from there then, do you think that teachers that use this kit, do
you think they needed any sort of background knowledge or culture to be able to
make use of it?
Answer: My contact with teachers in all different avenues, whether they lecture at
university or whether it’s running workshops with teachers at schools, whether it’s
through the professional associations, they are still crying out for content knowledge
so it seems that with civic and citizenship the most popular units that you see people
picking up will be the ones like Joining In and the units that are civic action units like
Environmental Clean Up because you don’t need to know when you do that, what
cabinet – like what does Cabinet do, you don’t need to know or have a good
understanding of the preferential voting system. You don’t need to know the
differences between the role of the prime minister and the premier. You don’t need
all of that and that can be seen as pretty boring too. The other thing that I don’t know
that teachers necessarily pick up on the history of democracy as much as the
developers of the kit had intended. I think the teachers are looking at more local
issues, local issue based topics and pulling out of the kits, the CDs, all the unit bits
that help them with that. And whether or not that is because they want to engage the
kids in something that is relevant to them because it’s local or whether it’s because
hey I don’t understand all this stuff about the history of democracy and how it works
and law and common law and equity and statutory law, I don’t know any of that, so
that’s a bit of a dangerous area for me to get into.
Debbie: So do you think that John Hurst’s text, the teacher’s text doesn’t actually
provide that sort of background or do you think it’s one more job for teachers to
actually have to go and read that and to internalise it, to be comfortable to teach it.
Answer: If it’s not a high priority they won’t read the text and because civics and
citizenship is, as a body of knowledge, is not necessarily a high priority sadly in
schools. It’s got a lot of flexibility as to how you might deliver civics and citizenship
in a school so ‘hey let’s take the short cut, let’s do what we’re familiar with, and
what we are comfortable with’. I think someone like a legal studies teacher, who
knows they have to deliver certain knowledge, and they don’t have that flexibility
they would pick up John Hurst’s book and say ‘this is a great refresher for me’ or ‘I
can use this to help me have an accurate material for assessment’ or whatever. So it’s
prioritising and there’s such a lot of information out with the discovering democracy
materials. It’s almost, for a busy teacher, helping them to work out which bits they
need to use very quickly.
Debbie: So do you think that this teacher’s general lack of knowledge about civics
and citizenship, do you think that influenced the way the materials were developed?
Answer: I think there was a hope that it would overcome that. I think there was a
hope that everybody will suddenly love learning about ancient Egypt and Greece and
the birth of democracy and be fascinated with why it is we have this, the way that
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democracy grew, and listen to that video on the Talking Heads with people working
in and out of Parliament. Boring, boring, boring for a lot of teachers but they realise
that the kids too that they sometimes have in citizenship education classes are there
sometimes because they’ve dropped out of history because they can’t cope and so the
teachers are looking at an alternative to history sometimes. So if you’re looking for
an alternative, you want to make it different, you’re not going to pick up on the
history of democracy, you’re going to pick up on, how are we going to clean up our
local area and why is it important that we have a student representative council in our
schools and walls and laws that are around you. What are you going to do if a
policeman taps you on the shoulder and asks to search your bag? So it’s the
practicalities that are used as an alternative to the discipline of history. So the
history, if you keep talking about civics and citizenship and I know that the kit was
developed for all sorts of teachers, not just civics and citizenship teachers. So the
history teachers might very well pick it up and use those ??/ elements. I think
business teachers might pick up and use a little bit on the economic bits.
Debbie: As you say legal studies.
Answer: Yes the legal studies teachers and I think there’s a little bit of, my feeling is
that the primary kit is much more engaging than the secondary kit. If I was in a
secondary school I would make sure I had a copy of the primary kit, the readers, the
CDs, the units, the visuals, the source materials. It’s almost as if the primary is like a
sequential thing, the primary was developed with all these really interesting,
engaging things and then what was left was secondary.
Debbie: So that content focus was dealt with in a much more almost boring way for
the secondary.
Answer: No it’s not as engaging. I mean the kids are sitting listening to Talking
Heads on that video. The really wonderful information about the Australian
Freedom Rights is in the primary. The Tasmanian dam videos skits, each skit can be
used primary and secondary. I think it was probably a little bit of a mistake to have
quite separate primary and secondary materials so I can see that they don’t want to
repeat. I mean if you were a secondary school teacher you don’t want to show
something that kids have seen before but we do, don’t we? We do all the time. We
just come at it a different way.
Debbie: So while my research has gone into, what is citizenship education and it’s
come up with there are different aspects, there is the knowledge component, there is
the skills component, there is attitudes component, values component and there’s an
action component. In your explanation do you think that all of those are evident in
the materials and are some more emphasised then others?
Answer: I’ll think that through rationally. Think when we looked at the early draft
people were disappointed in Queensland particularly where we had school based
development in curriculum for the many years. It’s a bit disappointed that it seemed
to be very content laden. That it didn’t address enough investigative, enough critical
analysis, a lot of assumptions being made about what was democracy or it was neat
and tidy and the teachers did say that it needed a far widening version of history. It
was a little bit of an insult to teachers that the enquiry aspect seen to be missing. But
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I think then when you put the whole lot of the material together now, you put the
readers, the CDs and the research and the units then there is a better balance when
you look at the total kit. But when we looked at the units when they first came out, it
was pretty content, content, content and lots of it. The chartist bits, the history of the
chartist movement I remember a teacher reviewing it at work, and she had their little
group had to report and they took the unit and ripped out about 20 pages and joined
in with them and said ‘well you can get rid of that bit, we’re not going to spend a lot
of time on that’. So I think they were just overwhelmed with the amount of content
that was in there.
Debbie: Just pages and pages of text.
Answer: There was a real feeling to the whole thing should have moved upwards.
That the middle primary was more suited to upper primary and the upper primary
was more suited to lower secondary and then middle secondary was more suited to
senior secondary. So there was this criticism on the part of teachers who reviewed
the materials initially that maybe the developers were out of touch with what
interests kids, what engaged kids, what kids were into in 2000 or 2001 or 2002,
whatever it was then.
Debbie: And where they were at?
Answer: So do you think that the aim of the kits or the materials is that students who
had worked with their teacher on it, will actually be a better citizen maybe than their
parents?
Answer: Do you mean the teacher’s expectation?
Debbie: No, more the developers and their sort of ideas behind the whole thing.
Answer: Of the younger generation would be more informed and pro-active and
whatever. I suppose that depends on the take-up. I mean some schools I would
imagine it makes a lot of difference because they had a resource there that could be
used across the curriculum, that could be used for a whole school approach and it
probably did make a bit of a difference. At the time we had the referendum and
people were looking for resources then too to help them run their mock elections and
referendums in schools and whatever. So in schools where that had happened I think
yes those young people are probably more informed but I don’t know that the kits
make as much difference as maybe other factors so whether or not young people
watch the news or talk about the news, read the newspaper or march through the
streets or whatever. I think there are a lot of other factors that make a difference for
young people.
Debbie: Do you think that the materials are trying to promote a particular sort of
citizen though?
Answer: An Australian citizen, it’s very, I don’t know if it’s a particular sort of
citizen. I think the categories of government law, Australian and Joining In, I call it
the people power business, I think that provided enough breadth to say we can look
at citizens from a historical perspective and look at the legalities that surrounds
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citizenship or we can think of what it means to be an Australian citizen or we can
look at the proactive citizen. I think that provides enough breadth. Again the
indigenous issues and democracy there is a fair bit of attuning that the English notion
of a citizen and a democracy is what we spend most of our time on. So what again,
in those readers, they have a little bit more on average of aboriginal customary law
and so in that way.
Debbie: Do you think the materials were developed to try and achieve a government
aim?
Answer: Certainly. I think that report from we as a people is pretty devastating. I
think it’s worth ??? and I don’t know that the evidence goes very far and I know
people will criticize some of the results and may the way measurements are taken as
they’re criticising now, some of the measurements that are taken on, whether or not
young people are given a better understanding of civics/citizenship issues. But I
think it was almost like a crisis time. We are living in a democracy and we’ve got all
these people who don’t understand what it means to vote. They don’t understand
how governments work, they don’t understand the rule of law, they don’t understand
and we’re talking about a lot of people, young people, parents. It’s a whole group of
people and you couldn’t really see in any of the curriculum in any of the states or
territories where it had been taught formally. So we didn’t have this assurance that
‘oh I mightn’t know it now but hey you’ve got this you beaut syllabus and when they
did try to develop a syllabus it was very much targeted at that. It pretty well fell by
the wayside and was replaced by your traditional geography, history, science, maths,
physics – the key learning areas that we have. You could say civics and citizenship
fits within states but then we have in different states we have history, geography,
civics syllabuses in Queensland as an alternative to states. It would be interesting to
know how many schools actually take up civics as a syllabus and I expect it would
be as it’s always been. It’s what Raylene would have termed ‘shit head’ work so.
Debbie: So it’s the thing that you go and do when you can’t do history and
geography?
Answer: That’s right so we didn’t have the assurance that the curriculum was going
to solve the dilemma so maybe if we get some good resources into schools that will
be the carrot to get them interested in civics and citizenship.
Debbie: Do you think that was the product of the fact that the federal government
doesn’t actually have the power to do anything with regard to syllabus development?
Answer: Exactly. The Federal Government used language and still uses language at
some of their meetings about this discovering democracy course and some of the
evaluators will stand up and talk about whether the take-up of the course. It’s not a
course – it can never be a course because state government decide what will be
taught in their schools so I think there was an over-estimation of the impact of the kit
and instead of probably accepting that is one of a very good number of resources in
schools, that would have been a more sensible approach. And the big trap too is,
dollars can’t flow for teacher relief because Federal Government said it was daily
shift and Federal Government produced the report. State Government have to pick
up on that professional development, very very expensive. To get teachers out of
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school to become familiar with a resource is a very expensive exercise so if probably
more money had been allocated to PD and getting teachers familiar with the resource
rather than more, more, more resources. But again it was the Federal Government
that had the dollars for the resources, state government does the PD so.
Debbie: Who do you think was the most influential people or groups in the
development?
Answer: The Civics Expert Group no doubt. We, when I say we, professional
associations and the teachers only were on the first lot of reference groups giving
feedback found it quite difficult to put some of the arguments across. We felt that the
Civics Expert Group had decided what would be in the kit and we might have some
input how to do a bit of the tweaking of the activities of the resources and hey in no
way are you going to chop out this whole section on charters because it is a critical
part of understanding the history of democracy. So I admire the group in that, for
their passion, they were passionate about what they wanted in there, but it grew out
of very difficult places. I don’t think any one group knows what should go into their
school, there has to be flexibility there.
Debbie: So who were the other groups who were influential about civic section, in
your experience, or was the education group were the most influential?
Answer: For a start the curriculum corporation had a very difficult job but they
accomplished?? that because it was a difficult job for timeline. (Interruption) The
other groups, curriculum corporation timelines were terribly tight timelines and I
think they probably had to, in that sort of environment, I don’t want to use the word
‘bully’ but you had to really get people moving on this and some of the writers didn’t
work out so then the timelines became tighter so I think they were a fairly influential
group in that ‘hey we don’t have a lot of time here to be taking on board too much
consultative feedback because we’re going to get into trouble if we don’t meet the
timelines’. So they said it was really if the Civic Experts Group want it and you
teachers are saying we don’t want it, someone is going to have to give, and I don’t
think it’s going to be the Curriculum Corporation or the Civic Experts Group. ???
Debbie: (???) that’s the word I thought too. What positive and negative comments
have you heard about the materials and who said them?
Answer: Positive and negative about the materials. Well again I would probably
think initially and now were probably two different stories and again if I think of the
units alone and think of the whole lot of the material together now, it’s different. But
initially when we just had the draft units the negatives were that it wasn’t intuitive
enough, it was content laden, it was too difficult for the years levels. The positive in
those early days would be that if it was good in was primary and secondary. It was
good that civics and citizenship was seen as an important area to put money. That
some of the resource materials that have been put into the units is quite good and
teachers said they thought that it was fairly user-friendly. I believe there would have
been many more positives from the primary than the secondary. Whether that
reflects that the primary’s kit as being more engaging for students or whether in fact
the primaries are used to developing their own units that work for curricula and they
could see more opportunities to use it. Whereas the secondary would sit there and
think where does this fit within my syllabus.
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Debbie: Do you think there was also an issue around this time as well about that
whole shift from the history, geography, civics towards SOSE?
Answer: So no whenever we sat in any secondary school meetings looking at the kit
and working out how we might use it, you had this sense that the first question would
be where does it fit within history. Where does this fit within geography. Where
does this fit within indigenous so it wasn’t really looking at it from how it’s going to
help teachers of civics and citizenship and people were drawing big circles around
the things that they thought fitted their discipline but the primaries wouldn’t do that.
They might look at it and say where does it fit within our units of work, it fits nicely
with year 7 local government topics or it fits with local area study or whatever. But I
think they’ve read it more with a, what can I take out of this that will suit a student. I
think they were more student focussed and they did have that saying come up often.
The primaries taught kids and the secondaries taught subjects. So when you have
that sort of mentality, and secondaries were pushed into it too because they’re
worried about their jobs and there wasn’t a lot of information about how this SOSE
thing was going to work.
Debbie: Do you think teachers were a little bit nervous about that notion of is this
the course or is this going to be mandatory? Are we going to have to teach all of this?
Answer: Well their language was coming across as a course and millions of dollars
has been spent and it’s a national happening, people do get a bit defensive and then
critical of ‘well if you’re going to make us use this, I’m certainly not going to stand
up and talk about democracy to my 23 Torres Strait Islander kids about ancient
Greece. So some of the materials that was in there that advised people on how to run
workshops for teachers. One of the questions was ‘who was the first public servant?’
That was a question you asked of teachers to find out whether the teacher had enough
knowledge to use the kit and teach civics and citizenship. So it became a bit of a joke
that if that’s what valued, I don’t want it thank you very much. If it’s important to
know who was the first public servant what’s this all about. I think if it wasn’t put
into that might-be mandated mentality, I look at a question like that and think well I
wouldn’t use that, I’d just skip over it, that’s just one question. But if we’re going to
get down to what is the body of knowledge that everybody must know, obviously
teachers get very concerned about that. Because whose body of knowledge, whose
history?
Debbie: What are the boundaries. So are there any other positives or negatives that
you can think of?
Answer: I think when the readers came out, I think people thought just how
wonderful they were. It was just a wonderful collection of stimulus material,
beautifully presented, inclusive, interesting, engaging, and it had a class ?????? You
know how they had a schema or whatever?
Debbie: Yeah I think they picked up another 10. There was actually another 2 mail
outs so each school ended up with ??????
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Answer: I don’t know how well the CDs have been used but again I think the
teachers who use them, probably think that they’re interesting little activities there.
Debbie: That’s a accessing? Issue no doubt rather than the schools????
Answer: And it’s a timing issue. I mean what we did at the Professional Association
level in Queensland was to provide teachers with a script or a summary of what was
on the CD because they wanted to plan their lesson. And they needed to know
exactly what the kids are going to be looking at, what are the answers, how does this
link, and all this stuff that I’ve been doing and it can take hours to sit down and work
through a CD. They don’t have hours.
Debbie: As you say there’s no actual text, to review, to quickly scan, or just to sift
through.
Answer: So we did a bit of a summary, hopefully not been too popular, but a
summary of this visual side followed by that visual and this is the type of text and
this is how the game works. At least a teacher could pick it up and say OK now
when I plan my lesson I’ll get them to do this bit and that bit and I’ll develop some
more materials that will reinforce it. So I think with the CDs it is accessing as you
say.
Debbie: As opposed to based within the schools when you have a civics and
citizenship computer studies in the computer room.
Answer: That’s right, all of those things. So what are the positives and negatives. I
just think teachers would say they never had enough time to get familiar with it so
they probably don’t know the positives and the negatives a lot of them because for a
lot of people it’s a kit that’s still sitting there and one day they’ll get time to work out
what’s in it.
Debbie: Just want to see if it’s all there. Well what I’ve got here is I’ve put together
five scenarios and what I’m interested in is, could you see that the materials being
used in any of those classrooms, can you see any of the ways that you’d hope it
wouldn’t be used or ways that you think you’d be happy for them to be used?
Answer: I think from the scenario like with the students probably used on the
Franklin River Dam issue to identify, I still see that as an oldie scenario but it’s a
goodie. It’s simple enough to identify conflicting groups isn’t it but it’s got enough
depth there to challenge the students so I think visually the videos there would be
useful. I think the CD would somewhat be people power bit could be useful there.
Whether or not they would pick up the units or not and go with it. I think they could
easily go through and work out where the Franklin River Dam fits. The units are
nicely tagged so you can pick out the bits.
Debbie: And it’s more the pedagogy there I suppose, of the more controlled
environment that they’re doing with these activities.
Answer: OK – do you want me to do the second one. I guess with the second one
there we have a number of resources that might compete, we have the Waterwatch
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and the Landcare and the environmental resources that schools could already have,
so it might be that the kit might not be the first resource that they pick up. And I
guess also because it’s so action driven and it requires a fair bit of field work, that of
the scenarios the teachers might not use the kit as much for that one. But then I
know there is some great material in those kits that would be useful, and teachers
could work out which bits.
I think with three, they’re going to need resources for this and they are not going to
get an understanding or prepare for their role unless they have a look at something,
so I would expect that teachers would need a lot of resources for three and the kit
would be very useful there.
Debbie: For finding those different workshops??
Answer: That’s the thing I think. Sometimes the activities that kids do, are not as
structured by the teachers, like the copying down their notes and diagrams or
whatever. Obviously we need more resources don’t we?
Debbie: Yes.
Answer: And the ????? because there is interesting ????? of ethics with conflicting
viewpoints and you need ??????
Debbie: And I suppose that whole notion of what is the concept going on here? How
did they pick that up so they can actually role play it? And how do you know it will
work?
Answer: And we as teachers are so privileged to have all the background
knowledge.
Debbie: To see exactly what the argument is.
Answer: It’s very hard to structure a role play or to take part in mock things without
a pretty good body of knowledge to back up what you’re doing.
Debbie: ???????????????
Answer: The kit is very much Australian/British so when you look at 5 there is not
going to be very much to help them on a global level. It is very Australian/British,
when you look at that last one, maybe it wouldn’t help them there. So I would have
thought out of all of them, probably 3 because they can see the different people and
what they did, and how that fits with the federal/state divisions. There would be a lot
of information in kits that would suit a teacher working that activity in 3 and 4.
Debbie: OK. Do you think that the development of the materials were influenced by
any major factors outside of Australia, any sort of global processes, or anything that
strikes you as saying that was a major movement.
Answer: Well it’s got a fair bit of that American/French where which unit is it, the
unit whether we should have a Bill of Rights in Australia, that unit there, and again if
the fact is limited to, what happened in Britain, America, a little bit of France, not
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much, and a negative side Nazi Germany so it’s very Eurocentric. So I would say and
that’s the traditional legal way of looking at civics and citizenship so it’s not looking
at saying we’re thinking about ‘who are the citizens of Australia now?’ It is looking
at where did the citizens of Australia or where did our law originate? That’s a very
legalistic way of looking at civics and citizenship.
Debbie: In terms of pedagogy or teaching and learning do you think there were any
influences that were outlining Australia?
Answer: I think Australians have been doing, and have for some time now, been
doing such a good job of education, when it comes to pedagogy and writing
resources and materials, they’re probably so many people in our own country who
can do a good job that why would you look elsewhere. I don’t know whether from a
research perspective, whether any of that happened. I suspect the people came in to
write the units and they were all practical teachers. They were people who brought
their local expertise, I don’t know whether they were curriculum corporation staff or
if they had to look at other kits in other countries and work out what we might have
or not have worked there. Again, we have differences between states, I think, in
Queensland because it hasn’t had external exams for so long, the secondaries just
looked at anything that might ring of regurgitate, give it back to me, comprehension
is all we’re after, throw their hands up in horror, and say ‘no this is not what we’re
about’. You can tell I’ve got a bit of a bias in my own state. So I don’t know Debbie
whether there is or not, to me there doesn’t seem to be influences on pedagogy from
outside Australia and in the course materials itself I would say the influence would
be the historical, legal perspective which is the British.
Debbie: So does that come through in the course material that you’ve seen within the
kit. So the examples of, the newspaper articles, course materials also linked with
documents and all that sort of thing so, whether in particular courses I suppose you
can identify from the units that it comes through very strongly as particular text, or
cultures or anything that you think were influential in the development?
Answer: I think again the British history of the kings, King John and the Magna
Carta and the Chartist Movement, I don’t know that it was necessary to have quite
so much. We can acknowledge that our roots in law are British and that democracy,
the birth of democracy, you can say was in Greece. But it just seemed to go on and
on, so I think some of those resources, I’m sure teachers just flip over them and get
onto the more, the Red????, the Franklin Dam, the indigenous issues, the things that
kids might want to relate to now. Other teachers, as I said, might very well use them.
The history teachers might pick up on some of those. But the civics and citizenship
teachers over the years I’ve been involved in listening to people present and at
different forums and meetings, it’s very much environmental, civics and citizenships,
local area, student-focussed, more present than past, local to global, technology and I
say that with a bit of sadness because I think that we shouldn’t lose history because
history’s very important but in this kit you’re overwhelmed with a lot of information
so if your focus is civics and citizenship, more than likely the teachers will focus on
the here and now, local to global, now ancient Greece, Athens, British history,
Charters Movements or whatever.
Debbie: That’s it. Thankyou.
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Interview 9
Debbie: The first question is, and there are two questions here together, who are the
people who use the materials and how do they use them?
Answer: Who uses them. I’m assuming they’re used by classroom teachers, and
teacher librarian and schools and it is hoped, and they probably use it in a variety of
ways and it really depends, see, one thing that you’re probably aware of, and we
have found is, that most people that have not attended or unless they have attended a
discovering democracy course or some sort of professional development, even
remotely related to civics and discovering democracy, are probably not aware of the
DD kit, unless they’ve done that. So, assuming that those who are, and I tend to
assume fairly strongly, that those who use it, are either people who have attended the
course and have really gone into detail and of course that will impact on how they
use it. Or people who have just picked it up and thought ‘oh this is good I might get
into this’ which doesn’t tend to happen quite so much. I know it does happen, but it
doesn’t tend to happen quite so much because who’s got the time to really sit down
and go through something unless you’ve heard it’s particularly good. With respect to
how they use it, the first group those who have attended professional development,
two suggestions, one is that they use the units as they appear or the preferred way,
well my preferred way, which I share with teachers is that they look at what they’re
already doing, look at the syllabus and pull out the bits that they like and either make
their own unit up, or combine a couple of the units that will put together a unit that
will actually work towards their achieving the outcome for the subject matter.
Debbie: So in the way that you were talking, you are also saying that you used the
units.
Answer: Yes I’ve used them a lot because I work in schools and do some follow up.
OK we’ve now done the professional development, how can I use these materials in
my school, am I suppose to sequence or of course we do a lot of material publication
here so writing of units and so on, for different purposes and my role is to use
discovering democracy to support these units or to base these units on them. This is
because it’s in the schools and it’s easily accessible and we don’t have to read all
those sorts of things. And of course they’re supported really well.
Debbie: So would there be other people like yourself who would use them within
New South Wales or other types of people?
Answer: Well I believe they’re used by some universities in preservice training.
Well I know that they are because we’ve had some academics in offered a course last
year that used the materials. And I know that one of the other universities, probably
a few more than one, but I know one in particular uses them, because this particular
person, or this particular lecturer is interested in civics and it’s also in the curricula
and so there’s a link and when I did my masters we did focus a lot on discovering
democracy in education and in curricula. So yes I saw it used that way. I’m sure
other groups use them. I don’t know how much of the parents stuff is going on, the
parents groups and so on, I don’t know, in New South Wales. I know it has in some
of the other states. I know in the ACT they do, or in the previous DD officer they
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did. Our PEAs in Parliament House use it, definitely because we would do
workshops together and they also run secondary workshops, based on the materials
or not so much based on the materials but incorporated into the materials in terms of,
because they’re civics orientated or history orientated workshops and of course
discovering democracy supports that. There is another project officer, another two
projects officers actually, who have run secondary courses based on the secondary
text specifically and how it supports history.
Debbie: So there’s quite a wide range of people who are using it?
Answer: I think in the educational field definitely. Outside of that I couldn’t say.
Debbie: Alright. The next question is really about what do you think teachers expect
of this material?
Answer: I don’t know that they’ve got expectations really. Because I think, from
what I’ve seen those who’ve encountered the materials for the first time, well they
found them for the first time, they don’t even know they exist. I don’t think that they
expected the units are so complete, in that they do stand alone and are self-supported
and provide all the black-line?? masters, and the CD ROMS, and the readers and
everything that does support the material. I don’t think they realise that. Of course
every teacher would love the perfect unit that just does everything so I suppose you
could call that an expectation but I don’t know that that exists so much. I think also,
once again, coming back to the workshops, if they’ve got the message from me or
from one of my colleagues, it’s very much this is the resource. The syllabus is the
mandatory part that’s the part you have to work from, using the discovering
democracy material to support you in teaching that. So they are supported and they
are very heavily emphasised in all our workshops. Not on non-department, non
Parliament House, whatever on discovering democracy workshops, I couldn’t
comment.
Debbie: Do you think that teachers who might need to come into you about these
materials, do you think they need any sort of background. Are there any assumptions
made about what teachers know or can do or whatever, per say.
Answer: Definitely. Once again, working from a primary school perspectives we’re
finding that one thing that lacks and we are addressing is teacher knowledge
background information. A lot of them don’t engage in any sort of professional
dialogue in the area, or very rarely do, certainly not in the staff room. I mean there
are softer subjects that are ?????? you just don’t get involved in those sorts of
conversations at dinner parties and stuff, which is really sad. But we’re finding that
what teachers love about the workshops or the courses we run, is the opportunity to
ask questions and to talk and to listen to current issues and that will support them in
their teaching and increase their own background knowledge. That’s one of our
major outcomes of the day.
Debbie: So do you think that, are you saying they do need to have a fair bit of
knowledge about this area before they can use them.
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Answer: I think they need to have more awareness, yes. I mean the materials are
great, they do provide that support but I don’t think teachers have enough
understanding and certainly not enough confidence to give them that understanding
to present this stuff to kids. At least that is their perception. I don’t think there is a
lot of civics knowledge out there. And I think more is needed, yes the materials do
open up a lot of that, they do provide support but I still don’t think they provide
enough to give teachers that confidence to go forth. We sort of say to them, you
don’t need a PhD to do this stuff or to teach this stuff.
Debbie: OK well I think doing my research into what citizenship education is, it has
strongly come up with the notion that it’s about knowledge, it’s about attitudes, it’s
about values, it’s about skills, and it’s about action and I’m just wondering to what
extent do you think those things are actually in the discovering democracy materials
are far more focussed or emphasised more than others.
Answer: Well certainly the knowledge is there. The skill development is there.
Values and attitudes I don’t know, I would have to think about that one. I don’t
know I would have to think about that more because I just think it’s a very difficult
area to try and be so broad yet to focus. Obviously we are trying to get across a
positive message based on history and its mistakes, if you like, but I think the
materials are also very careful not to dictate one way or the other. So I think it does
allow for, if handled properly, allows for discussion of values. I know, if I think
straight away, in the stage 2 stuff which looks at values itself, actually in one of the
units, looks at what are Australian values? It does open it up for discussion but I
think it is an area that could be spread?? around if people didn’t want to engage, or
didn’t want to go there.
Debbie: What about action?
Answer: Yes, it definitely is the action. But I mean it’s full of, especially the people
power unit, the joining in unit, a very much people orientated and getting out and
doing something based on what people have done in history, by presenting the past to
learn from that and to move forward and to see how people can become engaged and
so forth.
Debbie: So do you think these materials have been developed with children, current
students work through this with their teachers, that they actually, the hope is, that
they’ll actually be different sorts of citizens than their parents. Or that they’ll be a
good citizen, do you think that is where we are heading with this.
Answer: In that last question why I hesitated was because I think one of the
perceptions or missed perceptions if you like, is I remember talking to some
influential person down here a couple of years ago about discovering democracy and
her reaction straight away was ‘it’s about making good citizens’ and so I tend to
baulk that particular statement or comment because I don’t think it’s about making
good citizens. I think that’s all a very conservative approach to this. I think what the
materials are trying to do is to try and make people more active by being informed
and having the knowledge and being equipped with the skills. So I prefer to think of
it in that way so rather than say ‘good citizens’ I think it’s more active and informed
citizens.
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Debbie: So do you think that they’re going to be a different sort of citizen to what
their parents are?
Answer: Definitely. I think that the crux of it all is, and once again this ties in with
all on the Civics and Citizenship Education syllabus because we are promoting three
skills: acquiring information and using that information, but also social and civic
participation and I think that the DD materials ride in very nicely with that because
they’re looking at promoting the active citizenship part. How can I play my part?
What can I do? Whereas traditionally I think Australians tend, yeah they get
involved, especially recently, it’s all been demonstrated but I think historically
Australians tend to be a bit conservative. We all whinge and complain about it but
we don’t really do much about it. Maybe because we don’t know what to do and I
think that’s where the DD materials, but once again, it’s hard to separate that from
the DD material, as opposed to the syllabus because they’re both trying to do the
same thing. Are they going to make different citizens I mean that’s the hype.
Debbie: Do you think that the DD materials have been developed to achieve a
government aim, by the Federal Government. That they commissioned these
materials and got them developed to achieve a particular aim.
Answer: Well I believe that they were developed to increase knowledge and
awareness of the political systems and social systems in Australian political and
social history. Yes I do believe that. I don’t believe that it was more sinister than
that. I know people do believe and there was that comment about making good
citizens. I don’t believe that that was their intention. It may have been but I don’t
believe that and I certainly don’t sell the materials in that respect. But I know that
there is a perception out there that possibly that’s why they were developed.
Debbie: So in your understanding of the way that the materials were developed, who
do you think were the most influential people in the development of the materials?
Answer: What do you mean?
Debbie: Well who had the most power in what went in and what went out and how it
was presented.
Answer: Well drawing on my knowledge of what has happened in New South Wales
because I was involved in the trialling of the materials, there was a lot of re-writing
that went on, at the teacher level. That is, when the units were being prepared, and if
material was being put out there for trial, a lot of rewriting occurred. That’s my
memory of it, and that’s a long time ago now. So I suppose who’s been most
influential, I could be very direct and say that the focus groups, the people who
actually trialled the materials and reported back.
Debbie: What positive or negative comments have you heard about the material?
Answer: Positive comments. Well with the primaries material and with the
secondaries they do support the teachers, particularly the primaries because it was
written, our syllabus, almost in conjunction with the DD materials because of the
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time of publication of both. What else, they are self-supporting, they stand alone,
basically everything you need, even to evaluate, is there, presented in the readers or
the assessment materials, or whatever. There’s motivational materials, it’s not
boring. Some of the negatives would have to be, and there’s also professional
development that’s related to the discovering democracy program, in each of the
states and territory, particularly once again, I can only comment about here but I
don’t think the materials would have been even an eighth as successful as a teaching
tool, if they weren’t supported by the professional development money that went in
and continually to be presented. Negative, would have to be, a lot of teachers are
saying ’look it’s great for GATS kids (gifted and talented kids) but it’s not so good
for average to below average in literacy because a lot of the material is quite literacy
deep. Just because it’s aimed at upper primary doesn’t mean that every child, or the
majority of kids in the upper primary, will be able to cope at that level because that’s
why, that’s one of the biggest things. Some of it, it was felt that some of the
concepts, which I don’t agree with, are too difficult for kids. I don’t believe that, I
don’t agree with that but that’s what I’ve heard. I think it’s the teacher’s
understanding and I remember when we talked about it, during the trialling of some
of the secondary material, they felt that some of the concepts were very difficult for
secondary students. But I can’t comment more fully on that because I don’t know,
never having taught it. I suppose that would be about it. Sometimes we get the
‘what’s the real sinister intention of this material’. But I don’t think that’s really
relevant.
Debbie: So most of those comments were coming from classroom teachers?
Answer: Yes.
Debbie: I’m going to turn over now to the scenarios just to ask the question, which
one do you think would make most use of discovering democracy materials and
which one you would like to teach, or see being taught using the materials. Which
ones sound boring?
Answer: Well there is obviously the first one and that’s a great one. It could be an
environmental issue or it couldn’t be. It could be a middle primary, upper primary or
indeed lower middle secondary so that one is a particularly good one. Plus it’s also
taking on an environmental issue is really promoting what I believe what we’re
trying to achieve, which is activity formed citizenship, people power, that sort of
stuff.
Debbie: Which one was that one?
Answer: The first one. The second one is probably not, they’re both OK. I think it’s
just a bit, probably more secondary than primary. I can’t comment too much on the
secondaries because I don’t know the syllabuses that well. Definitely not the last
one, I mean I can see where it might come in. It’s just that I don’t think that
discovering democracy really does that sort of stuff. Yes if it’s anything like the text
in that no. Number four is definitely a secondary one, would definitely be used in
geography. Maybe the third one, I would like to see the third one done in primary
but with a different environmental issue, which of course it could be, quite easily.
It’s just the Franklin River is just….
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Debbie: I was trying to create the scenarios that were not actually linked up with
things that were in the materials and I was giving people a bit of focus, I think.
Answer: And there is not a lot in the geography, there is not a lot of support from the
geography syllabus. But that is currently under review so I don’t know where it is
going to go. Like if they’re going to take much notice if any of the discovering
democracy. I dare say the Board have their own agenda. Just reading through the
second one to remind myself. Maybe the second one could be modified because of
course you’re talking about active citizenship again as we said before, you’re talking
about.
Debbie: It wasn’t meant to be a school issue, inside the school grounds issue.
Answer: And that’s where I would see this one in the primaries. It certainly has
relevance for the secondaries geography because that’s what it’s all about.
Debbie: OK so of all those which one would you see the actual materials being used
strongly and focussed as it would be for teachers?
Answer: The first one definitely. Probably the fourth one. As I said, number two if
it was modified and even number three. Just not number five.
Debbie: Do you think that there were any large scale processes happening in the
world that influenced the development of the material? Anything that strikes you as
being influential?
Answer: Well if you go back in time, you’ve got the agendas, I can’t think what you
call them now, the Hobart Declaration and Adelaide Declaration. 1989 in Hobart
and then more recently the Adelaide one. I think I suppose worldwide concerns
about civics education.
Debbie: It’s something that’s actually been explored in a number of countries, not
just Australia.
Answer: That’s it. I had a teacher come out last year from Scotland who was actually
looking at what we do in civics and citizenship ed here and he got onto us because of
the discovering democracy stuff on the web.
Debbie: Excellent.
Answer: So they did amazing things, closer to home of course the Senate reports that
their offices of education and their offices are obviously a lot closer to home.
Debbie: And the last question is really about text. So what text do you think we used
to actually put together discovering democracy, the sort of things you think they
grouped together. As if like, from your experience, from working with the teachers
doing trialling, did they have to get other materials or did they source other materials
and where did they get those from?
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Answer: In the development of the materials or are you talking about now?
Debbie: No, in the development.
Answer: I can’t remember.
Debbie: OK that’s cool. Thanks for that, I really appreciate that.
Answer: No problem. I hope it was hopeful.
Debbie: And I will send you some information of what comes out of the interviews if
you’d like it.
Answer: I think I’ll just point out at this particular point, I think you’re probably
aware of it, but I will repeat it to you is that because of the way that New South
Wales curriculum is set up, with some mandatory curriculum in both, caters sets for
6, 7 to 10 but in specifically cater 6 we have mandatory subject matter as well as
outcomes. The outcomes sort of focuses on what we’re doing but it’s the actual, the
syllabus is driven by the subject matter so discovering democracy is secondary to
that and that’s important. Whereas, I know in some of the other states and territory,
they seem to be clinging on to that and like ‘here this is what we can use as our core’
because they don’t have quite the boundaries. I know they have outcomes but they
don’t have quite the boundaries that we have. Whereas ours are very specific and
we’re very fortunate that they’re given support in the primary particularly and in the
secondary but mostly primary. It does support the syllabus and what teachers are
supposed to be doing really, really well but it’s not our focus so I always say that up
front for teachers because a) they have to know that they’ve got syllabus that they’ve
got to work from and it is mandatory but secondly they’ve got to know that
discovering democracy is a fantastic resource. If you don’t think your kids can work
from it for whatever reason, or you don’t feel up to it, you don’t have to teach it. So
that’s a little bit different. I know it’s not mandated in any state or territory or at least
I don’t think it is.
Debbie: No and that’s the product of the material to bring something developed at a
commonwealth level where they have no jurisdiction and I suppose that’s part of the
factor in doing some of this work in this study factor, a group who actually have no
power to mandate or make teachers use it or whatever, have actually produced the
materials in all the schools throughout Australia so it’s an interesting position, I
think.
Answer: That’s right. Well it is but it’s also been a very good one because the
materials are excellent, they are very well prepared, they are very well done, I think.
They’re just an absolute, they’re a God send to primary teachers anyway and indeed
secondary but certainly the primaries because they’re there, you don’t need to turn
around and invent the wheel and create their own stuff. You need to be a bit creative
and of course they need to use their professional judgment. But they’re there
basically and they do support the syllabus really well and the professional
development, the backup that we’ve been able to provide because of the funding, has
meant that we can get it up and running in schools and promote civics which is
ultimately our goal. The PDs are told to do that.
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Debbie: Yes I think one of the big dimensions is as you say earlier on I think you
mentioned that the notion that, this is just so much of it, and it’s very difficult for
teachers to have the time to actually sit down with all the books and unpack them,
and sit there with all the stuff and go ‘well now what do I do?’
Answer: That’s why our professional development has been so popular because
that’s what we do. We actually unpack, literally unpack the syllabus and then we
have a look and say ‘right this is where you’ve got to see and this is where
discovering democracy will fit in’ and so if they walk away with nothing else, they at
least know that in order to teach say outcome 3.8 they’ve got this particular unit and
they’ve got the readers that will support that and they’ve got the assessment material
to help them or whatever. So it’s fantastic for us, we’ve really got a lot out of it but
it’s still getting that across to teachers that it is there for you to use but you don’t try
to kill yourself in trying to use it. But with the syllabus that’s a different story.
Debbie: OK well thanks a lot for your time. Much appreciated and I will let you
know, I do a little executive summary thing which I’ll send out to all the people
who’ve worked with me in the interviews just to let you know what’s going on and
I’m ever down in Sydney I’ll look you up and come and say hello and how you
doing.
Answer: Are you working with any teachers in New South Wales?
Debbie: No. I’m not actually working with teachers. I’m actually trying to do it at the
level up, so I’ve actually interviewed everyone from Minister down to the people in
the Commonwealth Department who actually administered the program, the
Curriculum Corporation people who manage the program and were instrumental in
developing the program, professional associations who commented on and worked
with teachers like you did, in trials.
Answer: No I was a teacher when I was trialling this.
Debbie: So people who trialled them and worked with people who trialled them. So
that’s where I’m actually cutting off at this point and this is my PhD research so it’s
sort of like you’ve got to have an end to it at some point. Because there’s nothing
much written, there’s always nothing academic apart from those print??? Surveys
which tells us that nobody knows anything about it because he actually did it before
it was released. And telling us that nobody knows that the materials are there which
we don’t need to do a survey, to figure that out, you know what I mean. So there’s
nothing written so you’ve got to start somewhere.
Answer: Sounds good. I really look forward to reading it. Because it’s actually when
it comes from educators, it will be interesting to hear what teachers have to say, as
well. Because last year at this meeting that I am going to again tomorrow, they
actually start at the commonwealth level with the specific survey that we’ve done for
some marketing companies.
Debbie: Oh yes they’ve done them before. I’ve got a copy of, not last year’s, but the
last one.
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Answer: Well I haven’t seen this one but last one – it actually said, especially in New
South Wales, the teachers had no idea and ??? I don’t know what that would be like
as well. I just went ‘you’ve got to be joking, this is fraudulent.’
Debbie: So whom did you ask?
Answer: Exactly. That’s what you asked them ‘who did you ask’. I think in fact they
might have asked something like six teachers or six schools in the whole of New
South Wales and you don’t ask principals.’
Debbie: No you ask the teachers who are actually in charge of the group.
Answer: Or who’s actually teaching year 3 – 6. But anyway, we’re over that now.
Debbie: They’ve got their money for doing this ???.
Answer: Well I don’t know what the Minister thought of it. He commissioned it, I
don’t know what he thought of it.
Debbie: Was that when Keating ?? was in?
Answer: Yes.
Debbie: I don’t know that Malcolm was quite so compassionate about it.
Answer: He’s passionate about civics but I don’t know about discovering democracy
although it was a Howard government initiative when it got up so you think there’d
be at least interested. I’m sure he is.
Debbie: Thanks very much again.
Answer: It’s a pleasure. Goodbye.
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